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ABSTRACT 

POLITICAL COMMUNICATION IN AN EMERGING DEMOCRACY: 

A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF MEDIA COVERAGE OF 

TWO PRESIDENTIAL ADMINISTRATIONS IN THE FOURTH 

REPUBLIC OF GHANA 

This thesis compares newspaper coverage of two constitutional governments in Ghana's 

Fourth Republic: President Rawlings' National Democratic Congress (NDC) and President 

Kufuor's New Patriotic Party (NPP). It puts coverage in perspective using The Four Theories 

of the Press as an overarching background to examine and discuss the socio-political 

environment of news production highlighting some antecedent factors capable of influencing 

the process. The study uses the sociology of news production with emphases on the social 

organisation of news work focusing on source-reporter relations to explain news-making and 
influences exerted on the media. Grounded in these theoretical models, the study investigates 

whether and how differences between the two administrations' media relations affected the 

quality and amount of political news coverage by the two newspapers. 

Content and document analyses are employed to gather data from two newspapers: the state- 

owned Daily Graphic and the privately owned Ghanaian Chronicle, and some documents of 

selected state and government organisations. These documents contain important material 

relating to the media and government such as legal instruments and other constitutional 

provisions governing journalistic practice in Ghana. Using these newspapers and documents 

as the main sources of data, the study analyses the relationship between the mass media and 

government during parts of the NDC and NPP regimes: 1993-1994 and 2001-2002. 

On the whole, fewer political stories/items are published in Period 1 (1993-1994) than Period 

2 (2001-2002), and the Ghanaian Chronicle carries more political items than the Daily 

Graphic. The study finds that measurement of indicators such as size, direction and tone of 

political stories suggest systematic bias of the two newspapers. Whereas Graphic's bias 

favours ruling administrations, Chronicle's does not necessarily favour any of the two 

regimes but is rather against the NDC as a political party and regime. 

The study finds newspaper coverage concentrates less on key political actors than on their 

political parties. Furthermore, in both newspapers and for the two study periods, "journalistic 



newsgathering" exceeds "information subsidies" especially in the Ghanaian Chronicle and 

more so during the second period of the study. The study finds relations between Ghanaian 

political news sources and reporters fit into the separate source-reporter role option of Gieber 

and Johnson's (1961) three-role typology: neither characterised as negotiations/mutual 

exchanges nor manipulation but as a relationship of mutual mistrust and suspicion. Evidence 

of this is the minimal use of official news sources implying low incidence of information 

subsidies. The study thus indicates that relations between political sources and reporters do 

not constitute cardinal determinants of political news. 

In conclusion, the study shows that political news and the prominence given to it are more 

the result of relations between political systems (environmental factors) and the media than 

anything else. Consequently, analyses of newspaper content must be contextualised within 
local environmental conditions even if conceptualised within global perspectives. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Background Statement 

Linkages between newspaper journalism and politics in the Gold Coast (colonial Ghana) are 

extensively established by Jones-Quartey (1975). He points out the seminal role of the press 

in the struggle for independence, which ultimately resulted in the liberation of the Gold Coast 

from colonialism. This thesis is about politics and communication in Ghana. The definition 

of political communication, as a concept that captures the relationship between politics and 

communication tends to be influenced by its dual disciplinary roots, which are in "themselves 

open to a variety of definitions" (McNair, 1999, p. 3). Denton and Woodard (1990) defined 

the concept as "public discussion about the allocation of public resources (revenues), official 

authority (who is given the power to make legal, legislative and executive decisions), and 

official sanctions (what the state rewards or punishes) (p. 14)". Graber (1981) and McNair 

(1999) incorporated all forms of political discourse involving politicians or political actors, 

including communication undertaken by them, addressed to them by others such as media 

people or about their activities as contained in news reports and other media forums. 

Included in their definitions are "verbal and written political rhetoric" as well as "symbolic 

communication acts" what Graber (1981) refers to as "political language" which in McNair's 

(1999, p. 3) view suggests that it "comprises not only rhetoric but paralinguistic signs such as 

body language, and political acts such as boycotts and protests". 

The thesis, while operating within the broadened definitions provided by Graber (1981) and 

McNair (1999), limits itself to "verbal and written political rhetoric" about two Presidents of 

Ghana - Jerry John Rawlings and John Agyekum Kufuor - and other political actors 

operating on their behalf, from their governments and/or political parties. It focuses on 
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communication about them and their activities as contained in news reports and editorials of 

two selected newspapers as well as from relevant documents. Somewhat like McNair (1999), 

the study examines "the nature of the interface between politicians and the media, the extent 

of their interaction, and the dialectic of their relationship" (p. xiii), and how all these get 

reflected in newspaper reports. It acknowledges the fact that political communication is 

shaped by various kinds of relations involving the state, media, economy, and socio-cultural 

and political factors (Benson, 2004; Schudson, 1994/2000). 

The Problem 

The study is specifically about the interface between Ghanaian politics and journalism, 

represented by the two largest political parties - the National Democratic Congress (NDC) 

and the New Patriotic Party (NPP) - and two important newspapers within the, state-private 

dichotomy: the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Chronicle. It examines the relationship 

between politics and journalism and how that relationship determines the extent and quality 

of political reporting in Ghana. It estimates the extent to which newspaper coverage of the 

two periods of the study indicates the degree of freedom of the media under each regime and 

tries to answer the question: what type of government-media relationship leads to increased 

positive coverage of political activities? The study defines "positive coverage of political 

activities" as newspaper reportage of activities of Presidents, Vice-Presidents, Ministers of 

State, opposition leaders, and accredited agents of their political parties that is civil, non- 

conflictual, and oriented towards solutions to problems using non-confrontational or non- 

adversarial frames. 

The mass media in Ghana, previously under absolute state control, became liberated and 

vibrant at the dawn of the reintroduction of constitutionalism and with the repeal of the 
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newspaper licensing law (PNDC Law 211) in 1992 (Karikari, 1994; Blay-Amihere & Alabi, 

1996). Throughout Ghana's history, relations between the mass media and government have 

varied from regime to regime (Anokwa, 1997; Yankah, 1997; Asante, 1996). The two 

regimes under study - the NDC and the NPP - have similarly related differently with the 

mass media. The NDC Government's restrictions on media activities came in different forms 

ranging from a closed-door policy, which cut out nearly all interface with the local mass 

media, through physical harassment of journalists, to rigid legislation such as the Preventive 

Custody Law (PNDC Law 4) and incarceration of media practitioners (Karikari, 2000/2004). 

Conversely, President Kufuor's NPP administration, since its inauguration on January 7 

2001, has demonstrated its willingness and commitment to work with the local mass media 

through an open door policy, which allows journalists from all media organisations (both 

private and state-owned) into the Osu Castle (Ghana's Seat of Government). Representatives 

of media organisations, under Kufuor's administration, take turns to accompany the President 

on foreign trips, a privilege hitherto reserved for a few journalists in the state sector 

(Karikari, 2004). 

The extent to which Rawlings and Kufuor's opposing ways of dealing with the media 

(restriction versus openness) have affected media activity and media content has been a 

matter of debate. Indeed, the relationship between media reports and their political context in 

Ghana has often been a subject of conjecture. The position of this study is that it is possible 

to systematically estimate the extent to which content suggests either a free and independent, 

or a stifled and controlled, media system. In other words, it is possible to assess the impact of 

the socio-political environment and antecedent factors of media production on media output. 

Such an analysis would help to establish the nature and level of newspaper reporting of 
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politics under the two regimes in the Fourth Republic and to develop strategies for building a 

government-media relationship capable of enhancing political coverage in Ghana. 

Objectives 

In broad terms, the study sought to identify, isolate and develop a detailed description and 

analysis of newspaper coverage of government and its activities during two opposing 

political administrations in the Fourth Republic of Ghana. From the data collected, it 

described newspaper coverage of two presidential administrations, both while they were in 

power and out of power, and attempted to infer from coverage to the context of production. It 

examined whether identified variables were linked to, or associated with, one another. The 

study was therefore mainly descriptive: describing the trend of newspaper reporting and 

relationships among identified variables aimed at developing strategies for building mutually 

beneficial government-media relations in Ghana. Specifically, it sought to: 

examine the amount/quantity and type/quality of newspaper reports on government 

and its activities under the two political administrations; 

examine themes that were most frequently covered and sources most commonly used 

in political news stories under the two administrations in the two periods of the study 

and highlight any observable changes therein; 

assess and describe the relationship between the mass media (represented by the two 

newspapers) and each of the two political administrations; and to 

examine the relationship, if any, between newspaper coverage of government and its 

activities, and the political environment under each regime. 
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Research Questions 

Theories and empirical research on media influences suggested linkages between variables 

such as newspaper ownership and volume/amount of coverage; ownership and type of 

coverage (biases, themes and priorities); and ownership and coverage of government in 

power versus the opposition. The study, therefore, approached its inquiry into political 

communication by examining four main factors: the nature and level of reporting, the 

incumbency factor and its influence on reporting, freedom of expression, and the relationship 

between government and the media. These were explored through the following questions: 

Nature and Level of Reporting, 

How did the newspapers report on government and its activities? What was the level 

(amount and type) of reporting of each administration both when it was in power and 

in opposition? 

Were there any significant differences in observed patterns of coverage of the two 

political administrations and their activities? 

n; Il +1, n o++ ....,., 0.7 «....,. «.. « ,.. ý.. /11. -; l.. /!... «1 . .\............ .. r .: aL.... ,. r 4U- «si.: v.. ne j-"%4 L11V aLaw-vwilcu IIcWbljajJG1 D `Cluny'JwJJruc) ccuvclagc UI G1Ulcl UI Lllc 1Gb111L 

differ in any way from that of the private newspaper (The Ghanaian Chronicle)? 

What themes were predominantly covered as political news under each 

administration? 

What types of sources were most commonly used/quoted in newspaper reports under 

each political administration? 

Incumbency Factor 

Were incumbent governments and their officials given more coverage in newspapers 

than those in opposition (their main challengers)? 
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Did incumbency translate into more or less positive newspaper reports? 

Overall, did political news reports favour the incumbent more than the opposition 

during any of the two study periods? 

Freedom of Expression 

- To what extent did newspaper coverage reflect the degree of freedom of the media 

under each regime? 

- Did the use of by-lines increase or decrease during any of the study periods? Were 

by-lines personal names of reporters or anonymous under any regime? 

- Did the nature of news sources change in favour of accredited sources under any 

regime? Did news attribution increase or decrease? 

- Were more or less negative and/or sensational political themes/topics used during any 

of the study periods? 

- Did the use of qualitative labels increase or decrease with coverage of any regime? 

- Were there any visible (overt), or subtle (covert) signs of the binary patterns of 

dominance/submission; respect/disrespect; regard/disregard towards authority in 

newspaper coverage of any regime? 

Government-Media Relationship 

Through document analysis, the study sought to answer the following additional questions: 

How did each of the two political administrations relate to the media? 

Which of the two regimes offered a more liberal media environment? In what ways 

was this liberal environment manifested? Did it influence the newspapers' choice of 

political themes? 
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Which of the two regimes increased journalists' access to information about their 

activities? Did increased access determine the prominence given to the story in terms 

of placement, size and enhancements? 

Rationale for the Study 

The third age of political communication is characterised by ever-changing dynamics of the 

relationship between politics and communication in modern democracies worth scrutiny and 

study (Blumler & Kavanagh, 1999; Esser, Reinemann & Fan, 2001). Many such changes 

have occurred within Ghana's emergent democracy. That the Fourth Republic of Ghana is 

unique has been widely documented (Ayee, 2001a; Ahiawordor, 2001; Gyimah-Boadi, 

2001b; Nugent, 2001; Smith & Temin, 2001). This uniqueness makes it an interesting and 

worthwhile subject for study within political communication especially because of changes 

that have occurred in its two components: politics and communication. Ghana's Fourth 

Republic provides academics, political scientists and communication researchers a unique 

opportunity to make comparisons between regimes in the area of communication and 

governance in spite of the apparent unequal playing field given President Rawlings' head 

start. 

The thesis recognises the uniqueness of Ghana's Fourth Republic in two respects. It is the 

only one in the entire forty-nine-year history of Ghana as an independent country in which a 

political party has retained political power lawfully and constitutionally through the ballot 

box for a second term of office. Secondly, it is the only Republic in which political power 

has changed hands from one political party to another through democratic means, a departure 

from the usual coups d'etat (Ayee, 2001 a; Gyimah-Boadi, 2001 a&b). Whatever its flaws and 

difficulties, it is the only Republic that has so far spanned more than a decade (from 1993 to 
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2006) and has enabled a smooth changeover of government. It is studied as a period of 

stability in the country's rather turbulent and unstable political history during which military 

rule has superseded democratically elected civilian administration in longevity. As Karikari 

(2000) recounts, between 1966 (when military coups began) and 1992 (a period of 26 years) 

the military ruled for 20 years. 

In view of the long rule of President Rawlings (from December 31 1981 to January 6 2001), 

combining eleven years of unconstitutionality as Chairman of the Provisional National 

Defence Council (PNDC) with eight years of constitutionality as leader of the NDC, 

assessments of his rule have often been muddled and muddied. The performance of President 

Rawlings as leader of a lawfully constituted political party, and democratically elected 

President of Ghana has often been subsumed under, and perceived from, his actions and 

deeds as Chairman of the PNDC. In most cases, these two different but successive or 

consecutive administrations are assessed as one continuous 19-year rule without any 

differentiation (having had the same leadership) - the (P) NDC (Ayee, 2001a). Studies into 

and discussions of Rawlings' tenure of office and his relationship with the mass media have 

tended to dwell mainly on his unconstitutional administration (Blay-Amihere & Alabi, 1996). 

It is important, in order to make any assessment meaningful, to delineate President Rawlings' 

unconstitutional rule (December 31 1981 - January 6 1993) from his constitutional, if not 

exactly democratic, governance (January 7 1993 -January 6 2001) in spite of their perceived 

similarities (Karikari, 2000/2004). This is all the more important when attempts are made to 

juxtapose and compare President Rawlings' media relations with those of other heads of 

Government of Ghana given the fact that Rawlings' longevity as Head of State can be both 

advantageous and disadvantageous (Ayee, 2001a; Gyimah-Boadi, 2001b). It has the potential 
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to skew findings of any such studies if the two consecutive Rawlings regimes are not 

separated. 

Studies of media coverage in Ghana have tended to focus on media reports without studying 

their linkages with the media environment (NMC Reports, 2000/2004). Discussions of such 

linkages/associations are, however, necessary as Benson (2004) indicates, it is time to study 

the "media as an independent variable, as part of the process of political meaning making 

rather than just a convenient indicator of the outcome" of political communication (p. 276). 

The present study, in its assessment of newspaper coverage of two regimes of Ghana's 

Fourth Republic, therefore, examines the media environment as a concomitant part of news, 

media performance and output. It departs from Shoemaker and Reese's (1990) observation 

that analyses of media content usually do not systematically link content to what created it or 

to its effects, and is in response to Benson's (2004) suggestion that "political communication 

studies draw upon the sociology of news media far more extensively than has been the case 

in the past" (p. 276). By so doing, the study moves the media out of conceptions of a passive 

and secondary role (Hall et al., 1978) to those of an active and primary definer of social 

reality in public political discourse in sync with others including Cook (1998), Sparrow 

(1999) and Atton and Wickenden (2005). 

The study shares the opinion of McNair (1999) that "what the media do is as much the 

product of external factors 
... as with such intra-media considerations as journalistic bias, 

proprietorial interference, or the routine practices of newsgathering" (p. xii). Similarly, it 

agrees with Street's (2001) assertion that "what is reported in papers and on television is not 

simply a product either of `events in the world' or of the perceptions and prejudices of 

individual journalists.... equally important are the conditions and constraints under which 
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journalism is practised" (p. 103). Since such external factors, conditions and constraints 

include the state and "the activities of the political communications industry" (McNair, 1999, 

p. xii); the study focused on coverage of President Rawlings and President Kufuor's activities 

and those of their accredited political actors. It hoped thereby to be able to compare not only 

newspaper coverage of the two constitutional governments in Ghana's Fourth Republic but 

also of their media relations performances in periods of democratic governance. 

In the wider global setting the study, like McNair's (1999) work, hoped to contribute to the 

"growing literature in communication and political studies concerned with locating the 

media's agency and effectivity in a wider social - in this case political - environment" (p. 

xiii). In the specific case of Ghana, it filled a void in available literature by comparing and 

documenting not just newspaper reporting of the two regimes but more importantly, by 

putting that reporting in perspective through examination of some antecedent factors capable 

of influencing the news process. It took cognisance of the fact that the conditions under 

which journalists worked, be they their immediate operational environments (Whitney, 1981) 

or the larger external environment (McNair, 1999; Street, 2001), had direct effects on the 

way they gathered and processed news. Just as different types of ownership, management, 

operating, and/or competitive situations have the potential to impact on news work, so also 

do conditions of censorship and strict media controls under authoritarian models affect ways 

of newsgathering and reporting (Riffe, Lacy, & Fico, 1998; Murdock, 1990). Since Ghana's 

media have lived through the extremes of authoritarian and libertarian principles, and have 

been shaped by these opposing models, it is useful to both politics and media studies to 

examine how these influences have impacted on newspaper reporting. 
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Politics and Political Figures 

In Ghana, as elsewhere (Hynds, 1990), there appears to be what Haque (1986) termed an 

"obsession with politics" (p. 85). This obsession, however, has historical explanations due to 

the rationale for setting up, and early use of, the newspaper in colonial times and in both the 

pre- and post-independence periods. Studies have also found that much political coverage is 

concentrated on the giants or heavyweights of politics, usually focusing on the presidential 

levels to the disadvantage of lower political levels and in less positive ways (Hart, Smith- 

Howell, & Llewellyn, 1990; King, 1995; McKinney, Tedesco, & Kim, 1999). 

The Ghanaian press appears to see political news as the most newsworthy with the capacity 

to deliver both readers and advertisers. Even a cursory glance reveals it is this type of news 

rather than developmental news that occupies the front pages of most newspapers. 

Consequently, it is politics that forms the basis of the present study: politics, politicians, and 

government, news about whom constitutes material for most newspaper editorial content, as 

well as for most radio and television discussions. The focus on politics conforms to major 

transformations in Ghana's media environment, just as that of other democracies, within the 

last decade (Amoakohene, 2004). Although the details of such dramatic changes may vary, 

their impact has been similar, as they "constitute a reshaping of the media environment that 

easily rivals those leading to the creation of the social responsibility theory and the structural 

development of the media as gatekeepers" (Williams & Delli Carpini, 2000, p. 65). 

Scope of the Study 

The study focused on Ghana under the first two constitutional years of President Rawlings 

(January 1993 - December 1994) and the first two years of President Kufuor (January 2001 - 
December 2002). Four factors provided the rationale for choosing these two periods for 
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study. Firstly, the decade 1993-2002 marked the first ten years of Ghana's return to 

constitutional rule and political stability after several decades of unconstitutional rule and 

political instability. Secondly, it is, arguably, the single most important period in the entire 

49-year history of the Republic of Ghana because it marked the period when the country 

lived under two different constitutional governments in succession within the same Republic 

and without any military intervention. 

Thirdly, the period provides unique comparative opportunities in a continuum of contrasts 

unmatched in the post-independence history of Ghana (because one constitutionally elected 

government directly hands over the reins of political power to another). Each of the two 

periods of the study marks the first two years of one of the two political administrations and 

thus provides political symmetry. The first period (1993-1994) marks the first two years of 

the NDC government of Flt. Lt. Rawlings while the second period (2001-2002) marks the 

first two years of Mr Kufuor's NPP government. Finally, the two regimes appear to have 

operated with opposing philosophies of government-media relations. These differences did 

not only contrast but also influenced the handling of information and the media thereby 

producing different outcomes in media performance and output, and potentially affecting and 

reflecting media coverage of the two regimes and their activities. 

Within the theoretical framework of the social organisation of news work and influences on 

the media and news production, the study combines content analysis with document analysis 

to study coverage of the two political regimes and the environments they created for 

journalistic work. It draws on press systems theories, using Siebert et al. 's (1963) Four 

Theories of the Press as the overarching theory, and various socio-political approaches to the 

production of news, notably as outlined by Schudson (2000) and others. It focuses 
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exclusively on political news defined as newspaper reports originating from or 

about/concerning the two Presidents, their Vice-Presidents and their accredited agents 

including Ministers of State, political party executive officers, and Members of Parliament. 

These are presented as hard news, press releases or images, including cartoons, on the front- 

page and comments/opinions in editorials of the two newspapers - the Daily Graphic and 

The Ghanaian Chronicle. They were identified and analysed if they mentioned political 

actors in the headline, lead or within the first five paragraphs of the story as either the sources 

of news or as people about whom the story was written. Additionally, they were identified 

and analysed if they were placed on the front-page or in the editorial of the sampled edition 

of the newspaper, considered the most important because they carried prime news stories and 

views of newspapers. 

While document analysis (and literature) provided information about the journalistic 

operational environment - historical, social, cultural, legal and political - in ways that 

superseded the capabilities of other research methods, content analysis provided verifiable 

and comparable data on actual reportage. Both methods were ideal for their unobtrusiveness 

and ability to scale recall lapses needed for a study whose interval spanned nearly a decade 

documenting disparities and semblances in newspaper reporting of two regimes. The study 

examined the environment within which the newspapers operated in an attempt to assess the 

relative degree of freedom they experienced under each regime. By so doing, it provided 

insights into, and an understanding of, the commonalities and differences in the relationships 

between the media and the two political administrations while highlighting influences 

exerted on the two newspapers. 
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Organisation of the Thesis 

The thesis is organised into eight chapters. The opening chapter - Chapter One - gives the 

background to the study and explains its objectives, rationale, and scope, and specifies both 

the general and specific research questions driving it. 

Chapter Two describes the study setting specifying the socio-political environment within 

which the two newspapers' coverage of the NDC and the NPP regimes occurred. It provides 

an overview of the political and media history of Ghana focusing on the historical 

background and context of the development of the press dating from pre-independence. It 

also describes the legal, constitutional and political environments within which newspapers 

have operated since independence in 1957 noting the relationship between the press and 

various governments. 

Chapter Three examines theories of influences on the press/media, and the production of 

news. It uses The Four Theories of the Press (Siebert et al., 1963) as an overarching 

background to discuss the relationship between media context and media content, which is 

the focus of this study. It also discusses the sociology of news production and addresses 

influences on the media, news-making and content including gatekeeping and source-reporter 

relationships. 

Chapter Four reviews studies on political communication conducted within press/media 

systems' theories and the sociology of news production that address influences on the media 

using content analysis, document analysis or other scientific methods. The reviews discuss 

methods and dimensions of variables used in those studies, findings and conclusions reached, 

and highlight their importance to the thesis. 
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Chapter Five describes and explains the methodology of the study. Methods used were 

content analyses of two newspapers selected for their relevance and salience, and analyses of 

some important documents relating to the media and government, and their 

legal/constitutional framework over the decade: 1993-2002. 

Results of the content analyses of newspaper reports of political stories and of documents 

selected for the study are presented in Chapter Six. The descriptive presentation of the 

findings sets the stage for their discussion in Chapter Seven where an attempt is made to 

provide answers to questions developed under the four major thematic areas of the study: 

nature and type of reporting, the incumbency factor, freedom of the press and of expression, 

and government-media relationships. 

The concluding chapter - Chapter Eight - summarises key findings of the study and provides 

a concluding statement that ends that chapter and the thesis. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MEDIA AND POLITICS IN GHANA 

Introduction 

Since the type of press system a country has tends to be a product and a reflection of the 

nature and character of the prevailing political system within which it operates (McQuail, 

1994/2000; Altschull, 1984; Kowalski, 2000; Avraham, 2002) an understanding of the 

research setting is usually fundamental. Many factors, some individual, others collective and 

institutional, influence the mass media and the production of news. These factors include the 

type of political and economic systems operating in the society, the stage of the country's 

development, technological development of the mass media, logistical support, human 

resources and interests and needs of specific groups and individuals. Severin and Tankard 

(1992) succinctly capture these factors: "Political, social, and economic forces directly affect 

media content. Media ownership and control affect media content, which in turn determines 

media effects" (p. 285). This chapter describes the specific media and political context within 

which the present study was carried out in order to aid the comprehension of its unique 

circumstances. It examines the socio-political environment of the two newspapers' coverage 

of the NDC and the NPP regimes. 

Press/Media Systems in Ghana: A Brief Historical Perspective 

Colonial rule in Africa was often followed by one-party systems, which usually resulted in 

the creation of authoritarian governments and authoritarian press systems (Asante, 1996; 

Eribo & Jong-Ebot, 1997). Even where constitutions at independence allowed for multiparty 

democracy, as was the case of Ghana, governments schemed to convert these to one-party 

states through various means including well-manipulated parliaments (Ansah, 1991a). The 

resultant political climate usually required journalists to align themselves with government as 
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propagandists rather than serve as watchdogs over government actions and of peoples' rights. 

In Ghana, the Accra Evening News, established by Nkrumah in September 1948 as the 

Convention Peoples' Party's mouthpiece functioned exactly in that manner. Dr Nkrumah had 

so much faith in the mass media playing such an important role that he said upon establishing 

the Accra Evening News: " ... Personally, I failed to see how any liberation movement could 

possibly succeed without an effective means of broadcasting its policy to the rank and file of 

the people" (Nkrumah, 1957, p. 76). He saw the Accra Evening News as "the vanguard of the 

movement and its chief propagandist, agitator, mobiliser and political educationist". 

In view of the fact that Ghana and many other African countries have experienced more 

military and sometimes civilian dictatorships than civilian democratic rule since gaining 

political independence, the media have had to adapt to several political changes. This has 

resulted in what Hachten (1993) referred to as a "kept press" functioning as a "cheerleader 

supporting unpopular leaders and their policies" (p. 34). According to Asante (1996), the 

Ghanaian press in large part has been in the centre of the country's political changes and 

turmoil contending that it "has played a legitimacy role, largely in helping the various 

Ghanaian administrations perpetuate their rule - however unpopular... " (p. xix). The press in 

post-colonial Ghana, as elsewhere in Africa (Pitts, 2000), was expected to function as a tool 

for national development: a role that permeated most parts of Africa requiring it to galvanise 

the people to build a cohesive nation for rapid socio-economic development (Ansah, 1991 a). 

Even as it suppressed the press, the PNDC through its Secretary for Information, Ms Joyce 

Aryee, in 1983, saw journalism as an instrument for conscientisation of Ghana's people 

particularly because of the country's high illiteracy rate (Asante, 1996). 
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Rather than promote the appropriate socio-political and economic climate needed to build an 

independent, critical and economically self-sustaining media system, many African 

governments have tended to control, restrict and cow the mass media. African media have, 

consequently, experienced stunted growth having largely failed to "grow and prosper" 

(Hachten, 1993, p. 34). According to Ansu-Kyeremeh and Karikari (1998, p. 3), "An 

important outcome of the suppression of press freedom is that, the private press particularly 

have not had the stable condition and atmosphere of peace to grow, mature and develop". 

The situation is worse in West Africa where frequent political turbulence has earned it the 

"notoriety of being the hotbed of ethnoclientelist wars and military dictatorship" (Blay- 

Amihere & Alabi, 1996, p. xi) with little tolerance of media freedom. 

Many studies of the media in Africa have, indeed, pointed to a controlled, gagged and 

authoritarian system, which disables the journalist's freedom to act and function in 

accordance with acceptable journalistic principles (Hachten, 1971,1981 & 1993; Mytton, 

1983; Ansah, 1991a & b; Faringer, 1991; Hawk, 1992; Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997; Eribo 

& Jong-Ebot 1997). This situation is not peculiar to journalism and media systems of Africa 

but also of much of the developing world and undemocratic nations where several factors 

converge to stifle media efficiency and dynamism. The late 1980s saw a wave of change 

across Africa arising out of agitations for democratic reforms resulting in transformations 

from military and authoritarian regimes to democratically elected ones (Karikari, 1994; Blay- 

Amihere & Alabi, 1996). In spite of these changes, both historical factors and existing 

realities have exacted their toll on African political and media environments. 
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History and Development of the Mass Media in Ghana 

The mass media institution was developed in Europe and transplanted in Africa during the 

colonial period (Eribo & Jong-Ebot, 1997). Jones-Quartey (1975), writing under "Journalism 

and Political Change" in the prologue to his book: History Politics and Early Press in Ghana 

recounts the origins of the newspaper in West Africa as follows: 

The newspaper as a forum for the airing of views and the instigation of social change 
had its inception in English-speaking West Africa as long ago as 1801, in Freetown, 
Sierra Leone. Ghana - the then Gold Coast - was next in order, with its own first paper 
started in 1822; next, Nigeria in 1859 and 1863; then the Gambia in 1883. But African 
journalism - which this was not in 1801,1822, or 1859 - started, for its part, only in 
the middle of that century, again first in Freetown, Sierra Leone, in 1855; then it came 
to Ghana in 1857. The previous and much earlier efforts noted above had been made at 
Freetown and at Cape Coast Castle respectively by the then British administrations of 
the Sierra Leone and Gold Coast Settlements (p. xxi). 

The history of the press in Ghana thus dates as far back as 1822 when the first Crown 

Governor of the then Gold Coast, Sir Charles MacCarthy, first established the Royal Gold 

Coast Gazette patterned along the lines of the newspaper he had established 21 years earlier 

in Freetown, Sierra Leone: the Sierra Leone Royal Gazette. Indigenous press - established 

and operated by natives of the Gold Coast - is traced to 1857 when the Bannerman brothers 

(Charles and Edmund) started their handwritten publication, the Accra Herald, later renamed 

West African Herald (Jones-Quartey, 1975). Anokwa (1997) writes on the origins of the 

Ghanaian press as a colonial fact and states: 

The origins of the Ghanaian press ... date back to the nineteenth century..... The 
Gazette served as an official organ of the British colonial administration. African 
participation in the press industry began in 1857 with the establishment of the West 
African Herald by the Bannerman brothers (p. 8). 

Between the first newspapers - the Royal Gold Coast Gazette and the Accra Herald - and 

those used in the struggle for independence such as the Accra Evening News of Dr 

Nkrumah's CPP, there were several others whose dominant theme, according to Mytton 
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(1983) was: "Political protest and the expression of informed African opinion ... These 

papers played an important role in trying to raise an early consciousness of nationalism and 

pride in the face of colonial dominance and alien values" (p. 38). Mytton recounts that by the 

end of the nineteenth century, nineteen newspapers had appeared in the then Gold Coast 

(Ghana) including four major ones operating in Accra and Cape Coast in the 1890s. This 

thesis, however, focuses on the history and development of the media, particularly 

newspapers, from the years leading to independence. Faringer's (1991) account of the 

rationale for establishing indigenous newspapers in Black Africa, notes that an important 

impetus was provided by the goal of national independence. In this regard, as Ansah (1991 a) 

recalls, many African nationalist leaders either established or edited newspapers in the early 

stages of their political activities. The list includes Nnamdi Azikiwe's West African Pilot, 

Jomo Kenyatta's Muiguithania, which was published in Kikuyu (a dominant Kenyan 

language) in the 1920s, Julius Nyerere's Sauti ya TANU (published in Swahili), Leopold 

Sedar Senghor's La Condition Humaine, and Kwame Nkrumah's Accra Evening News. 

Just as in Ghana, Dr Kwame Nkrumah and his colleagues utilised the press in the struggle for 

independence, so also did other nationalist leaders elsewhere in Africa. They included 

Nnamdi Azikiwe of Nigeria, Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya, Julius Nyerere of Tanzania, and 

Leopold Sedar Senghor of Senegal. They all saw in the newspaper an indispensable tool for 

influencing the course of events on the continent and for "displacing colonial institutions" 

(Ansah, 1991a, p. 89). To them, the newspaper was both a tool and a weapon for political 

education, political mobilisation, for unifying Africa's peoples and, above all, for the 

overthrow of colonialism and imperialism. After independence, according to Faringer (1991), 

the goal of national independence was no longer a factor and this significantly changed the 

importance of the press and affected its status. 
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Despite the journalistic background of many political leaders, once they became heads 
of governments, their relation to the press changed drastically; after a few years, press 
control mechanism had been imposed in many cases. The most flagrant example of this 
development occurred in Ghana (Faringer, 1991, pp. 126-27). 

Eribo and Jong-Ebot (1997) explain the situation of the media: 

Having been organized to serve the needs of the various colonial administrations, they 
became, at independence, ideological tools of the new African leaders, and were 
brought under state control and made to sing the praises of dictators in the name of 
national unity and development (p. x). 

Wilcox (1975) says of the hatred and fear Africa's post-independence leaders had of the 

press: "Many of them especially those who used the press to garner political power, fear the 

press because they are familiar with its potential for changing current political elites" (p. 12). 

Newspapers were important instruments in the struggle for independence, after which they 

were expected to perform both a revolutionary and a propaganda role. Their revolutionary 

role lay in safeguarding and consolidating the sovereignty and independence of Ghana (and 

the rest of Africa) while their propaganda role lay in projecting a positive image of the 

government both at home and abroad (Ansah, 1991a). In view of this revolutionary- 

propaganda role Nkrumah perceived for the mass media, he, during his tenure as Prime 

Minister and later President of Ghana, embarked on their rapid development and expansion. 

The aim was to be able to broadcast his government's policies and programmes to the people 

as well as "to collect and disseminate information at home and project Ghana's image 

abroad" (Ansah, 1991a, p. 91). He established the Ghana News Agency (GNA) in 1957; the 

Ghana Institute of Journalism (GIJ) - the first institution for training journalists in Africa - in 

1959; inaugurated a television service in July 1965 as a non-commercial public service 

station; and considerably expanded radio, which had been introduced in July 1935 under the 

colonial administration (Ansah, 1991 a). 
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Nkrumah is credited with laying the communication infrastructure for one of the best media 

systems in Africa (Ansah, 1991a; Anokwa, 1997). However, these developments and 

expansion did not affect the print media as significantly as they affected radio and television 

although his acquisition in 1962 of the hitherto private, foreign-owned Daily Graphic from 

the London-based Mirror Group of newspapers was an attempt at expanding the print media 

base of Ghana (Ansah, 1991a; Asante, 1996). (He also created the Guinea (later Ghana) 

Times and the Spark and revived the Evening News). Additionally, these developments did 

not positively impact on the environment within which media practitioners performed their 

functions/roles as gatherers and disseminators of news and information. Significantly, they 

had a negative effect on private participation in the operations of the mass media as the 

private press was systematically targeted for elimination in line with Nkrumah's media 

policy patterned along the lines of socialist and neo-communist models (Ansah, 1991a). It 

was a policy that favoured strict state-ownership: a media system that was operated and 

controlled by the state to ensure that capitalist influences associated with private ownership 

neither crept nor seeped into the Ghanaian media (Ansah, 1991 a). Dr Nkrumah categorically 

stated his objection to and disdain for private ownership of the mass media: 

It is part of our revolutionary credo that within the competitive system of capitalism, 
the press cannot function in accordance with a strict regard for the sacredness of facts, 
and that the press, therefore, should not remain in private hands (Nkrumah, 1963a, p. 
4). 

Citing Hachten (1971), Anokwa (1997) summed up his overview of the Ghanaian media by 

acknowledging the growth of the state-owned media and the near elimination of the private 

media. 

By all indications, Nkrumah's reign was a period of healthy growth for the state-owned 
media although the era was also characterized by authoritarian methods of press control 
and complete rejection of private ownership and control of the media in Ghana (pp. 12- 
13). 
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Similarly Ansah (1991a), reviewing the press situation under Nkrumah's rule, reported that 

even though the state-owned press saw some development, the privately owned press shrank: 

The development in the electronic media was not matched by a corresponding 
development in the print media. If anything, the print media shrank under Nkrumah as 
a direct result of his policies. The political atmosphere created after the passing of the 
Preventive Detention Act in 1958 and other laws specifically designed to limit the 
freedom of expression and of the press adversely affected the development of the press. 
While the state-owned or party press expanded, the private press shrank out of 
existence with the result that at the time of Nkrumah's overthrow the print media had 
become a state or party monopoly (p. 92). 

Although successive governments did not consciously add onto Nkrumah's media 

developments, Ghana can today be described as a country with multiple newspapers, radio 

and even television stations. From the first newspaper and radio station in 1822 and 1935, 

respectively, these have expanded to over 70 newspapers, 100 radio and five television 

stations serving a population of about 20 million. Since modern democracies require vibrant 

media systems to ensure that many people participate in national discourse and issues of 

governance (Boyd-Barrett & Newbold, 1995; Deacon, et al., 1999; McNair, 1999; Curran & 

Gurevitch, 2000; Street, 2001), the diversity of media outlets and ownership appears to be the 

beginning of Ghana's march towards democracy. As Deacon et al. (1999) explain: 

Modern democracies depend on a media system that delivers accurate information and 
informed analysis and gives space to the broadest possible range of voices, opinions 
and perspectives. Many commentators argue that this ideal requires diversity of 
ownership, since the less concentrated control over public communications is, the more 
likely it is that the media system will engage with the full range of interests in a society 
(p. 34). 

It is noteworthy that the revolutionary role of the Ghanaian press (carved for it during the 

struggle for independence) was also to be its nemesis as it distinguished itself early as a force 

to reckon with (Ansah, 1991a). Subsequent expansion in the media landscape to include 

radio and television transmission meant an even more powerful force with the potential to 
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confront and even destabilise political regimes. As a result, each political administration has 

tried to either directly or indirectly bring the mass media under subjugation or control 

through legal, quasi-legal, and sometimes, illegal means including censorship, regulation, 

and various control mechanisms such as intervention and interference instituted both 

internally and externally (Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997; Ampaw, 2004). The Ghanaian media 

have, consequently, been subjected to degrees of freedom and strict controls depending on 

which regime is in power. Asante (1996) captured this vividly: 

In Africa generally and in Ghana particularly, a change in government usually signals 
changes in the press system of that country. The press constantly has to adapt to the 
changing political environment (Asante, 1996, p. xix). 

Recent History of the Mass Media and Politics in Ghana 

The history and development of the press in Ghana are, indeed, inextricably linked to the 

country's political history. Under colonialism, the newspaper was introduced and used more 

as a political tool to link the centre to the periphery than as a tool for the dissemination of 

information (Anokwa, 1997; Ansu-Kyeremeh & Karikari, 1998). During the struggle for 

independence, newspapers were used to organise and galvanise the people to fight to liberate 

the country from colonialism (Ansah, 1991a). Immediately after independence, they became 

tools for political mobilisation, organisation and education, and weapons for the total 

liberation of Africa, but later used as tools for suppressing dissent (Wilcox, 1975). In the 

words of Ghana's first President, Nkrumah, when addressing the Second Conference of 

African Journalists in Accra, Ghana in 1963: 

To the true African journalist, his newspaper is a collective organiser, a collective instrument of mobilisation and a collective educator -a weapon, first and foremost, to 
overthrow colonialism and imperialism and to assist total African independence and 
unity (Nkrumah, 1963a, p. 5). 
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The role of the mass media has transformed from the freedom fighter of the early newspapers 

to the watchdog role assigned by Ghana's 1992 Constitution (Article 162 (5)). Ghana of the 

1990s, described as "the period of transition from the Rawlings years of dictatorship to a 

democratic republic" (Ampaw, 2004, p. 18), witnessed even greater media involvement in 

politics. In Ampaw's (2004) view: 

The transition has been characterized by burgeoning media (both print and electronic) 
that have taken up as their primary role the task of making government accountable to 
the people, exposing corruption and abuse of power, and providing a vehicle for 
popular expression. Government officials have naturally received the brunt of most of 
the critical and robust attacks by the emerging media (p. 18). 

After the repeal of the newspaper licensing law in 1992, the media, especially private 

newspapers, began the crusade against unconstitutional rule. They defied the stifling 

atmosphere of the long PNDC rule with its "culture of silence" and undemocratic practices 

through scathing political reportage (see Appendix 7). This stance was accentuated after the 

1992 elections - boycotted by the Opposition - and throughout the First Parliament of the 

Fourth Republic during which period the private media played the role of Opposition outside 

Parliament. Many studies reckon that the mass media played no mean role in the country's 

transition and transformation serving as catalysts for speedy dissemination of information 

and as avenues for the discussion of issues of national and international importance (Ansah, 

1991a; Ayee, 1997/2001a; Karikari, 1998; Ocquaye, 1998; Gyimah-Boadi, 1999/2001a&b; 

Ahiawordor, 2001; Smith & Temin, 2001). "The mass media have been touted as the 

institution which largely contributed to the defeat of the NDC" (Ayee, 2001 a, p. 6). 

Ghana runs a multiparty constitutional democracy operating a hybrid system that combines 

the British Westminster representative type of government with the US executive presidential 

model. It has a democratically elected government headed by a President and has, since 
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1992, had four such governments. It has, for the first time in the country's history, also had a 

smooth changeover from one political party to another operating within the same 

Constitution and the same Republic (Gyimah-Boadi, 2001 a&b; Ayee, 2001; Nugent, 2001). 

In recent African history, it is the third country south of the Sahara to have changed 

government through general elections, that is, through the ballot box rather than the barrel of 

the gun. The crucial role played by the media in Ghana's transition and transformation was 

facilitated by media pluralism and liberalisation of the airwaves (Ayee, 2001; Karikari, 

1994/1998/2000; Gyimah-Boadi, 1994/1999/2001b). 

There is some similarity between 19`h century Britain and the recent political and media 

history of Ghana beginning with the first parliament of the first government of the Fourth 

Republic during which much of the political debate and discussion occurred outside 

parliament (Karikari, 1994/1998). In the case of Britain, according to Gold (1983), politicians 

and reformers led the political discussion before mass meetings many of which were reported 

verbatim in provincial newspapers. In Ghana, much of the political discussion took place in 

the private press as a result of opposition boycott of parliamentary elections citing 

irregularities and fraud at the presidential. In both cases, newspapers grew exponentially and 

took centre stage in these discussions. Ghana's private press soon became known as the 

"opposition" press (Karikari, 2000/2004; Blay-Amihere & Alabi, 1996) owing largely to its 

role in holding government in check in the absence from parliament of the opposition 

between 1993 and 1996, creating a near one-party parliament. 

The Ghanaian mass media have had a chequered history principally because of government 

ownership monopoly, control, regulation, intervention and interference in their operations as 

well as their use and abuse by successive political administrations. During much of Ghana's 
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post-independence history, the mass media have been largely under government monopoly 

and control (Ansu-Kyeremeh & Karikari, 1998). As a result, the terms "state-owned media" 

and "government media" are usually used interchangeably even by the National 

Communications Authority (NCA). Various governments, since the first regime under 

Osagyefo Dr Kwame Nkrumah and especially during the unconstitutional regimes of military 

dictators such as General Ignatius Kutu Acheampong and Flt-Lt Rawlings, have tended to 

excessively control the media and to use them largely as mouthpieces for propagating their 

political agenda (Anokwa, 1997; Asante, 1996; Ansah, 1991a). Both formal and informal 

mechanisms have been used simultaneously in overt and covert ways to compel the media to 

toe government lines thereby undermining their independence and ability to function based 

on journalistic principles and as watchdog of society (Ansah, 1991b). 

Nkrumah's PDA, enacted on July 18 1958 was meant to keep the press in line. Under the 

Act, a person could be detained for acts or activities considered prejudicial to: a) the defence 

of Ghana; b) the relations of Ghana with other countries; or c) the security of the state. It was 

amended in 1963 and redrafted in 1964 to enable Nkrumah detain his opponents for up to 10 

years without trial (Asante, 1996). In August 1960, Nkrumah's government introduced the 

Criminal Code (Amendment) Bill "with some even more outrageous additions" later 

(Ampaw, 2004, p. 16) to halt the persistent belittling of his work by people who did not 

appreciate it. The Amendment suppressed dissent and empowered the government to impose 

press censorship and restrictions on the publication and importation of materials considered 

"contrary to public interest". According to the Daily Graphic of August 24 1960, the law 

required "newspapers and other publications which had been indulging in the systematic 

publication of matters calculated to prejudice public order or safety to be submitted to 

scrutiny before publication" (p. 5). 
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The Criminal Code (Amendment) Law was used to compel the Ashanti Pioneer to submit its 

contents to the Ministry of Information for censorship before publication in September 1961 

(Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997) for consistently opposing Nkrumah's government especially 

with regard to its stance on, and interference in, Congo's internal political crisis. The Ashanti 

Pioneer appeared to be the most critical and vocal private newspaper at the time to oppose 

Nkrumah's dictatorship and, as a result, suffered the most from his clamp down on the 

private press. Nkrumah appointed a government official to the newspaper's editorial board in 

1962 and detained its editor (A. D. Appea) and city editor (Kwame Kesse-Adu) without trial 

for seven months and four-and-a-half years, respectively (Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997). 

Eventually, Nkrumah succeeded in bringing the newspaper in line. According to Apter 

(1972, p. 342): "The only opposition newspaper, the Ashanti Pioneer, was censored, 

gradually curbed and became a government supporter". 

Nkrumah's government had total domination of the press. Hachten (1971, p. 168) reported 

that at independence, "Ghana had four daily newspapers: The Daily Graphic, Evening News, 

Ghanaian Times, and the Ashanti Pioneer, and in time Nkrumah dominated them all". Ansah 

(1991a) recalled that all newspapers were under complete government control at the time of 

Nkrumah's overthrow in 1966: 

By the time of Nkrumah's overthrow in February 1966, government control of the 
newspaper was total. From about ten newspapers at the time of independence, with 
most of them privately owned by Ghanaian nationals, by 1966, the government or the 
party owned and controlled all the newspapers, the resilient Ashanti Pioneer having 
been subjected to consistent censorship from 1960 and eventually closed down in 
October 1962 (p. 93). 

Asante (1996) believed that Nkrumah's domination of the Ghanaian press earnestly began in 

1962 when he acquired the Daily Graphic from the London-based Mirror Group. 
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So the acquisition of the Graphic in 1962 completed (the) Nkrumah regime's 
ownership and control of the Ghanaian press systems. The only fearless, independent 
newspaper, the Ashanti Pioneer, the mouthpiece of the opposition, was then embroiled 
in a bitter confrontation with the CPP government. Although a few other individual 
newspapers (i. e., the National Times and the Talking Drums belonging to the United 
Gold Coast Convention opposition party) and missionary publications existed in the 
country, the only viable press factor seemed to be government newspapers (p. 15). 

The National Liberation Council (NLC) regime, which overthrew Nkrumah's CPP, allowed 

for the establishment and reintroduction of several newspapers in Ghana (Anokwa, 1997; 

Asante, 1996). These included the Echo and the Star (belonging to the Progress Party of 

Professor K. A. Busia), the Evening Standard (belonging to the National Alliance of Liberals 

of Mr K. A. Gbedemah), the Western Tribune, the Legon Observer, and the Ashanti Pioneer 

previously silenced by Nkrumah and reintroduced as the Pioneer. The NLC also maintained 

many of the media institutions established by Nkrumah as state institutions (Boafo, 1988; 

Ansah, 1991a; Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997). It, however, banned all publications used as 

ideological tools by the Nkrumah regime including the Spark, the Daily Gazette, the Sunday 

Punch and later the Evening News (Ansah, 1991 a; Asante, 1996). 

Although Dr Busia's Progress Party (PP) administration, which succeeded the NLC, did not 

embark on any physical developments of the media, it created an enabling regime for media 

activity (Anokwa & Aborampa, 1986; Anokwa, 1997). When in 1970 Busia's government 

repealed the Newspaper Licensing Act (one of Dr Nkrumah's legacies), that move resulted in 

an expansion of the newspaper industry. It enabled the establishment of many independent 

newspapers, among them, the Spokesman, the Palaver Tribune and the Voice of the People 

(Anokwa, 1997; Asante, 1996). While the Busia regime largely refrained from interfering 

with the work of the media, Colonel (later General) I. K. Acheampong's National 

Redemption Council (NRC), which overthrew Dr Busia's administration on January 13 1972, 
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brought changes to the top hierarchy of the state media (Udofia, 1982; Pellow & Chazan, 

1986; Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997). 

Changes effected by the Acheampong regime included the brief detention of editors of the 

Daily Graphic, the Ghanaian Times, and the Weekly Spectator (all state-owned), and their 

replacement with Acheampong favourites (Boafo, 1988; Anokwa, 1997) thus enabling the 

regime to perpetuate its grip and control of the media. In addition to these changes, it also 

instituted stringent measures such as the promulgation in May 1972 of the Defamation by 

Newspapers Decree and reshuffled cabinet to enable Acheampong personally take charge of 

information and public relations. When Acheampong's NRC (later Supreme Military Council 

- SMC I) was toppled, General Akuffo's SMC II announced its intention to set up an 

independent press council "to provide a suitable framework within which the media, 

Ghanaian and foreign journalists could practice their profession" (Udofia, 1982, p. 396). 

General Akuffo's intentions could, however, not materialise before Rawlings' Armed Forces' 

Revolutionary Council (AFRC) overthrew his government on June 4 1979. 

The Peoples' National Party (PNP) government of Dr Hilla Limann (1979-1981), which 

followed the brief AFRC regime, established an independent press council in accordance 

with Ghana's 1979 Constitution, which provided for the establishment of a Press 

Commission with objectives similar to those of the current National Media Commission 

(NMC) established under the 1992 Constitution (Ansah, 1991b). They sought to afford the 

mass media independence and protection to enable them perform their functions of informing 

and educating the public, and also to enable them perform the watchdog role over people's 

rights and freedoms. The 12-member Press Commission was, as captured by Ansah (1991b), 

"to insulate the press from direct political interference so that journalists in the public sector 
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can discharge their duty of objectively informing the people and acting as watchdogs on 

governmental activities without fear of reprisals from the government" (p. 8). In order to 

enhance democratic governance, the Press Commission, like the NMC, was charged with 

ensuring that the state-owned media afforded equal opportunities and facilities for the 

representation of opposing and/or divergent views. 

Limann's PNP administration tried to ensure the realisation of press freedom in Ghana 

(Anokwa, 1997). However, on February 15 1980, ahead of the official inauguration of the 

Press Commission whose functions included the appointment of management staff of state- 

owned media organisations, President Limann appointed some senior journalists to editorial 

positions of the Daily Graphic, the Mirror, and the Ghanaian Times. The then acting editor 

of the Daily Graphic, Elizabeth Ohene who was confirmed as editor, turned down the offer 

protesting that such appointments were the prerogative of the Press Commission and not the 

President (Boafo, 1988; Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997). Ms Ohene and five other senior 

editorial staff of the Daily Graphic took Dr Limann's PNP government to court charging that 

it was improper and unethical to make those appointments, which contravened the 1979 

Constitution. The case was later withdrawn from court and settled amicably by the Minister 

of Information and the Press Commission, and the President also withdrew the appointments. 

Rawlings' PNDC, which overthrew Limann's PNP, also made changes to the management of 

the state-owned media soon after it assumed office (Boafo, 1985). The editors of the Daily 

Graphic and the Mirror (both of Graphic Corporation) were dismissed and immediately 

replaced. Many senior editors and management personnel including Elizabeth Ohene, who in 

1979 turned down Rawlings' offer of appointment as editor of the Daily Graphic, were either 

sent on retirement or on indefinite leave. The PNDC also dismissed three officials working at 
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the Press Secretariat of the Osu Castle (Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997). In 1985, it re- 

organised Ghana's mass media institutions ostensibly to motivate quality in the media's 

productive capacities. However, the re-organisation enabled the regime place persons loyal to 

it in key positions and to firmly control and direct the mass media especially with the 

subsequent introduction of the newspaper licensing law (PNDC Law 211) in March 1989. 

Ampaw (2004, p. 20) described PNDCL 211 as "the product of a besieged mentality 

determined to hold onto power to the very end and to close all possible avenues of social 

protest and dissent". 

The repeal of PNDC Law 211 in 1992 saw a proliferation of private newspapers on the 

newsstands and re-activation and revitalisation of media energies. The Fourth Republic was 

thus greeted with a reawakened and rejuvenated media environment characterised by 

intrepidity and abrasiveness meant to provide an alternative to the one-sidedness and 

predictability of state media reports. The hitherto dormant media atmosphere dominated by 

two newspaper corporations (Graphic and New Times) with their two volumes apiece, and 

one radio/television organisation (Ghana Broadcasting Corporation) all owned by the state, 

suddenly became vibrant with private participation (Karikari, 1998/2004; Blay-Amihere & 

Alabi, 1996). The private press whose numbers increased by the day, and private commercial 

radio stations (began in 1995) appeared to provide a voice for the voiceless and an avenue for 

expression for people who had been muzzled for over a decade (Ansu-Kyeremeh & Karikari, 

1998). The result was a cacophonic media atmosphere although pluralism was acknowledged 

to enhance participation. There was a sharp division between the state-owned media and the 

private "opposition" press (Karikari, 2000/2004; Blay-Amihere & Alabi, 1996) in terms of 

their levels of abrasiveness and adversarial reporting. While the former became the 
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mouthpiece of government, propagating messages from people in authority, the latter 

assumed the role of opposition outside parliament. 

Generally, the media have been instrumental in safeguarding Ghana's democratic principles 

(Ayee, 2001a), playing vital roles in both the historical and socio-political development of 

the country (Ansah, 1991a; Gyimah-Boadi, 1999/2001a & b; Smith & Temin, 2001). In spite 

of their important presence, experience of their use generates some controversy (Smith & 

Temin, 2001; Tettey, 2001; Anokwa, 1997; Ansah, 1991a; Boafo, 1988). They have 

vacillated between intrepidity and cowardice along a continuum of revolutionary, 

confrontational, legitimacy, and supportive roles depending on the prevailing political 

atmosphere (their roles determined by the unstable, complex social and political 

environments in which they function). The media have tried to play the watchdog role during 

most civilian administrations (Boafo, 1988; Blay-Amihere & Alabi, 1996). They have also 

had to play the lapdog role out of genuine fear for their lives especially during military 

regimes when they are forced to toe the line or risk the consequences (Boafo, 1985). In 

normal times, and on the average, they have functioned more like what Donohue, Tichenor 

and Olien (1995) referred to as the guard dog, a kind of mid-posture between the watchdog 

and lapdog concepts, owing principally to the uncertainty of their operational environment 

(Boafo, 1985; Anokwa, 1997). 

Government-Media Relations 

In spite of their importance to the flow of news and information and to building and 

sustaining democracy, the mass media have often come under attack and numerous 

constraints from several quarters, which have militated against their operations. As 

Hargreaves (2003) pointed out: 
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We have more news and more influential journalism, across an unprecedented range of 
media, than at any time since the birth of the free press in the eighteenth century; yet 
journalism is also under widespread attack, from politicians, philosophers, the general 
public, and even from journalists themselves (p. 2). 

Relations between governments and the media have been mediated by several factors 

including partisan political considerations and regulatory and legal regimes some of which 

predate Ghana's independence (Ampaw, 2004). One-party and military dictatorships such as 

Nkrumah's CPP and Rawlings' PNDC, for instance, regarded intellectual/academic freedom 

as a threat to political order and a potential, or pretext, for "political subversion" (Yankah, 

1997, p. 9). Consequently, such governments tended to consider icons of intellectual freedom 

- including the universities and journalists - as "opposition parties in disguise, or surrogates 

of anti-government power blocs" (Yankah, 1997, p. 31). At the level of legislation, just as the 

Ghanaian press originated from colonialism so also did the press laws of the country many of 

which were legacies of the colonial administration, which came handy to governments eager 

to suppress press freedom and free speech. Anokwa (1997), writing on press censorship as a 

colonial legacy noted: 

... Under colonial rule, several press laws were passed to muzzle the African press. 
The laws included The Newspaper Registration Ordinance of 1894 (Cap 116) and the 
Book and Newspaper Registration Ordinance of 1897 (Cap 12)...; and the Criminal 
Code (Amendment) Ordinance of 1934 also known as the Sedition Ordinance 
(Ordinance No. 21 of 1934) (pp. 8-9). 

According to Twumasi (1974 & 1980), the Book and Newspaper Registration Ordinance of 

1897 (Cap 12) "enjoined a newspaper editor to send returns of the total circulation as well as 

the title of the newspaper, its offices, printers and publishers to the Colonial Secretary. In 

addition, the printer was expected to print his name and address on the first and last pages of 

the newspaper". Similarly, section 330 of the Criminal Code (Amendment) Ordinance of 

1934 specified that: 
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Any person who published any seditious words or writing or was found in possession 
of any newspaper, book or document or any part thereof or extract therefrom 

. 
that 

contained seditious words or writing and who did not show to the satisfaction of the 
court that at the time he was found in such possession he did not know the nature of its 
content was guilty of an offense (reproduced in Twumasi, 1980; Ekwelie, 1978). 

Inimical as these laws were to press freedom and to freedom of speech and of expression, 

they remained in Ghana's statute books and served some of the country's dictatorial regimes, 

notably Dr Nkrumah's (Ampaw, 2004). The Criminal Libel Law, for instance, not only 

stayed in the law books but was also effectively used by some governments, especially the 

PNDC and the NDC, until the Kufuor administration expunged it from the criminal code in 

August 2001. 

Giving a historical overview of the relationship between governments and intellectuals in 

Ghana (defined to include teachers, writers, poets, and journalists), Yankah (1997) observed 

the chequered nature of such relationships since independence characterised by mutual 

mistrust. He noted that while intellectuals perceived governments and politicians as semi- 

qualified self-seekers, governments tended to regard intellectuals as adversaries whose 

frequent and partisan attacks on government policy had to be curbed in the interest of social 

stability. Consequently, authoritarian governments have tended to keep intellectuals under 

close scrutiny regarded as major obstacles "in the attempt to maintain a perpetual hold on 

power" (Yankah, 1997, p. 2). 

Dr Nkrumah's socialist stance dichotomised society into the bourgeois (including 

intellectuals) and the exploited (the masses) (Ocquaye 1994; Yankah, 1997). It translated into 

strict media censorship and control, and the use of national newspapers, radio and television 

as propaganda tools to inform the people about his government's policies, programmes, and 

achievements (Ansah, 1991a). Propelled by this socialist-neo-communist orientation, 
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Nkrumah ensured that he had stamped out all private newspapers and criticism of his 

administration through direct censorship, harassment, banning, imprisonment, and/or 

deportation of (foreign) journalists and the enactment of repressive laws (Boafo, 1988; 

Ansah, 1991a & b; Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997). Nkrumah's era has been described as a 

period of "press emasculation and intellectual alienation", an "era of political oppression" 

(Yankah, 1997, p. 15). The PDA allowed Dr Nkrumah to jail or detain anybody without trial 

for up to five years while the Newspaper Licensing Act of 1963 (Act 189) made it impossible 

for anyone outside Nkrumah's party or government to operate a newspaper (Asante, 1996; 

Anokwa, 1997). 

The NLC government, like Nkrumah, used the media to propagate its political and 

ideological objectives - the idea of a free enterprise (Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997) and as its 

"publicity and propaganda instrument" forcing editors to toe the line while "any deviation 

exacted swift governmental retribution: dismissal or detention" (Asante, 1996, p. 45). 

General J. A. Ankrah, Chairman of the Council, is quoted as saying, "one who pays the piper 

will have to call the tune" (Asante, 1996, p. 41). The NLC's attempts at libertarianism, 

however, showed in several gestures made towards relaxing government-media relations 

(Anokwa & Aborampah, 1986). Within seven months after coming into power, the junta on 

September 1 1966 revoked the ban on several foreign correspondents and individuals, and 

also lifted censorship on news reports sent overseas from Ghana imposed by Nkrumah. It 

institutionalised regular weekly meetings with editors of national media organisations as a 

boost to government-media relations although such meetings were said to be used to instruct 

the media on what to do (Asante, 1996). Most significantly, it repealed the PDA and released 

many who had been jailed as a result of that law. Writing about the new era of press freedom 

into which the Ghanaian media had been ushered, Hachten (1971) said, the media 
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atmosphere had been "enhanced by the repeal of the Preventive Detention Act of 1958, under 

which the ousted dictator had jailed without trial more than 1,800 people at various times - 

some for more than seven years" (p. 174). Anokwa and Aborampah (1986) believed that "the 

functioning of the mass media during the NLC era was characterised by libertarian 

principles" (p. 148). 

In many respects and on the whole, however, the NLC was as authoritarian towards the press 

as the government it overthrew on February 24 1966 in spite of its initial attempts at 

libertarianism. It is on record as having revoked Nkrumah's repressive press laws while 

introducing its own to bring journalists in line. Hachten (1971) reports of the dismissal of 

four editors of three state-owned newspapers for criticising the NLC's agreement with 

Abbott Laboratories of the United States to take over a state-owned drug corporation set up 

by Hungary. Another threat to freedom of the press was recorded when the editor of the 

University of Ghana based Legon Observer, Yaw Twumasi and 28 university professors 

were, on January 8 1968, charged with contempt before an Accra High Court. They had 

published in the December 8 1967 issue of the publication an article headlined: "Justice 

Delayed is Justice Denied", which criticised the court for delays in hearing cases. 

Under Dr. Busia's government, the mass media enjoyed relative freedom thanks to the 

regime's general tolerance of the media in spite of occasional disguised threats and 

crackdowns. These included the dismissal of Cameron Duodu as editor of the Daily Graphic 

for opposing Busia's "dialogue" approach to apartheid South Africa. On the whole, however, 

Busia's political liberalism permeated his attitude towards the mass media and a free press. 

"K. A. Busia's short-lived regime from October 1969 to January 1972, appeared to 

consolidate the spirit of rapprochement between Government and intellectuals, partly 
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because of the democratic principles his Government espoused, but also because there was a 

preponderance of the elite and academics in Busia's Government" (Yankah, 1997, p. 16). 

Udofia (1982) believed Dr Busia's regime "was perhaps the freest in the history of the 

Ghanaian press since independence" (p. 390) as it largely avoided interference and control of 

mass media operations: a situation akin to a libertarian press and in contrast to authoritarian 

press practices. 

For his part, Acheampong's smooth relations and popularity with the press and close, cordial 

relationships with journalists began to sour in October 1978 when the Ghana Journalists' 

Association (GJA) went on a three-day strike to demand improved working conditions and 

better salaries and remuneration. 

Acheampong's intolerance of dissent was reflected in his response to the growing tide 
of civilian unrest. He harassed his opponents, issued decrees prohibiting criticism of 
the regime, and stifled the press (Pellow & Chazan, 1986, p. 69). 

According to Yankah (1997), "General I. K. Acheampong's seven-year dictatorship brought 

back the historic tension between Government and intellectuals, after an initial flush of co- 

operation" (p. 17). In contrast, the Limann Government's brief spell in political office 

"brought the two institutions into greater co-operation" (Yankah, 1997, p. 21), not only 

because Ghana was a constitutional democracy, but also because Dr Limann's academic 

background "naturally attracted his like" (p. 21). 

The PNDC began its suppression of the media in a multifaceted manner after it had effected 

changes to the top hierarchy of the state-owned media. It banned, confiscated, nationalised or 

forced out of business many private newspapers and coerced journalists to toe the official 

line in diverse ways (Boafo, 1985; Anokwa & Aborampa, 1986; Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 
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1997). For instance, UNIPRESS (publishers of the Palaver, the Herald Tribune, and the 

Chronicle) was nationalised while other newspapers including the Free Press and The 

Monitor folded up because the atmosphere was not conducive to private newspaper 

publication especially for those who wanted to offer alternative views (Asante, 1996). 

Another popular PNDC technique was the organisation of thugs to attack, vandalise and 

destroy equipment of uncompromising journalists. In July 1982, a group of angry protesters 

attacked the offices of several independent newspapers in Accra, including the Echo and The 

Believer. Barely a year later in June 1983, another group of protesters attacked the Free 

Press and the Citadel Daily accusing them of using their newspapers to subvert the PNDC 

government through critical reporting of events in the country (Boafo, 1985). In all cases, the 

attackers destroyed property including office and printing equipment and material, and 

threatened lives. In the case of the Free Press and the Citadel Daily, they took over the 

printing press of their publishers, Tommark Advertising, intending to use the printing 

facilities to print the "people's news" to champion the cause of the revolution. 

All newspapers perceived to be critical of the PNDC government suffered in one way or the 

other from that regime (Boafo, 1985/1988; Anokwa & Aborampa, 1986; Asante, 1996; 

Anokwa, 1997). Notable among them were the Catholic Standard, The Ghanaian Voice, the 

Free Press and the Echo. In January 1985, the government ordered the immediate suspension 

of The Ghanaian Voice (a privately owned newspaper) but lifted the order a couple of 

months later (in early March). Similarly, the Catholic Standard was banned in December 

1985 for its critical news stories and comments on the PNDC's human rights record. While 

The Ghanaian Voice was suspended, according to the PNDC government, for "distorting 

news" and "fabricating stories which are completely without foundation", the Catholic 

Standard was banned for its "unpatriotic reporting". 
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The 1970s and 1980s may be considered the doldrums of the press in Ghana. State 
control and monopoly and their attendant "culture of silence", were the principal 
features of two decades of military dictatorship briefly interrupted by the liberal 
government of the People's National Party (PNP) under President Hilla Limann (Ansu- 
Kyeremeh & Karikari, 1998, p. 3). 

According to Boafo (1985), physical harassment, attacks and ordeals journalists suffered had 

a cowering impact on the private press. He recalled, for example, that after the attack on the 

Echo, the newspaper's management published a letter in the August 1 1982 edition of the 

paper apologising to the government for "the nature and tone of the opinions expressed in the 

Echo which amount practically to an incitement of the people against the present 

administration". In addition, Echo's guest editor was dismissed and critical editorial 

comments and coverage of views and expressions not in consonance with PNDC official line 

of thinking, completely disappeared from the newspaper (Boafo, 1985, p. 77). Self- 

censorship and suppression of stories were the hallmarks of media practice under the PNDC 

aimed at preventing trouble and falling out of tune with the government. The Castle 

Information Bureau (CIB), which was responsible for the PNDC's information and publicity, 

was widely believed to author some editorials of the Daily Graphic. Although these 

allegations were largely unsubstantiated, government information officials neither denied nor 

confirmed them. 

Ownership and Control of the Media in Ghana 

Media ownership in Ghana distinguishes between two main types: the state-owned media 

including the Daily Graphic and the privately owned media such as The Ghanaian 

Chronicle. While the country has had a long tradition of state ownership (and control) of the 

media (mainly the press) dating to pre-independence times, private ownership was sporadic 

until after the repeal of PNDC Law 211 (the newspaper licensing law) in1992. For the most 

part of Ghana's recent history until 1992, private media - both print and electronic - were 
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almost absent from the Ghanaian media landscape. Only a few private newspapers notably 

the Pioneer and the Catholic Standard were in circulation before the introduction of the 

newspaper licensing law in 1989 under the PNDC government (Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 

1997). Private broadcasting in the entire history of Ghana began only in 1995 after a physical 

confrontation and a legal battle between Rawlings' NDC government and the owners of a 

"dissident" radio station, Radio Eye (Media Monitor, April-June 1996, p. 9). This was in 

spite of the fact that Ghana's Fourth Republican Constitution of 1992, which provided for 

private print and electronic media, had already come into effect on January 7 1993. Radio 

and television broadcasting had been, and were still, since their introduction to Ghana in 

1935 and 1965, respectively, a state monopoly (Ansu-Kyeremeh & Karikari, 1998). 

While the state media - both print and electronic such as the Ghana Broadcasting 

Corporation (GBC) - have been operated by people hired by the state, paid for and sustained 

at state expense (Ansu-Kyeremeh & Karikari, 1998), the status of the private media, with 

regard to funding, has been difficult to establish. Apart from a few newspapers with 

perceived political support, it is extremely difficult to obtain any information relating to 

sources of funding or anything regarding publication details of private newspapers including 

even innocuous information regarding print copies (not circulation figures). The status of 

newspapers such as the Daily Guide (owned by the First Deputy Speaker of Ghana's current 

Parliament, Honourable Freddie Blay, and edited by his wife, Gina Blay), the Statesman 

(until recently owned by Ghana's Foreign Minister, Nana Akuffo-Addo), The Palaver, 

Democrat, Lens, and Network Herald, which all have obvious NDC connections and support, 

is fairly established. Although many Ghanaian private media have known owners, it is 

inconceivable that they are being sustained by such owners or solely by their print copies (in 

the case of the print media) and advertising revenue or simply by space and airtime alone. 
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Admittedly, media funding is an important contextualising factor that indicates potential 

sources of control and direction with possible effects on media content since "the content of 

the news media inevitably reflects the interests of those who pay the bills" (Altschull, 1997, 

p. 259). However, it is the kind of information that is presently impossible to obtain in 

Ghana's private media, which could aptly be described as operating under "ghost ownership 

and funding". While it is possible to ascertain and even describe the structure, ownership and 

funding of the state media such as the Daily Graphic, it is impossible to provide a definitive 

account in the case of the private media including The Ghanaian Chronicle. Although the 

present study did not explore the all-important triad of media ownership, funding and control 

beyond distinguishing between the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Chronicle as examples 

of state and private media ownership types, it recognised the importance of their systematic 

study. The study, therefore, recommends that the subject be taken up by future scholarly 

research into the Ghanaian media. Such research could anchor contributions of advertising 

revenue (and copy sales) into content profiles comparing, perhaps, a month's edition of 

media content under the PNDC and/or the NDC and a month under the NPP in addition to 

interviews on government policies on adverting in the private media. 

The "Culture of Silence" 

During the PNDC's unconstitutional rule (1982-1992), the media lived under a regime 

characterised by a "culture of silence" with the promulgation of PNDC Law 211, which 

made journalistic work hazardous. "Culture of silence" was "anti-democratic and anti- 

freedom of expression communication" (Ansu-Kyeremeh, 1999-2001, p. 31), that curtailed 

the "cultivation and nurturing of free expression" (p. 33). It compared to "the stormy days of 

the Nkrumah era, when scholars were subdued into silence and fear" (Yankah, 1997, p. 15). 

The concept recalled Nkrumah's (1963b, p 77) belief that the type of free expression "which 
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established democracies have taken generations to evolve" was beyond the reach of a young 

independent country (an emergent democracy) like Ghana. Yeboah-Afari (1987) gave a 

three-pronged explanation to the concept: 1) Culture of silence exists when members of the 

public are not talking or not contributing their views to national debates on social and 

political issues. 2) It exists when dissenting views are denied publication in the mainstream 

media thus ignoring the views of those who are talking but whose views are not in line with 

current government thinking. 3) It exists when such views are either misrepresented or 

distorted in media publications. 

Silence can be either voluntary (such as Gandhi's satyagraha or silent protest) or 

involuntary. Ghana's silence was involuntary because it was coercive and imposed. "The 

communicator's uncertainty about a government's inclined negative reaction to an expressed 

view or pronouncement prevents communication from being initiated... " (Ansu-Kyeremeh, 

1999-2001, p. 32). Media practitioners suffered intimidation, coercion, repressive laws, 

detention and imprisonment while some newspapers (notably, the Catholic Standard, the 

Echo, and The Ghanaian Voice) were banned under the PNDC regime (Boafo, 1985/1988; 

Asante, 1996; Anokwa, 1997). Perhaps "culture of silence" was Ghana's version or 

enactment of Noelle-Neumann's "spiral of silence" because under both conditions people 

with dissenting views could not publicly speak out. Chairman Rawlings' PNDC directly 

applied the culture of silence in a widespread, almost institutionalised manner. It thus 

resulted from disempowerment rather than from disinterestedness or apathy of members of 

the public (Ansu-Kyeremeh, 1999-2001). Caudill (1999) recounted in relation to Noelle- 

Neumann's "spiral of silence": 

People's willingness to speak out on an issue is heavily influenced by their perception 
of the prevailing climate of opinion. Those who perceive their opinion is a minority 
opinion will remain silent, and so become part of the growing "spiral of silence. " In 
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this way, a large number of people - even a majority - could erroneously perceive 
themselves to be a minority and in danger of social isolation (pp. 14-15). 

Noelle-Neumann (1974) blamed this situation on the powerful impact of the mass media in 

shaping public opinion. In the case of Ghana, however, "culture of silence" was the result of 

the powerfully overbearing presence of the political machinery, which disempowered the 

public and the media through fear of political intolerance. The media were too moribund to 

play any significant role given the rather intimidating and frightening environment within 

which they had to operate. In Nazi Germany, the inability to speak out was for fear of being 

ostracised, isolated or alienated from society, but under PNDC rule, it was for fear of being 

abducted and tortured, framed up in a coup plot, jailed without trial, murdered and/or 

declared missing as revelations from the National Reconciliation Commission (NRC) 

indicate (NRC Report, 2004). Additionally, most journalists depended on government for 

employment and would therefore not risk its displeasure. "With the major source of 

employment for journalists being the government-controlled media establishments, 

conformity, praise-singing and self-censorship constituted the only ticket to a job or career 

advancement in journalism" (Ansu-Kyeremeh, 1999-2001, p. 33). 

Therefore, while western journalism contends with corporatism and its attendant 

commoditisation or commodification of news (Hargreaves, 2003), Ghanaian media fight a 

different kind of control, mainly political. The media empires of the Murdochs of the West 

appear to be matched by the political empires of the dictators and the not-so-liberal political 

leaders of the developing world resulting in journalists constantly battling for liberation. As 

Rivers (1970) recounted in relation to the press under Nkrumah, "Nkrumah himself made a 

dissenting press forbidden in theory, criminal in law, and non-existent in practice" (p. 176). 

Until the repeal of the Criminal Libel Law in 2001 under the Kufuor administration, freedom 
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of expression, especially for journalists, often came under serious threat and attack (Karikari, 

2004). Politicians, particularly, used such laws to muzzle the press through heavy court fines 

and incarceration of journalists. Speech and media output were thus decriminalised with the 

abolition of the Criminal Libel Law. 

Press restrictions and controls have varied in form and intensity (Anokwa, 1997). There are 

accounts of direct and self-imposed censorship, legal restrictions including prosecution and 

imprisonment arising out of libel and seditious charges, and illegal controls such as detention 

without trial, physical harassment, and intimidation (Asante, 1996). Repressive press laws, 

including the PDA and the Newspaper Licensing Law, have been used to curtail press 

freedom and free speech. There are reports of direct interference in the functioning of the 

media as well as indirect forms of control including the reduction of official advertisements 

and subscriptions, and the manipulation of the newsprint market through foreign exchange 

and import restrictions. Many of these were recorded under the PNDC (Boafo, 1985 & 

1988), which, even after its transformation into the NDC, resorted to the use of thugs to 

suppress critical newspapers. Using The Legon Observer, a publication of the Legon Society 

for National Affairs, as an "index of the tensed interaction between Government and 

intellectuals over the years" Yankah (1997, p. 16) narrated: 

The Legon Observer 
... sailed through the National Liberation Council (NLC) and 

Progress Party governments from 1966 till 1972, and went through various types of 
censorship until August 1982, nearly a year after Rawlings' second coming, when it 
finally disappeared from the newsstand after an extensive critical commentary on the 
mysterious murder of three high court judges and a retired army officer, a scandal the 
paper implied was government motivated. 

President Rawlings' media relations is comparable to that of America's President Ronald 

Reagan who early in his presidency had been labelled "the great communicator" as a result of 

his lack of communication. As Hanson (1983) and Peterzell (1982) report, the label was more 
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in reference to the degree of control his administration exercised over communication to the 

public than to any other indicator. In terms of both the quality and quantity of 

communication, Reagan's White House compared with Rawlings' Osu Castle from where 

Rawlings exercised absolute control over the flow of information to the public. Similarly, 

and by contrast, President Kufuor's openness is comparable to that of President Jimmy Carter 

who predated President Reagan at the White House. Whereas Rawlings never called a press 

conference and only once attempted a radio interview during his 19-year rule, Kufuor called 

a press conference to discuss his stewardship during his first 100 days in office as Ghana's 

President. Furthermore, whereas the Osu Castle was accessible only to a handful of 

journalists from the state-owned media under Rawlings, Kufuor opened it up to all journalists 

irrespective of their ownership and ideological positions (Karikari, 2004). 

Media and Freedom of Expression in the 1992 Constitution 

The 1992 Constitution of Ghana, like previous constitutions, declares that: 

Ghana shall be a democratic state dedicated to the realisation of freedom and justice; 
and accordingly, sovereignty resides in the people of Ghana from whom Government 
derives all its powers and authority ... (Article 35 (1)). 

In defining the democratic state, the Constitution guarantees the people's right to free speech, 

free expression, and freedom of thought, conscience, belief, worship, assembly, association, 

information, and free movement (Article 21 (1)). These rights and freedoms are necessary for 

maintaining a conducive and participatory environment for democratic pluralism. 

Press freedom is often recognised as the most fundamental of all fundamental rights of 

people. First among Saward's (1994, p. 16) "logically necessary conditions of democracy" 

and basic freedoms is "the right to freedom of speech and expression". Beetham (1994, p. 39) 
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also identifies open access to the media "from all sections of opinion and social groups", and 

how this effectively promotes "a balanced forum for informed political debate" as one of 

thirty indices of democracy. However, Hagan (1993), citing Chapter 12 of the Constitution, 

indicates it has been erroneously assumed that whereas the rights to good health, food, and 

shelter are tangible and have a sense of immediacy and urgency attached to them, those of 

free expression, free speech and association were intangible and could, therefore, be held in 

abeyance. These latter rights have been perceived to engender strife, tension, dissent, and 

dissonance, which militate against development, growth and progress. 

Among the main principles of the 1992 Constitution, which seek to enhance democracy, 

freedoms and rights is the "Freedom and Independence of the Media" (Chapter 12). The 

Chapter opens with Article 162 (1): "Freedom and independence of the media are hereby 

guaranteed" and 162 (2) "... there shall be no censorship in Ghana. " According to Drah 

(1996), provisions on civil society in the 1992 Constitution are aimed, among others, to 

strengthen the institutionalisation of channels of communication to improve monitoring of 

the performance of public officials as a societal obligation as required by Article 41 (f). 

Although many organs of State and civil society groups perform the important function of 

monitoring activities of people in power, it is the mass media, which have been specifically 

entrusted with this task. Chapter 12 specifically states: 

All agencies of the mass media shall, at all times, be free to uphold the principles, 
provisions and objectives of this Constitution, and shall uphold the responsibility and 
accountability of the Government to the people of Ghana (Article 162 (5)). 

The 1992 Constitution, therefore, specifically guarantees freedom and independence of the 

media (Article 162 (1)) and eschews censorship (Article 162 (2), impediments (Article 162 

(3)) and control, interference or harassment (Article 162 (4)). Chapter 12 of the Constitution, 
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while providing for the freedom and independence of the media, also advocates media 

responsibility. It sets up a National Media Commission whose task, among others, is to 

insulate the state-owned media from governmental control and to "ensure the highest 

journalistic standards". It provides a definite role for the mass media as watchdogs of society 

and government to ensure the protection of people's rights (Article 162 (5)). 

Summary 

The chapter focused on the study setting by providing the socio-political, legislative and 

constitutional context within which the study was situated. Providing an overview of the 

political and media history of Ghana, it traced the origins of the press and its various uses 

across different periods dovetailing its development into successive political administrations. 

It noted changes in the Ghanaian political and media environment indicating how such 

changes affected the press/media, their relationships with various governments and their 

vulnerability. It highlighted the use of the press as an instrument of, and a weapon against, 

colonial administration, a tool for political mobilisation and education, and a symbol of 

oppression and domination under the guise of promoting national development in 

independent states. It thereby discussed the environment in which newspapers operated in 

Ghana, the seminal roles they played during colonialism and the struggle for independence 

and described the historical background and context of their development. It highlighted the 

chequered history of the press and the uneasy partnership that characterised its relationship 

with political elites culminating in the "culture of silence" in the 1980s until the advent of the 

1992 Constitution, which provided for media pluralism, freedom and independence. 

It is within this Fourth Republican dispensation that the present study was conducted to 

assess effects of different government-media relationships on newspaper coverage of two 
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political regimes of the Republic. Given the PNDC's record of media intolerance, abuse and 

misuse, and absolute control over what were almost entirely state-owned media (Boafo, 

1985; 1988), characteristics largely bequeathed to and inherited by its successor, the NDC 

under the same leadership, a change in Ghanaian politics in 2001 was expected to relax 

government-media relations. Within this historical background and changing socio-political 

and legal/constitutional framework of the interface between politics and the media, the study 

explored how the contrasting media management strategies of Rawlings and Kufuor affected 

the amount and quality of the two newspapers' coverage of their respective governments. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

INFLUENCES ON NEWS-MAKING: FROM PRESS SYSTEMS 

THEORIES TO SOCIOLOGY OF NEWS PRODUCTION 

Introduction 

This chapter examines theories relating to the processes of news-making and various 

influences exerted on the media deemed necessary for a study essentially about newspaper 

reporting of politics. The chapter draws on and examines theoretical models of the sociology 

of news production within which the present study is grounded. It specifically explores the 

relevance of Schudson's (2000) three-typology theoretical approach, to studying news 

production together with other approaches that discuss organisational, socio-political and 

personal influences on news selection and production. The chapter approaches the discussion 

from the perspective of Siebert, Peterson and Schramm's (1963) four-theory categorisations 

as an overarching theoretical background. It examines media influences resulting from 

press/media system types operating in given contexts using those typologies and the 

developmental concept advocated by Hachten (1981) and McQuail (1987/1994). 

DeFleur and Ball-Rokeach (1989) point out: "the study of mass communication suffers from 

an embarrassment of theoretical riches rather than from an insufficiency of explanatory 

formulations" (p. 297). They nonetheless admit: "this surfeit has been both helpful and 

problematic" especially with developments in the field of communications. In relation to the 

present study, as Schudson (2004, p. 271) indicates: "There is something tired and worn 

about the theoretical frameworks for the study of political communication" and this wealth of 

theoretical foundations manifests in the array of explanatory formulations on which the study 

' Schudson (2005) has since revised these approaches to four by separating "the political" from "the economic". In the most recent review of his essay already three-times revised, he moved beyond acknowledging the dominance of "the economic" over "the political" by actually treating them as separate theoretical influences on 
news production. 

.i 

I 
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rests. The conundrum, however, is the eclecticism that characterises such an approach since a 

selection of portions of various models is required to explore and explain issues involved. 

News-making 

The news-making model of mass media studies is one of the theories/models that focus on 

the role of the media in the representation of reality. These models depart from earlier 

notions of "linear, unidirectional communication to more complex models in which 

communication is not understood as a mere passing of information but refers to a staging of a 

world co-constructed by the interlocutors" (Colombo, 2004, p. 9). The process of news- 

making takes place under various institutional pressures in both the source and news media 

organizations. These pressures include organisational philosophies, freedom to access and 

distribute information, and material and technical constraints. McQuail and Windahl (1993) 

mention "demands and pressures for access and attention, favourable treatment, or 

advertiser-friendly content" (p. 162) and recognise several other forms and sources of 

potential pressure on media work. 

The model indicates that the selection of events making news follows certain laid-down 

criteria discussed to include factors and procedures dictated by journalistic and organisational 

routines. According to Schlesinger (1978, p. 47): "The routines of production have definite 

consequences in structuring news". News-making processes yield to newsroom cultures and 

practices involving "newsroom division of labour, corporate hierarchy and professional 

cultural milieu" (Cottle, 2003, p. 14) that base the selection criteria and ways of presenting 

news events on news values. These include the importance and interest the event has; its 

relevance and proximity to the audience; its timeliness and place in the overall philosophy 

and professional routines of the particular news organisation and the latter's perception of 
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intended audiences. According to el-Nawawy and Kelly (2001), the selection of news events 

"is done in accordance with news factors such as timeliness, professional values and 

organizational interests, media outlets, ability to give an account that satisfies news media 

criteria of rational acceptability, and other elements common to both sources and journalists 

as news makers" (p. 94). 

In Roshco's (1975) view "the term "news-making" is intended to indicate that news content, 

overall, is the end-product of a social process that results in some information being 

published while other information is ignored or discarded. By viewing news as a social 

phenomenon, one is led to examine the routine procedures underlying news-media 

performance" (p. 4). Roshco believed that any news published had a "dual origin": it was 

both a social product and an organisational product. The former reflected events in the 

society from which the news was taken while the latter reflected the internal workings of the 

organisation that gathered and disseminated news. "Together, these intermingled conditions 

constitute the sociology of news" (Roshco, 1975, p. 5). 

News-making is seen as a reality-constructing activity that is governed by elites mainly 

political and governmental (Tuchman, 1978; Fishman, 1980; Schudson, 2000). Government 

officials provide a reliable and continuous supply of events and flow of information, which 

constitute the raw material for the production of news (Gandy, 1982; Schudson, 2000). As 

primary definers of important events making news (Hall et al., 1978), official sources are 

granted routine access to the news media, a privilege usually bestowed through routinising 

news production processes (Tuchman, 1978) that emphasise reliance on official sources to 

achieve objectivity. Studies on news production indicate: "the bureaucratic and 

organisational expediency of `routine"', among others, accounts for the "generally 
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ideological nature of news and its orientation towards social and political elites and the 

endorsement of the capitalist social system" (Cottle, 2003, p. 15). According to Cottle, 

various studies contend: 

... the organisational requirements of news combine with the professional ideology of 
objectivity to routinely privilege the voices of the powerful, and this further reinforces 
the tendency towards the standardised and ideological nature of news (p. 15). 

Ericson, Baranek, and Chan (1987) indicate there are many processes through which a 

"source organization eventually transforms the occurrence into an event which is potentially 

available to the reporter as news" (p. 40). They nonetheless admit: "It is the organisation of 

news, not events in the world, that creates news" (p. 345). Schlesinger (1978) explains: "The 

doings of the world are tamed to meet the needs of a production system in many respects 

bureaucratically organised" (p. 47). Tuchman (1978) concludes: "In news, verification of 

facts is both a political and a professional accomplishment" (p. 83). News organisations 

must, therefore, establish and maintain relations with various bodies and institutions 

including sources, audiences, media owners, advertisers, and political and regulatory 

institutions (McQuail, 1987). 

Important aspects of media studies are examinations of the political and regulatory regimes 

as well as relations between the media and their news sources. Such examination unearths 

demands and influences exerted on the media and the latter's ability or inability to maintain 

some degree of autonomy. The chapter subsequently focuses on normative theories of the 

press using Siebert et al. 's four theories and other theoretical approaches to news production 

and influences on media organisations. 
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Normative Theories: Four Theories of the Press 

Media systems all over the world impact on news and are themselves shaped by a 

combination of factors foremost among which are the history, culture, ideology, politics, and 

economics of the countries within which they operate (McQuail, 2000; Altschull, 1984). The 

four theories of the press - authoritarianism, libertarianism, social responsibility and soviet 

communism - are part of the body of theories that focus on press systems arising out of 

philosophies of the nature of the human being, society and the state (Siebert et al., 1963). 

Siebert et al. created their well-known classifications of press systems of the world as a 

yardstick for measuring press freedom and press performances (Severin & Tankard, 1992). 

Generally referred to as "normative theories" because they are "derived from observation, 

not from hypothesis testing and replication using social science methods" (Severin & 

Tankard, 1992, p. 285), these theories provide and describe the socio-political context of 

government-media relations indicating how journalists and governments interact within 

given environments. Their central thesis is that "the press always takes on the form and 

coloration of the social and political structures within which it operates. Especially, it reflects 

the system of social control whereby the relations of individuals and institutions are 

adjusted" (Siebert et al., 1963, pp. 1-2). Although the four theories of the press are 

temporally, spatially and contextually dated, they still provide useful insights into the socio- 

political environment within which the mass media operate. 

Authoritarianism 

Historically, authoritarianism operated in a world "under authoritarian rule by monarchs with 

absolute power" and, as a theory, subordinated the mass media to the state and the interests 

of government. It functioned as "a press supporting and advancing the policies of the 
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government in power and serving the state" (Severin & Tankard, 1992, p. 285) or as Siebert 

et al. (1963) put it, to "support and advance the policies of the government in power; and to 

service the state" (p. 7). The ruling elite either directly operated the press or controlled it by 

dictating the actions of journalists since authoritarianism recognised both private and state 

ownership. Today, this elitist and authoritarian philosophy describes many of the developing 

world's media systems (McQuail, 2000, p. 155). Authoritarianism "furnishes the basis for the 

press systems in many modern societies; even where it has been abandoned, it has continued 

to influence the practices of a number of governments which theoretically adhere to 

libertarian principles" (Siebert et al., 1963, p. 9). 

Libertarianism 

The libertarian theory of the press (sometimes referred to as the free press theory or the 

western concept) reflects the press system that emerged out of the long constitutional 

struggles in Britain and North America, especially England and the American colonies of the 

17th century (Hachten, 1981). It emerged out of the Enlightenment and the general theories of 

rationalism' and of natural rights with the notion that the press was to serve to discover truth 

and to check on government (Severin & Tankard, 1992). Libertarianism operates 

predominantly in capitalist, free enterprise systems where media ownership is mainly private 

and the media operate under relatively free environments to report, comment on, criticise, 

and publish news about government and/or its officials and their activities. 

Capitalist systems have: 1) a system of law that provides meaningful protection to individual 

civil liberties; 2) high average levels of per capita income, education and literacy; 3) 

multiparty and parliamentary democratic systems of government in which there are 

legitimate political oppositions; 4) sufficient capital or private enterprise to support media of 
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news communication; and 5) an established tradition of independent journalism (Hachten, 

1981). According to Severin and Tankard (1992, p. 288): 

The media are controlled in two ways. With a multiplicity of voices, the "self-righting 
process of truth" in the "free market place of ideas" would enable individuals to 
differentiate between truth and falsehood. Also, the legal system makes provision for 
the prosecution of defamation, obscenity, indecency, and wartime sedition. 

Social Responsibility 

Social responsibility, like libertarianism, is based on the Anglo-American tradition and is 

essentially a product of mid-twentieth century America (Hachten, 1981). The theory evolved 

from "media practitioners, media codes, and the work of the Commission on Freedom of the 

Press (Hutchins Commission)" (Severin & Tankard, 1992, p. 289). Although Peterson (1963) 

believes it is "largely a grafting of new ideas onto traditional theory" (p. 75) and "only a 

modification of the Libertarian theory" (Siebert et al., 1963, p. 2), it places some 

responsibility on the rights and liberties of the media. Combining elements of 

authoritarianism and libertarianism, it "holds that while the media inform, entertain, and sell 

(as in the libertarian theory) they must also raise conflict to the plane of discussion" (Severin 

& Tankard, 1992, p. 289). 

Peterson (1963, p. 74) captures the theory's emphasis on media responsibility thus: 

The theory has this major premise: Freedom carries concomitant obligations; and the 
press, which enjoys a privileged position under [our] government, is obliged to be 
responsible to society for carrying out certain essential functions of mass 
communication in contemporary society. To the extent that the press recognizes its 
responsibilities and makes them the basis of operational policies, the libertarian system 
will satisfy the needs of society. To the extent that the press does not assume its 
responsibilities, some other agency must see that the essential functions of mass 
communication are carried out. 
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There was, therefore, the need for a watchdog on press performance or laws limiting the 

operations and ownership of the mass media to avoid monopoly and possible encroachment 

on freedom of expression of the less privileged in society. These concerns gave rise to the 

Hutchins Commission, which in 1947 published the report -A Free and Responsible Press - 

highlighting the importance of the press in modern society and the need to impose an 

obligation of social responsibility on it. 

Soviet Communism 

The Soviet-Communist theory of the press is a modification of the authoritarian theory 

adapted to concerns of the former Soviet Union with strong emphases on the dominant role 

of the party, and support for the existing social order (Siebert et al., 1963; Severin & 

Tankard, 1992). The media were state owned, operated, and controlled, existing solely as an 

arm of the state to further its cause and contribute "to the success and continuance of the 

Soviet system (Severin & Tankard, 1992, p. 290). This was in consonance with the 

Communist definition of news as information that was constructive and capable of serving 

the interest of the party, the state and of advancing the goals and policies of the state 

machinery. In order for the media to stay within given prescriptions, they were structurally 

centralised, censored, and placed in the hands of the Politburo and party leadership for whom 

they acted as mouthpiece. This system changed under Mikhail Gorbachev's concepts of 

Glasnost (openness) and Perestroika (reconstruction), and has almost completely phased out 

with the collapse of Communism and the introduction of western-type democracy (Gulyas, 

2003). Gorbachev's reforms, which transformed Soviet political, social and economic life, 

also culminated in the new Soviet press law that legislated for greater freedom of the press 

and of information (McNair, 1991). 
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Criticism of the Four Theories of the Press 

Categorisation of national press systems in the past has been grounded in these four theories 

despite strong criticisms of their idealistic and empirically poor nature (Severin & Tankard, 

1992). Democratic changes in most parts of the world have made authoritarianism outdated 

especially because "virtually every constitution in the world has guaranteed freedom of the 

press" (Ogbondah, 1994, p. 9). Altschull (1984) contends that all press systems are based on 

a belief in free expression although each system defines the term "free expression" 

differently. For its part, the libertarian theory has had its foundations questioned by modern 

psychology and discussions of the "rational man" philosophies upon which it is based 

because human beings do not always deal with information rationally (Severin & Tankard, 

1992, p. 289). Besides, libertarian theory thrives on freedom to publish and the right of 

access to government information by journalists, an endeavour that is difficult in most 

developing countries, particularly in Africa, where concerns of state secrecy, security and 

other such considerations override freedom to know and often deny journalists such rights. 

Similarly, the social responsibility theory has been challenged. Altschull (1984) contends that 

all press systems endorse the principle of social responsibility and indicate their commitment 

to the needs and interests of society and to the provision of access to all. And, with the 

collapse of the former Soviet Union and the dismantling of its rigid media structure (Gulyas, 

2003; McNair, 1991), soviet-communism has failed to exist as a theory for discussing 

influences on the media. Altschull (1984) challenges the relevance of the four-theory 

typologies in today's world during which the hostilities of the cold war (which produced 

those theories) have been attenuated by dramatic global changes. Severin and Tankard (1992) 

capture some of these changes as follows: 
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Since Four Theories of the Press was written there have been many changes in the 
socialist countries. In the People's Republic of China private ownership of newspapers 
was allowed on a limited scale during the 1980s. More criticism has been tolerated, 
especially if it is criticism of individuals or local policies that undermine the goals of 
the nation's "four modernizations" program (p. 290). 

The fact that some private ownership of newspapers is allowed in China today, and that there 

is some tolerance of criticism of both individuals and local policies has been widely reported 

(Schudson, 2000; Winfield, Mizuno & Beaudoin, 2000). Keller (1989a &b) and Kimelman 

(1986) report of attempts to broaden press freedom and of specific changes in the mass media 

of the former Soviet Union such as media criticisms and attacks on the political elite 

including the Communist Party and President Gorbachev and special privileges they enjoyed. 

McNair (1991) focused extensively on changes in the Soviet media arising out of 

Gorbachev's Glasnost and Perestroika. Even the Communist Party daily newspaper, Pravda, 

and the government newspaper, Izvestia, had become critical. 

Altschull (1984) questions attempts to pigeonhole individual press systems since there are 

commonalities in press practices across various systems noting that press practices always 

differ from theory. He challenges particularly the notion that there exists an independent 

press contending that the mass media in every socio-political system are agents of those who 

wield economic, political and social power. Among others, Altschull (1984) believes that 

because the mass media are agents of those who wield power, they are not independent actors 

(although they could exercise independent power) and that news media content is a reflection 

of the interests of media financiers. Other researchers have noted such media conformism 

resulting from support the media receive from their patrons especially corporate business 

(Severin & Tankard, 1992). Lazarsfeld and Merton (1960) had earlier pointed out that the 

media reciprocate external support through advertising and media content especially through 

what they refuse to say or publish and essential questions they fail to raise about society. 
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Ostini and Fung (2002) believe that although journalism is contextualised and constrained by 

press structure and state policies, it is also a relatively autonomous cultural production 

involving journalists negotiating between professionalism and state control. Consequently, 

journalistic variations cannot be clearly revealed by simply using state policy/press model 

considerations alone. There is the need for an understanding of the background of given 

journalistic practices and state policies of a particular country to fully appreciate the right 

categorisation of a press system. Supporting this view, McQuail (2000) suggests the 

impracticality of formulating consistent and coherent press theories based on the original four 

press theory categorisations. In his view, the failure to achieve any such classification is due 

not only to "the ideological content of all such theory and the bias (whether open or 

unwitting) of all commentators" but also to "the complexity and incoherence of media 

systems and thus the impossibility of matching a theory with a type of society" (p. 155). For 

instance, the new media environment of media and channel diversity and changing media 

technologies is beyond the scope of explanatory formulations of press system typologies 

using the four theories approach (McQuail, 2000; William & Delli Carpini, 2000; Katz, 

1992). Ostini and Fung (2002), therefore, proposed a new model that incorporates autonomy 

of individual journalism practices into political and social structural factors: the 

communitarian model, or the developmental concept. 

Developmental Media Concept 

Known variously as the developmental concept of the press, development press model 

(Hachten, 1981), the developmental media theory (McQuail, 1994/2000), or 

communitarianism (Ostini & Fung, 2002; Dixon, 1997), the developmental media concept is 

still trying to define itself in spite of its unique characteristics. It is an attempt at evolving an 

appropriate system to classify the media situation of developing countries owing to the 
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unsuitability and inapplicability of the four earlier theories and other western models. 

Hachten's (1981) description of the development press model is one in which all instruments 

of mass communication/media "aid in the great tasks of nation building". They are used in 

"building a political consciousness" and in "assisting in economic development" without 

accommodating dissent or criticism in a system where individual rights and freedoms are 

"somewhat irrelevant" (p. 73). The media under the developmental concept are expected to 

adopt a didactic role and become instruments for ideological education and cultural 

promotion with restrictions on freedom according to economic priority and the 

developmental needs of society (Hachten, 1981; McQuail, 1987/1994/2000). 

The concept is a variant of the liberal and Marxist approaches to media that incorporate 

variations of authoritarianism with streaks of communism and libertarianism. It recognises 

"the fact that societies undergoing a transition from underdevelopment and colonialism to 

independence often lack the money, infrastructure, skills and audiences to sustain an 

extensive free-market media system" (McQuail, 2000, p. 155). Hachten (1981) identifies the 

following characteristics: 

Government control of instruments of mass communication for nation building 

through building a political consciousness, fighting illiteracy and poverty, assisting in 

socio-economic development and national integration to achieve developmental 

goals. 

Information as a state property and not a marketable item requires government to 

provide and distribute it as a social service to further national goals, thus, recalling the 

top-down approach of the flow of power and information in traditional 

authoritarianism. 
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Implied, though not often explicitly articulated, is that due to the many problems of 

nation building - poverty, disease, illiteracy and ethnicity - individual freedom of 

expression is a luxury that must be relegated to make way for requirements of food, 

shelter, clothing rather than abstract freedoms of expression and other civil liberties. 

Implied also is control of the flow of news from the outside implying restricted 

freedom of movement by foreign correspondents. 

The theory has raised a lot of controversy generating both proponents and opponents. 

Hachten sees the concept of a developmental press (a euphemism for a guided media system) 

as the brainchild of political, especially un-elected, leaders and government representatives 

who advocate for government-controlled media as a rejection of the western model. While 

some critics contend it is no theory at all (Ogan, 1982), others believe because developing 

countries are still in the process of evolving, the media must cooperate with government by 

providing information that is geared towards development, implying some control of news 

and information. According to McQuail (2000), "it may be legitimate for government to 

allocate resources selectively and to restrict journalistic freedom in some ways. Social 

responsibility comes before media rights and freedoms" (p. 155). 

Mytton (1983) gave a glimpse of the developing world situation through three Tanzanian 

journalists he overheard discussing how they would "deal with a story which was beginning 

to come through" about the failure of a village settlement scheme (a pilot of the Ujamaa 

project) in Tanzania "involving the loss of large sums of money" Q. 144). The first would 

not report it and urged his colleagues not to for fear of discouraging both the government and 

the people especially since the policy of Ujamaa had only recently been launched. "To report 

the failure of an earlier attempt at village settlement would not help in persuading peasants 
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that moving to new village settlements was a good idea" ... He argued that the duty of 

journalists to report important events should always be tempered with concern for the effects 

likely to be produced by certain kinds of information" (p. 144). 

The second disagreed "saying it was not the business of the press to protect the government 

from the effects of its own policies, nor to abuse the people's trust in the press. They 

expected it to report fully and accurately what was going on. The government and the press 

each had a different task to accomplish: if the government had a duty to serve the people in 

whatever way it thought best, then the press also had a duty to go out and investigate 

impartially exactly how the government was performing its role" (p. 145). He was, therefore, 

going to report it as it was giving all the facts and blaming the government for the failure of 

the scheme. The third journalist tried to strike a balance between the two extreme positions. 

"He agreed that the press had to say something about the failure ... because it would lose 

credibility if it ignored stories when things went wrong ... If bad news were not reported, it 

would encourage misinformation and rumour, which were worse. Moreover, the press had a 

duty to report the facts so that lessons would be learned from mistakes" (p. 145). He, 

however, thought journalists should be cautious in their reportage in order not to be seen to 

be campaigning against elected governments and their programmes. They must explain these 

programmes to the people for their understanding and support. 

Obviously, a single theory appears inadequate to capture these three divergent approaches to 

news reporting, which are the realities of developing countries. Even in countries with long 

traditions of press freedom, journalism could develop in completely different directions, 

depending on the political, legal and historical settings, which together constitute and 

determine the journalistic operational environment (Köcher, 1986). Attempts at other 
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classifications of press theory and performance have either used earlier typologies such as 

Merrill's (1974) concepts of "equal contenders", "co-operating servant", and "forced slave", 

or sought to give them new names such as Lowenstein's (1966) "social-centralist" and 

"social-libertarian" concepts. 

The developmental concept is based on press needs and performances of developing 

countries that also recognise that the concept comprises an amorphous and curious mix of 

ideas, rhetoric, influences, and grievances of these countries. Though tenets of the concept 

are deductions from the social, political and economic conditions of developing countries and 

their press performances, owing to their wide diversity and problems encountered at 

developing a uniform classification, categorising these countries into one model is indeed 

problematic. The developing world comprises countries at various stages of development 

with a variety of economic, political, social and cultural conditions and needs, as well as 

constantly changing and varying situations that defy uniform categorisation. Since the press 

in these countries cuts across various categorisations in consonance with prevailing socio- 

economic and political conditions, it is useful to consider other approaches to news 

production that focus on interactions between specific environments and processes of news- 

making. These constitute the focus of the rest of this chapter. 

Theories of Influences on the Media 

That the mass media are influenced by political, economic and socio-cultural elements in 

society including many institutional and organisational pressures from various sources of 

power both internally and externally has been widely noted (Shoemaker, 1991; Severin & 

Tankard, 1992; McNair, 1999; Street, 2001). According to McQuail and Windahl (1993), 

some of these influential forces exist within mass media organisations themselves where the 
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chain of gatekeeping affects the final item published. Others are found outside the 

organisation but their relationships with the reporter/journalist are so significant as to affect 

what is reported as news and how it is reported. These outside forces include sources of 

news, audiences, media owners, investors, and suppliers of newsprint or other news 

production materials. Others are clients, or competitors and political and legal authorities, all 

of whom could exert pressures on newsgathering, processing and distribution (Gerbner, 

1969). Some of these may have dual power owing to the positions they occupy and the 

authority and influence they wield as well as the possibility of serving as sources of news. 

Gerbner (1972) further indicates that sources of pressure on media work include "the 

authorities who issue licenses and administer the law; the patrons who invest in or subsidize 

the operation; organizations, institutions and loose aggregations of publics that require 

attention and cultivation; and the managements that set policies and supervise operation" (pp. 

156-7). Severin and Tankard (1992) enumerate factors that influence the functioning of the 

mass media to include the type of political and economic system prevailing in the country, 

stage of development of the society, and the interests and needs of specific individuals. 

Equally important are the technological development of the media, their human resource base 

and their logistical support, among others. Other studies see media constraints in the form of 

bureaucratic institutional structures (Gieber, 1964). 

Gitlin (1980) discussed major factors that shaped political news coverage and drew attention 

to three fundamental theories of sources of media influence: 1) influences from journalists or 

media workers; 2) influences due to particular news media organisational structures; and 3) 

influences exerted by extra-media factors. Gitlin (1980) defined this latter category of 

influences to include "institutions or social conditions outside the news organization"; 
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"technological factors"; "national culture"; "economics"; "the audience"; "the most powerful 

news sources"; and/or "the ideologies of the dominant social powers" (pp. 249-251). Oliver 

and Myers (1999) identified the determinants of news coverage as: 1) journalistic 

predispositions; 2) news values; and 3) news routines, all of which they described as key 

"systematic factors" that "determine the likelihood that an event will receive news coverage" 

(pp. 45-46). Schudson (2000), for his part, categorised influences on news production into: 1) 

political economy of the society; 2) the social organisation of news work; and 3) cultural 

influences and constraints. 

Examining various approaches to the sociology of news notably by Gitlin (1980) and 

Schudson (2000), Benson (2004) re-categorised key influences shaping political news 

coverage/production into three main factors: 1) the commercial or economic; 2) political; and 

3) the inter-organizational field of journalism (p. 280). Benson explained: 

This recategorization entails the analytical separation of "political economy" (a and b) 
and the subsumption of individual organizational and journalistic factors into the 
broader organizational and professional field (c). Broad national culture would no 
longer be considered as a distinct, alternative variable. However, historical and cultural 
analysis would necessarily precede and accompany examination of these three broad 
structural variables, helping to explain the origin and solidity (or lack thereof) of the 
journalistic field's relation to political and economic power (Benson, 2004, p. 280). 

Shoemaker and Reese (1996) identified a "hierarchy of influences": five main categories of 

influences on news extending from the individual journalist/reporter at the most micro level 

to ideological considerations at the most macro. These were: 

1) Influences from individual media workers (their characteristics, backgrounds, 

attitudes and roles); 

2) Influences of media organisational routines involving the organisation itself, 

audiences and suppliers or sources of media raw material (day-to-day practices, 
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deadlines, requirements of space, objectivity, fairness and other news values, and 

reliance on official sources of information); 

3) Influences exerted by organisational goals; 

4) Influences exerted from outside the organisation by interest or pressure groups, 

sources of information, sources of revenue including advertisers and audiences, 

legal and regulatory regimes and other social institutions including government, 

business and the economic environment and technology (extra-media influences); 

5) Influences of ideology (operating on the level of the entire society) defined as "a 

symbolic mechanism that serves as a cohesive and integrating force in society" 

(Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, p. 221). 

The last two influences, though originate outside the organisational set-up, constitute the 

most powerful upon which the other categories of influences are based. All these theories of 

influences examine the mass media as organisations operating within specific social, cultural, 

political and economic milieus, each of which has the potential to influence the media's news 

selection, processing and production decisions. As Shoemaker and Reese (1996) point out, 

"media content - both news and entertainment - is shaped, pounded, constrained, encouraged 

by a multitude of forces" (p. ix). In recognition of these pressures and constraints, Gandy 

(1982) stated that studies into media output should examine "peculiarities of the media 

production process" (p. ix). Important are "decisions made by individual journalists, editors, 

and producers" as well as professional and organisational constraints that confront media 

people, and "activities of the primary sources of media content" (p. x). 

In addition to gatekeeping, the present study considered Schudson's (2000) three-typology 

distinction of approaches to studying the social construction or "manufacture of news" (p. 
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175) - political economy; social organisation of news work; and cultural approaches. Though 

in this version of his essay thrice revisited, revised and updated, Schudson believed these 

three approaches might work better than the gatekeeping concept for understanding news 

production, he was sceptical about their absolute utility. Discussing their strengths and 

weaknesses, he warned that "even taken together", all three "have so far fallen short of 

providing adequate comparative and historical perspectives on news production" (p. 177). 

The three perspectives have their weaknesses, too. They are typically ahistorical, and 
ignore possibilities for change in the nature of news. They tend to be indifferent to 
comparative as well as to historical viewpoints.... None of the three perspectives, by 
itself, can account for all that we might want to know (Schudson, 2000, pp. 194-195). 

Overall, however, there was the recognition that news as a cultural product had political 

economic, social and cultural dimensions to its production and understanding. As a result, 

focusing only on news organisations without studying their relationships and interactions 

with other social institutions was narrow and prevented a fuller understanding of the 

processes of news production. The rest of this chapter is devoted to discussions of 

approaches to the sociology of news using Schudson's (2000) three-dimensional 

categorisation and beginning with the gatekeeping concept. 

Approaches to the Sociology of News Production 

Media sociology is a term used in reference to studies that examine influences on media 

content (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, p. 5). According to Cottle (2003, p. 13), the sociological 

study of news production has been informed by "the ideas of Emile Durkheim with respect to 

processes of professional socialisation and the establishment of group norms, and Max 

Weber with respect to the nature of modern bureaucracies and views of social action". 

Schudson (2000/2005) traces the sociology of news production to Max Weber, Robert Park 

and Helen MacGill Hughes. However, like many others including Shoemaker and Reese 
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(1996), he traces the formal study of how news organisations produce news to gatekeeper 

studies of the 1950s. In Schudson's account, Kurt Lewin coined the term "gatekeeper" that 

was later applied to journalism by several social scientists including White (1950) and Gieber 

(1964). Shoemaker and Reese (1996) report that modern studies into media content began 

with White's suggestion that journalists act as gatekeepers of media messages and with 

Breed's (1955) description of how journalists become socialised into their jobs (p. 5). 

Earlier Approaches 

Early studies into news production, including White (1950) and Breed (1955) "focused on 

particular news processes" and "pointed to the explanatory potential of attending to aspects 

of the news production process and becoming familiar with the journalist's working 

environment" (Cottle, 2003, p. 14). Since these studies, there have been large numbers of 

studies focusing on ways in which journalists, media employers, organisational structures 

and society have influenced media content (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996). In the following 

sections, the chapter discusses one earlier approach to understanding news production - the 

gatekeeping concept - and some of its revisions geared towards extending its explanatory 

potential beyond the individual subjective level to the collective organisational and 

institutional plane. 

Gatekeeping 

The gatekeeping concept is discussed as an explanation to the selection of news within the 

framework of news production. It is used metaphorically in mass communication and media 

studies to describe selection processes involved in media work "especially decisions whether 

or not to admit a particular news report through the `gates' of a news medium into the news 

channels" (McQuail, 2000, p. 276). White (1950) is credited with the first and most 
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important use of the concept in media studies (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996). White took 

advantage of a comparison Kurt Lewin made between his work and news now to experiment 

with the concept in mass communication focusing on the "work of journalists, reporters, and 

editors as they operate the gates of the capitalist press" (Gandy, 1982, p. 9). 

The gatekeeping metaphor indicates the terrain a news item traverses from the point at which 

the event is noticed through a series of "gates" until it finally makes its way to the columns of 

newspapers or sections of the news file (White, 1950; Shoemaker, 1991). At each stage 

during this journey, news can be altered in both substance and emphasis by being "edited, 

discarded, distorted, reorganized, or changed" (Severin & Tankard, 1992, p. 44). According 

to Stone, Singletary, & Richmond (1999): 

Gatekeeping addresses the day-to-day work of reporters, writers, editors and news 
room managers. It assesses the logistical struggles and professional decisions these 
people make under deadline pressures, and it provides a theoretical basis for how news 
organizations process... information (p. 177). 

Traditionally, gatekeeping research emphasised the subjectivity involved in news selection 

decisions (McQuail, 2000) viewing news content as the result of individual actions of news 

people and seeking to understand those actions by understanding the background and 

personality of individual journalists (Gandy, 1982, pp. 9-10). Subjective factors identified to 

influence news decision-making included the editor's own prejudices, concept of the target 

audience of news and "specific tests of subject matter or style that may enter into the 

selection of stories" (Severin & Tankard, 1992, p. 31). As a result, those earlier studies 

focused attention on the large numbers of possible news items that were excluded by editors 

and the reasons provided for their exclusion (White, 1950; Gieber, 1964). The concept in its 

original form, therefore, bestowed much authority and power on handlers of news and their 

organisations as the determinants of news content. In a subsequent study, for example, White 
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I 

(1964) observed, "the community shall hear as a fact only those events which the newsman, 

as the representative of his culture, believes to be true" (p. 171). As Severin and Tankard 

(1992) explained: 

A gatekeeper determines what information is passed along the chain and how faithfully 
it is reproduced. This principle applies to reporters, photographers, editors, 
commentators, and all others who decide what information to use in the media from the 
vast array of information available. How much do they filter out? How much emphasis 
is changed? How much distortion is there, both systematic distortion through bias and 
random distortion through ignorance or carelessness (Severin & Tankard, 1992, p. 43)? 

Criticism of Gatekeeping 

The gatekeeping concept has evoked opposing perspectives among communication 

researchers and media practitioners. While some ascribe great importance to the role of the 

news editor in deciding what makes it through the news gate, others identify certain 

mitigating factors that attenuate (and in the most extreme perspective, eliminate) such 

importance (Katz, 1992; Williams & Delli Carpini, 2000). As a basic model of news sifting 

and adjusting, gatekeeping has come under intense critique for its obvious simplicity, which 

makes the rather complex phenomenon of news selection in the news production process 

overly simplistic (McQuail, 2000). "The gatekeeper metaphor minimizes the complexity of 

news-making. It tries to fix news-making at one point along a circuit of interactions and does 

not examine the circuit as a whole" (Schudson, 2000, p. 177). 

Although the concept is still useful and relevant providing a "handy metaphor for the 

relation of news organizations to news products", Schudson believes it is still inadequate 

basically because it "leaves `information' or `news' sociologically untouched" (2000, p. 

177). For instance, it does not indicate who becomes a gatekeeper and how the person gets to 

be so designated; who writes the news story that gets to the gatekeeper and in what manner, 
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under what constraints or with what expectations. The concept has also been criticised for 

being "not well controlled", and for not dealing with "a broad theory of how mass 

communication works (Stone et al., 1999, p. 25). 

McQuail and Windahl (1993) identified three major flaws with White's (1950) original 

concept. Firstly, the model relied on personalised interpretations of activities involved in 

news selection and ignored organisational factors that constrained and directed the process. 

Secondly, White's model suggested that the process of gatekeeping involved only one gate 

area. In reality, however, there are several gate areas each of which could affect news sifting 

and news selection. Finally, "the model implies a rather passive activity as far as the flow of 

news is concerned. There is an impression... that there is a continuous and free flow of a wide 

range of news which has only to be tapped in ways which suit a particular newspaper" 

(McQuail & Windahl, 1993, p. 167). McQuail (2000, p. 277) outlined the model's three 

weaknesses as: 1) the implication that there is only one initial gate and one main set of news 

selection criteria; 2) the concept's simple view of the supply of news; and 3) the tendency to 

individualize news selection decision-making. 

Donohue, Tichenor, and Olien (1972) broadened the gatekeeping concept to embrace all 

aspects of information control beside news selection. They suggested a redefinition of the 

concept to take account of the totality of message transmission from a sender to a receiver. 

According to Shoemaker (1991), this meant looking at "not just selection but also 

withholding, transmission, shaping, display, repetition, and timing of information" (p. 1). In 

other words, "the gatekeeping process involves every aspect of message selection, handling, 

and control, whether the message is communicated through mass media or interpersonal 

channels". Contending that gatekeeping of an activity or event took place in more than one 
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organisation Shoemaker (1991) noted that the process was multi-stage and involved multiple 

acts of selection that transcended individual levels to encompass established organisational 

routines and selection criteria. She envisioned gatekeeping as an activity that spanned the 

entire process of news production and involved group rather than individual decision- 

making. She also saw it as a function of communication in general and not just news 

production thus departing significantly from White's (1950) original idea and moving in 

tandem with several others including Stone et al. (1999) and Donohue et al. (1972). 

Hirsch (1977), like Gieber (1964), subsumed the supposed independent power and 

preferences of the individual editor under the institutional arrangement or structure of the 

organisation whose requirements superseded any individual preferences. In spite of the many 

personal reasons and justifications the pseudonymous Mr "Gates" had for selecting particular 

stories, Hirsch (1977) believed he was operating within a given structural requirement. Mr 

"Gates" was "exercising discretion only within the latitude permitted for selecting particular 

stories to fit standard, widely agreed-upon categories, in the usual proportions that 

characterize a medium-sized, Midwestern daily with a predominately conservative 

readership" (p. 23). Westley and MacLean (1957) similarly emphasised the system context 

within which gatekeeping occurred. 

Later studies conducted within the gatekeeping concept including Schlesinger (1978), 

Tuchman (1978), Gans (1979), Fishman (1980), Gitlin (1980) and Ericson et al. (1987) 

examined influences of the organisational, bureaucratic and professional dictates of news 

production. These studies focused on influences exerted by the organisational contexts and 

news production practices or routines on the news product and, according to Cottle (2003, p. 
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14), highlighted the "ideological consequences of the organisational character of news 

production". 

In contrast to earlier studies of news gatekeepers, with their tendency towards 
individualist and subjectivist explanations of news selection ... these studies 
collectively emphasised how news was an organisational accomplishment guaranteeing 
that sufficient amounts of news were produced on time and to a predetermined form 

... " (Cottle, 2003, p. 15). 

Some much later studies (Berkowitz, 1990; Shoemaker, 1991) also focused attention on 

systemic influences on news selection. McQuail (2000) referred to these as organizational 

factors, mainly bureaucratic routines, or ideological, implying "values and cultural influences 

which are not purely individual and personal but which stem also from the social (and 

national) setting of news activity" (p. 277). 

The present study reckons that gatekeeping is a multifaceted activity that involves many 

gatekeepers and spans both the source and media organisations operating within wider 

systems with both institutional and normative controls. Therefore, like Kwansah-Aidoo 

(2005), it maintains the relevance of the gatekeeping concept and also agrees with McQuail 

and Windahl (1993) that news selection is an important part of gatekeeping. By focusing on 

the production side of news, however, it falls short of Severin and Tankard's (1992, p. 43) 

extension of the concept to both the media and the audience as gatekeepers: 

A newspaper or a broadcasting station is a gatekeeper, deciding what to present to its 
audience. It must select from all of the local, state, national, and international news 
available. The human destination (reader, viewer, or listener) also acts as a gatekeeper by selecting and interpreting material according to his or her own individual needs. 

According to McQuail and Windahl (1993), issues regarding the criteria used in selecting or 

rejecting news are usually either neglected or treated only in general terms by models other 

than gatekeeping. In order to treat such issues specifically, therefore, gatekeeping still offers 
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the best opportunity. The study borrows from the definition of gatekeeping advanced by 

Stone et al. (1999, p. 174) that "a gatekeeper is a person who can open or close the 

information "gates"; a person with enough influence or authority to affect information flow 

in a way that might reflect personal bias". This person, from the perspective of the present 

study, is as much the politician who serves as the source of news as the journalist/editor who 

decides what, and how much of the politician's activities to consider news and how to report 

it. Beside individual psychological and organisational structural factors, the study examines 

other contextual factors that might affect news choices/decisions at both the source and 

media organisations looking at Schudson's (2000) three approaches to the sociology of news. 

Political Economy Approach 

The political economy approach is one of two dominant traditions for the study of news 

examining the effects of political and economic forces on news production (Garnham, 1979; 

Golding & Murdock, 1997). The approach, according to Schudson (2000, p. 177), "relates 

the outcome of the news process to the structure of the state and the economy, and to the 

economic foundation of the news organization". Mosco (1996) indicates that the political 

economy approach studies the social relationships, particularly power relations, involved in 

the production, distribution and consumption of resources including communication. He 

identifies three features of the approach: 1) the study of historical transformation and social 

change; 2) a comprehensive study of social relations focusing on the political, economic, 

social and cultural; and 3) a study of social values and moral principles. These features 

highlight, among others, the role of the state in the business of communication, the link 

between the private/commercial and state sectors, and that between the political economy of 

communication and the larger political economy framed within class or institutional power 

relations. 
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The approach is typically Anglo-American and leans more towards the economic than the 

political thereby vesting too much power in market forces. 

The political economy perspective in Anglo-American media studies has generally 
taken liberal democracy for granted and so has been insensitive to political and legal 
determinants of news production. In a sense, it has been far more `economic' than 
`political' (Schudson, 2000, p. 181). 

The approach thus thrives in advanced economies where media tend to be concentrated in a 

few business hands. In Boyd-Barrett's (1995) estimation, political economy addresses wider 

and far-reaching questions of media ownership and control, and the interaction of media 

institutions with other organisations as well as with the political economic and social sectors. 

It examines the effects on media practice and news production of factors such as media 

concentration and/or conglomeration, diversification, and commercialisation with its focus 

on the profit margin and advertising revenue. Corporatism and commercialisation either 

compromise or undermine democracy by controlling the media and preventing diversity and 

multiplicity of views (Hargreaves, 2003; McChesney, 1997) resulting in media concentration 

and standardisation of media output (Cottle, 2003). In Schudson's view, where the media are 

not controlled by conglomerates, they are controlled by the state either of which stifle radical 

or critical thought and limit free expression. 

The Ghanaian media are neither state-dominated nor market-dominated; neither controlled by 

the state nor by conglomerates, and radical/critical thought including dissent is freely 

expressed. State ownership has been superseded by private-commercial ownership, which 

functions far below the capacity of corporate ownership and commercial organisational types 

of the west. Ghana operates an uneven blend of state, private, independent and commercial 

ownership types of media with neither press barons nor media moguls. It has no corporate 

mergers, takeovers or media conglomerates to make discussion of the explanatory power of 
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the political economy approach fit into its media context. The relevance of the political 

economy approach is, therefore, as uncertain as is contestable given Ghana's feeble 

independent media structures. Thus, when Murdock (1973, p. 158) describes the link 

between the larger societal political economy and daily journalistic practices as "oblique", he 

is most likely referring to media in western industrialised countries. In countries such as 

Ghana, the link is direct and explicit mainly because of the rudimentary political economy of 

the media and the fact that media practitioners largely tailor content and its production to suit 

powers in that limited economy. 

Similarly, when Schudson (2000) indicates it is "not easy to determine" the link between 

ownership of news organisations and news coverage, he speaks in reference to the west 

where "public and commercial systems of ownership mix, blend and intersect" in many ways 

(p. 178). Patterns of media ownership are distinguishable in Ghana along the state - private 

dichotomy and are tied to specific ways of reporting (Gyimah-Boadi, 2001 a&b; Ayee, 

2001a; Ahiawordor, 2001). Even within the private ownership subcategory, there are 

distinctions between the pro-government and pro-opposition/anti-government media (Smith 

& Temin, 2001). Also, whereas in developed countries the link between "ownership and 

market structure on the one hand and news content on the other is not apparent" (Schudson, 

2000, p. 178), the lack of a well developed market in Ghana, appears to pose problems for 

the content and presentation of political news. 

Impact of New Media 

Schudson (2000) sees the relationship between news organisations and the new information 

technologies as "a feature of political economy" (p. 182) despite little research attention paid 

to it. Considerations of the political economy approach therefore include the impact of the 
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new media environment on organisational ability to gather, process and disseminate news 

(Ursell, 2001; Katz, 1992; Williams & Delli Carpini, 2000). 

Some recent critiques of the gatekeeping function have observed that the concept has become 

outdated and is fast losing its significance owing to the new media environment of modem 

technological developments with greater demand and capacity for instantaneous news 

transmission (Katz, 1992; Williams & Delli-Carpini, 2000). Katz noted that round-the-clock 

cable news outlets such as the CNN both gathered and broadcast news so rapidly as to 

eliminate the role of the editor (the traditional gatekeeper) in the process of news production 

describing it as representing "the beginning of the end of journalism" (p. 9). Similarly, 

Williams and Delli Carpini (2000) referred to the "collapse of the gatekeeping function" or 

"the virtual elimination of the gatekeeping role of the mainstream press" (p. 61) owing to the 

new media environment, which had provided virtually unlimited sources and types of 

political information with unimaginable speed. This had created "a multiplicity of gates" 

through which political information passed thereby undermining the idea of "discrete gates". 

The researchers asserted that the new media environment had changed the traditional "gate" 

of the original gatekeeping concept into "gates" with several fluid gatekeepers: from a 

"single axis of influence" to a "multiaxiality" (p. 66). "Just as the new information 

environment created multiple axes of power within the media, it also created new axes 

among the political actors who operate to shape the media's agenda" (p. 79). 

Despite changing roles for journalists in the interaction between the media and politics, the 

problem with the conclusions of Williams and Delli Carpini (2000), and Katz (1992) is that 

they tend to assume that all societies are information resource-rich and/or technologically 

powerful. This, however, is a universally unsupported and untenable assumption, 
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particularly, in countries such as Ghana whose ability to access and use modern 

communication technologies is limited. Ghanaian media use of new communication 

technology, seen as an important factor in the political economy approach, is still low 

(Kwansah-Aidoo, 2004) and therefore of minimal benefit to, and effect on, news production. 

Besides, as Cottle (1999) earlier observed, the adoption of particular technologies is socially 

and culturally determined. 

The adoption and use of new media technologies impact on newsgathering, processing, 

production, and output but effects vary according to several factors including levels of 

technological application, availability and accessibility, the ability to apply technologies, 

strategic perspectives, disposition of media executives, and extant political and legal 

regulations (Ursell, 2001). Undue emphasis on technology minimises the impact of other 

important factors. For instance, Ursell (2001) lays responsibility for compromising 

journalistic standards/media performance at the doorstep of political and corporate executives 

rather than at technology. She notes that the criteria of accuracy, factualness and 

completeness appear "compromised by the intensified pace and demands of the news 

manufacturing process, and the inability of journalists to find the time and resources properly 

to substantiate and develop their material" (p. 193). Ultimately, she finds competition (the 

result of a combination of political-regulatory change and the arrival of new media 

organizations and products) "to be the immediate cause of organizational and technological 

change" (p. 194). 

The context for the present study is far from achieving any marked alterations in the media 

environment that renders the gatekeeping function redundant as suggested by Katz (1992), 

and Williams and Delli Carpini (2000). Although Schudson (2000) contends, "there has been 

f 
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little academic attention to the concrete consequences of the technological transformation of 

news production, both in print and in television" (p. 182), the remit of this study does not 

extend to such exploration. The study does not seek to explore any influences the use of new 

information technology has on either the production of news or the final news product not 

least because the use of such technology by Ghanaian newspapers is still at its basic levels 

(Kwansah-Aidoo, 2004). Within the local Ghanaian context of undeveloped market 

structures, media pluralism and diminished state control, and low new media penetration, 

studying media from a political economy perspective is problematic. Consequently, the study 

did not consider political economy a viable theoretical perspective. 

Cultural Approach 

According to Schudson (2000), the "`cultural' approach emphasizes the constraining force of 

broad cultural traditions and symbolic systems, regardless of the structure of economic 

organization or the character of occupational routines" (p. 177). The cultural approach is the 

second dominant tradition to the study of media organisations and media output. It examines 

"cultural givens within which everyday interaction happens" described as "a part of culture - 

a given symbolic system within which and in relation to which reporters and officials go 

about their duties" (Schudson, 2000, p. 189). Schudson further explains: 

Where the organizational view finds interactional determinants of news in the relations 
between people, the cultural view finds symbolic determinants of news in the relations 
between ̀ facts' and symbols. A cultural account of news helps explain generalized 
images and stereotypes in the news media. . . that transcend structures of ownership or 
patterns of work relations (p. 189). 

The cultural approach discusses "culture" in its broadest understanding to include the 

historical, political, social, cultural and organisational newsroom processes as the symbolic 

journalistic operational environment. It examines how journalists perceive of their roles vis- 
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ä-vis the larger society and how this perception affects their ability to construct and produce 

news. Benson (2004, p. 279) argues, "the notion of culture clouds rather than elucidates our 

understanding of media and political communication", especially because many of the 

examples Schudson cites "could also be accounted for by social structural factors". These 

examples include findings of studies indicating differences between Soviet and Western 

media conceptions of newsworthiness (Remington, 1988; Gans, 1980); core values of 

American journalism (Gans, 1980) and US and Italian news conventions (Hallin & Mancini, 

1984). Since these findings could be explained by the complex interplay of social structures 

and institutional cultures, the cultural approach should be considered as a "contextual" basis 

for such understanding rather than an "alternative hypothesis" (Benson, 2004, p. 279). 

Both the political economy and cultural approaches borrow from the ideas of Karl Marx and 

the materialist perspective and, according to Cottle (2003), they are torn between explaining 

media communication using either `the economic determinants at work' or `the cultural 

discourses at play' (p. 7). While these two overarching traditions "have tended to dominate 

discussion of how we can best approach and explain the operations and output of media 

organisations" (p. 24), Cottle identifies a ̀ middle ground'. 

In between the theoretical foci on marketplace determinations and play of cultural 
discourses, there still exists a relatively unexplored and under-theorised `middle 
ground' of organisational structures and workplace practices (p. 24). 

The cultural and political economy approaches were unsuitable for the present study because 

the study did not seek to explain newspaper reporting by either "the cultural discourses at 

play" or "the economic determinants at work". Instead, it sought to explain reporting within 

organisational and institutional influences on journalistic activity and considered the 

importance of interactions involving news organisations, news sources and socio-political 
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institutions. Consequently, it focused on the social organisation of news work (Schudson, 

2000/2005) discussed below. 

Social Organisation of News Work 

Social organisation of news work is a sociological approach to news production that 

examines news as a constructed social reality and defines it "by the way it comes to the 

awareness of a news organization" (Schudson, 2000, p. 183). According to Schudson (2000), 

it "comes primarily out of sociology ... the study of social organization, occupations and 

professions, and the social construction of ideology" and "tries to understand how 

journalists' efforts on the job are constrained by organizational and occupational demands" 

(p. 177). It examines constraints to journalistic work looking at organisational and 

institutional influences exerted as a result of the interaction among news organisations, news 

sources, and other social institutions (McNair, 1999). 

The sociological approach to news production, in Schudson's (2000) estimation, is the 

perspective that requires special advocacy (p. 175) due to the neglect it often suffers 

subsumed under the two dominant traditions of political economy and cultural studies. 

Similarly, both Curran (2000) and Cottle (2003) believe studies of media organisations and 

media production, which constitute the sociology of news production, are relatively under 

theorised and unexplored. According to Schudson (2000): 

The conventionalized opposition in media studies programmes between `political- 
economic' and ̀ cultural' approaches has too often neglected the specific social realities 
that can be observed at the point of news production ... where news sources, news 
reporters, news organization editors and the competing demands of professionalism, 
the market-place and cultural traditions collect around specific choices of what news to 
report and how to report it (p. 175). 
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In Cottle's (2003, p. 13) view, studies focusing on such social contextual realities of news 

production lie between "the economic determinations of the marketplace and the cultural 

discourses within media representations". The relationship between journalists/reporters and 

their news sources has been variously defined in social, economic and political terms 

(Gandy, 1982; Schudson, 2000). In Schudson's (2000) view, "the reporter-official connection 

makes news an important tool of government and other established authorities" (p. 184). The 

last section of this chapter discusses the source-centred approach to news production within 

the perspective of social organisation of news work. 

The Source-Centred Approach 

The source-centred approach provides an explanation for news selection and placement 

within the news-making framework focusing on the relationship between the media and their 

news sources. According to McNair (1999), the "term focuses attention on the active role in 

shaping media content played by those who provide the source material, rather than the 

producers of journalistic output themselves" (p. xiii). Many studies including Schlesinger 

(1978), Tuchman (1978; 1991), Gans (1979), Fishman (1980), Hallin (1986), Schudson 

(2000/2005), and Ericson et al. (1987; 1989) indicate: "news organizations are heavily 

dependent on legitimated sources" for their news content (Tuchman, 1991, p. 86). 

Source-reporter relations are central to the news-making model as both sources and reporters 

contribute to news selection, also central to both gatekeeping and news-making. Many, 

including Gandy (1982), Fishman (1980) and Schudson (2000), have outlined advantages 

offered by such relationships. Interactions between a source and a reporter finally transform 

an occurrence or event into a published news item (Ericson et al, 1987; 1989). McQuail and 

Windahl (1993) contend that the source-reporter relationships model "applies to a not 
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untypical situation where routine reporting of news often leads to, sometimes depends on, a 

measure of collaboration between regular sources or `newsmakers' on the one hand and 

reporters on the other hand" (p. 162). 

News is perceived as the result of transactions between sources and reporters/journalists, 

which usually involve some negotiations that ultimately lead to some loss of independence 

on the part of both actors in order to co-operate with and accommodate each other. The 

interface between sources and reporters is necessary if news is considered to be the social 

construction of reality rather than a reflection of an objective social reality (Tuchman, 1978; 

Gans, 1979). Tuchman (1978) contends that news is the outcome of negotiations between 

legitimated institutions - the news media and news source organisations - because "news 

institutions do not define politics any more than political structures fully determine the news: 

there is ongoing interaction" (Schudson, 2000, p. 175). Negotiations, interactions, and 

exchanges between sources and reporters usually result in some issues either being ignored in 

favour of others or being reported in ways agreeable to both. 

News is a product of transactions between journalists and their sources. The primary 
source of reality for news is not what is displayed or what happens in the real world. 
The reality of news is embedded in the nature and type of social and cultural relations 
that develop between journalists and their sources, and in the politics of knowledge that 
emerges on each specific newsbeat (Tuchman, 1991, p. 86). 

Gieber and Johnson (1961) provide three alternative source-reporter role models that 

describe the degree of interaction and independence between reporters and news sources 

namely: separate source-reporter roles, partially assimilated source-reporter roles, and 

assimilated source-reporter roles. According to McQuail and Windahl (1993), sources and 

reporters "co-operate with each other and form a mutually agreed perception of their 

function" with "certain objectives in common, the one needing to get a particular story into a 
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newspaper, the other needing to get news to satisfy an editor" (p. 163). The difficulty, 

however, lies in determining whether, and at what stage co-operation and accommodation 

characteristic of their relationship remain mutually beneficial and respectful of their 

individual functions, objectives and roles or shade into complete or partial assimilation. 

Williams and Delli Carpini (2000, p. 63) contend, whatever emerges as the `truth' "about the 

social and political world" is the outcome of some managed socio-political reality. Similarly, 

Gandy (1982) believes although source-reporter relations involve negotiations and 

exchanges, they also involve "manipulation" and "influence" on the part of sources desiring 

to "influence the content of information flows". He contends that sources "seek personal or 

collective advantage through their skilful manipulation of the mass media or other 

information channels" (p. x). The power of sources manifests in the fact that they decide 

what types of information should be revealed, how, in what detail and when (Ericson et al., 

1987 & 1989). It is established gradually through the system of news beats, which Ericson et 

al. define as the "routine round of institutions and persons to be contacted at scheduled 

intervals for knowledge of events" (1987, p. 7). These source advantages disadvantage the 

media by making them pawns in the hands of sources (Dickson, 1995; Sumpter, 1999). 

Ericson et al. (1987) saw some kind of assimilation or socialisation of journalists on beat to 

the organisational and occupational cultures of their sources leading to a certain level of 

convergence of the two sides' understanding and values. This compared with Gieber and 

Johnson's (1961) partially assimilated, and assimilated source-reporter roles. Although the 

process of assimilation could occur in either direction, reporters are more likely to be 

assimilated "since the supplier of information usually is in a stronger position in the 

relationship" (McQuail & Windahl, 1993, p. 164). Gans (1979) saw the relationship more as 
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a dance or a tango because each side needed the other to achieve their individual goals. "The 

relationship between sources and journalists resembles a dance, for sources seek access to 

journalists, and journalists seek access to sources. Although it takes two to tango, either 

sources or journalists can lead, but more often than not, sources do the leading" (p 116). 

McQuail and Windahl (1993) explained why sources often led and assimilated reporters: 

"The giving or withholding of news is a more effective sanction in day-to-day affairs than the 

longer-term sanction of inadequate or unfavourable publicity" (p. 164). Furthermore, in some 

situations, "authorities are in a very strong position to control access to scarce information 

with a high news value, and news media become assimilated, by necessity or choice, to 

official policy" (p. 165). 

Whatever the direction of assimilation, the little time journalists have to invest in news 

production and the time-consuming nature of the exercise make reliable news sources 

necessary. A more conciliatory view of the relationship between sources and reporters is that 

both benefit from the transaction or relationship of exchange. While the media benefit in the 

form of information subsidies (Gandy, 1982), source organisations benefit through real value 

as a result of their detachment from, and wide exposure for, information provided. Besides, 

decision makers rely on news and information available to them through the mass media to 

formulate state policies (McNair, 1999; el-Nawawy & Kelly, 2001). Similarly, the news 

media depend on official (including government) sources for news regarding policies and 

viewpoints on political, economic, social and other matters to disseminate to the public. 

Furthermore, while sources look for credible news channels, journalists also look for credible 

information sources to facilitate the desired exchange of value. According to McQuail (2000, 

p. 287), "Relations with news sources are essential to news media and they often constitute a 
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very active two-way process. The news media are always looking for suitable content, and 

content ... is always looking for an outlet in the news". 

Whereas the journalist selects from an array of sources and events on the basis of 
perceived utility in producing news that will meet organizational requirements, sources 
select from an even larger array of techniques on the basis of their perceived 
effectiveness in being covered, reported, and transmitted in the right form, at the right 
time, and in the right channel (Gandy, 1982, p. 14). 

"Official bureaucracies, or bureaucratically organized institutions" according to Gandy 

(1982), "tend to be the most reliable, and as a result, bureaucratically supplied information 

comes to dominate mass media channels" (pp. 11-12). Fishman (1980) explained that 

bureaucratic/official sources did much of the work of journalists by providing them with 

reliable information in a form that was readily usable. These sources "provide a regular, 

credible, and ultimately usable flow of information, insight, and imagery with which to 

construct the news". Consequently, "journalists and other gatekeepers benefit from the 

relationships they establish with sources best able to meet their needs" (Gandy, 1982, p. 13). 

Summary 

The chapter began with discussions of news-making and various perspectives on news 

selection to explain newspaper coverage. Using Siebert et al. 's four-theory typologies of the 

press as an overarching background of media influences, the chapter examined theoretical 

models of the sociology of news production and influences on the mass media. It discussed 

the gatekeeping concept as an explanation to news selection, production and placement 

tracing it from White's (1950) seminal study into news selection, and some revisions and 

modifications of the concept until its comprehensive overview by Shoemaker (1991). The 

chapter noted the transformation of the concept from the individual to the organisational and 

institutional levels presenting and projecting it as an important concept in journalistic 
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practice and research as "the single mass media theory that focuses on what happens in the 

organizational structure of news rooms" (Stone et al., 1999, p. 177). 

The chapter discussed other theoretical approaches to news production and media influences 

using Schudson's (2000) three-dimensional categorisation: political economy, cultural, and 

social organisation of news work approaches. It concentrated on the latter focusing on the 

source-centred approach using Gieber and Johnson's (1961) three-typology source-reporter 

relational role models: separate source-reporter roles, partially assimilated source-reporter 

roles, and assimilated source-reporter roles. Within the array of factors contained in Gitlin's 

(1980) and Shoemaker and Reese's (1996) extra-media influences, the chapter examined 

those exerted by sources of information, legal and regulatory regimes, and government. 

These theories explain influences exerted by socio-political factors and legal/legislative 

frameworks on news production, which forms the basis of the present study. The next chapter 

reviews studies conducted within the aforementioned theoretical frameworks. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

INFLUENCES ON MEDIA SYSTEMS AND NEWS PRODUCTION: 

AN OVERVIEW 

Introduction 

Chapter Four reviews studies undertaken within the framework of influences on the media, 

beginning with those on media/press systems and news production, which theoretically form 

the background to the study. It then discusses studies carried out within the gatekeeping 

concept and others establishing influences on political news content. The chapter reviews 

studies with particular emphasis on the social organisation of news work as the main 

theoretical perspective within which the study is grounded. It examines some studies that 

have investigated influences on news production focusing-on socio-political, organisational 

and institutional factors especially source-reporter relationships. While some of these studies 

focused on particular contexts, others attempted comparative analyses of two or more 

cultures to highlight their commonalities and differences or to determine the extent of 

symmetry or asymmetry of the relationships between political news sources and journalists. 

Press/Media System Influences 

Social, economic and political environments affect media content since the news media are a 

reflection of a country's socio-economic and political power distribution (McQuail, 2000; 

Altschull, 1984). Kowalski (2000) made similar observations in his discussion of the Polish 

media system concluding that as a result of historical, ideological and political conditions, 

media systems varied in their levels of centralisation and decentralisation, public and private 

sector participation, as well as scope of spheres regulated and not regulated by law. He 

believed, however, that the development of a real media system was, first of all, a function of 

media structures and ownership relations, a conclusion that mirrored those of others 
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including Papathanassopoulos (2001) on Greek journalism and Avraham (2002) on Israeli 

news reporting. According to Kowalski, media structures and ownership relations are 

influenced and dictated to by considerations of history, economics, politics and ideology. 

In Asia, studies have shown that changes in ideology, politics, economics and other factors 

shape journalistic practice. Winfield et al. (2000) discussed the press systems of China and 

Japan and observed that political events and ideologies in the twentieth century accounted for 

most of the features of the modem press systems in those countries. While the Maoist 

revolution and relatively recent economic reforms had shaped the controlled press system in 

China, the defeat in World War II and the adoption of democracy and capitalism accounted 

for the libertarian press system in Japan. Winfield et al. (2000) asserted that although the two 

countries were different in obvious ways, their press systems had similar tendencies that 

could be explained by centuries-old Confucian and Buddhist philosophies. According to the 

researchers, Asian notions of the importance of the group, group norms and fixed truth 

contrasted with western ideas that stressed individualism and the pursuit of truth. They 

believed the Asian philosophical emphases on collectivism, hierarchy and social harmony 

contributed to the kinds of overt information constraints in China and the more subtle self- 

imposed controls in Japan. 

The effects of socio-political and ideological environments on the press of Singapore, 

another Asian country, were the subject of discussion by Bokhorst-Heng (2002). She 

examined the mass press in the daily lives of Singaporeans, its position, how that has been 

defined and practised, "various forms of control on the press, and how the government's 

intervention is conditioned by the socio-political and ideological climate of the nation" (p. 

559). She identified three spheres of government control: 1) the close relationship established 
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between the government and the press in which government officials built ties with 

journalists; 2) tendencies towards centralisation and media monopolies through mergers and 

closures of newspaper organisations; and 3) direct government legislation enabling 

government to control both "voice" and "content". Control over voice was effected through 

government control of management shareholding and the appointment of management and 

editorial staff of newspapers. Content was controlled through both direct (legislation) and 

indirect means (government officials' refusal to clearly define `out of bounds' (OB) markers 

for journalists to enable them realise their operational limits). This, according to Bokhorst- 

Heng, resulted in "a rigidly self-imposed censorship by journalists and editors attempting to 

avoid the invisible line" (p. 563). Finally, newspaper-licensing law, which required annual 

renewals "controls both voice and content" (p. 566). 

Bokhorst-Heng (2002) compares the Singaporean model with the Western model epitomised 

by the US press system, which she finds untenable in her home country. "In contrast to the 

US press model, which guarantees free speech and a press free from government subversion, 

in Singapore, the press model guarantees the effectiveness of the government, and protects it 

from being undermined and subverted by the press" (p. 561). The Singaporean model, she 

believes, compares to the Japanese, which "reflects the Asian values of consensus as opposed 

to confrontation, co-operation rather than conflict, and responsibility to the community and 

nation rather than individualism" (p. 561). "The Western model, wherein the press is seen as 

a `fourth estate' and watchdog of the government, is strongly rejected in favour of a 

`responsible' press that works together with the government for the `national good' (usually 

defined by the government)" (p. 560). Bokhorst-Heng defines the role of the Singaporean 

press as a "tutor and advocate of government policy" and a tool for fostering social and 
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political stability among Singapore's multilingual, multiracial, and multi-religious 

populations (p. 561). 

In Europe's variable historical, social, political and legal regimes where fundamental changes 

have occurred, particularly in the East with the collapse of communism and socialism, 

studies find variable impact of such changes on mass media systems. Gulyas (2003) analysed 

changes and development of the print media in three post-Communist East Central European 

countries - Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland - during the 1990s and observed complete 

shifts in their individual media profiles. The study examined and discussed changes in the 

functions of the print media, production, media control, and in the role of the state, providing 

an overview of the general political, economic, social, and cultural environment driving such 

changes. Gulyas contends that the print media in these countries did not only go through 

general changes that affected the print media in other societies but also system changes in 

their respective countries. Comparing some features of the print media under Communism 

with those of the post-Communist era, she observed that the "transformation involved 

fundamental changes" in "production, organization, management, distribution and 

consumption" (p. 82). 

The reduced role of the state and the extent of press control resulting in a relaxed state power 

over the print media was one major change found in Gulyas' (2003) study. "There was a 

significant move from the overwhelming presence of the state during the Communist era to 

more limited state interventions" (p. 85). "All the former Communist titles went through 

significant changes in terms of content, ownership and appearance" (p. 93). The resultant 

effect of these changes has been much more critical media than politicians have been used to 

under Communism bringing in its wake sometimes strained relations between the media and 
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those in power. Political change has had enormous effects on print media production, content 

and affected the dynamics of print media ownership and readership patterns in the three 

countries thereby destroying their traditional press system categorisations. 

Contrary to Gulyas' (2003) conclusions, however, Hagan (1997) observed that changes in the 

operational environment of journalists did not always produce the expected effect. He studied 

the transformation of the media system of the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) 

after the reunification and its effects on the political content of newspapers examining such 

content before and after the reunification through a content analysis of ten newspapers from 

West and East Germany. Hagan found that the local and regional press after reunification 

closely resembled that of the former GDR with only minor differences in their general 

outlook. More importantly, he discovered that journalists and larger newspapers had not 

changed after the reunification because journalists still did not state their opinions. In his 

estimation, the only thing that had changed was the number of political evaluations found in 

the various newspapers. Such findings blur the boundaries of media system types thereby 

defying neat classifications. 

The variable outcomes or influences of political change on the mass media could be 

explained by the magnitude of change and its proximity to the period of study. In other 

words, how radical that political change is and its closeness to the study period could 

determine the extent of reaction and/or degree of impact that change generates in the 

particular media system. Malinkina and McLeod (2000) content analysed the New York 

Times and Izvestia's coverage of conflicts in Afghanistan and Chechnya to examine the 

impact of political change on news coverage. Their analysis pointed to a third outcome of 

such impact between the findings of Gulyas (2003) and the conclusions of Hagan (1997): a 
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qualified impact. It revealed that whereas changes to the media system in Russia as a result 

of the dissolution of the Soviet Union had a profound impact on Izvestia's coverage, political 

changes in the US arising from the ending of the Cold War, which changed that country's 

foreign policy, had little impact on New York Times' coverage. 

Many studies, especially of the developing world, cite governments and politicians as 

formidable sources of constraint, pressure and difficulty on the mass media, and raise ethical 

questions regarding relationships between the state and the media (Ekwelie, 1978; Mytton, 

1983; Boafo, 1988; Faringer, 1991; Anokwa, 1997; Eribo & Jong-Ebot, 1997; Tettey, 2001). 

In Africa where the 1990s produced remarkable socio-political changes resulting in multi- 

party democracy, media pluralism and economic diversification and liberalisation in many 

countries, several studies have pointed to the slow pace of change in the media, which are 

still struggling to liberate themselves from traditional mindsets. Studies conducted by 

Ramaprasad (2001/2003) on Tanzanian journalists, and Mwesige (2004) on Ugandan 

journalists point to difficulties faced by African journalism and the dilemma of African 

journalists caught between the western and development journalism models. 

In Ebo's (1994) view, the conflicting expectations between the two philosophies - western 

libertarian and development journalism - create a clash of loyalties that ultimately result in 

an ethical dilemma for African journalists. Ebo examined the nature and consequences of the 

ethical dilemma facing African journalists as a result of conflicting obligations to their 

profession and socio-political environments. He observed that professional skills and codes 

of conduct of African journalists were adapted from the western libertarian media philosophy 

that prescribes independence from governments. He noted, however, that African 

governments were inclined towards the development journalism philosophy that called for 
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close working relationships between the news media and government to stem political 

instability and to support national development objectives. 

Dixon (1997) examined ethical arguments presented for various press models during the 

1996 discussions on proposed press laws in Kenya. He found that arguments presented were 

geared more towards gaining political advantage/power than for moral purposes. According 

to him, so far as African governments were concerned, it was a question of which 

model/philosophy could potentially deliver political power thus corroborating Ebo's (1994) 

findings. Dixon (1997), like Ostini and Fung (2002), proposed communitarianism as a viable 

alternative capable of escaping the "false" dilemma between the libertarian and development 

journalism models. In his view, communitarianism had the capacity to preserve the concept 

of independence from government that was so central to the libertarian philosophy and at the 

same time, provide a basis for "activist" journalism. The present study adds a Ghanaian 

perspective to the above studies of press system influences and journalism practice. Before 

then, it examines other studies of influences on news production beginning with the 

gatekeeping concept. 

Gatekeeping Studies 

In the original gatekeeper study, White (1950) studied the news selection of "Mr Gates" to 

discover why the wire editor selected only 10% of stories available to him in a given week. 

He attributed Mr Gates' selection criteria - news judgements - to subjectivity originating 

from his personal experiences, attitudes and expectations based on what was of interest to 

him. According to Gandy (1982), White: 

noted with particular interest the ideological character of many of the editor's 
comments. Stories were rejected because they were "propaganda" or "too red", and 
occasionally, because they were probably false, as indicated by the "B. S. " label applied 
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by Mr Gates. Most important of all, however, was the limitation of space. Stories that 
made their way past other more personal filters were rejected because there was not 
enough space for their publication (p. 10). 

Some studies departing from the individualistic view of gatekeeping, have taken a more 

structuralist view of an all-powerful media institution. Gieber (1964) replicated White's 

(1950) study using 16 Wisconsin news wire editors and found institutional factors rather than 

an individual subjective activity involved in their news selection. In Gieber's study, all 16 

wire editors were concerned with "goals of production, bureaucratic routine and interpersonal 

relations within the newsroom" (p. 175), criteria they used to select news. According to 

Gieber (1964), "the fate of the local news story is not determined by the needs of the 

audience or even by the values of the symbols it contains. The news story is controlled by the 

frame of reference created by the bureaucratic structure of which the communicator is a 

member" (p. 178). 

Berkowitz (1990) refined the gatekeeping metaphor in his study of local television news 

selection. He worked with journalists in the newsroom coding a total of 391 potential stories 

during a period of four weeks and found that news selection decisions were based on several 

factors beside news values. These included: a) information that was easy to explain; b) 

information that would draw audiences; and c) information that could be assembled with 

efficiency. Berkowitz realised, after 220 hours of newsroom observation and interviews that 

news workers depended on their instincts rather than textbook news values and selected 

stories based on interest, importance, and visual impact or appeal. He also observed that the 

newscast format, which called for an approximate quota of stories from various categories, 

was a function of both story selection and the news merits of potential stories. Conclusions 

drawn from Berkowitz's (1990) study question original notions of the single gatekeeper 

manning a single-axis news gate, and widen the perspectives of gatekeeping: 
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... this study found that decision-making didn't fit the traditional mold of a lone wire 
editor sitting next to a pile of stories and making decisions based on either 
newsworthiness or personal preferences... First, decision-making seemed to be a group 
process; content, therefore, was shaped by group dynamics. ... Second, the keys to the 
lock - interest, importance, visual quality - were different than the keys searched for 
by past studies of newspaper wire editors or those taught in journalism classes. 
Whether these keys could even be used was partly dictated by organizational demands 
such as resource constraints and newscast formats. 

... Stories that passed through one 
gate faced still other gates on their way toward being broadcast. Spot news closed the 
gate on planned event stories. Resource constraints and logistical problems sometimes 
closed the gate on spot news stories (Berkowitz, 1990, p. 66). 

Many other gatekeeping studies have challenged and indeed debunked the notion of a single 

editor selecting news based on his/her personal biases and idiosyncrasies (Shoemaker, 1991; 

Katz, 1992; Williams & Delli-Carpini, 2000). Since reviews and revisions of gatekeeping 

recognise the importance of contextual factors including institutional structural and 

environmental as well as relations between news sources and journalists, the study now turns 

attention to studies focusing on such journalistic operational environmental and relational 

influences. 

Political Economic Influences 

The political economy approach to news production stresses social, economic and political 

influences as well as effects of the new media of information and communication technology. 

Although the present study was not grounded in that approach, a few studies served to 

illustrate that theoretical perspective's limited applicability to the Ghanaian context owing to 

its reliance on the economic and on new media both of which are in their rudimentary stages 

of development. 

Gilens and Hertzman (2000) found commercial and financial interests of media owners to be 

major determinants of news decisions. They examined newspaper coverage of an aspect of 

America's 1996 Telecommunications Act, which dealt with the loosening of restrictions on 
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television ownership comparing its coverage by newspapers whose owners had substantial 

investments in television and, therefore, stood to gain from it, to those who had little or no 

financial interests in television. In all, 14 media owners and 27 newspapers were covered in 

the study, which found 397 relevant stories focusing on the implications of loosening 

television ownership caps. The researchers found "substantial differences in how newspapers 

reported on these proposed regulatory changes depending on the financial interests of their 

corporate owners" (Gilens & Hertzman, 2000, p. 369). 

Newspapers that stood to gain from the proposed loosening of TV ownership caps 
offered their readers favorable coverage of the proposed changes, with positive 
consequences outnumbering negative consequences by over two to one. But the 
coverage of this issue in newspapers owned by companies that did not stand to gain 
was overwhelmingly unfavorable, with negative consequences appearing over three 
times as often as positive consequences (Gilens & Hertzman, 2000, p. 383). 

Papathanassopoulos (2001) used findings of a survey of 239 journalists within the Athenian 

media on their characteristics, working conditions and perceptions conducted by the V-PRC 

Institute in 1998 to assess effects of commercialisation on journalistic values, the 

professional status and culture of journalists, among others. The study found, inter alia, that 

Greek journalists felt financially insecure and dependent on media owners, overwhelmingly 

(74.3%) believed to determine "the image and politics of the mass media" (p. 516) indicating 

their influence over journalists and suggesting that bias in reporting might originate from 

owners rather than journalists. Using the case of Greece, Papathanassopoulos argued that in 

spite of similarities that exist among various media systems, "each national system still 

differs in many respects when compared to others" (p. 506), an assertion that conforms to 

many others (including Gulyas, 2003; Pfetsch, 2001; Esser et al., 2001). 
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Impact of New Media 

While some studies of the impact of new media on journalistic activity and news reporting 

have alluded to minimised power of news editors in controlling what goes through the news 

gates, others contend that in spite of whatever technologies available for news gathering, 

processing and distribution, traditional media still retain their eminent position. Studying 

CNN's coverage of the Gulf War of 1990 and its use of satellite technology to collect news 

and to distribute it as quickly as possible to news outlets throughout the world, Katz (1992) 

observed the elimination of the editor in the entire process through "simultaneous, almost- 

live editing, or better yet, no editing at all" (p. 9). Similarly, Williams and Delli Carpini 

(2000) examined what they termed the collapse of media gatekeeping using the Clinton- 

Lewinsky scandal as a case study within social responsibility theory to illustrate a 

fundamental change in contemporary American media environment. The researchers found 

new ways through which politics; political elites, the media and the public interacted within 

the new media environment of multiple axes of power and access thus presenting "a 

challenge to mainstream journalists in their gatekeeping role as agenda-setter and issue- 

framer" (p. 78). 

Despite the conclusions of Katz (1992), and Williams and Delli Carpini (2000), a study of 

three television stations in the United Kingdom conducted by Ursell (2001) qualified the 

impact of technology on news-making and media performance. The researcher used data 

from news-making activities of the BBC, ITN and the Yorkshire Television to demonstrate 

different uses and effects of technology. The study sought "to track their respective adoptions 

of new technologies in news production, the strategic perspectives and political factors 

informing their different practices, and the consequences for the journalists they employ and 

the news they produce" (p. 178). It found variations in the extent and intensity of 
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technological adoption, which were greatest at the BBC, followed by the ITN with relatively 

modest changes in the Yorkshire Television. Based on the findings of the study, therefore, 

Ursell asserted that "any suggestions of technological determinism" should be substantially 

qualified (p. 175). Indeed, neither the availability, accessibility (or otherwise) nor use of 

information and communication technologies in the news production process should 

necessarily limit the gatekeeping potential or capabilities of news people. 

Cultural Influences 

Despite the fact that the study was not situated in the cultural approach to news production, a 

review of a couple of studies conducted within that approach was deemed necessary to show 

why it could not explain news decision-making in Ghana. Extending influences on the 

production of news, Zaharopoulos (1990) explored the notion of cultural proximity as 

additional to other influences on news choices and placement. He recognised influences 

exerted by economic, social, political and geographic values on news selection but believed 

that cultural proximity also played an important role in such decisions. A content analysis of 

a liberal and a conservative Greek newspaper during the final three months of the 1988 

United States Presidential campaign showed this latter influence. Although the two 

newspapers were as ideologically opposed to each other as the two candidates in the 

campaign, Democrat Michael Dukakis, a Greek-American, was given more space and more 

favourable reports in both newspapers than Republican George Bush. According to 

Zaharopoulos (1990), despite their strong ideological differences, the two newspapers 

differed little in overall United States campaign coverage indicating the crucial role played 

by cultural proximity. 
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Other studies have found influences and biases resulting from gender. A study by List (1985) 

found gender-related influences on political coverage in spite of ideological differences of 

newspapers. In a comparative analysis of political coverage of women in two party 

newspapers, List discovered that despite usually taking completely different positions on 

every political issue, the two newspapers converged in their support for women as being 

active political actors capable of wielding political power. Ghanaian media are neither 

structured along such cultural/ethnic lines (despite the country's multi-ethnic composition) as 

those in Zaharopoulos' (1990) study nor according to gender to engender any such biases. In 

fact, with very few women at the top echelons of Ghanaian politics, political coverage is 

generally focused on men. 

Social and Institutional Influences 

Many studies of news production examine relationships between journalists and identifiable 

influential factors in the media environment especially influences exerted by news sources. 

Most of these studies have focused on newsgathering rather than news processing in the 

newsroom where "writing, rewriting and ̀ play' in the press" take place (Schudson, 2000, p. 

185) and underscore the centrality of source-reporter relationships to news production. In the 

following sections, the chapter examines and discusses some studies conducted within the 

source-centred approach to news production. 

Source-Reporter Relationships 

Much source-reporter research has focused on the heavyweights of politics as well as the 

interface between press/public relations practitioners and spin-doctors as main organisational 

sources of official information and reporters/journalists, and the power dynamics of their 

relationships. Studying the effects of the President on coverage patterns of three major 
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United States networks during his first eight weeks in office, Wanta and Foote (1994) found 

that President Bush had a dramatic impact on coverage. They found that coverage of those 

issues he either focused on or for which he was a central source of information was 

consistently high and extensive. The researchers also observed some reciprocity in the 

relationship between source and reporter in that the President sometimes followed the 

media's lead when deciding whether and to what extent he should respond to more general 

social problems. 

el-Nawawy and Kelly (2001) examined power relations between sources and journalists 

investigating power dynamics involved in the relationship between western correspondents in 

Egypt and Israel and those two countries' official sources of government information (press 

relations practitioners). They investigated "how access to information about the Middle East 

conflict ... is affected by differing professional role perceptions held by those in the 

government's information delivery systems and by the correspondents themselves" (pp. 90- 

91). el-Nawawy and Kelly (2001) conducted surveys and interviews to determine the role 

perceptions of western correspondents and government press relations directors "within the 

context of two theoretical models: the news-making model and the public relations two-way 

asymmetrical model" (p. 90). Findings of the study showed that while correspondents 

believed analyses of complex issues were their primary role, press relations officials found 

the provision of information to correspondents to be their primary function. Government 

"officials viewed themselves as conveyors of government information and mediators 

between the government and foreign news media" (p. 100). The study found Israeli officials 

more accessible and much easier to work with than their Egyptian counterparts although 

correspondents were more sceptical of information provided by Israeli than Egyptian 

officials. 
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Butler (1999), examining the power relations between news sources and reporters, had 

doubted the professionalism of sources in managing news and challenged the usefulness of 

Gandy's information subsidies in reducing costs. She analysed all media releases received by 

a metropolitan television station during the fourth week of the five-week long 1998 federal 

election campaign in Australia and found that the so-called information subsidies entailed 

costs for news organisations. This was, not least, in view of the amount of time and effort 

spent organising such items to make them meet the requirements of news value and news 

worthiness. Butler (1999) was of the opinion that the doubtful professionalism of news 

sources in the management of news reduced their status as powerful sources in the estimation 

of news professionals making them less useful as cost reduction measures. 

Indeed, some studies have suggested that the media have the upper hand in their relations 

with sources (Hess, 1984). In a study of the gatekeeping function of the media from the 

perspective of the public relations practitioner, Nicolai and Riley (1972) noted that editorial 

gatekeepers were more powerful than public relations practitioners because the latter's 

"livelihoods depend on the decision-making power of editors to use their material" (p. 371). 

Similarly, Newsom (1983), in a study of why some people or groups received more media 

attention than others saw the combined forces of pressure groups and the media as having an 

edge over traditional sources of information - public relations practitioners. Such findings tilt 

the balance of power between sources and reporters in favour of the latter notwithstanding 

any benefits of their interactions. 

Other researchers have indicated that sources have an edge over reporters (Gans, 1979; 

Schlesinger & Tumber, 1994). Notwithstanding instances of media edge over sources and 

observations of interactions, negotiations and mutual exchanges in source-reporter 
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transactions, certain situations and exigencies generate difficulties and lopsidedness in the 

relationship that disadvantage journalists. These difficulties are particularly observed during 

periods of crises, which usually demand certain types of media coverage. Dickson (1995) 

studied the relationship between journalists and official news sources in times of crises using 

the New York Times coverage of the US invasion of Panama and found that although the New 

York Times provided a forum for criticism of government policies and actions, the US 

government defined the parameters of the debate. Sometimes, such disadvantages to the mass 

media are self-inflicted and manifest in the form of self-censorship rather than any externally 

imposed interventionist mechanisms by news sources. Sumpter (1999) reappraised press 

censorship during a period of crisis: the Spanish-American War of 1898 and found that 

correspondents constituted the war's most effective censors. This trait manifested most as 

they competed for stories that did not pose security risks and also as they faced conflicting 

priorities of military and political leaders. 

Some studies have examined the use and effects of routine bureaucratic sources and/or 

channels of information on media coverage. A study conducted by Fishman and reported by 

Gandy (1982) indicated that journalists would rather "go along with the trend than to risk 

criticism or to invest in producing a more attractive alternative" (Gandy, 1982, p. 13). 

Fishman (1980) observed the impact of information subsidies on the credibility of media 

reports and noted that in spite of the cost-effectiveness and attractiveness of such subsidies, 

they incapacitated journalists' ability to investigate stories they received. Fishman studied 

attempts by a newly created police unit to seek publicity using the media. The unit did this by 

leaking stories about a supposed increased crime wave involving attacks on poor elderly 

Whites by Black and Hispanic youths. Although police statistics showed an actual decrease 

in such crimes, Fishman observed that journalists still published the "non-story" mainly 
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because other journalists and media channels were covering and publishing each new story 

the police unit issued. The overall effect of the information subsidy given by the police, in 

this case, was the publication of stories that were not statistically true thus undermining the 

credibility of both the media and their coverage. 

Sigal (1973) content analysed about 1,200 stories that appeared on the front-page of The 

New York Times and The Washington Post and found that nearly 60 percent of those stories 

came from bureaucratic sources including press/news releases, official proceedings, official 

spokespersons, press conferences, and planned, special or non-spontaneous events. The study 

found that only about 26 percent of front-page stories in the two elite newspapers were the 

result of investigative or enterprise journalism, which incidentally included interviews with 

bureaucratic spokespersons and thus reduced their investigative stance. Similarly, a study by 

Lo, Cheng, and Lee (1994) on patterns of television news source selection and presentation 

in Taiwan concluded that television news was government news. The authors content 

analysed evening newscasts by the three television stations in Taiwan, and found that 

television news relied heavily on government officials based primarily in Taipei. Their 

findings suggested that central government officials in Taipei appeared to be the primary 

definers of social reality. They concluded that, with both management and content tightly 

controlled by the state, Taiwan's television news consisted mainly of official rituals. This 

was consistent with a study conducted by Lo et al. (1996) on Taiwan's first presidential 

elections, which found that state-owned television had a preponderance of using ruling party 

officials as principal news sources. 
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Journalistic Role Perceptions, Norms and Profiles 

Source-reporter literature has frequently focused on the routines and values of reporters 

rather than other aspects of the relationship (el-Nawawy & Kelly, 2001, p. 90). Some of these 

studies have examined journalistic roles, norms, objectives and traits of media professionals 

in given geographical contexts. Pfetsch (2001) studied the interaction between political 

spokespersons and journalists across two cultures - United States and Germany - in an 

attempt to debunk `the "Americanization" of political communication cultures in European 

countries' (p. 46). She analysed the norms and communication roles governing such 

interaction using data from an exploratory study of political spokespersons and journalists to 

reconstruct communication actors' attitudes. The study aimed to identify commonalities and 

differences in communication roles and orientations of political communication actors in the 

two countries. The comparison was achieved through a content analysis of statements made 

earlier in 112 semi structured focused interviews with journalists and political spokespersons 

that allowed for an empirical reconstruction of actors' attitudes. 

The study found that orientations of political spokespersons and journalists pointed to "a 

media-driven political communication culture in the United States and a politically motivated 

political communication culture in Germany" (Pfetsch, 2001, pp. 47-48) in line with their 

different political and media systems. Consequently, whereas in Germany communication 

focused on political goals, in the United States, it was marketing oriented geared toward 

attracting media attention with a view to influencing the media. American political 

communication actors referred more to professional journalistic norms - professionalism, 

high quality reporting, objectivity, impartiality, balance - in the interaction between 

journalists and political spokespeople, while their German counterparts gave priority to social 

norms such as code of ethics, credibility, trustworthiness, openness, honesty and truth. 
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According to Pfetsch, the "findings permit the conclusion that there are national differences 

in the perceived scope for action and distance and in the proximity of opinion makers and 

journalists" (p. 55). While there was greater distance between journalists and political 

spokespersons in the United States than in Germany, both countries saw interaction as an 

exchange relationship. Their different communication cultures, according to Pfetsch, found 

expression in both interaction norm patterns and in the relationship between journalists and 

spokespeople. 

Wilke and Reinemann (2001) in a study focusing on Germany alone and using some of that 

country's quality newspapers, like Pfetsch (2001), also questioned whether the assumption 

that western democracies shared some common long-term trends of election coverage was 

supported by empirical data. The researchers used results from a content analysis of 

campaign coverage of four German quality newspapers to disprove this assumption. The 

study focused on all previous national elections in Germany conducted from 1949 to 1998 

and investigated the amount, personalisation, tone and manner of interpreting of campaign 

coverage in general and the portrayal of candidates for the position of Chancellor in 

particular. Debunking the assumption that there were some shared long-term trends in 

campaign coverage, the study found that there were no overall trends towards more or less 

campaign coverage, more personalisation, or negative coverage (negativism). It, however, 

found a trend towards more interpretive coverage in the four newspapers analysed. 

Esser et al. (2001) moved beyond issue and strategy coverage to what they termed "a new, 

third stage in election coverage": Metacommunication, which they defined as "the news 

media's self-referential reflections on the nature of the interplay between political public 

relations and political journalism" (p. 16). Their study focused on process news involving 
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strategies, stage crafting and spin-doctors employed by candidates to control information. 

The researchers examined the quantity/amount of metadiscursive process news in campaign 

coverage of Britain, Germany, and the United States focusing on "the media's evaluation of 

this new force of news making" (p. 27). They sought to answer the bigger question of how 

the press in the three countries saw their own role as political institutions: 

Given the changing conditions of the modern political publicity process, what 
techniques do the news media employ in their coverage to come to terms with a new 
force in news making on the campaign stage - and what does this tell us about the news 
media's role ... (pp. 27-28)? 

Esser et al. (2001) content analysed the three countries' leading national quality newspapers 

over a period of six months prior to their respective election days in order to compare 

coverage of metadiscursive process news distinguishing between media-related and non- 

media-related activities/tasks of spin-doctors. They found different profiles of metacoverage 

in the United States, Great Britain and Germany, which, as was the case in the study 

conducted by Pfetsch (2001), they explained as the result of the different media and political 

PR cultures in those countries. German newspapers published 169 articles in which campaign 

strategists and spin-doctors were mentioned or referred to 217 times. British newspapers 

carried 444 articles in which spin doctors were referred to 527 times while the US papers 

carried 464 articles, which had 647 references to spin-doctors. 

According to the researchers, the enormous variations in the amount of metadiscursive 

process news carried in the newspapers indicated that, "this new reporting style is least 

developed in Germany and most common in the United States" (p. 29). They attributed the 

higher amount of process coverage in America to its "longer tradition of political consultants 

during which journalists have started to appreciate those consultants as interesting and 

reliable sources of information.... It also reflects the fact that, in a U. S. general election, 
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more campaign operatives and spin doctors are involved and play more important roles than 

in Great Britain and Germany" (p. 29). The study found that 47 percent in the United States 

and 42 percent in Britain of all spin-doctor activities covered in the study referred to their 

interaction with journalists whereas only 30 percent did so in Germany. 

In a further attempt to determine whether journalists in the three countries treated spin- 

doctors as ordinary sources of news or as phenomena to be explained to readers, the 

researchers found that American journalists related to spin-doctors as sources of news in a 

less detached manner whereas those of Britain and Germany saw them as phenomena to be 

explained to their readers in a more detached manner. There was therefore a high number of 

"sourced information" in the American press, reflecting the American "journalistic norm to 

avoid anonymous sources, which is an important difference from British and German 

journalism" (p. 32). Additionally, American journalists were more prepared than their British 

and German counterparts to "accept spin doctors as a legitimate source of information and 

comment" owing to their long tradition of association with them (p. 32). The low German 

figure for using spin doctors as sources was attributed not only to the recency of the 

phenomenon in that country but also to "the fact that word-by-word citations are not as 

common a feature in German as in Anglo-American press journalism" (p. 32). 

Ramaprasad (2003) used Tanzania's media history as a backdrop for an empirical opinion 

profiling of that country's journalists. She traced the evolution of Tanzania's political, 

economic and media systems from the period of control to the period of liberation examining 

private and government media traits from indigenous government and party control to private 

ownership. Using a survey of 139 convenience sample of Tanzanian journalists, the study 

assessed the extent to which Tanzania's collectivist African tradition (the concept of 
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ujamaa), reinforced by its communitarian societal organisation (the concept of villagization) 

and socialist press ideology reflected in journalists' assignment of roles and traits to the 

private and state media. It examined how journalists from private, party and government- 

owned media viewed "private and government media in terms of such journalistic traits as 

credibility, accuracy, and competence and such roles as unify the country and contribute to 

the country's development" (Ramaprasad, 2003, p. 14). 

The study found a greater percentage of respondents considering government media as likely 

to help unify the country (76%); contribute to national development (67%); and focus on 

cultural and intellectual issues (61%). Conversely, the private media were widely considered 

to be vocal critics of government policy, and to support political pluralism. They were also 

considered to be the ones to reflect the views of the wealthy, focus on sensational news, and 

to stir up ethnic and religious conflict in society. There was no significant difference in the 

percentage of respondents who attributed high credibility, professional competence, accuracy 

and ability to provide generally positive coverage to the government and private media. 

However, more respondents considered the private media to be more analytical, to provide 

more balanced political coverage, and to reflect more views of the public than the 

government media. 

Overall, the study found that whereas traits generally associated with development 

journalism - unifying the country, contributing to national development, and focusing on 

cultural issues -were assigned to the government media, those associated with free press - 

vocal critic of government policy, and support for political pluralism - were assigned to the 

private media. In addition, unwanted journalistic traits such as sensationalism, 

commercialism and reflecting views of the rich and powerful, and stirring up conflict and 
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sectionalism in society were also assigned to the private media. Ramaprasad (2003) 

concluded: "to a large extent Tanzanian journalists align a socialist journalistic ideology with 

the government press and a libertarian journalistic ideology with the private press" (p. 21). 

In a similar study of Ugandan journalists, Mwesige (2004) explored their demographic and 

job conditions, "their role perceptions, professional attitudes and beliefs, as well as the 

major constraints on journalistic freedoms in Uganda" (p. 69). The study examined 

Ugandan journalists' sociological portrait looking at how they perceived "their roles within 

an African context that is informed by pre-colonial traditions, colonialism, the post-colonial 

crisis and recent global trends" (Mwesige, 2004, p. 75). The researcher used primary data 

from a national survey of Ugandan journalists he had earlier conducted to draw a systematic 

sample of 140 out of a population of 550. Among other things, the study found that 

Ugandan journalists enjoyed "a modest amount of professional autonomy and freedom" 

within their respective media organisations. However, more than half of the respondents 

"cited official laws such as sedition and criminal libel as the most significant limits to their 

journalistic freedoms". Other significant limitations were identified as "self-censorship due 

to government ownership of some media, lack of access to information as well as political 

interference" (Mwesige, 2004, p. 79). 

On media functions, Mwesige found that just as their counterparts in the west, Ugandan 

journalists tended "to support both the disseminator and interpretive roles of the news 

media" (p. 84). Additionally, Ugandan journalists, more than their western colleagues, 

showed support for the advocacy role of journalism or what Weaver and Wilhoit (1996, p. 

140) called the populist mobilises role. Majority of respondents rated highest the functions of 

getting information out quickly to the public (86%), giving ordinary people a chance to 
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express themselves (80%), and investigating claims and statements made by government 

(75%). Many rated the following functions above average: providing analysis and 

interpretation of complex problems (63%); concentrating on news that is of interest to the 

widest possible audience (55%); and discussing national policy while it is still being 

developed (50%). "However, Ugandan journalists were less likely to support the adversarial 

role of the news media. Consequently, only 14 percent of the respondents thought it was 

`extremely important' that the news media should be an adversary of public officials by 

being constantly sceptical of their actions and only 11 percent felt journalists should be an 

adversary, in the same sense, of business" (Mwesige, 2004, p. 84). Overall, the study found 

overwhelming endorsement of western journalistic functions/roles and values although 

journalistic practice did not match those conceptualisations. 

Organisational Influences 

Professional or occupational journalistic roles fit into the organisational or bureaucratic 

theory of the sociology of news in contrast to the symbolic interactionist or social 

constructionist views of society contained within source-reporter relationships. Studies 

reviewed under these influences related to the impact of media ideology, bias and negativity 

on news-making decisions. 

Media Ideology and News Decision-Making 

Many studies especially in the west have examined the ideological positions or orientations 

of media organisations and their effects on gatekeeping and news reporting. Gans (1979) 

contended that "news does not limit itself to reality judgments; it also contains values, or 

preference statements" (p. 40). Complementing participant observations and interviews with 

quantitative content analyses, Gans observed some general characteristics of news reports 
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and American values. He referred to these as enduring values that combined news values and 

ideology. Gans referred to the professional and political attitudes of reporters/journalists as 

their para-ideology, that is, the "aggregate of values and the reality judgments associated 

with it" (p. 45) - which underlay their concept of, and what they produced as news. He 

concluded that news reports were more likely to focus on people who were "knowns" than 

people who were "unknowns" (pp 84-5). 

Patterson and Donsbach (1996) found "substantial evidence that partisan beliefs intrude on 

news decisions" (p. 465). In a survey to document partisan bias in journalists, the researchers 

asked journalists to indicate their political positions as well as their opinions on how certain 

hypothetical stories should be covered by the mass media. They described hypothetical 

situations and some reactions to those initiatives and asked journalists in the study to rate the 

newsworthiness of those issues, the angles to be taken on the stories, headlines to be used, 

and the types of photographs to use in those stories. Matching these with the stated political 

leanings of the journalists, which revealed that the majority were Democrats, the researchers 

found evidence of political bias in reporting. They found that the majority of journalists 

sympathised with the liberal (Democratic Party) perspectives on issues and that 

Democratically-inclined journalists tended to emphasise, for instance, the pro-environmental 

angle of issues presented while conservative (Republican Party) journalists emphasised the 

business side. The researchers, therefore, concluded that journalists' political leanings largely 

affected their news choices or decision-making. 

Bias and Negativity in News Reporting 

Bias in news reporting, usually seen as a result of ideological and political influences on the 

mass media, has often been a charge levelled against journalists and media organisations in 
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both the developed and developing countries. The mass media are accused of not only being 

biased but also of concentrating on negativity in news reporting (McKinney et al., 1999; 

Patterson and Donsbach, 1996; King, 1995; Lichter and Noyes, 1995; Gans, 1979). Different 

researchers have identified different types of bias. Denis McQuail (1992), for instance, 

identified four types of bias, namely: partisan bias, propaganda bias, unwitting bias and 

ideological bias. Merrill (1965) discussed six types of bias, which could be found in various 

news reports identified as: attribution bias; adjective bias; adverbial bias; contextual bias; 

outright opinion; and photographic bias. Klein and Maccoby (1954) catalogued a general set 

of categories for assessing bias in newspapers to include: space, placement, and lexical 

devices for slanting coverage and treatment of political campaigns (news). 

Many researchers have investigated inaccuracies and biases in political news coverage 

although Niven (2001) contends that most studies do not use "a fair baseline for coverage" 

(p. 36). Benoit and Currie (2001) compared data from content analysis of the 1996 and 2000 

presidential debates in the United States with news coverage of those debates. Debates and 

news coverage were content analysed for what the authors called functions - acclaims or 

self-praise, attacks or criticism, and defences or refutations of attacks - and topics - policy 

and character. Discrepancies between the two were observed in both periods of the study but 

in different variables. The researchers reported that in 1996, news stories stressed character 

more than did the debates (and policy less than the debates), but in 2000 news coverage 

accurately reflected the proportion of policy and character in the debates themselves. The 

study of 1996 found scant reporting of the debates in evening television news, compared with 

newspapers. The 2000 study found that there were more reports of Gore's than Bush's 

remarks. The researchers also observed that in both campaigns, news coverage over- 

represented attacks and defences but under-represented acclaims. Finally, the average 
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newspaper story in 2000 only reported seven percent of what the candidates said in a debate 

indicating wide discrepancies between debates and coverage. 

Lo, King, Chen, and Huang (1996) examined political bias in television news coverage of the 

campaign and candidates in Taiwan's first presidential elections. In a content analysis of 

evening news coverage of six television stations, the authors found that state-owned 

television stations were far more likely than privately owned cable television stations to give 

a greater amount of coverage and sound bites to the ruling party presidential and vice 

presidential candidates. They also observed that the three state-owned television stations' 

coverage contained more news favourable to the ruling party candidates than to other 

candidates. Esaiasson and Moring (1994) similarly content analysed live television 

interviews in Finland and Sweden to reveal the correlation between two codes of 

professionalism: between journalists and politicians. They, unlike Niven (2001), D'Alessio 

and Allen (2000), and others found evidence of two forms of media bias. Like List (1985), 

they found evidence of gender-related bias and like Patterson and Donsbach (1996), found 

evidence of bias against particular political parties: right-wing parties in the conduct of 

journalists. 

Such findings recall considerations of fairness, balanced news reporting, and media freedom 

from governmental control. Fico and Cote (1999) studied fairness and balance in newspaper 

stories on the 1996 American presidential election through an analysis of how Michigan's 

nine largest daily newspapers covered the campaign. The content analysis focused on 

structural characteristics of news stories that could influence readers to judge reporting as fair 

or biased. The findings indicated that stories were structurally significantly imbalanced and 

that regardless of the candidate concerned, chances were nearly even that any story 
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encountered was one sided and that even two-sided stories were likely to be significantly 

imbalanced as well. 

Some studies have, however, debunked the incidence of bias. As Niven (2001) illustrates, 

although there is overwhelming "support for the notion that the media are biased, little 

research has subjected these beliefs to meaningful tests" (p. 31). Niven studied "media 

coverage of the unemployment rate to make comparisons in objectively equivalent 

situations" in order to test "whether real evidence exists to support frequently heard 

allegations of partisan bias and negativity in the media" (pp. 31-32). Using monthly federal 

unemployment figures, the study compared coverage of Republican President George Bush 

and Democratic President Bill Clinton at periods "when their unemployment outcomes were 

equal" (p. 36) over a period of 128 months: February 1989 - September 1999. The study 

included coverage by 150 newspapers nationwide with at least two newspapers from every 

state yielding a total of 99,430 articles on unemployment "defined as use of the word 

unemployment in the headline or first three paragraphs of the story" (p. 37). 

Comparing coverage during months when the two presidents had the same unemployment 

rates (62 months), the study found "little real difference in the number of stories, the length 

and placement of coverage, mention of the president, or tone of coverage" (p. 38). It, thus, 

failed to find support for accusations of partisan bias in contrast to the findings of researchers 

like Patterson and Donsbach (1996). What it found was that where the two presidents 

produced the same results, they received very similar coverage from the newspapers 

indicating "coverage of unemployment was driven by the total size of the unemployment 

situation and not the party of the White House occupant" and "that party is not a significant 
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factor in unemployment coverage" (p. 40). While evidence of partisan bias proved 

controversial, allegations of negativity bias tended to be supported. Niven (2001) found: 

"the higher unemployment months received 45 percent more coverage, had 13 percent 
longer articles, were almost three times as likely to appear on the front page, were 
almost four times as likely to prominently mention the president, and were decidedly 
negative in tone to the president" (p. 39). 

Many studies have also found negative coverage of government and its officials (Lichter and 

Noyes, 1995; Kerbel, 1995). According to Niven (2001), "the prominence and play of 

negative stories about government and government figures is found to predominate over 

positive stories in study after study" (p. 35). His study indeed finds "strong evidence that bad 

times merit more attention than equally rare good times" (p. 41). 

D'Alessio and Allen (2000), like Niven (2001), also debunked the assumption of media bias 

in political reporting. The researchers examined media bias in presidential elections through 

a meta-analysis of 59 quantitative studies containing data concerned with partisan media bias 

in presidential election campaigns since 1948. They considered: gatekeeping bias (defined as 

the preference for selecting stories from one party or another); coverage bias (the relative 

amounts of coverage each party received); and statement bias (concerned with favourable 

coverage toward one party or another). On the whole, their findings were consistent with 

Niven (2001): there were no significant biases in newspapers and biases in newsmagazines 

were virtually non-existent. However, meta-analysis of studies of television network news 

showed small, measurable, but probably insubstantial coverage and statement biases. 

Esser et al. 's (2001) cross-country content analysis of "spin doctors in the press" (earlier 

reviewed in relation to the media's own assessments of their roles), like Niven (2001), found 

evidence of negativity bias or negative coverage of spin-doctors and/or campaign strategists 
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and their activities. Although overall the researchers found "all three countries' media 

institutions portrayed campaign strategists overwhelmingly negatively", there were variations 

in the degree of negativity bias from country to country. They found "the highest degree of 

adversarial process news in Great Britain, where journalists presented the information- 

control methods and the people responsible for them in the most negative - and partly 

sinister - light". British journalists judged spin-doctors and their activities as threats to 

"freedom of the press" and the "political culture", the German press judged them as "neither 

competent nor effective" while the American press judged them as "competent" and "useful 

for campaign success". The media's overall assessment, however, was that "political PR 

experts and communication strategists are a problematic addition to the political publicity 

process" (pp. 37-38). 

In a study of the coverage of minorities in the marginal or development cities of Israel, 

Avraham (2002) found overwhelming evidence of negativity bias against minorities. The 

study examined the production of news about these cities combining content analysis and in- 

depth interviews with about 26 editors and journalists described as "actors interacting to 

construct minority portrayals" (p. 69). It focused mainly on "the structures and routines 

journalists use to collect information and construct stories" about Israel's marginal cities (p. 

75) and analysed 1,411 articles on different subjects about 41 cities in the sample found in 

the coverage of two widely read national dailies. The study found that what has been 

classified as "crisis news" or "negative-disorder events" (Gans, 1979) predominated 

coverage of those cities. "Crimes and Trials", "Standard of Living Problems (poverty, 

unemployment, housing and education problems, etc)", and "Accidents and Disasters" (P" 

76) constituted the three most covered topics accounting for 59 percent of total coverage. 
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"Crimes and Trials" alone took nearly one-third of all coverage distinguishing itself as the 

most frequently covered category. 

On the whole, Avraham found that many factors conspired to perpetuate negative coverage 

of Israel's development cities inhabited by Israeli minority groups. These factors were 

mainly contained in the social and political environment in which the media worked and the 

power distribution therein, which affected media content. In his view, the media image of a 

group, which reflected in both the quantity and quality of coverage, was formed by these 

factors including the concept of news and the choice of news sources. Also important were 

newspapers' perceptions of their target audiences, and the proximity of the event to those 

audiences, the reporter and the national centre. Total coverage of these marginal cities was 

not only low but also excessively focused on negative societal tendencies using stereotyped 

generalisations and stereotypical language. 

Summary 

This chapter surveyed research grounded in the theoretical perspectives discussed in the 

previous chapter. It examined some studies relating to influences on journalists' ability to 

function autonomously as media content producers looking at their socio-political 

environments, role perceptions and working relationships. The chapter, thereby, examined 

journalists' relationships with their environment as well as some peculiarities of the political 

communication system and structure as reflected in different cultures. Schudson's (2000) 

three-dimensional categorisation: political economy, cultural, and social organisation of news 

work approaches were discussed using some studies that either sought to explain such 

influences or indicate other factors for such explanations. The review dwelt largely on the 

socio-political and institutional influences on news production focusing principally on 
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source-reporter relationships and some journalistic and organisational influences including 

ideology and bias. 

Key conclusions from studies reviewed included the fact that media studies could proceed 

from diverse perspectives and produce variable outcomes reflecting local socio-economic, 

cultural, political and legislative conditions. Different conditions produce different media 

systems, which reflect in news coverage. The implications of these conclusions for the 

sociology of news production adopted for the present study are that coverage is shaped and 

directed by local conditions some of which are shared with other contexts. The review was 

thus meant to show the extent to which specific variables examined in various studies 

reflected the Ghanaian situation considering its uniqueness and commonness with the 

contexts within which those studies were conducted. Theories and studies discussed provide 

for a better understanding of newspaper coverage and processes adopted for its study, its 

findings and conclusions as presented in subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses the methodology of the study by describing and explaining research 

methods and approaches used in gathering and processing data. It first discusses content 

analysis; the method used to study the two newspapers selected for their relevance and 

salience and then discusses document analysis used to study some important documents 

relating generally to the media and government, and their legal/constitutional frameworks. 

The chapter gives details of the conduct of the research by describing ways in which the two 

research methodologies were applied in the thesis and indicating how the research was 

undertaken, steps taken and why, in order to enable replication of the study. It indicates the 

strengths and weaknesses of the two methods and the rationale for their use. The chapter also 

describes and explains the rationale for selecting the newspapers and documents used as the 

main sources of data for the study. 

Methodological Considerations 

Studies have shown that content analysis is the most popular method of data gathering used 

in research published in major mass communication journals. Of all mass communication 

studies conducted within the quantitative approach from 1965 to 1989, Cooper, Potter, and 

Dupagne (1994) found that 25% used content analysis. Similarly, Riffe and Freitag (1997) 

found about 25% (486 studies) of 1,977 articles published in Journalism and Mass 

Communication Quarterly between 1971 and 1995 used content analysis, while Kamhawi 

and Weaver (2003) reported the popularity of the method in articles published in major mass 

communication journals between 1995 and 1999. While many of these studies have used 

only content analysis, others have integrated content analysis and other research methods. 
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Studies that combine methods are, however, few as observed from Riffe and Freitag's (1997) 

study in which only 10% of the 25% of content analytical studies published in 25 years of 

Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly combined it with another research method. 

Nonetheless, some studies testing certain well-known communication concepts and models 

have been conducted using a combination of content analyses and other research methods. 

McCombs and Shaw's (1972) agenda-setting hypothesis, for instance, was tested with a 

study that combined a survey of undecided voters with a content analysis of campaign 

coverage. Similarly, Gerbner's cultivation research integrated content analysis with survey 

research (Gerbner et al., 1994). Delli Carpini, Keeter, and Kennamer (1994) studied the 

effects of the new media environment on citizen knowledge of state politics and government 

by conducting two analyses: a multivariate analysis of residents of Richmond, Virginia and 

residents of Washington D. C., with a content analysis of newspapers in those two areas. 

Berkowitz's (1990) gatekeeper case study combined observational research with content 

analysis to examine the selection of local news items for a television station in Indianapolis. 

Holsti (1969) indicates using content analysis in conjunction with other methods provides the 

opportunity to independently validate data/results obtained through other research methods. 

A related application of content analysis, even when direct access to the subject poses 
no difficulty, is to develop an independent line of validation for data obtained through 
other methods. The investigator may check the results of questionnaire or interview 
data by comparing them with content analyses of the subject's statements (p. 16). 

According to Hansen et al. (1998, p. 91): 

... content analysis is and should be enriched by the theoretical framework offered by 
other more qualitative approaches, while bringing to these a methodological rigour, 
prescriptions for use, and systematicity rarely found in many of the more qualitative 
approaches. 
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The present study availed itself of the opportunity and benefits of using two research 

methods that combined a quantitative and a qualitative approach. It used findings of 

document analysis to describe the socio-political and legislative environments within which 

findings of the content analysis obtained through data from two newspapers are explained. 

By combining the two methods, the study hoped to be able to examine "content as an 

unobtrusive indicator of antecedent conditions or behaviours" (Riffe et al, 1998, p. 13) and 

assess what those antecedent conditions and behaviours were. By and large, while content 

analysis provided a picture of newspaper reporting, document analysis provided information 

for in-depth descriptions and analyses of the environment within which journalists operated 

during the two periods of the study. Furthermore, document analysis also provided an 

indication of the rationale for journalists' choices of events and themes covered, of actors, 

sources, and labels used in political news reports, and for the prominence given to them. 

Ultimately, the two research methods were expected to jointly help outline the working 

conditions and performances of the two newspapers under the two political administrations in 

the study. 

Study Design 

The study incorporated a longitudinal and a comparative design. Longitudinally, it assessed 

trends and changes in newspaper reporting of two political administrations over two time 

periods: 1993/1994 and 2001/2002. It was comparative in four different ways assessing: 1) 

differences or similarities in newspaper reporting of Rawlings and Kufuor's regimes; 2) 

differences or similarities in coverage between two newspapers; 3) differences or similarities 

in coverage within the same newspaper over time; and 4) two different sources of data. The 

study thus compared political coverage of two newspapers at two different points in time. 

Two data points - January-December 1993/1994 and January-December 2001/2002 - were 
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used to compare the impact of time (with its intervening variables) on political coverage 

through comparative analyses of the following: 

Rawlings (NDC) and Kufuor's (NPP) administrations 

The Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Chronicle 

The Daily Graphic's coverage of 1993/1994 versus its coverage of 2001/2002 

The Ghanaian Chronicle's coverage of 1993/1994 versus its coverage of 2001/2002 

"Trend inventories", according to Holsti (1969), "can be useful for identifying major changes 

across long periods of time... " (p. 48). The study thus hoped to tap into this usefulness to 

identify and analyse any changes in newspaper coverage of the activities of the two political 

regimes. It examined relationships among variables using mainly content analysis to compare 

two data points and to compare within and across two newspapers combining quantitative 

and qualitative research methodologies. Content analysis was used largely quantitatively to 

examine newspaper content for its manifest communication from, and about, the two political 

administrations and their activities during the two periods of study while document analysis 

was used largely qualitatively to situate the study in its appropriate socio-political and 

legislative context. 

Methods of Data Collection 

The study complemented content analysis, its principal method of data collection, with 

document analysis to assess the political communication of two regimes - the NDC and the 

NPP. Content analysis focused on two major Ghanaian newspapers - the state-owned Daily 

Graphic and the privately owned The Ghanaian Chronicle - while document analysis was 

carried out using some important materials relating to the interface between the mass media 

and politics in Ghana, and their legislative and constitutional frameworks. The main sources 
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of data were the two newspapers and their contents and documents of selected state and 

government organisations selected for their relevance and salience to the investigation. 

Content Analysis 

Definitions 

"There are many definitions of content analysis" (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006, p. 150). 

Holsti (1969, p. 2) noted: "Definitions of content analysis have tended to change over time 

with developments in technique and with application of the tool itself to new problems and 

types of materials". However, in spite of their diversity, these definitions have tended to 

agree on certain requirements of the content analytical technique, namely: objectivity, 

systematicity and generality arising out of its quantitative nature. According to Holsti, 

objectivity requires that "each step in the research process must be carried out on the basis of 

explicitly formulated rules and procedures" (p. 3). The aim is to avoid researcher biases, 

idiosyncrasies and subjectivity when studying communication content, reporting findings and 

interpreting results (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006). 

Ultimately, findings of studies should reflect the content of whatever document or material 

was analysed and inferences drawn should be based on those findings. The requirement of 

"objectivity" has, however, been the subject of controversy and disagreement in later studies 

(Krippendorff, 1980; Hansen et al., 1998) owing to its positivist value-free denotation and 

connotation, what Van den Bulck (2002, p. 80) referred to as "its number-crunching, 

positivist approach". According to Hansen et al., "it is perhaps symptomatic that later 

definitions of content analysis have omitted references to `objectivity', requiring simply that 

content analysis be ̀ systematic' (Holsti, 1969) or `replicable' (Krippendorff, 1980)" (p. 95). 
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The requirement that content analysis should be "systematic" was explained by the fact that 

the decision to include or exclude some content or category of content should be made in 

accordance with consistently applied rules. This was to eliminate situations where the 

researcher only used materials that supported his or her hypotheses and also to ensure that 

categories were well defined and suited to consistently applied rules. The third requirement, 

the criterion of generality, "requires that the findings must have theoretical relevance" 

because merely describing content without relating it to "other attributes of documents or to 

the characteristics of the sender or recipient of the message, is of little value" (Holsti, 1969, 

p. 5). For results of content analyses to be meaningful, therefore, they must be presented in 

the form of comparisons dictated by the researcher's theory. 

Uses 

The fact that quantitative content analysis is used for a variety of research problems has been 

widely noted (Holsti, 1969; Krippendorf, 1980; Hansen et al., 1998; Neuendorf, 2002; Van 

den Bulck, 2002; Wimmer & Dominick, 2006). Hansen et al. (1998) indicate that the widest 

use of the method is in the social sciences and humanities since most social processes are 

transacted through symbols. It has been used extensively "for monitoring the `cultural 

temperature' of society, for establishing long-term cultural indicators comparable to the 

indicators used by economists and politicians in the monitoring of the economy" (p. 92). 

According to Van den Bulck (2002, p. 79), among many others, content analysis: 

can also be sender/production-oriented to study the influence of ownership, 
organizational routines and rules when it becomes integrated into studies of 
international media flows, media organizations, professionals, production of media 
content". Conversely, it can be receiver/consumption related in order to analyse the 
influence of media content on individuals' opinions or on wider socio-cultural, 
economic or political processes. 
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Wimmer and Dominick (2006), though admitting the difficulty in classifying and 

categorising "studies as varied and diverse as those using content analysis" (p. 152) list and 

illustrate five aims and purposes. These are: describing communication content; testing 

hypotheses of message characteristics; comparing media content to the real world; assessing 

the image of particular societal groups; and establishing a starting point for studies of media 

effects. Content analysis is used in the present study because media content is the principal 

object of study. Although the method usually enables questions about such content to be 

answered by merely examining it, the present study has used content analysis to infer 

something about Government-media relations contrary to Holsti's (1969) observation below. 

Content analysis has been used most frequently for research problems in which the 
question can be answered directly from a description of the attributes of content. ... the 
content data serve as a direct answer to the research question, rather than as indicators 
from which characteristics of the sources or audience are to be inferred (p. 43). 

The study used content data as indicators from which characteristics of the political-media 

relationship could be inferred aided by documentary analysis, which provided information 

about the media operational context/environment. It used content analysis because of its 

"nonreactive" and "unobtrusive" (Webb et al., 1966) nature. Neither the people who 

generated the content nor those about whom it was made were aware they were being studied 

to materially or otherwise alter the communication under analysis. Secondly, since it 

involved communication from and about Presidents and officials within their administrations 

access to whom is usually difficult, it could not use more direct techniques of observation 

such as the questionnaire, or the interview as its main method of data gathering. Furthermore, 

the study consisted of two politically and spatially differentiated regimes studied over time 

and separated by an interval of nearly a decade. Content analysis, by its very nature of 

studying documented messages and symbols, helped overcome any recall lapses usually 
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encountered with longitudinal studies as a Chinese proverb succinctly captures: "The palest 

ink is clearer than the best memory" (Webb et al., 1966, p. 111). 

Advantages 

Content analysis has several advantages, which explain its popularity in mass communication 

research including the fact that it is "nonreactive" and "unobtrusive" (Krippendorf, 1980; 

Webb et al., 1966) thus enabling objects and subjects to be studied without exerting any 

influences and biases on the research. Additionally, the method is capable of dealing with 

relatively unstructured symbolic forms of communication, and of processing and analysing 

data from unobserved phenomena (Krippendorf, 1980). One important inherent characteristic 

of content analysis, which is beneficial to major phases of social science research, in 

Krippendorf s estimation, is its ability to cope with large amounts of data. Others have 

equally observed this advantage. "Systematic quantification analysis allows for large-scale 

research. So large bodies of text (media content) can be analysed" (Van den Bulck, 2002, p. 

80). The method is also suited to the study of both current and past phenomena thereby 

providing researchers with some latitude as regards subjects and objects to analyse. Berger 

(1991) acknowledged the advantage to the researcher of being able to analyse phenomena as 

they occurred and long after they have occurred. According to Wimmer and Dominick (2006, 

p. 152): "One of the advantages of content analysis is its potential to identify developments 

over long time periods". 

Many of the definitions of the method have stressed three important concepts - objectivity, 

systematicity, and quantification - all of which provide advantages for using content 

analysis. The method provides consistency and "uniformity in the coding and analysis 

procedures", as "one set of guidelines is used for evaluation throughout the study". The 
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criterion of objectivity strives to eliminate "the researcher's personal idiosyncrasies and 

biases" while quantification helps achieve the goal of content analysis: "an accurate 

representation of a body of messages" (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006, p. 151). The researchers 

provide further advantages of quantification: 

Additionally, quantification allows researchers to summarize results and to report them 
succinctly. If measurements are made over intervals of time, comparisons of the 
numerical data from one time period to another can help simplify and standardize the 
evaluation procedure. Finally, quantification gives researchers additional statistical 
tools that can aid in interpretation and analysis (p. 151) 

Disadvantages 

In spite of its many uses and advantages, content analysis has some limitations. Although 

various stages of the method present with limitations, its main weakness relates to inferences 

and claims about content effects. Wimmer and Dominick (2006, p. 153) contend: "Content 

analysis alone cannot serve as the basis for making statements about the effects of content on 

an audience". As if for emphasis, they again state: "Content analysis cannot serve as the sole 

basis for claims about media effects" (p. 154). The authors also took issue with the effect of 

quantification, which they had identified as an advantage of the method because there could 

be other ways of assessing the impact of content. "The fact that some item or behavior was 

the most frequently occurring element in a body of content does not necessarily make that 

element the most important" (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006, p. 151). 

Other limitations of content analysis identified by Wimmer and Dominick (2006) related to 

issues of the method's generalisability and comparability because findings are usually limited 

to the framework of categories and definitions used in particular studies. "Different 

researchers may use varying definitions and category systems to measure a single concept ... 
Researchers who use different tools of measurement naturally arrive at different conclusions" 
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(p. 154). The authors also mentioned "a lack of messages relevant to the research", and the 

fact that the method is laborious, tedious, time-consuming and expensive as potential 

limitations. Berger (1991) had identified problems with sampling, its appropriateness and 

representativeness. He believed questions as to how representative of the total population a 

particular sample was; the appropriate sample size and manner of sampling could be 

problematic. 

In order to stem problems with the conduct of content analysis and to reduce its limitations, 

some suggestions have been made including applying the correct design (Hansen et al., 

1998). Most importantly, content categories must be clearly defined in line with the 

objectives of the study. Categories must not only be functional, but must also be easy to 

manage within the context of the analysis (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006; Holsti, 1969). 

Hansen et al. (1998) believe much of the criticism of content analysis relates to problems of 

its actual or potential misuse and abuse rather than to any inherent weaknesses of the method. 

The following sections discuss the processes and procedures of content analysis used in this 

study. 

Processes 

Researchers have outlined various steps or stages involved in content analyses. Krippendorff 

(1980) distinguished: 1) data making, which comprised unitisation, sampling and recording; 

2) data reduction; 3) making inferences; and 4) analysis. He added the need for: direct 

validation; testing for correspondence with other methods; and testing hypotheses regarding 

other data (p. 52). Neuendorf (2002) outlined nine steps: 1) theory and rationale, that is, 

deciding what content to examine and why; 2) conceptual definition of variables; 3) 

operationalisations indicating measurement of units of analysis; 4) constructing or creating a 
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coding scheme; 5) sampling; 6) training of coders and piloting for reliability; 7) coding; 8) 

calculating for final reliability; and 9) tabulation and reporting of results. 

Wimmer and Dominick (2006, p. 154) outlined 10 "discrete stages" and indicated that 

although they were listed sequentially, the order could be changed and that the initial stages 

could also be combined. These stages were: 1) formulating the research question or 

hypothesis; 2) defining the population in question; 3) selecting an appropriate sample from 

the population; 4) selecting and defining a unit of analysis; 5) constructing the categories of 

content to be analysed; 6) establishing a quantification system; 7) training coders and 

conducting a pilot study; 8) coding the content according to established definitions; 9) 

analysing data collected; and 10) drawing conclusions and searching for indications. Hansen 

et al. (1998) suggested: 1) defining the research problem; 2) selecting the media and sample; 

3) defining analytical categories; 4) constructing a coding schedule; 5) piloting and checking 

for reliability; and 6) data preparation and analysis. 

The present study combined the 10 stages outlined by Wimmer and Dominick (2006) with 

the six outlined by Hansen et al. (1998). The research problem and objectives have already 

been formulated and presented in the introductory chapter together with an indication of the 

media studied. The following sections provide the rationale for selecting those two 

newspapers and periods of study as well as discuss the other processes contained in the two 

outlines. It is worth noting that stages 2-4 in Wimmer and Dominick's outline are contained 

in Hansen et al's stage 2: selecting the media and sample. Also while stages 7 and 8 of 

Wimmer and Dominick (stage 5 of Hansen et al. ) have not been recorded in the thesis, stages 

9 and 10, that is, stage 6 of Hansen et al. have been reported in separate chapters as findings, 

discussions, and conclusion. 
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Selection of Media and Sampling 

Defining the Population/Universe 

Defining the universe of a study is "to specify the boundaries of the body of content to be 

considered, which requires an appropriate operational definition of the relevant population" 

(Wimmer & Dominick, 2006, p. 155). According to the researchers: 

Two dimensions are usually used to determine the appropriate universe for a content 
analysis - the topic area and the time period... By clearly specifying the topic area and 
the time period, the researcher is meeting a basic requirement of content analysis: a 
concise statement that spells out the parameters of the investigation (p. 156). 

The universe for the present study was the general news Ghanaian newspaper which had 

been in existence since January 1993 and was still on the newsstands as of December 2002, 

and whose contents included, particularly, hard news and editorial. The universe contained 

eight newspapers: 

State Newspapers Private Newspapers 

The Daily Graphic The Pioneer 

The Mirror The Ghanaian Chronicle 

The Ghanaian Times The Daily Guide 

The Weekly Spectator The Catholic Standard 

Considering the time frame, the population consisted of four years' (1993,1994,2001 and 

2002) total editions of the above-listed general news newspapers. Excluded from it were 

newspapers which were not in circulation during the study period of January 1993 - 
December 2002, and those predominantly in the domain of sports, entertainment, lotto, 

business/finance, religion and specialist newspapers such as those targeting women, students, 

children and the youth. 
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Selecting Samples 

"Most content analysis in mass media involves multistage sampling" which "typically 

consists of two stages (although it may entail three). The first stage is usually to take a 

sampling of content sources" (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006, p. 156). Thereafter, the authors 

identified the second stage as selecting the dates of issues to study from the time period, 

which is usually determined by the goal of the research. Van den Bulck (2002, pp. 80-81) 

discussed three stages of sampling: "The first step is the selection of media or titles 

depending on the research topic ... The second selection consists of the sampling of issues or 

dates ... The third step is the sampling of relevant content". This followed Berelson (1952) 

who had also suggested three dimensions of sampling in relation to mediated content 

involving selecting from: titles or publications; issues or dates; and from relevant content 

within those issues. 

According to Riffe, Lacy, and Fico (1998, p. 96), a "sampling procedure may be designed 

that addresses all these dimensions as stages of sampling. At each stage, a random sample 

must be taken to make inference to the population". In the present study, this was achieved 

through multistage sampling involving: 

Stratification to ensure that both state and private newspapers were represented. 

Purposiveness to study the two most consequential newspapers and time periods 

based on the researcher's knowledge and "the goal of the project" (Wimmer & 

Dominick, 2006, p. 157). 

Stratification by constructed week (for dailies) and months (for weeklies) to 

determine dates or editions of the two newspapers to study. 
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Purposiveness to select stories/articles on the front pages, and editorials, which had 

political themes, to reflect the thrust of the study. 

Multistage sampling was thus employed because of the various levels at which samples were 

drawn in line with literature (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006; Riffe et al., 1998; Berelson, 

1952). The stages of sampling used in the thesis are discussed below. 

Media/Content Sources 

The thesis, though on media coverage of two political regimes in Ghana, focused on 

newspapers mainly because radio and television were still state monopolies during the first 

period of the study. Sampling of the two newspapers considered factors such as ownership, 

period of commencement of publication, organisational structure, size, frequency of 

publication and philosophy. The study population of all general news newspapers in 

circulation between January 1993 and December 2002 was stratified using the state-private 

newspaper ownership dichotomy from which the two newspapers were purposively selected 

based on their salience to the goals of the study and the researcher's knowledge of their 

relevance as detailed below. 

The Daily Graphic 

The Daily Graphic is state-owned and has the widest circulation among Ghanaian 

newspapers. It has always been a daily newspaper. It was selected because it is the most 

authoritative state-owned newspaper in Ghana and, with the exception of the Pioneer (a 

private broadsheet), predates all other newspapers currently circulating in the country. The 

newspaper's pre-eminence manifests in the fact that "Graphic" has for a long time been the 

euphemism for newspapers and the Daily Graphic has established itself as the pace-setter 

and standard by which others have been measured in the Ghanaian newspaper industry. More 
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importantly, its selection was as a result of the controversy surrounding its relationship with 

the Rawlings administration and charges of bias towards that regime. Its relationship with the 

Rawlings administration was illustrated by the fact that its immediate past editor, Elvis Aryeh 

(editor during the period of the study), was for many years the Press Officer in Rawlings' 

PNDC government. Some Daily Graphic front-page main news stories and editorials were 

perceived to have either originated from the Castle or been doctored by the Castle 

Information Bureau during the Rawlings NDC regime. Daily Graphic was largely believed to 

be the masked mouthpiece of the regime, used to maintain its credibility. Although the Daily 

Graphic has a page specifically devoted to political news, its front-page has usually 

contained the most important political news. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle 

The Ghanaian Chronicle is a privately owned newspaper. It has a relatively smaller 

circulation compared to the Daily Graphic but is the widest circulating private newspaper in 

Ghana. Unlike the Daily Graphic, The Ghanaian Chronicle has presented varying 

periodicities. It started publication as a weekly newspaper and, later became a bi-weekly, but 

is currently published daily. In 1993 and most parts of 1994 (the first period of the present 

study), it was a weekly newspaper but by 2001 and 2002 (second period of the study) it had 

become a daily newspaper. Although The Ghanaian Chronicle was pre-dated by such 

newspapers as the Pioneer and the Catholic Standard in the private category, it early 

distinguished itself as a firebrand and an authoritative newspaper to provide the much-needed 

alternative voice. As soon as it introduced itself on the Ghanaian media scene in August 

1991, The Ghanaian Chronicle showed its readiness to oppose what it saw as official 

ineptitude, corruption, lack of respect for the governed, lack of accountability, openness and 
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transparency. In a telephone interview, its current editor, Mr Omaboe2, indicated that the 

focus and philosophy of the newspaper had been consistently the same: "It was established as 

a political paper to keep government accountable to the governed". 

Calling itself the "Spear of the Nation" (Umkonto We Sizwe - from the Zulu language of 

South Africa), The Ghanaian Chronicle, through such columnists as the late Professor P. A. 

V. Ansah, then Director of the School of Communication Studies, University of Ghana, and 

using hard-hitting front-page stories and headlines (see samples in Appendices 7 and 8), 

provided Ghanaian newspaper readers with what they would never have obtained from the 

Daily Graphic at the time. A read through the two newspapers appeared to suggest The 

Ghanaian Chronicle not only provided readers with an alternative (the other side of the 

story); but also scooped out what might never have been disclosed. Chronicle has persisted in 

this style of journalism from a 12-page weekly between 1991 and 1993 when all private 

weeklies were 8-page, through a bi-weekly from late 1993 to 1996 and a three-days-a-week 

newspaper between 1996 and 2000, to become a daily since October 17 2000 operating a six- 

day-a-week schedule like all daily newspapers in Ghana. By becoming a daily newspaper, 

The Ghanaian Chronicle matched what the Daily Graphic had always been but unlike the 

Daily Graphic, it has no specific political page. Its editor, Mr Omaboe, disclosed that, "the 

entire newspaper is meant to be political", although "the front-page contains the most 

political news". 

2 The interview with Mr Omaboe was conducted by telephone in January 2003 and lasted for 20 
minutes. It sought information and clarification on the status, intent and purpose of The Ghanaian 
Chronicle, asking, among others, questions relating to its mission, vision, organisational structure, its 
date of establishment and commencement of business and sources of support. This was the only 
interview conducted throughout the study, and was meant solely to provide background information, 
which was otherwise unavailable. 
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The two newspapers were, therefore, selected based on their ownership types and periods of 

commencement of publication, considered important variables for achieving study goals, and 

on their salience to the development of Ghana's critical press. It was in consideration of their 

contextual and background differences that the study designed to assess differences in media 

coverage of two different regimes over time intentionally selected them as ideal instruments 

for comparison. The selection was based on their suitability for investigating media coverage 

of the two regimes as a result of their longevity, different ownership and organisational 

structures, philosophies, and sizes. The two publications were considered particularly 

important and of interest because of the perceived docility of the state-owned newspaper (the 

Daily Graphic), and the perceived boldness of the private newspaper (The Ghanaian 

Chronicle). They also represent, albeit broadly, the structural, operational and philosophical 

diversity of the Ghanaian press. Their selection was thus based on conceptual considerations 

-a regard for the state-private dichotomy, and a quest for structural and 

philosophical/ideological diversity - as dictated by the nature of the research: a comparative 

study of two symmetrical time periods of Ghana's recent political history. 

Study Period 

In the present study, just as in many others (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006, p. 157), the time 

period from which the issues analysed were selected was determined by the goal of the 

research. The two study periods: January 1993-December 1994, and January 2001-December 

2002, were selected because they constituted a decade of political stability with unique 

comparative opportunities for assessing contrasting government-media philosophies. The two 

time periods were, therefore, selected because of their political symmetry. They marked the 

beginnings of two different but successive political administrations in the same republic 

thereby generating particular interest as a significant area of study. 
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Issues/Dates 

As regards sampling editions of the two newspapers, two different approaches were adopted 

to reflect the different periodicities or publication frequencies of The Ghanaian Chronicle 

and the Daily Graphic3. Sampling of the dailies was done through the constructed week 

approach using systematic sampling while that of the weeklies was done through stratifying 

by month and randomly selecting two issues per month4. Subsequently, articles on the front- 

page and the editorials of selected editions of the two newspapers, which had political 

themes, were studied. The front-page and editorials were chosen because they represented the 

two most important pages of newspapers highlighting their selection biases and ideological 

positions. Similarly, political news stories were selected for analysis to reflect the theme of 

the study, which focused on politicians, their activities, and how these were covered in the 

two newspapers. 

Lacy, Robinson, and Riffe (1995) studied sampling of weeklies to find whether sampling 

efficiency improved using stratification as it did in the case of daily newspapers. They 

compared the results of stratifying by month and season of the year with those of simple 

random samples and observed that stratified sampling was more efficient than simple random 

sampling. Riffe et al. (1998) noted that most studies concentrated on "efficiency of sampling 

for inference" and focused on the use of the "constructed week, which is created by randomly 

selecting an issue for each day of the week" (p. 97). Studies by Stempel (1952), Riffe, Aust, 

and Lacy (1993), and Lacy et al. (1995) advocated the appropriateness and efficiency of 

3 Sampling of the two newspapers required the adoption of two different approaches because the 
Ghanaian Chronicle was a weekly Monday morning newspaper while the Daily Graphic was a daily 
during much of President Rawlings' first two constitutional years in office (January 1993 - December 
1994). While Ghanaian Chronicle's periodicity changed again in the course of the study to a bi- 
weekly and then to a daily newspaper, the Daily Graphic remained a daily throughout. 4 The different sampling methods, reflecting the different publication frequencies of the two 
newspapers, were necessary only during the first period of the study when Graphic was a daily and 
Chronicle was a weekly. 
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drawing stratified samples to study daily and weekly newspapers. Stempel's (1952) study of 

sampling using the number of front-page photographs in a six-day-a-week Wisconsin 

newspaper has been widely quoted (see Holsti, 1969; Krippendorff, 1980; Riffe et al., 1993; 

Lacy et al., 1995; and Riffe et al., 1998; Neuendorf, 2002). 

The dailies, in the present study, were stratified by days of the week, in line with the 

constructed week approach, from which four issues (rather than two as suggested by 

Stempel, 1952; Riffe et al., 1993; Lacy et al., 1995) were randomly (through systematic 

sampling) selected per constructed week of a year's editions. The constructed week approach 

was thus used to sample the Daily Graphic (for both periods of the study) and The Ghanaian 

Chronicle during the second period of the study (2001-2002) when it had become a daily 

newspaper. A constructed week of six days (Monday - Saturday) was used for each year 

during which the newspapers were dailies since Ghanaian newspapers, including the two in 

the study, run a six-day-a-week schedule. During the first two years of the study (1993-1994) 

when The Ghanaian Chronicle was predominantly a weekly newspaper, sampling followed 

the recommendations of Lacy et al. (1995) using stratification by month rather than simple 

random sampling. However, two issues (rather than one as they suggested) were randomly 

selected from the editions of each month. 

Same day samples/editions of the two newspapers were drawn during the second period of 

the study in order to allow for inter-newspaper comparisons of issues that became news, 

story prominence, salience and manner of presentation. Same day editions were, thus, 

sampled to determine what activity or event each of them considered newsworthy to publish 

from the political news tray of the day and to evaluate how that activity was published. The 

editorials of all sampled editions of the two newspapers were content analysed to find how 
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much political content they contained and to determine whether there was a synergy or, at 

least, concordance between major front-page stories and editorial content. It was envisaged 

that these approaches would ensure some degree of uniformity in both sample selection and 

analysis of newspaper reporting of the two regimes, their principal officers or actors and their 

activities. 

Sample Size 

Using an interval of 13 weeks, four editions (issues) of each daily were selected per 

constructed week giving a total of 24 issues per daily per year. This brought the number of 

editions sampled for the Daily Graphic during the first period of the study to 48 editions and 

an equal number for the second period bringing that newspaper's total for the entire period of 

the study to 96. As regards The Ghanaian Chronicle, since it was a weekly during the first 

two years of the study, two issues were randomly selected from the editions of each month of 

the year giving a total of 24 issues per year. During the second period of the study - 

2001/2002 - sampling for The Ghanaian Chronicle followed the same pattern as that for the 

Daily Graphic: the constructed week approach. This gave a total of 48 sampled editions 

during each of the two periods of the study bringing the total sample size (of The Ghanaian 

Chronicle) for the entire period of the study to 96 editions. Therefore, both the first (1993- 

1994) and second (2001-2002) periods of the study generated 48 samples per newspaper per 

year making a total of 96 editions apiece. The grand total sample size of newspapers for the 

entire study, thus, stood at 192 editions of the two newspapers: 48 editions apiece of The 

Ghanaian Chronicle and the Daily Graphic per year. 

Stempel's (1952) study concluded that 12 days' or two constructed weeks' samples were 

sufficient for representing a year's content of a newspaper since "increasing the sample 
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beyond 12 issues did not significantly improve sampling accuracy" (Wimmer & Dominick, 

2006, p. 157). Riffe et al. (1993) replicated Stempel's study using six months' editions of 

local news stories in a daily newspaper to compare the efficiency of three sampling methods: 

the simple random, constructed-week, and consecutive day sampling methods, and arrived at 

findings consistent with those of Stempel. They found that "for a population of six months of 

editions, one constructed week was as efficient as four, and its estimates exceeded what 

would be expected based on probability theory. By extension, two constructed weeks would 

allow reliable estimates of local stories in a year's worth of newspaper entire issues 
... 

" (p. 

139). Lacy et al. (1995) had concluded: "someone interested in studying weekly newspaper 

content should either randomly select fourteen issues from a year, or pick twelve issues, one 

from each month" (p. 344). Riffe et al. (1998) studied the most efficient stratified sampling 

methods for inferring to a year's content and noted that for daily newspapers, two 

constructed weeks from the year drawn by randomly selecting two Mondays, two Tuesdays, 

two Wednesdays, etc. were sufficient. For weeklies, they indicated the random selection of 

one issue from each month in the year, thus supporting the findings of Lacy et al. (1995). 

The present study, however, used a larger sample size of both the daily and weekly 

newspapers in order to reduce the level of bias of study results and to enhance 

generalizability since "a substantial sample size is needed to ensure a small confidence 

interval (e. g., plus or minus 2%)". Besides, since large portions of the study dealt with 

"variables that are not simple dichotomies" (Neuendorf, 2002, p. 89), there was greater need 

to increase the size of the sample. Furthermore, the large sample was also in recognition of 

the fact that acceptable sample sizes varied depending on the newspaper concerned and types 

of variables involved in the examination (Lacy et al., 1995). It was also to reduce effects of 

irrelevant and missing samples. 
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Out of the 192 editions, four could not be traced and 13 did not contain any political stories. 

Ten of these, which together carried 42 news stories and ten editorials, were from the Daily 

Graphic while three, with a total of 10 news stories and three editorials, were found in The 

Ghanaian Chronicle. Therefore, the total number of front-page news stories (and stand-alone 

cartoons, etc. ) which stood at 332 and editorial articles of 72 could have been much higher if 

all sampled editions had contained political news stories and politically relevant editorials. It 

must also be noted that only 72 editorials (out of the 192 samples) were coded political and 

that some editions, especially of The Ghanaian Chronicle had more than one editorial. This 

figure could also have been much higher if all samples had political editorials. 

Units of Analysis 

The unit of analysis, according to Gunter (2000), is the element or entity that is counted in 

content analytical studies. Van den Buick (2002) describes it as the "recording unit - that is, 

the elements to count" (p. 81). Wimmer and Dominick (2006, p. 158) have indicated that the 

unit of analysis "is the smallest element of a content analysis but also one of the most 

important". According to them, when analysing written content, it could be a single word or 

symbol, a theme or an entire story or article. Van den Buick (2002) distinguished nine 

(incorporating audio-visual material): word; word sense (such as idioms); proper nouns; 

sentence; theme; paragraph; entire article or programme; individual character, actor or 

source; and scene or incident (p. 81). "Defining the recording unit is vital" (Van den Buick, 

2002, p. 81). The unit of analysis for the present study was the entire article/political news 

story, identified based on the following factors: 

1) News stories with Ghanaian political actors, sources, themes/topics published on the 

front-page and editorials of all sampled editions of the Daily Graphic and The 

Ghanaian Chronicle of January - December 1993/1994 and 2001/2002. 
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2) News stories that mentioned or referred to Ghanaian politicians in the headline, lead 

or within the first five paragraphs. 

3) Stand-alone cartoons, photographs, letters/circulars that referred to Ghanaian 

politicians on the front-page of sampled editions. 5 

Political stories were identified, examined, counted, and their full lengths read and measured 

in relation to the space of the page they occupied to ascertain size and prominence. Among 

others, the study noted specific political themes/topics and/or news events reported; number 

of official spokespersons/sources cited/quoted; number of undisclosed and/or anonymous 

sources of news reported; the frequency of stories published from official and unofficial 

sources; placement of stories and the general prominence given to political stories. In sum, 

the study examined quantity and quality of coverage, placement, enhancements, attribution, 

differences in coverage between newspapers and changes in coverage of the same newspaper 

over time. 

Content Analytical Categories 

The study established content categories based on a combination of emergent coding and an 

a priori coding approaches - two ways identified for such an exercise (Neuendorf, 2002; 

Wimmer & Dominick, 2006). This was because, while some categories emerged from a 

preliminary examination of the data and were therefore "constructed based on common 

factors or themes" emerging from that exercise, others were constructed before the data were 

collected "based on some theoretical or conceptual rationale" (Wimmer & Dominick, 2006, 

p. 159). Neuendorf (2002, p. 11) found this latter option of "before the fact" content category 

These images/visual materials usually appeared on the front-page of The Ghanaian Chronicle (see 
Appendices 7& 8). Besides, since the study limited itself to the front-page and editorials of sampled editions of the two newspapers, these constituted the pages of interest and focus. 
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construction a more preferable design. Whatever option adopted, content categories should 

be clearly defined to be useful and serviceable. Wimmer and Dominick (2006, pp. 159-160) 

suggested that "all category systems should be mutually exclusive, exhaustive, and reliable". 

In the present study, a priori coding was based on press systems theories and the sociology 

of news production focusing on source-reporter relationships and gatekeeping while 

emergent coding resulted from the data. 

Content analytical categories and variables created in the study were defined to achieve 

mutual exclusivity, exhaustiveness and reliability to enable replication of the study. They 

sought to respond to the four main areas of inquiry: amount/extent of coverage; quality/type 

of coverage; prominence; and prevailing journalistic/media environment. The categories 

were: number of stories; political party mentioned; actors and sources used; themes of 

coverage; tone and direction of coverage; use of qualitative labels; size/length of story; 

placement; type and size of story enhancements; use of by-lines; and occasion/event of 

coverage. These and their operational definitions, as well as those of thematic labels used 

have been explained in Appendix 1. 

Political themes/topics were coded under predetermined categories of content such as 

"Presidential Visits", "Political Appointments", "Parliamentary Matters, Debates and 

Vetting", "Bilateral and Multilateral Relations", "Scandals" and "Corruption". They included 

stories that revolved around Ghanaian politicians as actors and excluded those that 

principally centred on foreign politicians. For instance, Nelson Mandela's swearing-in 

ceremony (Daily Graphic of May 10 1994), and Tony Blair's retention of political power 

(Daily Graphic of June 9 2001) were not coded as political news stories because they neither 

named nor referred to any Ghanaian politician. Similarly excluded were stories that, though 
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carried photographs of Ghanaian politicians, did not involve them but technocrats in their 

sector ministries or issues about those sectors. Relevant stories in each sampled edition were 

coded and subsequently analysed. The two most important categories for the study: type of 

newspaper/publication and year/period of publication generated a four-dimensional axis for 

comparison: Daily Graphic 1993-1994; 2001-2002; The Ghanaian Chronicle 1993-1994; 

2001-2002. All content categories were assessed/analysed along these axes to determine 

change over time both within the same newspaper and across the two newspapers. 

Since ownership, publication period/year, and frequency/periodicity were important 

determinants of media selection and provided fundamental differences between the two 

newspapers, these distinctions have been extensively discussed in both the main Introduction 

and Selection of Media and Sampling. Ownership of the two newspapers looked at whether 

the newspaper under study was state-owned (Daily Graphic) or private (The Ghanaian 

Chronicle) and was a major basis for selecting the two newspapers in the study to reflect the 

state-private dichotomy. Sampling was thus stratified to ensure the representation of a state 

and a private newspaper for study. In terms of frequency/periodicity, the study noted the 

publication patterns of the two newspapers to document how regularly they were published: 

whether daily or weekly. These differences have extensively been explained in the thesis. 

By and large, attempts were made to ensure a clear formulation and adaptability of categories 

to the research problem and content as Berelson (1952) warned: "Particular studies have been 

productive to the extent that the categories were clearly formulated and well-adapted to the 

problem and the content" (p. 147). Indeed, the content analysis literature has indicated that 

the construction and definition of analytical categories should flow from, and be related to, 

the research problem and objectives (Neuendorf, 2002; Hansen et al., 1998). "The most 
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important requirement of categories is that they must adequately reflect the investigator's 

research question" (Holsti, 1969, p. 95). The study has largely followed these suggestions. 

Coding Schedule 

Content analysis of the two newspapers: the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Chronicle was 

carried out through a carefully constructed and pre-tested coding schedule on press coverage 

of the first two constitutional years of President Rawlings and President Kufuor (see 

Appendix 3). The coding schedule established guidelines and definitions for coding political 

stories in the study as suggested by Hansen et al. (1998). It contained variables for assessing 

amount/extent and quality/type of coverage; prominence and journalistic environment such 

as: number of stories, story type, by-line, placement, main and subsidiary themes of 

coverage, sources and actors of news, and political parties mentioned. It also contained some 

variables designed for more qualitative analyses such as: story headline, tone and direction of 

story, framing of political story, and list of qualitative labels. While "story headline" and 

"framing" were used for background information and appreciation, "tone", "direction" and 

"qualitative labels" have been explained and analysed in Appendix 1 and Chapter Six. 

Document Analysis 

Altheide (1996) defined document analysis as "an integrated and conceptually informed 

method, procedure, and technique for locating, identifying, retrieving, and analysing 

documents for their relevance, significance and meaning" (p. 2). The supplementary and 

complementary use of document analysis in the thesis helped examine the general socio- 

political and legislative atmosphere within which journalists operated during the two study 

periods. Document analysis sought to assess and compare the media environment under the 

two regimes, and how that influenced and shaped the selection, production and placement of 
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news. It thus aimed to answer questions relating to the second segment of the study, which 

sought to document and examine any antecedent factors, especially regarding sources of 

political news that might have influenced the newsgathering, selection and production 

process. Document analysis enabled some characteristics of political news sources, the mass 

media, and political environments to be inferred in order to put findings of the content 

analysis in context. It was, therefore, key to understanding characteristics of sources of 

political news, and those of the environment within which newspaper reporting of politics 

was carried out. 

Documents Studied 

According to Van den Bulck (2002), document analysis "is basically concerned with written 

sources" (p. 90). In this thesis, it involved important documents relating to the media, 

government and their operational and legal/constitutional frameworks. Documents were 

selected and obtained from the Ghanaian Parliament, the Supreme Court and the National 

Media Commission (NMC). They included the NMC's Annual Reports, Complaints 

Settlement profiles, the Hansard, Sessional Addresses and Law reports: 

Parliamentary Debates (Official Report) of 1993,1994,2001 and 2002 containing 

discussions about the mass media in general. 

Presidential Sessional Addresses (State of the Nation Address) of 1993,1994,2001, 

and 2002. 

Supreme Court of Ghana Law Reports and The Ghana Bar Law Reports containing 

cases involving the mass media and government officials, political party functionaries 

of the NPP and the NDC of 1993,1994,2001, and 2002. 

NMC Annual Reports and Complaints Settlement of 1993,1994,2001 and 2002. 
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I 

Sourcing of Documents 

The above documents were sourced based on the researcher's knowledge of their usefulness 

and relevance to the thesis as well as their availability and accessibility. Accessing 

documents related to the media was facilitated by the researcher's former membership of the 

NMC, and by the fact that most information officers of the above-mentioned institutions had 

been her students. They were accessed based on personal inquiry and study, and their 

availability in organisational libraries. Parliamentary debates of 1993,1994,2001, and 2002, 

as reported in the Hansard, were read to identify those that discussed the mass media. These 

were subsequently selected and purchased from Parliament for study. As regards other 

documents, a former student of the researcher working at the library of Parliament 

photocopied presidential sessional addresses of the same periods for the researcher. 

Similarly, two assistant librarians of the Faculty of Law of the University of Ghana 

photocopied law reports containing cases that involved the media and which had been 

previously identified by the researcher for study and analysis. Copies of NMC reports were 

obtained from the NMC archives through one of its two deputy executive secretaries. 

Rationale 

The study expected through these documents to examine news production carried out by 

journalists in their socio-political environment as created by each of the two governments as 

well as the general media context within which journalists worked. Of prime importance to 

the study was how the conditions, constraints and resources within news media 

organisations; and those of the external media environment, particularly the political, 

influenced the news production process. Consequently, the study did not only depend on 

newspaper content to draw conclusions, but also examined documents as another data source 

to enjoy the advantage of enriching it and making its conclusions more solidly grounded. 

I 
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Data Analysis 

Results of the content analysis were processed using the SPSS computer software programme 

while those of the document analysis were developed using the traditional qualitative method 

of writing out relevant portions of documents and incorporating them into the findings. The 

content analysis was basically quantitative, although some qualitative measures were used as 

reflected in some variables included on the content coding schedule. The document analysis 

was qualitative. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

FINDINGS: THE NATURE, TYPE AND EXTENT OF COVERAGE OF 

TWO POLITICAL REGIMES IN GHANA 

Introduction 

Data collected using the methods described in Chapter Five are presented in this chapter. 

Basically, the presentation is descriptive and designed to provide grounding for the analytical 

discussion that follows in the next chapter. At certain stages, though, there are brief 

reflections on the relevant literature and theories in the context of the research objectives and 

questions. Graphical representations of data, in the form of tables and charts, are used to 

provide details and support. Frequency tables and cross-tabulations of variables are directly 

derived from the research questions. These variables include: number of news stories, types 

of news stories, themes and actors covered, and sources quoted. Others are political parties 

mentioned in news stories, use of by-lines, direction and tone of content items. In general, 

these variables help to determine the nature and extent of coverage of politics by the two 

newspapers over the two periods of governance. The term "content item" (implying that the 

units of analysis were front-page news stories and editorials) is interchangeably used with 

"news stories". 

Content Analysis: Key Variables 

Certain variables were considered central to the study. Key among these were title of 

newspaper (to differentiate the two types of ownership systems in Ghana - private and state), 

year/period of publication of content item and political party mentioned or referred to. The 

last two variables were meant to distinguish between President Rawlings' NDC and President 

Kufuor's NPP regimes. Periods 1 and 2 are coterminous with the Rawlings and Kufuor 

administrations respectively. In addition to a political party being specifically mentioned in a 
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news report, distinguishing between years of publication of stories served to point out the 

regime in power at the time of coverage. These important variables served as the pivot 

around which others in the study revolved. As a result, they were kept constant in most cases 

of analysis while their likely associations with other variables in the study were examined. It 

was important, for example, to examine whether overall, there were noticeable changes in 

coverage between the two newspapers and also within the same newspaper over the two time 

periods especially with regard to stories that concerned the two main political parties. 

Similarly, it was necessary to find out what pattern emerged when content categories such as: 

"type of news story", "themes of coverage", "sources most frequently quoted", "actors often 

used", "use of by-lines", "tone" and "direction" of political news coverage, were introduced 

into the number of stories carried by each newspaper during each of the two periods. 

Findings in this case helped assess whether patterns that emerged gave an indication of the 

prevailing journalistic atmosphere, the degree of access to official actors and information, 

what was considered safe to publish and how, within types of stories and themes. The 

findings are broadly categorised into four main areas: 1) amount and extent of coverage; 2) 

quality/type of coverage; 3) prominence; and 4) prevailing journalistic/media environment. 

Amount/Extent of Coverage 

The amount and extent of coverage each political party received in each newspaper during 

each period of the study was assessed through the number of political stories carried, political 

party mentioned or referred to in those stories, actors and sources frequently used. These 

were assessed looking at the newspaper, which carried them, and the period within which 

they were carried. The examination also pitted the two newspapers against each other as 

regards their coverage of the two political parties to obtain differences in coverage between 
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1993-1994 and 2001-2002, which by inference compared coverage of President Rawlings' 

administration to that of President Kufuor. The number of times each political party was 

mentioned by each newspaper and the two newspapers' total coverage of the two political 

parties during each period of the study were ultimately seen as important indicators of the 

prevailing journalistic atmosphere. 

Number of Political Stories 

A total of 404 stories were analysed in the study, which examined two newspapers' coverage 

of political actors and their activities over a four-year period - the first two years of the NDC 

regime (1993-1994) and the first two years of the NPP regime (2001-2002). The study 

examined political news stories (including cartoons, photographs and document reprints with 

political undertones) on the front-page and editorials that focused on politics to the exclusion 

of all other topics and pages of the two newspapers. 

Out of the total number of 404 news stories, the state-owned Daily Graphic published 193 

(47.8%) while the privately owned The Ghanaian Chronicle published 211 (52.2%) over the 

two periods of the study as shown in Tables 1a and 1b, which provide details of the total 

number of stories published per newspaper per year and per period. 

Table 1 a: Title of Newspaper by Political News Story per Year of Publication 
NEWSPAPER 

YEAR Daily Graphic The Ghanaian Chronicle 
N % N % 

1993 42 21.8% 62 29.4% 
1994 31 16.0% 49 23.2% 
2001 66 34.2% 53 25.1% 
2002 54 28.0% 47 22.3% 

TOTAL 193 100% 211 100% 
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Table 1a shows that while the Daily Graphic published its highest number of stories in 2001 

and the lowest in 1994, The Ghanaian Chronicle published the highest number of stories in 

1993 and the lowest in 2002. Between periods, more stories (220: 54.5%) were carried in 

Period 2 than in Period 1 (184: 45.5%). 

Table lb: Title of Newspaper by Political News Storv per Period of Publication 

STUDY PERIOD 

NEWSPAPER Period 1 1993-1994 Period 2 2001-2002 
N % N % 

Daily Graphic 73 39.7% 120 54.5% 

The Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

111 60.3% 100 45.5% 

TOTAL 184 100% 220 100% 

In the first period, 1993-1994, Daily Graphic carried the equivalent of 39.7% of the total 

number of 184 political news stories while The Ghanaian Chronicle carried 60.3%. In the 

second period, 2001-2002, out of a total of 220 political news stories, Daily Graphic 

coverage constituted 54.5% while The Ghanaian Chronicle, with 100 stories, made up 45.5% 

of the total, implying an exchange of roles between Chronicle and Graphic during the two 

study periods. Table lb shows that Graphic published most of the stories in Period 2 while 

Chronicle did most of those in Period 1. 

Table lc: Title of Newspaper by Political News Stories per Period of Publication 
NEWSPAPER 

STUDY PERIOD Daily Graphic The Ghanaian Chronicle 
N % N % 

Period 1 1993-1994 73 37.8% 111 52.6% 
Period 2 2001-2002 120 62.2% 100 47.4% 

TOTAL 193 100% 211 100% 

Within newspapers, a greater number of Chronicle stories (52.6%) was published in Period 1 

while that for Graphic (62.2%) was published in Period 2 as illustrated in Table 1 c. 
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The Tables indicate a pattern of increased political coverage by the state-owned newspaper, 

Graphic, and a decreased coverage by the privately owned newspaper, Chronicle, between 

the two periods (and therefore under the two regimes). This is perhaps indicative of a greater 

opposition role played by the Chronicle in a less democratic environment where an official 

opposition was, in practice, non-existent in Parliament during Period 1; and a freer and more 

conducive environment for Graphic in Period 2 characterised by greater press freedom. The 

fact that the changed conditions did not lead to increases in political coverage across the 

board (in the two newspapers) is indicative of the different roles played by the state and the 

private media as exemplified by Graphic and Chronicle. It would seem to suggest that 

whereas the state newspaper felt liberated to perform its role, the private newspaper felt the 

"battle" (its opposition role) was over and, therefore, it was time "to call the truce". While 

Graphic increased its editorials in relation to its front-page stories, Chronicle reduced its 

editorials in favour of front-page stories. 

The breakdown of political content items analysed in the different categories (graphically 

presented in Chart 1) is as follows: 82.2% (332) political items consisting of 77.5% (313) 

front-page news stories and 4.7% (19) combination of stand-alone cartoons, photographs 

and/or photocopies of documents/letters reproduced on the front-page. Editorials made up 

17.8% (72) items bringing the total to 4046. 

6The majority of issues/editions of newspapers analysed had a total of either three (25.7%) or four 
(36.1%) stories on the front-page. Almost one-fifth (17.8%) of editions had at least one relevant 
stand-alone cartoon, photograph, document or letter on its front-page, which counted as bona fide 
political stories. All these were carried by the Ghanaian Chronicle alone with the majority appearing during the first period of the study. As regards types of stories carried by the two newspapers, straight 
news items had a commanding majority. Out of the 404 stories analysed, 303 (75%) were straight 
news stories while editorials took a distant second with the other three categories - government and 
opposition news releases, and stand-alone cartoons, photographs and letters - together constituting 
only 7%. 
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Chart 1: Type of Story 
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The choice of story types showed a greater use of straight news stories by the two 

newspapers with 75% (303) of total coverage. News releases, whether from the government 

in power (1.7%) or from the opposition (0.7%), were fewer than cartoons, photographs and 

others, which were only published by the privately owned independent newspaper: %'he 

Ghanaian Chronicle. Taking the four-year study period as a whole and looking at the two 

newspapers, Daily Graphic had slightly more straight news stories (50.8`%) than The 

Ghanaian Chronicle (49.2%). This must, however, be explained by the fact that tour (4) 

copies of the Chronicle could not he found after several attempts to trace then. It is probable 

that if all copies within the sample had been found, the private newspaper might have 

produced more front-page straight news stories than the state-owned Daily Graphic. Whereas 

The Ghanaian Chronicle alone produced all the stand-alone cartoons, photographs, and 

documents/letters (4.7%), Daily Graphic produced all the Government news 

releases/statements (1.7%). On a ratio of 2: 1, the two newspapers published opposition news 

releases/statements: Daily Graphic (1.0%), The Ghanaian Chronicle (0.5%). 
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As regards type of political item, The Ghanaian Chronicle published more political 

editorials, (19.9%) than the Daily Graphic (15.5%). Whereas Chronicle published more of 

these in Period 1, Graphic published more in Period 2 as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Type of Political Content Item by Title of Newspaper and Period of Publication 
NEWSPAPER 

ITEM 
Daily Graphic The Ghanaian Chronicle TOTAL 

TYPE 
TYPE 93 /94 01 /02 93 /94 01/ 02 

N % N % N % N % N % 

Front- 
Page 62 84.9% 101 84.2% 86 77.5% 83 83% 332 82.2% 

Editorial 11 15.1% 19 15.8% 25 22.5% 17 17% 72 17.8% 

TOTAL 73 100% 120 100% 111 100% 100 100 404 100% 

Cross-tabulating title of newspaper with type of political content item (front-page news story 

versus editorial) and controlling for period of publication, it was naturally (since there is 

usually one editorial per newspaper edition and more than one front-page story) observed 

that there were far fewer editorials (17.8%) than front-page political stories (82.2%) as 

shown in Table 2. Graphic's coverage of political news on its front-page decreased slightly 

from 84.9% to 84.2% in favour of its editorials between the two periods while that of 

Chronicle increased from 77.5% in the first to 83% in the second period implying fewer 

editorials in Chronicle during the second period. 

Most Mentioned Political Party 

The study looked at the political party, which received the most mention in the two 

newspapers over the four-year study period to determine the political party that was most 
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projected. The significance of this variable lies in the fact that under the political 

dispensations studied, the party is synonymous with the regime. Political coverage is 

therefore linked to a party in power or in opposition. However, despite the fact that the 

concern of the study was with the two major political parties, which happened to have 

formed governments in the Republic under study, the NDC and the NPP, all registered 

political parties in Ghana were recognised and coded if they were explicitly mentioned or 

referred to in the news story. Even so, more than half of stories (50.2%) did not specifically 

mention any political party by name but focused on individual politicians (or politics) 

generally without alluding to their political affiliations. 

Chart 2: Political Party Mentioned in Political Item 
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However, where political parties were mentioned, the NDC received the most mention (20%) 

followed by the NPP (13.1%). Both NDC and NPP were together mentioned in the same 

stories more times (7.2%) than any other political party in Ghana. While the NDC and its 

predecessor, the PNDC, were together mentioned in 5.2% of news stories, all other 

44 
0.99% 0.991% 
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categories received only 1.0% apiece except the Armed Forces Revolutionary Council 

(AFRC), which received 0.2% as illustrated in Chart 2. 

Introducing the political party mentioned in the story to title of newspaper, type of news story 

and period of publication served to clarify which political party received what type of 

coverage in which newspaper during which period of the study. Table 3 shows the types of 

content items making references to either of the two main political parties in the study. 

fable 3: Content Item Te by News paper, Period of Publication an d Political Pa 
Daily Daily Ghanaian Ghanaian 

Political Type of News Graphic Graphic Chronicle Chronicle 
Party Story 1993/4 2001/2 1993/4 2001/2 

Mentioned (Period 1) (Period 2) (Period 1) (Period 2) 

Front-Page 62.5% 90% 73.7% 88% 
N 
D Editorial or 37.5% 10% 26.3% 12% 
C Comment 
Total 100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 

N Front-Page 25% 92% 100% 70% 
P 
P Editorial or 75% 8% 0% 30% 

Comment 
Total 100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

Period 1 

In the first period of the study, 1993-1994, NPP (as an opposition party) received minimal 

coverage from both newspapers in both quantity (amount) and quality (prominence). As 

Table 3 shows, the NDC was mentioned twice as many times as the NPP in Graphic stories 

of that period while in the case of the Chronicle, the NDC was mentioned nearly 10 times 

more than the NPP. The NDC government thus received several times more coverage than 

the opposition NPP. 
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In 1993, there was no straight news story carried by either newspaper on the opposition NPP 

although the Daily Graphic carried two editorials on the party. The NPP was also mentioned 

in only one straight news story in Daily Graphic's "front-page main news" category and one 

editorial in 1994. Similarly, in the same year, The Ghanaian Chronicle mentioned the NPP in 

only three straight news stories, one as the "front-page main news story" and the other two as 

"front-page other news" stories. Chronicle also published one news release from the NPP. 

Period 2 

Coverage of the NPP, however, improved significantly during the second period (when it 

was the party in government) enjoying increases in levels of coverage by the two 

newspapers. In 2001, the Daily Graphic carried four (25%) straight "front-page main news" 

stories about the NPP and 10 (62.5%) "front-page other news" stories. On its part, The 

Ghanaian Chronicle carried two (16.7%) "front-page main news" stories and eight (66.7%) 

"front-page other news" stories within the straight news category that mentioned the NPP. 

Each of the two newspapers carried two editorials that focused on the NPP constituting 

12.5% of Daily Graphic and 16.7% of The Ghanaian Chronicle, content items respectively. 

In 2002, coverage of the NPP in the Daily Graphic took a downward turn compared to that of 

2001 although not to the levels of the two years of the first study period. As straight news 

items making "front-page main news" stories in the Daily Graphic, the NPP had only four 

(44.4%) and five (55.6%) "front-page other news" stories with no editorials. The Ghanaian 

Chronicle published a total of four straight news stories mentioning the NPP two apiece as 

"front-page main news" and "front-page other news" stories. It also published three editorials 

and one stand-alone letter from the NPP. 
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Graphic Coverage 

The governing NDC only received slightly better coverage than its arch-rival, the NPP, in the 

first period of the study, during which the Daily Graphic mentioned it only four times in 

1993 in the category of straight news items, once as a "front-page main news" story and three 

times as a "front-page other news" story. The paper also published three (42.9%) editorials 

on the NDC. In 1994, Daily Graphic carried only one straight news item as a "front-page 

other news" story about the NDC. In the second period, 2001-2002, Daily Graphic only 

marginally improved upon its mention of the NDC and the prominence given to it. In 2001, it 

carried a total of five straight news stories about the NDC, one as a "front-page main news" 

story and four as "front-page other news" stories while in 2002, it carried only two as "front- 

page other news" stories, two news releases and one editorial on the NDC bringing the total 

for the period to ten. 

Chronicle Coverage 

The Ghanaian Chronicle, on the contrary, gave the NDC a reasonable amount of coverage 

during both periods of the study. In 1993, it carried 13 straight news stories about the NDC 

(as the governing party), six (26.1%) as "front-page main news" stories and seven (30.4%) as 

"front-page other news" stories. There were also seven (30.4%) editorials and three (13%) 

stand-alone cartoons that focused on the NDC. In 1994, the paper carried 10 straight news 

items about the party, five (33.3%) each within the categories "front-page main news" and 

"front-page other news" stories. It also carried three (20%) editorials and two (13.3%) stand- 

alone cartoons about the NDC. 

During the second period of the study, The Ghanaian Chronicle repeated its pattern of 

offering the NDC (now in opposition) extensive coverage. In 2001, it carried 10 straight 
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news stories about that party, seven (63.6%) as "front-page main news" and three (27.3%) as 

"front-page other news" stories, and also published one (9.1%) editorial on it. In 2002, it 

carried 12 straight news stories about the party, six (42.9%) apiece in the two front-page 

placement categories, and published two (14.3%) editorials on it. 

Items with Joint NPP/NDC Mentions 

Some news stories mentioned the two major political parties. While there was no such story 

in 1993, only The Ghanaian Chronicle published a cartoon that featured both the NDC (in 

government) and the NPP (in opposition) in 1994. However, in 2001, both newspapers joined 

the two political parties in a number of straight news stories. The Daily Graphic had a total 

of seven such stories, three "front-page main news" items (42.9%) and four "front-page other 

news" stories (57.1%) while The Ghanaian Chronicle had 10, five each (3 8.5%) in those two 

placement categories as well as three editorials (23.1%). Also, in 2002, only The Ghanaian 

Chronicle published news stories about the two political parties together: four straight news 

items, three as "front-page main news" stories (37.5%) and one "front-page other news" 

story (12.5%), as well as four editorials. The other political parties in Ghana, including 

former President Jerry Rawlings' two entities, the AFRC and PNDC, received only scant 

mentions throughout the study period. 

Multi Axial Comparisons 

In 1993-1994, the Daily Graphic mentioned the NDC in 11% of total political coverage 

while the NPP obtained only half of that (5.5%). For the same period, the difference in 

coverage between the two parties in The Ghanaian Chronicle was overwhelming: NDC 

34.2% and the NPP 3.6%. Between the two newspapers, however, while Chronicle gave the 
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NDC total mention of 82.6%, Graphic gave it 17.4% although they both gave the NPP 50% 

total mention for the period. 

During the second period, 2001-2002, the Daily Graphic increased its total coverage and 

shifted emphasis from the NDC to the NPP with 20.8% of its stories making references to the 

ruling NPP while only 8.3% mentioned the NDC. In 5.8% of stories, it mentioned both the 

NPP and the NDC. For its part, The Ghanaian Chronicle concentrated more on stories about 

the NDC (25%) than those involving both parties (21%) and the NPP (20%). However, 

comparing the two newspapers, while Graphic mentions of the NDC and the NPP constituted 

28.6% and 55.6% respectively, corresponding Chronicle mentions for the two parties were 

71.4% and 44.4% implying that the difference in coverage of the NPP between the two 

newspapers was smaller than that of the NDC for that period. 

The NDC received the most mention in both newspapers (not just Graphic) over the two 

periods making it more prominent overall. Of the 49.8% political news stories that 

specifically mentioned names of political parties, the NDC was the most mentioned receiving 

20% while the NPP followed with 13.1%. However, in relation to the two newspapers, 

Graphic gave more coverage to the NDC in the first period when it was in power, but its 

coverage of the NPP in the second period far outstripped that of the NDC of the first period. 

It thus did not show bias in terms of the amount of coverage in favour of Rawlings' 

government. Similarly, Chronicle did not show coverage bias in favour of Kufuor's 

government in either period of the study. Although it gave the NPP much-improved coverage 

in the second period compared to the first, its total coverage tilted more towards the NDC 

than the NPP. 
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Coverage of the first two years of the Kufuor regime (2001-2002) showed that the Daily 

Graphic actually reported it (NPP) much more (20.8%) than it reported the NDC (11%) 

during the first two years (1993-1994) of the Rawlings regime. Conversely, The Ghanaian 

Chronicle, although with higher percentages of coverage, concentrated much more on the 

NDC in both periods of the study: 34.2% in the first period and 25% in the second. It only 

referred to President Kufuor's NPP in 3.6% and 20% of cases in the first and second periods, 

respectively. Indeed, The Ghanaian Chronicle carried more stories making references to the 

NDC than the NPP. It produced more coverage of government and its activities than the 

Daily Graphic in the first study period when the NDC was in power but reversed the trend in 

the second period during the NPP administration mentioning the opposition NDC more times 

in its political stories than the ruling NPP. 

Actors in Political Stories 

Ministers of State (27%), political party functionaries (24.8%), the President and Vice- 

President (23.5%) in that order of prominence stood out as the most frequently reported 

actors in political stories. With the exception of non-party state officials such as directors of 

ministries and officers of state-owned corporations and boards who together constituted 

11.4% of story actors, all other categories of actors received only marginal coverage totalling 

a little above 10%. Chart 3 shows actors frequently covered while Table 4 that follows 

explains the different permutations as regards each of the two newspapers, period of 

publication and the political party mentioned in those political stories. 
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Chart 3: Main Actors in Political News Stories 
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Results of a cross-tabulation of the variable "actors in political news stories" with the other 

variables mentioned (political parties mentioned, newspaper concerned and period of 

publication) provide an indication of the period during which the media had greater access to 

politicians/political stories. 
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Table 4: Actors in Political Story by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party Mentioned 

Political 
Party 

Mentioned 

Actor in News Story 
Daily 

Graphic 
1993/4 

(Period 1) 

Daily 
Graphic 
2001/2 

(Period 2) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

1993/4 
(Period 1) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

2001/2 
(Period 2) 

President/Vice-President 25% 0% 10.5% 0% 
Ministers of State 75% 0% 28.9% 4% 

U Political Party Functionaries 0% 70% 39.5% 76% 
Fore i n/International 0% 0% 2.6% 0% 
Non-Party State Officials 0% 20% 2.6% 8% 
*Other 0% 10% 15.8% 12% 

Total 100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 

President/Vice-President 0% 28% 0% 45% 
Ministers of State 0% 44% 0% 15% 

p, Political Party Functionaries 100% 4% 100% 20% 
t Fore i n/International 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Non-Party State Officials 0% 12% 0% 10% 
*Other 0% 12% 0% 10% 

Total 100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

*Other categories include: Socio-cultural personalities, businesspeople/Professional Representatives, 
Labour Movement Officials & Workers, Pressure groups. 

Table 4 shows that major story actors - Ministers of State, political party functionaries, the 

President and Vice-President - acting in stories that mentioned the NDC received more 

coverage than those in stories referring to the NPP. In the first period, both newspapers 

covered more actors in news stories that mentioned the NDC than those that mentioned the 

NPP; The Ghanaian Chronicle more so than the Daily Graphic. While Chronicle continued 

this trend, though narrowing the gap substantially between coverage of the two parties during 

the second period, Graphic sharply reversed its coverage to be in sync with the ruling party, 

this time the NPP, coverage of which far outstripped that of the NDC which was ruling in the 

first period. 

The political actor indicator thus showed the predominance of those quoted or referred to in 

stories that mentioned the NDC as opposed to the NPP. This was true of both study periods 

and not only when the NDC was in power. In both cases, Ministers of State, political party 
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functionaries, the President and Vice-President were the most frequently reported actors in 

political stories but the levels of coverage showed differences in the two periods of the study 

that indicated the prominence of one government (political party) over the other. More of 

these actors were found in the first than the second period, thus pointing to the predominance 

of NDC political actors, although Graphic used more NPP actors in the second period. 

Sources of Political News 

With regard to sources of political news, journalistic sources predominated making a total of 

61.4%. These included reporters attending functions and reporting from those functions 

(31.2%). Others were using other media sources such as the Ghana News Agency (GNA) 

(2.2%) or other newspapers (0.7%) and leaked or public documents (0.5%) or the 

newspaper's own editorials (15.6%). They also included unnamed or anonymous sources, 

which constituted over 11% of cases. Political sources - the President, Vice-President, 

Ministers of State, opposition leaders and spokespeople, Members of Parliament and political 

party officers - together were sources for only about 29% of news stories as illustrated in 

Chart 4. 
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Chart 4: Sources of Political News 
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Key politicians did not constitute important news sources despite the importance of official 

news sources to journalists. Whether because they were inaccessible, unavailable or provided 

very little newsworthy information, they were used very sparingly as news sources 

throughout the study. Among the few that were used, the majority were in stories that 

referred to the NPP rather than the NUC. This could relate to the relative accessibility and/or 

credibility of NPP political sources to news people. By and large, using news Sources as an 

indicator of extensive coverage did not provide much useful information especially since 

more journalistic/media sources were used in both periods. 

Journalistic Sources 

In both study periods and in the two newspapers, journalistic/media news sources were much 

more favoured than any other category of sources especially during the first period. In this 

period, 1993-1994, reliance on journalists' ability to cover events/activities and gather news 

10 
2.48% 
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was the source of news for 77.2% of coverage while for the second period, it constituted 

48.2%. The only other single category worth mentioning was "ministers of state" which in 

Graphic of 2001-2002 was the source of 27.5% of news coverage though not necessarily 

mentioning any of the two political parties in the study. 

Table 5: Types of News Sources by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party Mentioned 

Political 
Party 

Mentioned 

Types of News Sources 
Daily 

Graphic 
1993/4 

(Period 1) 

Daily 
Graphic 
2001/2 

(Period 2) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

1993/4 
(Period 1) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

2001/2 
(Period 2) 

Presidential/Vice- 
Presidential Sources 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

Ministers of State 0% 0% 5.3% 0% 
Political Party Sources 12.5% 40% 2.6% 32% 
Non-Party State Officials 0% 0% 0% 0% 

U Socio-Cultural Sources 0% 0% 7.9% 4% 
Foreign Sources 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Journalistic/Media Sources 87.5% 60% 84.2% 64% 
TUC/Labour Movement 
Officials/Workers 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

NGO/Civil Society 
Officials 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

Total 
100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 

Presidential/Vice- 
Presidential Sources 

0% 24% 0% 15% 

Ministers of State 0% 36% 0% 15% 
Political Party Sources 50% 4% 75% 0% 
Non-Party State Officials 0% 16% 0% 0% 
Socio-Cultural Sources 0% 8% 0% 0% 
Foreign Sources 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Journalistic/Media Sources 50% 8% 25% 65% 
TUC/Labour Movement 
Officials/Workers 

0% 0% 0% 5% 

NGO/Civil Society 
Officials 

0% 4% 0% 0% 

Total 
100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

The Ghanaian Chronicle's use of journalistic/media sources was remarkable in stories that 

mentioned the NDC particularly during the first period as shown in Table 5. Key politicians 

such as the President, Vice-President and Ministers of State were hardly used as news 

sources throughout the study especially in stories that referred to the NDC. Comparing the 
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two newspapers, The Ghanaian Chronicle used more journalistic/media sources than the 

Daily Graphic in both periods: 78.4% as against Graphic's 75.3% in the first, and 66% to 

33.3% in the second. Comparing newspapers across periods, each of them used more of these 

sources in coverage of the first than of the second period. 

Quality/Type of Coverage 

The study uses themes of coverage, tone, direction, and the use of qualitative labels in each 

newspaper to assess the type and/or quality of coverage of each regime. Findings and 

discussions relating to these variables are presented below both as individual variables and in 

relation to the key concepts of the study: political party mentioned or referred to, title of 

newspaper and period of publication. 

Major Themes of Political Coverage 

The main themes of coverage focused on activities of political parties and related issues 

including appointments and parliamentary vetting of political appointees, party rallies, 

congresses and conferences. Also included were defections and resignations, scandals, cover- 

up, conflicts and struggles, accusations, counteraccusations and rebuttals as well as threats 

and attacks on political opponents. These together constituted nearly a third of all political 

coverage (30.2%). Other themes such as finance and economics, media, human rights and 

constitutional matters, infrastructure development and provision of social services, though 

important, did not attract as much media attention as shown in Chart 5a and elaborated in 

Chart 5b. 
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Chart 5a: Main Themes of Coverage 
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Chart äb: `lain Themes of Coverage Elaborated 
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Placing main themes of coverage within the general context of the study, that is, examining 

and comparing that category vis-ä-vis the political party mentioned in the story, the period of 

publication and the newspaper concerned produced 'fable 6. In both newspapers and during 

both periods of study, activities of Presidents, Vice-Presidents and Ministers of' State 

surprisingly received inconsequential media attention compared to activities of their political 

parties and even what was perceived to be their responsibilities as public officials as 't'able 6 

shows. 
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Table 6: Main Themes of Political Story by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party 
Mentioned 

Political 
Party 
Mentioned 

Main Themes of Political 
News Story 

Presidential Activities 
Government Responsibilities 

Political Party Matters 
International Politics 

Finance/Economics, Trade, 
Business, & Investments 

Uq 
Z 

Infrastructure, Environment, 
Utility, Service Provision 

Health, Education & Sports 
Conflict, Strike/Demonstration 

Defence & Security 
Media Pluralism 

Support/Award/Recognition for 
Excellence; Celebration 

Constitutional Matters 
Human Rights 

Employment & Labour Issues 
Socio-Cultural Matters 

Other Themes 

Total 

Z. ( ý 

Total 

Presidential Activities 
Government Responsibilities 
Political Party Matters 

International Politics 
Finance/Economics, Trade, 
Business, & Investments 
Infrastructure, Environment, 
Utility, Service Provision 
Health, Education & Sports 
Conflict, Demonstration, 
Strike, Defence & Security 
Media Pluralism 

Other Themes 

Support/Award/Recognition for 
Excellence; Celebration 
Constitutional Matters 
Human Rights 
Employment & Labour Issues 

Daily 
Graphic 
1993/4 
(Period 1) 

o% 
25% 

37.5% 
0% 
0% 

0% 

25% 
0% 

0% 
o% 

12.5% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

100% (8) 
0% 
0% 
25% 

0% 
0% 
0% 

0% 
25% 

o% 
0% 

50% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

Dairy 
Graphic 
2001/2 
(Period 2) 

0% 
oýia 
10% 

0% 
20% 

20% 

0% 
10% 

o% 
10% 

30% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

o% 
100% 10 

0% 

12% 
8% 

0% 
32% 

12% 

o% 
s% 

4% 

16% 

0% 
0% 
8% 

o% 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 
1993/4 
(Period 1) 

0% 
0% 

42.1% 
7.9% 
13.2% 

o% 
5.3% 
5.3% 

10.5% 
2.6% 

27.3% 
0% 
0% 

2.6% 
2.6% 

100%(38) 
0% 
0% 

25% 

oýio 
25% 

0% 

0% 
0% 

25% 
25% 

0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 
2001/2 
(Period 2) 

0% 

0% 
52% 
oýio 
32% 

o% 
0% 
4% 

4% 
0% 

4% 
0% 
0% 
4% 
0% 

100%(25) 
5% 
10% 
45% 

o% 
15% 

5% 

0% 
0% 

o% 
0% 

10% 
10% 
0% 
0% 

100% (4) 1 100% (25) 1 100% (4) 1 100% (20) 1 
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In the prominent categories of political party activities; finance, economics, trade, business 

and investments; constitutional, human rights and media matters; and infrastructure 

development, the NDC had more stories referring to it than the NPP as the Table shows. Both 

by being specifically mentioned and also in terms of the period of coverage, the NDC was 

more prominent in coverage of such themes. The Ghanaian Chronicle carried more of these 

stories especially in the first period of the study than the Daily Graphic, which during the 

second period did far more stories about the NPP than the NDC. 

Positive (Supportive) and Negative (Critical) Themes 

Distinguishing main themes and categorising them into positive and negative coverage 

showed an appreciable level of coverage focusing on negative and violent themes particularly 

in The Ghanaian Chronicle. However, it also showed that overall, more positive themes were 

preferred and covered by the two newspapers especially the Daily Graphic. Themes such as 

political party activities; finance, economics, trade, business and investments; constitutional, 

human rights and media matters; and infrastructure development were, therefore, not 

prominently covered in the two newspapers only when they bordered on the negative but 

more so when they reported something positive. 

Examining main themes within the subcategory "positive" and "negative" coverage showed 

that in the first period, out of 184 stories in the two newspapers 32.1% were negative and in 

the second, 27.2% of a total of 220 stories fell within that category. The two newspapers, 

therefore, published more negative news stories during the first period (under Rawlings' 

NDC) than the second (under Kufuor's NPP) although in both periods, coverage of positive 

news exceeded negative news. In both cases, the thematic focus was on activities of political 

parties and related issues (including political appointments and parliamentary vetting of 
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political appointees). Negative topics covered included scandals, corruption, fraud and 

misappropriation of funds, political defections, inter- and intra-party wrangling and power 

struggles as well as attacks or threats of attacks on political opponents. 

Between the two newspapers, The Ghanaian Chronicle carried more critical (negative) 

stories (75.8%) - constituting 43.1% of its overall total - than the Daily Graphic (24.2%, 

making only 15% of its total) during both periods of the study. In 1993-1994, of a total of 59 

such stories, Chronicle published 81.4% while Graphic published the remaining 18.6%. 

Similarly in 2001-2002, Chronicle carried 70.5% of that period's total of 61 critical stories; 

Graphic did the remaining 29.5%. Negative (critical) stories were more in reference to the 

NDC than the NPP at both study periods but especially in 2001-2002 when the NDC was out 

of government (although fewer such stories were published in this period than the first). 

In 2001-2002,54.3% of the 35 stories that referred to the NDC were negative/critical of it 

while of the NPP's total of 45 only 17.8% were of that description. In 1993-1994, out of a 

total of 46 stories that referred to the NDC, 39.1% were critical while for the same period; of 

the eight that referred to the NPP only 12.5% were critical. Interestingly, the only negative 

story about the NPP was published by the Daily Graphic and not The Ghanaian Chronicle. 

For both periods, however, Chronicle did most of the negative stories that mentioned the 

NDC: 88.9% in the first period constituting 42.1% of its total coverage for the period, and 

78.9% in the second amounting to 60% of its total for that period. Overall, of 303 straight 

news stories, 30% were negative out of which the Daily Graphic published 23.1% (only 

13.6% of its total straight news stories) and Chronicle, 76.9%, making 47% of its total. 
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Further subcategorised into "front-page main news" and "front-page other news" stories (for 

purposes of placement), straight news stories were more negative if they were "front-page 

main news" (37.2%) than if they were in the "front-page other news" subcategory (24.5%). 

Though the seven government releases (all published by Graphic) were supportive and 

positive, one of that newspaper's two opposition news statements was negative while the 

only one in Chronicle was positive. Of the 72 editorials, 27.8% were on negative themes out 

of which Graphic did 35% (23.3% of its 30 editorials) and Chronicle the remaining 65% 

constituting 31% of its 42 editorials. Stand-alone cartoons, letters and photographs (all 19 

published by Chronicle) were 42.1% negative/critical. 

Tone and Direction of Political Stories 

The study made a distinction between the tone and direction of stories analysed although 

both indicators measured the quality of coverage. 

Tone of Story 

Tone denoted civility/cordiality or belligerence/conflict in political stories. It was examined 

using seven measures: favourable or friendly tone; unfavourable or adversarial tone; neutral; 

exhortation or encouraging tone; admonition; flattery tone; and mocking/teasing or sarcastic 

tone. 

Most news stories (38.1%) fell within the `neutral' category and although `unfavourable or 

adversarial' stories, with 22.5%, appeared second, combining `favourable/friendly' stories 

(10.1%) with `exhortation or encouraging' stories (15.6%) meant there were more news 

stories (25.7%) with favourable tones. The other categories received only minor scores: 

`admonition' (6.4%), `sarcastic/teasing' (6.2%), and ̀ flattery' (1.0%) as the chart shows. 
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Comparing the two newspapers on the variable `tone', it was observed that in both periods, 

the highest number of stories - 31.5% in the first and 43.6% in the second period - was 

scored under the category `neutral'. As regards the other categories, during the first period of 

the study Graphic published more `favourable' news stories (23.3%) than Chronicle (4.5%) 

while the latter published far more `unfavourable' stories (32.4%) than Graphic (12.3%). 

Indeed, of the 22 "favourable" stories of that period, Chronicle published only 22.7%. The 

rest (77.3%) was published by Graphic. Conversely, of the 45 `unfavourable' stories of the 

same period, Graphic published only 20% while Chronicle published the remaining 80%. 

While most stories published by the Daily Graphic (38.4%) during this first period fell under 

the category `neutral', followed by `favourable' (23.3%) and 'exhortation/encouraging' tone 

(19.2%), the largest category in The Ghanaian Chronicle (32.4%) was `unfavourable' 

followed by 27% `neutral' and 16.2% `sarcastic/mocking' tone. 

In the second period, a different pattern emerged between the two newspapers. While 

`neutral' stories in the Daily Graphic constituted 56.7% of its total coverage, the same 

category was only 28% of the coverage of The Ghanaian Chronicle of the same period. 

Favourable stories accounted for only 7.5% of Daily Graphic coverage, and constituted 10% 

of that of The Ghanaian Chronicle for the period. The three highest categories for each 

newspaper were: `neutral', 'exhortation/encouraging' (18.3%) and `unfavourable' (13.3%) 

for Graphic, and `unfavourable' (30%), `neutral' and 'exhortation/encouraging' (17%) for 

Chronicle. Indeed the highest percentage of `neutral' stories during the entire study period 

appeared in the Daily Graphic while that of `unfavourable' stories was found in The 

Ghanaian Chronicle. 
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Cross-tabulating ̀tone of story' with the political party mentioned, title of newspaper and 

period in which such stories were published showed that those stories referring to the NPP 

fell mainly within the category ̀ neutral' while the NDC had more `unfavourable' stories as 

Table 7 shows. 

Table 7: Tone of News Story by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party Mentioned 

Political 
Party 

Mentioned 

Tone of News Story 
Daily 

Graphic 
1993/4 

(Period 1) 

Daily 
Graphic 
2001/2 

(Period 2) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

1993/4 
(Period 1) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

2001/2 
(Period 2) 

Favourable/Friendly/Conciliatory 37.5% 0% 2.6% 4% 

N 
Unfavourable/Stern/Adversarial 0% 30% 42.1% 40% 

D 
C 

Neutral 25% 50% 21.1% 28% 

Exhortation/Encouraging/Urging 12.5% 10% 7.9% 4% 

Admonition/Instructional 25% 10% 7.9% 8% 

*Other 0% 0% 18.4% 16% 

Total 100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 

Favourable/Friendly/Conciliatory 0% 8% 25% 20% 

Unfavourable/Stern/Adversarial 75% 4% 0% 20% 

N 
P 

Neutral 0% 72% 25% 20% 

P Exhortation/Encouraging/Urging 0% 16% 50% 25% 

Admonition/Instructional 25% 0% 0% 5% 

*Other 
0% 0% 0% 10% 

Total 100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

'i nis category combines ̀ flattery/valedictory, ' and ̀ sarcastic/teasing/mocking' and characterises The 
Ghanaian Chronicle stories only. 

Interestingly, while Graphic stories referring to the NDC in the first period were largely 

`favourable', `neutral' and `instructional', in the second period, they had become largely 

`neutral' and `unfavourable'. Out of four stories mentioning the NPP in the Daily Graphic 
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during the first period, three were `unfavourable' to the NPP but of the same newspaper's 

eight stories about the NDC in the same period, three were `favourable'. In the case of The 

Ghanaian Chronicle, although it did most of the stories that mentioned the NDC overall, 

these were generally unfavourable to the party in both periods of the study. Its coverage of 

the NPP, however, had a largely `encouraging or urging', `favourable or friendly', or at least 

a ̀ neutral' tone overall. 

Graphic tended to suit its tone to the ruling party. In the first period, 1993-1994, when the 

NDC was in power, Graphic stories that mentioned it were largely favourable while those 

that referred to the opposition NPP were generally unfavourable. During the second period 

when the NPP was in power, however, Graphic stories that referred to it became largely 

favourable while those that referred to the NDC had become unfavourable and at best 

neutral. Chronicle was, however, consistent in both periods publishing unfavourable stories 

about the NDC while it appeared sympathetic to the NPP referring to that party in 

encouraging and neutral stories. 

Direction of Story 

Direction of a news story was interpreted in terms of the positive, implying either a solution 

to a problem or a desired move while in the negative, it was seen as either a source of 

problems or a wrong move. As regards the direction of news stories, there was a relatively 

even spread among the three categories used in the study: positive news (31.9%); negative 

news (35.4%); and neutral (32.7%) in relation to the two newspapers and both study periods. 

Chart 6 compares the two newspapers on the "direction of political items" over the entire 

study period and shows that while Graphic published most of the positive and neutral items 

overall, Chronicle did most of the negative ones. 
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Chart 6: Direction of Political Items in the Two Newspapers 
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Looking at each newspaper separately, it was observed that Chronicle carried most of the 

negative items in both periods: 81.9% in 1993-1994 and 67.6% in 2001-2002 representing 

53.2% and 48% respectively of its total coverage for each period. Conversely, Graphic 

carried most of the positive items in both periods of the study: 59.2% in the first and 65% in 

the second. This meant that Graphic covered more positive stories in the second (43.3%) 

than the first (39.7%) period. It also had a higher percentage (42.5%) of' `neutral' stories in 

the first than the second period during which `neutral' items made up 37.5% of' its total 

coverage (though still higher than in Chronicle). Between the two newspapers, Chronicle 

carried more 'neutral' stories (50.8%) than Graphic (49.2%) in the first period while Graphic 

published far more `neutral' stories (65.2%) than Chronicle (34.8%) in the second period. 
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Examining "direction of story" in relation to the two newspapers' coverage of the two 

political parties, Chronicle published most of the negative stories that mentioned the NDC 

and the NPP in both periods of the study although most of its positive stories referred to the 

NPP as Table 8 indicates. 

Table 8: Direction of Story by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party Mentioned 
Daily Daily Ghanaian Ghanaian 

Political Direction of Graphic Graphic Chronicle Chronicle 
Party News Story 1993/4 2001/2 1993/4 2001/2 

Mentioned (Period 1) (Period 2) (Period 1) (Period 2) 

Positive News 50% 0% 13.2% 12% 
N 
D Negative News 25% 70% 55.3% 64% 
C 

Neutral 25% 30% 31.6% 24% 

Total 100% (8) 100% (10) 100%(38) 100% (25) 

Positive News 0% 56% 50% 50% 
N 
P Negative News 100% 4% 0% 30% 
P 

Neutral 0% 40% 50% 20% 

Total 100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

Graphic again provided the most interesting case by matching the `direction' of its news 

stories to ruling political parties. During the first period when the NDC was in political 

power, one half of Graphic stories that referred to it were positive with none for the then 

opposition NPP. However, in its coverage during the second period when the NPP was in 

power, Graphic stories that referred to it were 56% positive and, symmetrically, no positives 

for the NDC. Similarly, negative reports in which the two parties were mentioned had 

overwhelmingly high percentages when the parties were in opposition: 100% for the NPP in 

1993-1994 and 70% for the NDC in 2001-2002. 
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On the whole, however, out of a total of 29 Graphic stories that referred to the NPP, 48.3% 

were positive, 34.5% neutral and only 17.2% negative. As regards its 18 stories mentioning 

the NDC, 50% were negative, 27.8% neutral and only 22.2% positive. In the case of the 

Chronicle, 50% of its 24 news stories that mentioned the NPP were positive while 25% 

apiece were negative and neutral. Chronicle's 63 news stories that specifically mentioned the 

NDC were largely negative (5 8.7%), 28.6% neutral and only 12.7% positive. 

Therefore, in terms of the "direction of political stories", again the two newspapers acted 

characteristically: Chronicle carried most of the negative news stories about the NDC and the 

NPP in both periods of the study while Graphic carried most of the positive news stories. 

Chronicle also published most of the positive stories that referred to the NPP in the two 

periods while Graphic again vacillated matching the direction of its stories to the ruling 

government and its political party. Most of its stories in 1993-1994 were favourable towards 

the then ruling NDC government while in 2001-2002, they were favourable to the ruling 

NPP. On the whole, with reference to the two political parties, the two newspapers together 

published more neutral political stories than any other category in both study periods. 

Overall, "direction of story" followed the pattern of "tone of story". The Ghanaian Chronicle 

stories were, by and large, unfavourable to the NDC but encouraging to the NPP in both 

periods of the study, and Graphic stories in the first period were favourable to the NDC and 

unfavourable to the NPP but became favourable to the NPP and unfavourable to the NDC in 

the second. Similarly, with regard to the "direction of story", while Graphic showed its lack 

of consistency by oscillating between the two parties, Chronicle maintained its negative 

stance towards Rawlings' NDC government and somewhat positive but largely neutral stance 

towards Kufuor's NPP administration. It is, therefore, appropriate to call it Graphic bias 
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towards ruling governments (rather than Rawlings' government) and Chronicle bias against 

Rawlings' NDC (rather than bias towards Kufuor's NPP per se). 

Use of Qualitative Labels 

Some news stories, and especially editorials, made use of adjectives and other qualifiers 

sometimes intended to embellish and colour rather than elucidate or enhance the clarity and 

comprehension of those stories. The majority of political news stories and editorials in both 

periods of the study - 62% in 1993-1994, and 54.1% in 2001-2002 - contained qualitative 

labels (adjectives sometimes used in their superlative forms, adverbs and adverbial clauses). 

During the first period, only 38% of a total of 184 items did not contain any such labels, and 

although this increased during the second period to 45.9% out of 220 stories, it still fell 

below the percentage of stories that used qualifiers. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle made the most use of qualifiers in both periods of the study. 

Overall, 77% of its total coverage of 211 stories contained qualitative labels while only 37% 

of Daily Graphic stories for the entire study period (193 stories) used labels. Out of 111 

political items The Ghanaian Chronicle published in 1993-1994, only 23.4% (26 stories) did 

not contain any qualitative labels. The 76.6% (85 stories) that contained such labels often 

used them in many multiples. While all four (4) items referring to the NPP contained labels, 

as many as 73.7% (28) of the 38 that referred to the NDC contained such descriptions. For 

the same period, 1993-1994,39.7% (29) of the 73 items published by the Daily Graphic 

contained such labels while 60.3% (44 stories) had none. As regards Daily Graphic stories 

mentioning the NPP and the NDC, an equal percentage: 5.5% (4 stories apiece) used 

qualitative labels, although the NDC was referred to in twice as many stories as the NPP. 

Similarly, during the second period (2001-2002), out of Chronicle's total of 100 items, 77% 
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made abundant use of qualitative labels while 35% (42 stories) of the Daily Graphic's 120 

contained such labels. Importantly, however, 65% (78 items) of total Graphic coverage for 

the period used no labels. Out of its 42 stories that used labels, 19% (8) referred to the NPP 

while 9.5% (4) mentioned the NDC. In The Ghanaian Chronicle of the same period, 19.5% 

(15) of stories with qualitative labels mentioned the NPP while 27.3% (21) referred to the 

NDC. 

In some news stories of the first period, although Chronicle did not explicitly mention the 

NDC by name, enough references were made to identify it as the object of ridicule. For 

instance, Chronicle reports that Ghana's first Parliament has been "variously described as 

rubber stamp, Soviet style and even drab and uninventive" (Monday, March 8- Sunday, 

March 14 1993, p. 8). And so in an article on the first Parliament of the Fourth Republic of 

Ghana, Chronicle describes some Members of Parliament as `dangerous misfits', the 

situation as a `mistake' and a `misfortune' arising out of `most controversial elections', 

which resulted in a `banana parliament'. Seats in the First Parliament were predominantly 

taken up by the Progressive Alliance comprising the NDC (189), NCP (8), and EGLE (1) 

with two independent members after opposition parties boycotted the elections of 1992 . 

In an editorial that directly mentioned the NDC, Chronicle described it as having a ̀ lopsided 

parliament' whose executive is `contemptuous of a Constitution', and referred to a `recycled 

minister' who together had caused ̀blunders' due to their `inexperience' and thus generated 

7 In the parliamentary elections held on December 29 1992, the Progressive Alliance made up of the 
National Democratic Congress (NDC), the National Convention Party (NCP) and the EGLE Party 
won 198 seats out of a total of 200, with the remaining 2 seats going to independent candidates. Within the Progressive Alliance, the NDC won 189 seats, the NCP had 8, and the EGLE Party had 
one. Four political parties - the New Patriotic Party (NPP), People's National Convention (PNC), 
National Independent Party (NIP) and the People's Heritage Party (PHP) - boycotted the 
parliamentary elections, dissatisfied with the proposed election strategy and accusing the NDC of 
rigging the presidential elections held earlier. 
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`open disenchantment' among a people who have to swallow the `unpalatable ... 
bitter pill' 

(October 4 1993). In another editorial (December 13 1993), it used such words as a `lethargic 

Parliament', which is engaged in `politricks' over `highly contentious' issues and 

`surreptitiously' passing `ill-intentioned, obnoxious laws' that serve as a `noose' to `strangle' 

political opponents. In direct reference to the leaders of the NDC who also happen to be the 

leaders of the erstwhile PNDC and leaders/supporters of its predecessor June 4 (AFRC), the 

Chronicle in its editorial of April 18 1994 uses such language as people with `populist ideas, 

gratifying bloodletting as the only alleviatory way'. To the newspaper, these people are 

engaged in `slash and bum', the result of their `farrago of ill-conceived ideas', describing 

them as people who endorse `heinous and bloody military offensives'. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle, much more than the Daily Graphic, often contrasted activities and 

actions of the NDC and its leadership with those of the NPP. Chronicle's flair for qualitative 

labels, indeed, showed through these comparisons and contrasts, and sometimes also, through 

its use of spin. In many stories, especially editorials, Chronicle compares the NPP with the 

NDC usually in an attempt to expose and/or highlight what the newspaper perceives to be 

characteristics Ghanaians generally abhor about the NDC and possible reasons for the party's 

ouster. Several editorials of The Ghanaian Chronicle especially of 2001 tended to make 

comparisons between the NDC and the NPP in very direct ways. The editorial of Thursday, 

July 26 2001 (p. 4) headlined: "The Rambo-Style Seizure of a Cab: Is the Public Taking 

Note? " contains the following statements: 

One of the bitterest charges against the Rawlings regime had to do with their sense and 
acts of arbitrariness. They always saw things only from their perspective and did what 
convenienced them alone. ... Men like Akwasi Agyeman and Dr Tony Aidoo, both of the former ruling government, fell out of favour with a decent chunk of the electorate 
... just because of acts like the one perpetrated by the Honourable Minister ... Zero 
tolerance for corruption must not be made an empty slogan like those we have heard 
for the last twenty years. 
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The paper concludes with an indirect reference to the (P) NDC (combining the PNDC and 

the NDC governments) of Ex-President Jerry Rawlings, which altogether ruled Ghana for 19 

years. Another vivid example is provided by the newspaper's front-page story of Monday, 

September 10 2001 headlined: "Minister in Blackmail Tango... " in which it describes the 

two political parties as "vanquished NDC" and "victorious NPP". 

Some of The Ghanaian Chronicle's stories also sometimes used sarcasm to drive home these 

comparisons much more forcefully than they would otherwise have been. These are usually 

seen in the conclusions to those stories as demonstrated by the concluding parts of its "We 

Are at War" story of October 18-24 1993, which reads as follows: 

As things stand now, General Quainoo seems to prefer the cultural atmosphere of the 
commission to the dangers of peace-keeping in Monrovia, or the boredom of an army 
pensioner's life, and is not about to rest his sword nor his case. Dr Abdallah on the 
other hand is not prepared to beat his retreat to life as a full-time teacher in the dusty 
Legon lecture rooms. Call it a stalemate. 

Chronicle made abundant use of adjectives and other qualifiers to paint and depict scenes in 

many of its news stories thereby giving visual impressions of pictures it tried to convey. Even 

some otherwise neutral stories carried qualitative labels that tended to suggest specific tones. 

In its account of President Kufuor's first visit to Kumasi as President of Ghana, Chronicle 

demonstrated its flair for manipulative language to convey the desired visual effect in the 

portrayal of events through news reports. Headlined: "Kufuor's visit: What Happened ... " 

Chronicle's front-page main news story of February 20-21 2001 contained the following: 

By the time the President hit the garden city (? ), the motorcade had to slow down as he 
meandered his way through a mass of humanity with richly dressed men removing their 
shirts to clean his car, women carpeting the street with their cloths until the entourage finally arrived at Manhyia, the Otumfuo's residence. 
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Furthermore, through the frequent use of qualifiers, Chronicle sometimes succeeded in 

putting a spin on some of its straight news stories thereby making them more or less 

favourable or unfavourable than they otherwise would be. Though the sample provided 

relatively fewer examples of cases of spin, these demonstrated the newspaper's use of 

exaggerations through qualifiers. All examples of the use of spin are from 2002, which falls 

within the first administration of the NPP regime of President Kufuor. A "front-page other 

news story" of Tuesday, November 12 2002 headlined: Kufuor Tells GIAC Delegates: "Be 

Blunt with Your Views" begins: 

President John Agyekum Kufuor yesterday demonstrated his administration's 
willingness to accept positive criticisms that will help move the development of this 
nation forward when he told members of the Ghana Investment Advisory Council not 
to refine their opinions on current policy reform and their impact on investor climate 
into `official speak'. 

Similarly, the front-page main news story of the same issue titled: ""NPP Internal Violence 

Continues: MP and Delegate Exchange Blows ... Dan Botwe Intervenes" opens thus: 

Last Saturday, the New Patriotic Party (NPP) experienced yet another wrangling when 
its Member of Parliament (MP) for Akwapim South, Seth Wiafe Danquah, engaged in 
blows with a delegate of the party, Kingsley Nyinah ... As readers would recall, 
several news reports have recently revealed the wrangling in the party ... 

The Wednesday, December 18 2002 front-page story titled: "Owuraku Amofa Coming for 

NDC Congress" spins around the Amofa-Rawlings confrontations and uses several 

qualitative labels to announce a simple issue of the possible return of Owuraku Amofa, a 

former Minister in Rawlings' NDC Government, from the United States for the impending 

NDC congress. The story also contains some comparisons between Owuraku Amofa and 

Nana Akufo Addo (Ghana's current Minister of Foreign Affairs and occupant of Amofa's 

former seat in Parliament) as well as some historical facts about events leading to Owuraku 

Amofa's exit from Ghana. 
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It will be all surprises the array of personalities who will be converging in Accra to elect a 
flag bearer for Ghana's leading opposition party, besides the shocks that could culminate 
in fufus, kenkeys and tuo zaafis going waste after the votes have been counted and the 
battle lost and won. Blockbuster politician, Owuraku Amofa, the man who physically 
stood up to the tantrums of Mr Jerry John Rawlings on the eve of the Kufuor victory and 
flew out of the country unceremoniously, will be crash-landing at the Kotoka International 
Airport 

... the swash buckling EGLE man will be leading a pack of US-based faithful to 
do what he Owuraku Amofa is good at - stirring controversy - and, ultimately `putting 
sand into the gari of ex-President Rawlings' ... Owuraku Amofa lost in the 1996 
parliamentary elections to Nana Akufo Addo in an electoral drama that involved an 
alleged attempt to spirit away ballot boxes and a resultant sabre-rattling between the two 
smooth talking, extrovert Okyeman lawyers. 

... 
Peeved and angry, Owuraku Amofa, with 

tail tucked between his legs, vanished from the country amidst speculation, melodrama 
and controversy, as party people kept denying 

... 

Assessed on the quality (positive nature) of qualitative labels used in items referring to the 

two political parties, there were differences between the two newspapers and the two periods. 

The Daily Graphic's labels tended to be generally civil and neutral in tone throughout the 

study thus giving none of the two parties/regimes an edge over the other in its overall 

coverage. However, The Ghanaian Chronicle's coverage of Rawlings' regime (evident in its 

coverage of 1993-1994, when Rawlings was in power), and of the NDC as a political party, 

was more critical and contained more strident labels. Therefore, in the use of qualitative 

labels, both Graphic and Chronicle again acted in character, consistent at both periods of the 

study and not necessarily to the benefit of any ruling government and its party. On this score, 

it could be said that Graphic gave generally positive and favourable coverage to governments 

and their activities but the reverse is not entirely true of the Chronicle. 

Overall, none of the two regimes/parties - the NDC and the NPP - had an edge over the other 

in terms of the number of qualifiers from either the Daily Graphic or The Ghanaian 

Chronicle. Although, during the second period, Graphic used more labels in stories that 

referred to the NPP than the NDC, in The Ghanaian Chronicle of the same period, the ruling 

NPP had fewer labels than the opposition NDC. Generally, however, The Ghanaian 
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Chronicle showed a lot of bias against the NDC in both periods of the study through the 

many negative and unfavourable qualifiers it used in reference to that party. 

Prominence of Political Stories 

The prominence newspapers gave to particular regimes (political parties) and their activities 

was assessed through: size/length of the story, placement, story enhancement (especially 

photographs), and the size/length of the enhancement. These, together with indicators that 

measured the amount/extent of coverage (number of stories, political party mentioned, actors 

and sources used), and those measuring quality of coverage (theme, tone, direction and 

qualitative labels) also showed newspaper biases and priorities. 

Size/Length of Story 

Using the "size or length of story" variable, it was observed that there were shorter news 

stories for the NDC and longer ones for the NPP in the two newspapers in both periods of the 

study. Measurement of the lengths of stories showed that the highest percentage of 17.1% 

was of stories "between a full page and half-a-page" as one category although nearly three 

quarters (72%) of all items analysed were of a quarter-page and above. Overall, however, 

story sizes were evenly spread among the various measures used in the study except for "full 

page" stories, which constituted less than three per cent of the total. 

As regards lengths of news stories/items carried by the two newspapers in which the two 

main political parties were either mentioned or referred to, Table 9 provides some insights. 
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Table 9: Size/Length of Political Story/Item by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party 

Political 
Party 

Mentioned 

Story Size/Length 
(Page) 

Daily 
Graphic 
1993/4 

(Period 1) 

Daily 
Graphic 
2001/2 

(Period 2) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

1993/4 
(Period 1) 

Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

2001/2 
(Period 2) 

Full 0% 0% 5.3% 8% 
N Half to Full 25% 10% 26.4% 48% 
D 1/3 to Half 12.5% 20% 21.1% 32% 
C '/a tol/3 25% 1.0% 7.9% 8% 

1/8 to 'A 25% 40% 18.5% 4% 
Less than 1/8 12.5% 20% 21.1% 0% 

Total 100%(8) 100%(10) 100%(38) 100%(25) 
Full 0% 0% 0% 5% 

N Half to Full 25% 36% 25% 15% 
P 1/3 to Half 0% 8% 0% 35% 
P '/a to 1/3 75% 44% 50% 20% 

1 /8 to '/a 0% 12% 0% 20% 
Less than 1/8 0% 0% 25% 5% 

[7-To-tal 100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

Table 9 shows that during the first period of the study, political news stories/items tended to 

be generally shorter (less than a quarter-page in size) than the second period. Shorter stories 

constituted 37% of items analysed in 1993-1994 and 20.4% in 2001-2002. The two 

newspapers' coverage of the two political parties over the two study periods showed 74.2% 

lengthier stories measuring a quarter page and above while 25.8% were shorter in 1993-1994. 

In 2001-2002,81.1% were lengthier and 18.9% shorter. Lengthier stories, some of which ran 

over a pages were more elaborate, expansive and often tackled issues reported from various 

angles and/or perspectives. Both newspapers carried more political stories with lengthier 

sizes (quarter-page and above) in 2001-2002 (when the NPP was in power) than in 1993- 

BThrough the sheer length of coverage of individual stories and the prominence given to them, the 
Ghanaian Chronicle sometimes showed its interest in politics. Some Chronicle news stories covered 
more than one page in length meaning that those stories were sometimes the only ones on the front- 
page or if there were others, those occupied very little space while the main stories took substantial 
portions of subsequent pages. Examples of these lengthy stories were: 

August 1 1994: "Kwesi Botchwey has Child with Canadian High Commissioner. .. " February 20 - 21200 1: "Kufuor's Visit: What Happened ... " September 10 2001: "Minister in Blackmail Tango ... " August 30 2002: "Blay-Miezah's Billions: $950m Traced to Swiss-Dutch Banks ... PNDC 
Missed $50m in `84" (a story of about one-and-a-half pages). 
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1994 (when the NDC was in power). For Chronicle, it was 81% of lengthier stories in 2001- 

2002 and 61.2% in 1993-1994; and for Graphic, 78.4% lengthier stories in 2001-2002 and 

65.8% in 1993-1994. Whereas The Ghanaian Chronicle published more of the lengthier 

stories (81%) than the Daily Graphic (78.4%) in 2001-2002, the latter published more such 

stories (65.8%) in 1993-1994 than the former with 61.2%. 

With reference to the two political parties, Chronicle stories that mentioned the NDC were 

longer than both its stories that mentioned the NPP and Graphic stories that referred to the 

NDC implying that Chronicle (not Graphic) did lengthier stories on Rawlings' government 

and party. In fact, Graphic stories that mentioned the NPP were generally longer than those 

that referred to the NDC. Stories in which the NDC was mentioned tended to be relatively 

shorter than those in which the NPP was mentioned during both periods of the study. 

In the first period, 39.1% of all stories that referred to the NDC measured less than a quarter 

of a page while only 12.5% of those that mentioned the NPP were of that size. Similarly, 

during the second period, though the gap had narrowed between the two parties, the NDC 

still had 20% of stories that made references to it measuring less than a quarter of a page 

while 17.8% of NPP stories were of that measurement. Consequently, being the most 

mentioned political party did not translate into longer news stories/items for the NDC, which 

did not enjoy much prominence on the variable "size of news story". There was, indeed, a 

higher percentage of shorter stories (37%) in 1993-1994 (when it was in power) than in 

2001-2002 (20.4%). 
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Story Placement 

Placement of front-page stories distinguished mainly between "front-page main news story" 

and "front-page other news story", which were both straight news stories. Other categories 

were: stand-alone cartoons, photographs, letters or circulars, and editorials, which usually 

appeared on specific pages of the two newspapers9. Most front-page political items (47.5%) 

belonged to the category, "front-page other news" stories, which were more predominant 

than any other in both newspapers in all four years of the study. Slightly less than one third 

of all stories analysed (30%) fell within the "front-page main news" category. Editorials 

constituted 17.8% while cartoons and photocopies of letters, documents and circulars made 

up 4.7%. Straight news stories ("front-page main news story" and "front-page other news 

story"), therefore, had much higher percentages than all other categories. 

Examining the two newspapers across the two study periods, the Daily Graphic published 

slightly more straight news stories ('main news' and ̀ other news' categories taken together) 

than The Ghanaian Chronicle. Chart 7 provides a comparison of the two newspapers on the 

variable "story placement". 

9 In 1993 and 1994, Ghanaian Chronicle editorials frequently appeared on page 5 with the exception 
of its May 17-23 1993 edition in which the editorial was on page 6. However, in both 2001 and 2002, 
Chronicle's editorial pages were most inconsistent vacillating among pages 2,3,4 and 5. For its part, Daily Graphic, which in 1993 was called People's Daily Graphic, referred to its editorial as "Comment" and published it on page 2. By 1994, the newspaper had reverted to its former name of Daily Graphic, renamed its "Comment" "Editorial" and published it on page 5. In both 2001 and 2002, Graphic editorial was consistently published on page 7. 
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Chart 7: Story Placement by the Two Newspapers 
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As regards specific details, whereas Chronicle did more "front-page main news stories" 

(57%) than Graphic with 43%, the latter did more in the "front-page other news" category 

(57.8%) than the former (42.2%). The two newspapers together published more Front-page 

news stories during the second period of the study (82.3%) than the first (71.8%) although in 

the specific case of the Daily Graphic, more "front-page main news" stories (28.8%) were 

published in the first period than the second during which it published 25.8% in that 

category. Chronicle also published 58.3% of all editorials while Graphic published the 

remaining 41.7%. 

Comparing newspapers and political parties on "story placement", it was observed that 

overall; the NDC was mentioned in more front-page stories, both in the "main news" and 
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"other news" categories, than the NPP. However, in the second period, Graphic published 

more front-page stories that referred to the NPP than the NDC as Table 10 shows. The 

Ghanaian Chronicle published more political items that mentioned the two political parties 

on its front-page than the Daily Graphic. 

Table 10: Story Placement by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party Mentioned 
Daily Daily Ghanaian Ghanaian 

Political Story Placement Graphic Graphic Chronicle Chronicle 
Party 1993/4 2001/2 1993/4 2001/2 

Mentioned (Period 1) (Period 2) (Period 1) (Period 2) 

Front-Page Main News Story 12.5% 10% 28.9% 52% 

N Front-Page Other News Story 50% 80% 31.6% 36% 
D 
C Editorial/Comment 37.5% 10% 26.3% 12% 

Page/Column 
Front-Page Cartoon, Circular 0% 0% 13.2% 0% 
Letter /Photograph/ Rejoinder 

Total 100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 

Front-Page Main News Story 25% 32% 25% 20% 

N Front-Page Other News Story 0% 60% 75% 50% 
P 
P Editorial/Comment 75% 8% 0% 25% 

Page/Column 
Front-Page Cartoon, Circular 0% 0% 0% 5% 
Letter /Photograph/ Rejoinder 

Total 100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

The study showed that, overall, the NDC was mentioned in more front-page items than the 

NPP. Chronicle published more of these stories than Graphic except in the second period 

when Graphic published more front-page stories that referred to the NPP than the NDC. 

Graphic, characteristically, provided evidence of bias for ruling governments using "story 

placement" as an indicator while Chronicle showed no bias, not even towards the NPP. 
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Story Enhancements 

The majority of news stories (61.9%) had no enhancements. Among those that had, more 

than a third (33.7%) used photographs. Cartoons, coded either as stand-alone political stories 

or enhancements constituted only 4.0% while photocopies of documents/letters made up 

0.5% of total story enhancements. 

Table 11: Type of Story Enhancement by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party 
Mentioned 

Daily Daily Ghanaian Ghanaian 
Political Type of Story Graphic Graphic Chronicle Chronicle 

Party Enhancement 1993/4 2001/2 1993/4 2001/2 
Mentioned (Period 1) (Period 2) (Period 1) (Period 2) 

25% 0% 31.6% 64% 
Photographs 

0% 0% 10.5% 4% 
N Cartoons 
D Photocopy of Letter, 0% 0% 2.6% 4% 
C Circular, or Document 

None 75% 100% 55.3% 28% 

100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 
Total 

0% 20% 25% 40% 
Photographs 

N Cartoons 0% 0% 25% 5% 
P 
P Photocopy of Letter, 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Circular, or Document 
100% 80% 50% 55% 

None 
100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 

Total 

Cross-tabulating type of story enhancement with title of newspaper, period of publication and 

political party mentioned in the story as contained in Table 11 helped to direct the focus of 

story prominence since enhancements served to highlight stories. Table 11 shows that The 

Ghanaian Chronicle used more enhancements than the Daily Graphic or that Graphic used 

fewer enhancements, on the whole, than Chronicle at both periods of the study. Although 
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more enhancements were used in the second period by both newspapers, within newspapers 

there was not much change in their use between periods so far as it related to the same 

political party. Most enhancements in both newspapers accompanied stories that referred to 

the NDC during both study periods totalling 41.3% in 1993-1994, and 51.5% in 2001-2002. 

Conversely, only 25% (1993-1994) and 31.1% (2001-2002) of enhancements were used in 

stories that referred to the NPP. However, the fact that more enhancements were used in the 

second period suggests some level of projection of the NPP government. 

As regards the direction of enhancements, 35.3% of all photographs accompanied negative 

news stories: 89.6% published by The Ghanaian Chronicle and only 10.4% by the Daily 

Graphic. Cartoons, all 16 of which were in the Chronicle, were 31.3% negative portrayals of 

people, places and events just as the two photocopied documents in the Chronicle were also 

both critical and accompanied negative news items. Finally, of all 250 stories that had no 

enhancements, 26% were negative: 36.9% published by the Daily Graphic (representing 

16.8% of its total of 143) while 63.1% was published by the Chronicle and constituted 38.3% 

of its total of 107 items without enhancements. 

In relation to the size of enhancements, there was not much to compare either within the 

same newspaper or between the two newspapers over the two study periods. Out of the 154 

enhancements used, 61% measured less than one-eighth of a page. In fact, over 90% of all 

enhancements measured less than a quarter of a page. 

Prevailing Journalistic/Media Environment 

The level of media freedom and of expression, and government-media relationships were 

important components of this study. Looking closely at Ghanaian realities, it was expected 
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that Kufuor's NPP government would relate more positively with the media and thereby 

provide a more congenial and liberal media environment with greater access to information 

sources than Rawlings' NDC government. The environment within which journalists 

operated during the study period was examined through both document and content analyses. 

Content analysis examined the use of by-lines in news stories, and the event or occasion of 

coverage. 

Use of Story By-lines 

In a libertarian environment, one expects a higher degree of disclosure of the identity of 

journalists along with the stories they write. The use of by-lines in news stories was, thus, 

studied to determine whether journalists or reporters identified themselves with stories they 

wrote. The variable was assessed using three values: "personal names" of reporters, "non- 

personal names", and "no by-lines". 

On the whole, 62.1% of political news stories studied bore the personal names of reporters as 

by-lines although as many as 35.6% had no by-lines. Non-personal name by-lines recorded 

only 2.2% of total coverage. Chart 8 illustrates the two newspapers' use of by-lines. Non- 

personal names included tags such as "Our Economic Desk/Staff', "Our Political Desk", 

"Our Political Reporter", "Graphic Reporter", or "Chronicle Reporter" and others such as 

"Our Swat Team", or "Deep-Throat Sources". The high percentage use of personal name by- 

lines indicates that reporters largely identified themselves with news stories they wrote 

thereby suggesting either an enabling media environment or boldness of journalists. 
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Chart 8: Type of Story By-line Used by the Two Newspapers 
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Since the use of by-lines was one crucial way of determining the prevailing media 

atmosphere, it was important to establish, through it, which of the taco political 

administrations under study provided a more congenial atmosphere fir media work. It was, 

indeed, important to find out under which regime personal names more frequently were used 

as by-lines in order to estimate how free or otherwise reporters/journalists felt. Consequently, 

the use of by-lines" variable was cross-tabulated with the three key variables of' the study: 

political party mentioned in the story, title of newspaper and the period of publication. Table 

12 provides such details. 
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Table 12: Types of By-lines used in News Stories by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political 
Party Mentioned 

Political Use of By-lines in Daily Daily Ghanaian Ghanaian 
Party News Story Graphic Graphic Chronicle Chronicle 

Mentioned 1993/4 2001/2 1993/4 2001/2 
(Period 1) (Period 2) (Period 1) (Period 2) 

Personal Name of 37.5% 70% 47.4% 72% 
N Reporter 
D Not Personal 12.5% 0% 5.3% 4% 
C Name 

No By-line 50% 30% 47.4% 24% 

100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 
Total 

Personal Name of 0% 88% 50% 55% 
N Reporter 
P Not Personal 0% 0% 0% 0% 
P Name 

No By-line 100% 12% 50% 45% 

100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 
Total 

The Table indicates that more personal name by-lines were used during the second period of 

the study (2001-2002) than the first (1993-1994). Between the two newspapers, Chronicle 

had more stories that used personal names of reporters as by-lines. This was consistent in 

both periods of the study despite its equally high percentage incidence of "no by-lines" and 

the fact that its use of personal name by-lines equalled that of the Daily Graphic in the 

second period. 

In relation to each political party over the two study periods, more personal name by-lines 

(for the two periods collectively) were in reference to the NDC. However, during the second 

period, stories that referred to the NPP were more directly identified by personal names than 

those mentioning the NDC. The Chronicle was largely consistent in its use of personal name 

by-lines. It used 31.6% and 25.4% in stories referring to the NDC in the first and second 

periods respectively, and 3.5% in the first and 15.5% in the second in stories that mentioned 
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the NPP. In both periods, therefore, it used fewer personal name by-lines in stories that 

mentioned the NPP and more in those mentioning the NDC. 

The Daily Graphic, for its part, published more stories with personal name by-lines in 

relation to ruling parties though a lot more in the case of the NPP: 7.9% in reference to the 

NDC in 1993-1994 with none for the NPP and 25.9% for the NPP and 8.2% for the NDC 

during the second period. Evidently, this picture of the use of by-lines does little to 

substantiate the theory of fear of some political parties and their regimes. Also, it does not 

indicate much of the prevailing media climate. 

Occasion or Event of Coverage 

The study looked at the occasions or events featured in news stories to find out whether 

coverage was as a result of planned or unplanned events (Molotch & Lester, 1974), a 

distinction considered relevant in estimating the degree of independence or autonomy 

journalists have (Bennett & Livingston, 2003; Livingston & Bennett, 2003; Schudson, 2000). 

The study assessed this variable using five main values: information subsidies (borrowing 

from Gandy, 1982), journalists in official entourage, journalistic newsgathering, 

social/religious ceremonies, and other/miscellaneous occasions. 

Information subsidies constituted 25.2% of coverage. Included in this category were press 

conferences, press interviews or briefings, press releases or statements, conference or 

workshop resolutions, and other statements made directly available to the media. The rest of 

the values, though subdivided into four categories, constituted coverage resulting from 

reporters' own newsgathering efforts whether in official entourage or attending state 

organised or any other official function. These subdivisions were: journalists in official 
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entourage (8.2%), journalistic newsgathering (52.5%), social or religious events coverage 

(3.2%) and miscellaneous occasions (10.9%). 

Overall, journalists/reporters on their own gathered more news than was given to them as 

information subsidies, which formed a little over a quarter of all news items carried by the 

two newspapers. Chart 9 graphically illustrates the occasions/events reported by the two 

newspapers. 

Chart 9: Occasion or Event of Political Coverage by the Two Newspapers 
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In relation to events or occasions covered in each period by each newspaper, the I)ailt, 

Graphic used more information subsidies in the second period (34.2%) than the first (19.2%) 

although in both periods, its use of "journalistic newsgathering" surpassed that of subsidies: 

61.6% in 1993-1994 and 47.5% in 2001-2002. Similarly, %'hc Ghanaian ('hr0miclc"s use 01' 

"journalistic newsgathering" in both study periods was remarkable: 45.9% in the first period 
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and 59% in the second thereby sharply contrasting with its use of "information subsidies" for 

the two periods: 22.5% in 1993-1994 and 22% in 2001-2002. This means that Chronicle used 

slightly more subsidies during the first than the second period, in contrast to Graphic, which 

used more in the second than the first. 

Table 13: Occasions or Events Covered by Newspaper, Period of Publication and Political Party 
Mentioned 

Daily Daily Ghanaian Ghanaian 
Political Occasion or Event of Graphic Graphic Chronicle Chronicle 

Party Coverage 1993/4 2001/2 1993/4 2001/2 
Mentioned (Period 1) (Period 2) (Period 1) (Period 2) 

Information Subsidies 12.5% 40% 21.1% 24% 

Journalists in Official 12.5% 0% 2.6% 12% 
Entourage 

U Journalistic 62.5% 60% 44.7% 56% 

2 News atherin 
Social/Religious 0% 0% 5.3% 0% 
Ceremonies, Banquets 
Miscellaneous Occasions 12.5% 0% 26.3% 8% 

100% (8) 100% (10) 100% (38) 100% (25) 
Total 

Information Subsidies 25% 48% 25% 15% 

Journalists in Official 0% 4% 0% 5% 
Entourage 
Journalistic 75% 40% 50% 60% 
News atherin 
Social/Religious 0% 8% 0% 0% 
Ceremonies, Banquets 
Miscellaneous Occasions 0% 0% 25% 20% 

100% (4) 100% (25) 100% (4) 100% (20) 
Total 

As regards events or occasions of coverage that involved each political party, it was observed 

that while Graphic used more information subsidies from the NPP, Chronicle used more 

from the NDC. Out of a total of 17 information subsidies referring to the NPP, Graphic 

published 76.5% while the Chronicle published 73.7% of 19 subsidies that mentioned the 

NDC. Of Graphic's 29 stories referring to the NPP, 44.8% were information subsidies 
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whereas of Chronicle's 24, only 16.7% constituted subsidies from the NPP. Conversely, of 

Graphic's total of 18 news stories referring to the NDC, only 27.8% constituted information 

subsidies. The greater percentage of 72.2% was from the newspaper's own journalistic 
I 

newsgathering. 

Similarly, of 63 news stories mentioning the NDC, The Ghanaian Chronicle used only 

22.2% subsidy while the remaining 77.8% constituted news from its journalistic activity. 

Total NPP subsidy in the two newspapers amounted to 32.1%, and 23.5% for the NDC. The 

NPP was thus mentioned in more stories published as a result of information subsidies than 

the NDC. Chronicle used more subsidies in stories about the NDC than the NPP (especially 

in 1993-1994) while Graphic used more subsidies in stories that mentioned the NPP than the 

NDC (especially in 2001-2002). Overall, Graphic used more information subsidies (53.9%) 

than Chronicle (46.1%). 

The Daily Graphic published more political stories generated through its reporters' inclusion 

in select press teams accompanying government officials in overall coverage (78.8%) than 

The Ghanaian Chronicle with only 21.2%. This was a rather revealing category because 

during the first period, which fell under President Rawlings' administration, private 

journalists were hardly invited on official trips. The situation, however, changed under 

President Kufuor, to allow journalists from the private media to accompany the President and 

his appointees on official trips. Examining this category within the same newspaper in a 

period-specific manner, revealed that while in the case of Graphic there was only a marginal 

change - 46.2% during the first period and 53.8% during the second - the change was huge 

in the case of The Ghanaian Chronicle - 14.3% in the first period and 85.7% in the second. 
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Document Analyses 

Documents studied: parliamentary proceedings, court records, NMC reports, Sessional 

Addresses and Ghanaian political and media studies by researchers including Asante (1996) 

and Anokwa (1997), provide indications of different government-media relationships. 

Different Government Attitudes towards the Media 

Table 14 lists Ghanaian political regimes since independence and provides a summary of 

their relationships with the media based on the authoritarian-libertarian theoretical model as 

indicated by the documents studied. 

Table 14: Regime Types in Ghana and Their Relationsh ips with the Mass Media 
Dates Regime Type Regime Name Leadership Relationship 

with Media 
03/1957-02/1966 Civilian CPP Dr Kwame Nkrumah Authoritarian 
02/1966-1969 Military/Police NLC Gen. J. A. Ankrah & Gen. Authoritarian 

A. A. Afrifa 
08/1969-01/1972 Civilian PP Dr K. A. Busia Libertarian 
01/1972-07/1978 Military NRC/SMC I Gen. I. K. Acheampong Authoritarian 
07/1978-06/1979 Military SMC II Gen. F. W. K. Akuffo Authoritarian 
06/1979-09/ 1979 Military AFRC Flt-Lt J. J. Rawlings Authoritarian 
09/1979-12/1981 Civilian PNP Dr Hilla Limann Libertarian 
01/1982-01/1993 Military PNDC Flt-Lt J. J. Rawlings Authoritarian 
01/1993-01/2001 *Constitutional NDC Flt-Lt J. J. Rawlings Pseudo- 

Libertarian 
01/2001-to-date Civilian NPP Mr J. A. Kufuor Libertarian 

*Military regime, which succeeded itself as a constitutional government. 

LEGEND 

CPP - 
NLC 
PP - 
NRC 
SMC I- 
SMC II- 
AFRC - 
PNP - 
PNDC - 
NDC 
NPP - 

Convention People's Party 
National Liberation Council 
Progress Party 
National Redemption Council 
Supreme Military Council I 
Supreme Military Council II 
Armed Forces' Revolutionary Council 
People's National Party 
Provisional National Defence Council 
National Democratic Congress 
New Patriotic Party 
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The relationship between the media and governments in Ghana has been tenuous and arduous 

and has varied depending on the governance style of the regime in power. According to 

Yankah (1997), tension between intellectuals (including journalists) and governments has 

been "worst during one-party, military, or constitutional dictatorships" (p. 32). All military 

regimes Ghana has had since independence in 1957 have tended to be authoritarian while the 

civilian regimes, with the exception of Nkrumah's government, have been largely liberal in 

spite of occasional slips (Anokwa, 1997). "The military regimes, which took control in 1966 

and ruled for 20 of the next 26 years until 1992, were repressive and showed little tolerance 

for media pluralism and press freedom" (Karikari, 2000, p. 11). 

According to Yankah (1997), the situation improved "considerably under multi-party 

democracies, where an enabling atmosphere for co-operation has tended to prevail" (p. 32). 

Concluding his study of press performance under civilian and military regimes in Ghana, 

Anokwa (1997) noted: "The evidence points to an authoritarian method of control under the 

governments of Nkrumah, Afrifa, Acheampong, Akuffo and Rawlings' AFRC and PNDC" 

(p. 25). All these, except Nkrumah's, were military governments that came to power through 

coups d'etat. The converse of Anokwa's observation should be that the governments of 

Busia's PP; Limann's PNP; Rawlings' NDC; and Kufuor's NPP have tended to be liberal. 

This inference is, however, not exactly true as the present study indicates. 

Constitutional and Legal Provisions for Political Reporting 

Ghana's 1992 Constitution, and some existing legal provisions that predate it, have laid down 

guidelines for political reporting meant to ensure fairness and equal access. These provisions 

include: 1) Article 55(11) and (12); 2) Article 163; 3) Article 21 (1)(f) (1992 Constitution); 
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4) NLCD 226 (9 (1) and (2)) (Ghana Broadcasting Corporation Decree); and 5) Section 19 of 

NMC Act (Act 449) of 1993. Specifically, each of these states as follows: 

Article 55(11): 

"The State shall provide fair opportunity to all political parties to present their programmes to 

the public by ensuring equal access to the state-owned media". 

Article 55(12): 

"All presidential candidates shall be given the same amount of time and space on the state- 

owned media to present their programmes to the people". 

Article 163: 

"All state-owned media shall afford fair opportunities and facilities for the presentation of 

divergent views and dissenting opinions". 

Article 21 (1)(f): 

"All persons shall have the right to - ... 

(f) information, subject to such qualifications and laws as are necessary in a democratic 

society". 

NLCD 226 (9) (1): 

"In its public service broadcasting, the Corporation is expected to provide for- 

(a) Government pronouncements...; 

(b) Party political speeches dealing with the views and policies of the various 
political parties (when they come into being); 

(c) Speeches expressing different points of view on matters of controversy; 
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(d) Matters of any kind (including religious services or ceremonies) representing the 
main stream of religious thought or belief in the country. 

(2) In its broadcasting of the items mentioned in sub-paragraph (1) of this paragraph the 

Corporation shall allocate and apportion air-time equitably between the parties, points of 

view and religious bodies according to their respective claims upon the interest of members 

of the public of Ghana". 

NLCD 226 is an existing law further reinforced by Article 163 of the 1992 Constitution. 

Articles 55 (11) and 163 amplify the fundamental human right of freedom of expression. 

This right is further realised through the right of access both to information for listeners, 

viewers and readers, and to political parties and politicians to use the mass media. Articles 55 

(11) and (12) specifically apply to political parties and have special requirements for general 

and presidential elections. The use of phrases such as "equal access" and "same amount of 

time and space" is instructive. "The 1992 Constitution requires "fair coverage" of and "equal 

access" to the political parties... " (Karikari, 2000, p. 3). The rights conferred by Article 163 

of the 1992 Constitution are subject under Article 164 only to laws reasonably required in the 

interest of national security, public order, public morality and for the purposes of protecting 

the reputations, rights and freedoms of other persons. 

In addition to the above provisions, media institutions including the NMC have produced 

guidelines on political reporting aimed at guiding journalists in the coverage of politicians 

and their activities. "Journalists came up with guidelines for reporting elections fairly and for 

giving equal access to all the parties in the run-up to the elections as demanded by the 

country's constitution ... " (Karikari, 2000, p. 2). Similarly, periodic seminars and workshops 

organised on political reporting for journalists since the advent of democratic governance 
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have sought to sharpen the knowledge of journalists and to provide them with the necessary 

skills to discharge their duties professionally. 

NMC Cases 

The study examined complaints/cases brought before the NMC involving politicians and the 

media as an indication of media tolerance or intolerance. The cases suggested difficulties 

within the Ghanaian media operational environment and limitations/attacks on free 

expression. Due to organisational and operational difficulties, the NMC started receiving 

complaints in August 1993 although it was constituted in April 1993. For the purposes of this 

thesis and as recorded by the NMC itself, complaints received between August and 

December 1993, have been added to those received in 1994 (see Appendix 4). During that 

period, out of 33 complaints brought against the media, 15 were by politicians and public 

office holders. This figure rose to 16 out of 32 cases in 1995 and increased until 2002 when it 

began to decline as shown in Table 15. 

Table 15: NMC Cases Involving Politicians and Media Practitioners 

Complainants' 
NMC Politicians and Media Cases by Year 

Political Party 1993-1994 1995 2001 2002 2003 

PNDC/NDC 11 14 9 8 1 

NPP 0 1 7 5 8 

PCP 1 0 0 0 0 

Others 3 1 12 5 4 

Total 15 16 28 18 13 

-utners' includes cases brought by officials of state institutions such as the ministries, military, 
police service, prisons service, judicial service, and the Serious Fraud Office. 
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The total number of cases rose to 94 in 2001 of which 28 involved politicians and other 

public office holders; and reduced to 50 in 2002 (18 by politicians) (see Appendices 5& 6). 

In 2003, there was a further reduction of cases (47) of which 13 involved politicians. No 

cases were brought by politicians in the other registered political parties during the period. 

Court Cases 

Reductions in cases before the NMC were, however, inversely proportionate to cases brought 

against the media at the law courts. Between 1993 and 1996, although 169 complaints had 

been made to the Commission of which 154 had been settled amicably, many more cases 

went directly to court rather than to the NMC. Honourable M. A. Seidu, an NDC Member of 

Parliament on the first Media Commission indicated in a report to Parliament: "far too many 

cases still remain in the courts against journalists. For example, as many as fifty cases were 

filed in the courts in Accra alone between November 1993 and March 1996. It is unfortunate 

that only five have been fully settled so far" (Parliamentary Debates, Thursday, 13`h June 

1996, col. 339). Another NDC Member of Parliament, Mr A. Busomtwi-Sam (now 

deceased), estimated the number of cases at "over 70 libel suits in the courts of this country, 

and not the 50 that the Hon. Member mentioned" (Parliamentary Debates, Thursday, 13th 

June 1996, col. 346). He explained: 

this is the first time in our national history that we can have as many as 70 libel suits in 
the courts of our country. A review of the practice of libel issues in our courts from 
about 1960 or 1959 when the Ghana Law Reports started being published shows 
clearly that we have not had a development of the law of libel in this country just 
because there were not many libel suits. But within one and a half years we have as 
many as over 70 libel suits. 

Parliamentary Debates 

These reports provide daily records of proceedings in Parliament. Access to them was 

facilitated by officials of the Publications Unit of the Public Affairs Department of 
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Parliament who were contracted to examine and pull out all copies containing discussions on 

the media and/or the NMC. The identified copies were purchased from Parliament for study. 

For 1993/1994 and 2001/2002, only 17 copies identified contained discussions on the media 

and the majority of these related to the NMC Bill/Act 1993 (Act 449); NMC Amendment 

Bill/Constitution of Ghana (Amendment) Act 1996 (Act 527); NMC Complaints Settlement 

Procedure Regulations, 1994 (L. I. 1587); and NMC Annual Reports. 

Although discussions of the NMC fall outside the remit of the present study, it is important to 

indicate that the NMC Bill sought to justify the establishment of the Commission within 

Ghana's constitutional democracy in compliance with provisions of Chapter 12 of the 1992 

Constitution. The Bill spells out the functions, independence, composition and operations of 

the NMC among others. The Amendment sought to expand the Commission's membership 

from 15 to 18 and to disqualify political party office holders including founding members, 

leaders and executive members from serving on it. It also incorporated into the NMC 

membership representatives of the National Council on Women and Development (NCWD); 

Trades Union Congress (TUC); and the Association of Private Broadcasters. 

Specific discussions about the mass media concerned "Nudity on Our Screens" (Col. 1823, 

Friday, 18th December, 1998) and extensive debates on "Supreme Court Order to Media 

Houses", which ran for several days. The entire debate on Thursday 13th June, 1996 centred 

on the performance of the NMC since its inception and the media. 

Sessional Addresses 

The 1992 Constitution mandates the President of Ghana to provide Parliament an account of 

the state of the nation once every year. These addresses, sometimes called `Sessional 
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Address' are at other times called `State of the Nation Address'. Four of these (1993,1994, 

2001, and 2002) were studied to assess mentions of the media by the two Presidents. In 1993, 

President Rawlings talked about "the need to broaden the composition of the National Media 

Commission to make it a truly democratic framework for regulating the activities of the 

media" (p. 16). Although he said "an environment of free exchange of views" (p. 38) was 

necessary for democracy, his address did not specifically mention the media. That of 1994 

was rather more threatening: "Destructive, distorted and often outright untrue stories 

continue to fill some sections of the media with obvious political bias 
... 

We need the media 

to contribute to the creation of a positive national democratic culture, propped by truth, 

objectivity and decency" (p. 2). 

President Kufuor's address of 2001 provided the good news for Ghanaian media practice. 

Set free, I have no doubt our media will play their honourable role with a heightened 
sense of responsibility. We shall expand the boundaries of freedom by repealing the 
laws that criminalize speech and expression. Mr. Speaker, the Criminal Libel Law will 
be repealed as a mark of confidence in a responsible media. 

However, that of 2002 discussed good governance from various perspectives but excluded 

any mention of the media. It talked about security, public services, local government, 

judiciary, legal services and many more sectors focusing on activities aimed at economic 

recovery without assigning any role for the media. The NPP government thus adopted a 

laisser-faire attitude towards the media 

Summary 

This chapter presented the findings of the study. It observed that more reports were published 

in the second than the first study period and that the privately owned The Ghanaian 

Chronicle published more political items than the state-owned Daily Graphic overall. As 
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regards coverage of the two political parties/regimes both while in government and in 

opposition, it was found that the Daily Graphic always suited the quality and amount of 

coverage to the ruling government/party while The Ghanaian Chronicle appeared to 

antagonise the NDC. Therefore, while the Daily Graphic showed bias for ruling 

parties/governments, The Ghanaian Chronicle's bias was against the NDC but not 

necessarily in favour of the NPP and its government. 

In both periods and in the two newspapers, there were shorter stories for the NDC and 

relatively longer ones for the NPP. Total amount of coverage, however, tilted in favour of the 

NDC with Chronicle doing most of the stories that referred to it. More qualitative labels were 

used in the second than the first period with the Chronicle, more so than Graphic, making the 

most use of these labels throughout the study. Overall, positive rather than negative news 

predominated all categories of themes and content profiles. 

Examination of NMC complaints and other records, court cases/rulings, and other documents 

revealed the contrasting government-media philosophies/relations of the two regimes. In 

terms of the number of cases brought against the media at the NMC and the law courts as 

well as statements or actions concerning the media contained in court rulings, sessional 

addresses and parliamentary debates, the NDC demonstrated greater aversion towards the 

media than the NPP, which showed greater tolerance overall. 

The next chapter discusses the above findings in relation to theory and literature. It examines 

and analyses the implications of these findings vis-ä-vis the general Ghanaian media and 

political environment within the perspective of research questions advanced for the study. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

POLITICAL REPORTING IN GHANA WITHIN A GLOBAL 

CONTEXT: A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

This study did not seek any generalisation, which Holsti (1969) and others find to be 

necessary for all scientific inquiry including content analysis. However, it is also conceded 

that results from scientific inquiries only become meaningful when they are compared with 

other results or situations. These include other attributes of the same materials or documents; 

materials produced by other sources; characteristics of the producers of the communication 

content; the contexts and times in which they lived or characteristics of the audience (Holsti, 

1969). A key objective of this chapter is to discuss the findings of this study in this tradition 

of scientific enquiry. The findings are discussed using the four main factors earlier identified: 

the nature and level of reporting, the incumbency factor and its influence/effect on reporting, 

freedom of expression, and the relationship between government and the media. 

Nature, Type and Level of Reporting/Coverage 

Studies have distinguished several types of journalistic reporting including public affairs 

news, protocol news, developmental news, interpretive reporting, and investigative reporting. 

Mwesige (2004, p. 87), for instance, referred to news about the activities of the President, 

government ministers and appointees as `protocol news' mainly found in the state media 

particularly radio. While the present study did not explore types of reporting as studied by 

Mwesige (2004) and others beyond distinguishing between main news and editorials, it 

observed the extent of the two newspapers' coverage of such political actors. Classifications 

such as above would be superfluous given the study's obvious remit of studying coverage of 

politicians and their activities, which meant studying exactly what Mwesige (2004, p. 87) 
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called `protocol news'. In this regard, the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Chronicle were 

studied to explore how much of their reporting on Presidents, governments, ministers, 

political appointees and their activities focused on each of the two political regimes/parties. 

Indeed, overall coverage of these political actors constituted over three-quarters (75.3%) of 

total coverage: President and Vice-President (23.5%), Ministers of State (27%), and political 

party functionaries (24.8%). All other actors reported in political news stories including non- 

party state officials (directors of ministries and officials of state-owned corporations and 

boards, among others) had lower percentages. 

Some types of reporting were evident. While the Daily Graphic appeared to engage in 

development journalism, The Ghanaian Chronicle's approach to political news reporting was 

reminiscent of Tanzania's journalistic overhaul changing from "development journalism to 

the press as a vehicle for public information and government criticism" (Ramaprasad, 2003, 

p. 13). The distinction between the two newspapers was accentuated by their reporting styles: 

conventional Graphic versus unconventional (or controversial? ) Chronicle. The use of 

misplaced or wrong photographs of Ministers of State and other key politicians in news 

stories, which did not directly concern them, and the use of inappropriate and/or misleading 

headlines, amounted to what Mwesige (2004) referred to as "controversial reporting 

practices" (p. 91). There were also many cases of insults, innuendoes, libellous material, 

subterfuge, suspicious or undisclosed news sources, and some non-by-lined news stories10. 

While both newspapers sometimes used wrong photographs, carried news stories whose 

sources were not disclosed (over 11%) and published stories without by-lines (35.6%), much 

of the other practices related more to The Ghanaian Chronicle than to the Daily Graphic. 

10 Samples of news stories and editorials of both The Ghanaian Chronicle and the Daily Graphic for 
the two periods of the study are attached as Appendices 7 (Period 1) and 8 (Period 2). They provide 
examples of the two newspapers' different reporting styles including their use of qualitative labels, 
and images such as photographs, cartoons and document reprints in each study period. 
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Chronicle's crusading posture resulted in more investigative journalistic pieces and public 

affairs news, which through its numerous qualitative labels, it managed to report combining 

satire and cynicism with some humour (entertainment). Graphic, on the other hand, did more 

of the straight news, conventional inverted pyramid style of reporting recalling what 

Mwesige (2004) referred to as "the traditional 5Ws and H reporting ... predominant" in 

Ugandan journalism (p. 87). It also did some interpretive reporting sometimes fitting into 

what Bokhorst-Heng (2002) termed "government's use of the press as its tutorial platform" 

(p. 564) to advocate its policies and actions, as was the case of the Singaporean press. The 

evidence of this use of the Daily Graphic lay mainly in the events/occasions of its political 

coverage under both regimes but more so under the NDC. It manifested in the fact that 

Graphic published more political stories from its reporters on official government trips 

(78.8%) than Chronicle reporters (21.2%). The use of information subsidies, more by the 

Daily Graphic (53.9%) than The Ghanaian Chronicle (46.1%), also explained why its news 

reports largely followed the conventional style. 

Thus, the Daily Graphic reports appeared aligned with government interpretation and 

explanation of issues especially during the first period of the study when it had unrivalled 

access to the political establishment. Conversely, The Ghanaian Chronicle offered more 

critical perspectives on local politics and approached issues usually from a broad range of 

perspectives in both periods of the study. Through its use of single themes developed from 

several angles and also through the use of historical detail in some current stories, Chronicle 

sought to provide more information. This perhaps helped to deepen readers' understanding 

and appreciation of issues it covered in contrast to Graphic whose stories tended to be 

reported from conventional journalistic angles. Similarly, Chronicle's abundant use of 

qualitative labels, contrasts, spin, and visuals - cartoons, photographs and font-size 
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manipulation - combined sensationalism with human interest and entertainment that sought 

to trivialise issues compared to Graphic's serious approach to reporting. The two 

newspapers, therefore, manifested some degree of contrasts in the study including binary 

oppositions of depth/broad range versus shallowness; entertainment versus information 

provision; measured judgment versus sensationalism; and triviality versus substance in news 

presentation as others had documented (Franklin, 1997, p. 4; Ursell, 2001, p. 192). 

The Focus on Politics 

Politicisation of news in the two newspapers showed in Chronicle's extreme interest in 

politics, found throughout its pages, and the fact that Graphic devoted a specific page of each 

edition to political news. Besides, the fact that Graphic dutifully followed and reported 

activities of Presidents, Vice-Presidents and Ministers of state meant that much of its 

coverage centred on these personalities. The Ghanaian Chronicle's knack of politics showed 

in its preponderance for front-page political news stories. For instance, all five stories on the 

front-page of its issue of Monday, January 8- Tuesday, January 9 2001 as well as that 

issue's two editorials based on the front-page main news story were political tackling 

different aspects of the changeover from Rawlings to Kufuor and other matters. Similarly, 

other issues including those of February 2-4 2001, February 20 - 21 2001, December 7 

2002, and December 18 2002 had their entire front pages and editorials focusing on politics. 

The interest in politics also manifested in the prominence given to some stories sometimes 

shown by their sheer lengths. Indeed, some Chronicle news stories covered more than one 

page in length. Sometimes, such stories were the only ones on the front-page or, where there 

were others, those others occupied very little space while the main stories took substantial 

portions of subsequent pages. The interest in politics was further illustrated by the percentage 
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of news stories on the front-page and in editorials that focused on politics as compared to 

other themes. More than a half (51%) of all news stories (straight news, government and 

opposition releases) on the front pages of editions analysed in the study were political (313 

out of 613). Out of 174 editions (86 of the Daily Graphic and 88 of The Ghanaian Chronicle) 

with an equal number of editorials, 72 (41.4%) were political. Political editorials constituted 

nearly 35% (30 out of 86) of Graphic editorials and 47.7% (42 out of 88) of Chronicle 

editorials. These findings are consistent with what Haque (1986, p. 85) referred to as an 

"obsession with politics". The rather high percentage of news stories set in Accra (68.3%) 

could be explained by the fact that Ghana still runs a highly centralised political system 

despite attempts at decentralisation. 

Application of Specific Journalistic Concepts 

Accuracy, Objectivity, Fairness, and Bias 

McQuail (1992, p. 205) measures the quality of journalistic output by such criteria as 

accuracy, factualness, completeness and impartiality. These factors are in addition to 

"traditional criteria of what constitutes ̀ a worthy news agenda"' (Ursell, 2001, p. 192). In 

Ghanaian journalism practice, there are professional considerations as well as constitutional 

and legal provisions underpinning accuracy and fairness in reporting. These basic journalistic 

concepts together with others such as balance (equity and equality), objectivity, bias, framing 

(representation) and news selection criteria, crucial for determining accuracy and fairness, 

were assessed through the type/quality and the extent/amount of coverage given to each of 

the two regimes. It used variables such as size of news story, placement, types of news 

sources, news actors, themes of political coverage, tone and direction of political news. 

Fairness was viewed from the perspective of politicians from the NDC and the NPP having 

equal access to the two newspapers with the possibility of reaching their supporters and 
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audiences with their messages or news about their parties. Equal access therefore meant 

identical conditions for gaining entry into, or making news in, the two newspapers to present 

their political and other views thereby relating fairness to the degree of availability and 

accessibility of the two newspapers to political sources and actors whether in power or in 

opposition. 

Accuracy was seen as the ability to report events as precisely and correctly as possible 

without bias or slant. Balanced reporting examined such principles as equity (fairness or lack 

of bias), and equality (same or identical), and considered the newspapers' ability to present 

reports fairly by discussing views from the opposing side devoid of bias and one-sidedness. It 

also considered their ability to give equal coverage to both parties without marginalizing 

either side thus recalling the concept of objectivity, which McQuail (2000) describes as a 

"theoretically contested term" but one that "sums up a number of the qualities that make for 

trust and reliability" (p. 500). The study assessed the two newspapers' performance on 

objectivity and neutrality (lack of bias), accuracy and fairness, transparency about news 

sources, ability to separate facts from comments/opinions, and professionalism. It did so 

through the comprehensiveness and factualness of political news reports and information 

they provided. 

Studies show that concepts such as objectivity, fairness and bias are difficult to define 

although their clear, explicit and unambiguous definition makes for easier interpretation of 

findings. Holsti (1969) outlines the "most common weakness of studies using an a priori 

standard" by posing a couple of questions. "What constitutes "adequacy" in the coverage of 

local news? Or, how close to "equal time or space" must the media come to be considered 

"fair? " It is doubtful whether unbiased reporting of every controversial situation calls for 
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equal presentation or evaluation, as is sometimes assumed by indices of bias (p. 56)". 

Shoemaker and Reese (1996) note that since events drive news and "events don't always 

occur in balanced amounts", "then quantitative balance is not a good standard" (p. 44). They 

contend: "The problem with measuring bias is that there are no suitable references with 

which we can compare media content. A convincing case of bias requires an acceptable 

standard of fairness, but these are not easy to come by" (p. 44). 

Niven (2001), therefore, asserts: "What is needed to make an adequate measure of both 

partisan and negativity bias is a fair baseline for coverage. ... By comparing coverage when 

performance on an issue is comparable", he contends, we can see whether the two parties 

"get equitable coverage and if positive results get coverage proportionate with negative 

outcomes" (p. 36). In the present study, a fair baseline was achieved through the symmetry 

between the two periods of coverage, and the realities of the two political parties (each 

having served two continuous terms in political office and being the major force in 

opposition when not in power). Though the circumstances are not exactly the same as those 

of Niven's (2001) study of coverage of unemployment under two presidencies, this baseline 

provides comparable indicators of performance of the two parties and media coverage under 

each regime. These include, total number of stories, lengths of stories, themes, types and 

lengths of enhancements, placement, percentage of stories mentioning either political party, 

actors and sources of news stories. Ultimately, however, the study reckons with the fact that 

"bias has been and will remain a hotly contested research issue, examined in a politically 

charged atmosphere" (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, p. 44). 

The study agreed with Holsti's (1969, p. 50) assertion that there are "more subtle, and 

probably more important, methods of slanting news" which do not receive as much attention 
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in media studies as measures of space and news hole allocation. These include "size and tone 

of headline, placement of stories, number of biased remarks, number of pictures, and total 

column inches of stories on various pages" which have the ability to give a "strong indication 

of systematic bias in favor of the endorsed candidate" or in the case of this study, the 

preferred party and/or its position. Bias was viewed as prominence given to either political 

party, and was seen as a key concept in the study. Following Holsti (1969), therefore, it was 

assessed using total number of stories, story placement, story size, story enhancements, use 

of qualitative labels (adjectives, adverbs and other qualifiers), direction and tone of news 

story, news sources, actors and political parties most often referred to or mentioned in news 

stories. Media bias in the study occurred when news reports did not give an accurate, neutral, 

balanced and impartial representation of events and people they purported to cover. The 

newspapers showed bias when they gave one political party or government and/or its 

activities prominence over the other. 

Inaccuracies and biases in political news coverage, in the study, presented in many ways. The 

Daily Graphic gave a greater amount of coverage to ruling governments and their parties 

than it gave to the opposition. The Ghanaian Chronicle gave a greater amount of coverage, 

albeit negative, to the NDC both in government and in opposition. The fact that The 

Ghanaian Chronicle's coverage contained more news unfavourable to the NDC than to the 

NPP during both periods of the study also showed bias although the Daily Graphic tried to 

steer clear of taking sides by publishing more neutral stories overall. Consequently, there was 

no doubt in the reader's mind as to which side Chronicle supported especially through its 

frequent use of value-laden qualitative labels through which it succeeded in mixing news and 

comment, facts and speculation praising or ridiculing as it deemed fit. Even in the case of 

Graphic, in spite of its apparent neutrality, its allegiance to ruling governments was 
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substantial. However, inaccuracies and biases shown in terms of news coverage over- 

representing one issue as compared to another such as attacks and defences or defections 

over others including acclaim and rallies as found by Benoit and Currie (2001) was not found 

in the study. Similarly, there was no preponderance of using particular sources as news either 

from government (ruling party officials) or opposition officials. The study did not find any 

appreciable reliance on any groups of politicians as principal news sources either in 

government or opposition. 

Although Niven (2001, p. 35) maintains that accusations of partisan bias against the media 

have been academically controversial unlike that of negativity bias, the two newspapers in 

the study gave an indication of partisan bias. Chronicle's bias was against the NDC 

evidenced by its frequent use of negative labels and high incidence of unfavourable stories in 

reference to that party, whereas Graphic's bias was in favour of ruling governments and their 

political parties shown through increased coverage of positive and favourable news. 

Therefore, unlike D'Alessio & Allen (2000) who found no significant biases in the 

newspaper industry, the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Chronicle showed substantial 

biases with regard to their reporting of politics. D'Alessio & Allen (2000) considered three 

forms of bias; (1) gatekeeping bias (that is, the preference for selecting stories from one party 

or another); (2) coverage bias (the relative amounts of coverage each party receives); and (3) 

statement bias (favourable coverage toward one party or another). The study showed 

measurable amounts of all three types of bias. The finding that the Daily Graphic tended to 

positively and favourably report government while The Ghanaian Chronicle had the 

tendency to acutely report the NDC appears to corroborate Street's (2001) assertion that what 

newspapers report is not simply a product of `events in the world' (p. 103). Other factors, 
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including the "perceptions and prejudices of individual journalists" as well as constraints and 

conditions within which journalistic work is carried out, are equally important. 

Same day samples of the two newspapers purposively selected for the study also showed 

both intended and unintended bias identified by McQuail (2000). Chronicle's strong partisan 

position, coupled with its apparent crusading and advocacy roles and ideology of politicising 

events that made coverage made its bias intended. On the other hand, Graphic's reverence 

for political authority appeared not limited to a particular regime but a general organisational 

attitude and routine of news selection and processing thus making its bias unintended. 

Similarly, all four types of bias earlier identified by McQuail (1992) namely, partisan bias, 

propaganda bias, unwitting bias and ideological bias were observed in the study. While both 

newspapers demonstrated a high degree of ideological bias, Chronicle much more than 

Graphic showed partisan and unwitting bias. Graphic showed more propaganda bias through 

the many positive and favourable stories it published in support of ruling governments. The 

study also found some of Merrill's (1965) six-type bias distinction: (1) attribution bias; (2) 

adjective bias; (3) adverbial bias; (4) contextual bias; (5) outright opinion; and (6) 

photographic bias in some political reports. The most prominent forms were adjective bias; 

adverbial bias and photographic bias evidenced much more in the Chronicle than the 

Graphic. Chronicle was sensational in its use of qualitative labels, spin and sarcasm using 

them in ways that sought to depart from journalistic traits and attributes (principally 

objectivity) believed to be necessary for building trust and reliability (McQuail, 2000). 

Partisan bias in reporting whose existence is challenged by Niven (2001) was present in the 

study, similar to what Papathanassopoulos (2001) found of Greek journalism. According to 

him, "the [Greek] printed press has remained obtrusively partisan, colourful, excessive, at 
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times cross-patronizing and in some cases laced with adjectives that in most western media 

would be considered incompatible with fairness" (p. 511). Colourful and excessive reporting 

through the use of qualitative labels (adjectives, adverbs and adverbial clauses) especially by 

The Ghanaian Chronicle pointed more towards negativism when they were used in reference 

to the NDC but to positivism in reference to the NPP. However, contrary to studies that 

found negative coverage of government and its officials (Niven, 2001; McKinney et al., 

1999; Patterson & Donsbach, 1996), there was not much evidence in the study to suggest 

negativity bias against government per se. In spite of the overt show of partisan bias 

(Graphic in favour of ruling governments and Chronicle against the NDC) as Patterson and 

Donsbach (1996) also found in the United States, not much negativity bias was detected in 

the two newspapers' reportage unlike as found in Patterson and Donsbach (1996) and in 

other studies including Niven (2001); Esser et al. (2001); and McKinney et al. (1999). 

Nonetheless, the fact that the private newspaper (The Ghanaian Chronicle) carried more of 

the negative stories than the state-owned Daily Graphic appears consistent with findings of 

some studies focusing on negativity bias. It particularly supports Tettey's (2001) assertion 

that the private media appear to stretch the limits of adversarial politics and brings to mind 

Takougang's (1995) criticism that some of them sometimes publish "negative headlines and 

stories even though they may have been groundless" (p. 342). It would also appear to support 

the theory of self-censorship and political interference resulting from government ownership 

of some media (Mwesige, 2004, p. 79) in addition to the idea of adversarial journalism 

observed to be characteristic of the private media (Tettey, 2001; Takougang, 1995). The 

totality of coverage, however, indicated a move towards positivism in political reporting as 

coverage of positive themes exceeded negative themes throughout the study. Coverage was 

more positive than negative since positive news exceeded negative news by nearly three to 
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one in the first period (out of 184 stories) and four to one in the second (out of a total of 220 

stories). Besides, political coverage was generally more evenly spread among the three- 

dimensional categories: negative news (35.4%), neutral (32.7%) and positive news (31.9%). 

More importantly, about two in three (67.9%) of themes were positive in the first study 

period while in the second, this rose to nearly three in four (72.8%). 

Curiously, both newspapers published more negative stories during the tenure of Rawlings' 

NDC than Kufuor's NPP indicating that Rawlings' NDC received more flak while it was in 

power (Period 1) than out of power (Period 2). Conversely, Kufuor's NPP received more 

negative stories when it was in opposition (Period 1) than in government perhaps because it 

was still enjoying media support (honey-moon) during the second study period, which 

marked two years into its administration after 19 years of Rawlings' leadership. With 

documents showing a friendlier media atmosphere under Kufuor and a rather hostile 

environment under Rawlings, the fact that the two newspapers published more negative 

stories during Rawlings' NDC administration than during Kufuor's NPP regime appears to 

respond to the media-political situation in the country. Negative coverage (scandals, 

corruption, fraud, misappropriation of funds, intra-party wrangling and power struggles, and 

attacks on political opponents) could be an expression of the frustrations of journalists 

attempting to live within constitutional guarantees of press freedom and stifling realities of 

media control. This tends to agree with observations of McNair (1999) and Street (2001) 

about the influence of external conditions and constraints under which journalism is practised 

on journalistic activity. 

Whether bias is assessed using the distinction between equal and unequal coverage, or 

between fair and unfair coverage of the two regimes/parties, there are realistic indicators to 
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support either stance. The NDC as a political party received the most coverage on the whole 

while The Ghanaian Chronicle newspaper produced the most coverage overall with most of 

its reports focusing on the NDC. These facts are evident from the total number/amount of 

reports in which each political party was mentioned, period within which such coverage was 

recorded, type of story, placement, size of news story, enhancements and types of news 

sources and news actors used. Furthermore, using tone, direction and theme or subject matter 

of political coverage, and especially distinguishing between positive and negative political 

reporting, it was evident the NDC received substantial amounts of criticism and negative 

coverage in spite of the overwhelming evidence of generally positive reporting done by the 

two newspapers overall. 

Unlike Reeves (1997), therefore, coverage appeared to be based on the newspapers' 

ideological and partisan preferences, which also determined observed inequalities in political 

coverage. Reeves (1997) contended that news people "are anxious to preserve their own 

credibility" especially in situations where "most cannot make a living if they are not seen by 

sources, readers, viewers, and bosses as trying to be fair" (pp. 40-41). This, however, was not 

exactly the case of Ghanaian journalists despite Daily Graphic's pointers to ideological 

neutrality and objectivity. There were observable examples of partisan and ideological 

positions identified in political news coverage through the overall large coverage of the NDC 

(especially by Chronicle), of governments (by Graphic), and the use of un-sourced stories, 

rumours, speculations, and critical qualitative labels. 

The Dumbing Down Thesis 

According to Hargreaves (2003), dumbed down news media privilege sensation over 

significance, and celebrity over achievement. They sacrifice "accuracy for speed, purposeful 
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investigation for cheap intrusion and reliability for entertainment" (p. 12). The study checked 

for instances of trivialised coverage of politics and public life examining whether overall 

there was any support for the "dumbing down" thesis using newspaper coverage of the two 

political administrations. The thesis asserts that coverage of political issues/news is shrinking 

in modern journalism and that treatment of such issues has become more superficial and less 

well grounded in the facts of issues reported (Ursell, 2001). As a result, guesses, speculation 

and rumours, which are subsequently reported as facts dominate newspaper headlines. 

Intensified competition in the media is believed to be one of the major causes of this 

perceived degradation in media performance (Franklin, 1997; Hallin, 2000). 

Although both periods of the present study were considered modern and so could not yield to 

comparisons between earlier and present times, certain findings are relevant to these 

discussions. The fact that only 13 editions within the study sample did not contain any 

political news stories on their front pages shows that political issues and political news 

coverage are not shrinking in Ghanaian modern journalism. Nearly all samples taken from 

the privately owned The Ghanaian Chronicle (except three) had political news stories 

prominently reported on their front pages. Besides, the fact that the Daily Graphic, despite 

devoting a specific page to political news, also used its front-page for prominent political 

news stories indicates the importance of politics to the two newspapers. In this regard the 

study is inconsistent with aspects of the "dumbing down" thesis that assert that coverage of 

political issues/news is shrinking in modern journalism. 

As regards other aspects of the thesis indicating that treatment of political issues has become 

more superficial and less well grounded in the facts of issues presented, though such detailed 

considerations of news reporting and media performance were beyond the scope of this 
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study, some of its findings are, nonetheless, insightful. Examples are mainly from the private 

newspaper: The Ghanaian Chronicle. During the first period of the study, 1993-1994 and 

particularly in 1993, The Ghanaian Chronicle made frequent use of guesses, rumours and 

speculations, which it reported as news (facts). This is demonstrated by the large number of 

un-sourced news stories it carried as well as its frequent use of question marks in headlines 

and of phrases such as follows: 

"Reliable sources close to" or "sources close to" the castle, the presidency, etc 

"It is alleged... " or "it is said that... " or "it has been learnt" ... 

"Upon investigation" or "Chronicle investigations" ... 

"The Chronicle has learnt" or "Chronicle has established" ... 

"Chronicle intelligence" or "`Chronicle" news sniffers' ... or "Yours truly"... 

"According to Intel reports" or "`Chronicle" Bureau Reports' ... 

"Impeccable sources within" or "deep insiders" or "inside sources" ... 

Although the use of un-sourced information and/or speculation could be a function of lack of 

access to the relevant information and its sources, it also gave other indications. It showed 

lack of transparency about news sources and inadequacy of facts upon which some news 

stories were based. These tended to lower media standards and performance thereby giving 

credence to the "dumbing down" thesis. Consequently, mainly through the performance of 

The Ghanaian Chronicle much more than the Daily Graphic, the study found support for 

some aspects of the `dumbing down' thesis that related to lack of adequate information and 

knowledge on issues covered in some news reports. 
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Visualisation: The Use of Cartoons and Photographs 

The Ghanaian Chronicle's use of visualisation showed in stories that had multiple images 

such as photographs and cartoons, as well as in headlines with large font sizes and wide 

spaces, and headlines with multiple subheadings. The use of cartoons, photographs, and 

photocopies of letters, circulars and documents appeared to have multiple purposes. 

Chronicle used cartoons, particularly, to highlight political issues, which were topical, 

current and/or formed part of public controversy. The fact that these were more common 

during the first study period, 1993-1994, which marked the commencement of the return to 

constitutional rule (when they constituted 14.4% of the newspaper's total coverage of 111 

political stories), is instructive. The newspaper's use of screaming headlines, capital letters 

with large font sizes and exclamation marks: "DANGER A. ZIE J !" 

(January 4-10 1993) clearly distinguished main headlines and subheadings thereby using 

these techniques and others to separate its front-page main news stories from front-page 

other news stories. Similar effects were achieved through Chronicle's use of question marks 

and contrasting colours - white print over dark/black background or vice versa. 

Consequently, unlike some Daily Graphic stories, there was little difficulty in identifying 

stories that Chronicle wanted to highlight as main news stories on its front-page and those 

that were only subsidiary. More importantly, the use of images such as cartoons and 

photocopies of documents was suggestive of media restrictions and low levels of journalistic 

freedom that prevailed in Ghana at the time with an uncertain media-political atmosphere 

after a long period of unconstitutional rule spanning between 1981 and 1992. Not only did 

those images legitimise the newspaper's stories at a time when it was practically impossible 

to independently verify many news stories, they also kept the newspaper's reporters 

relatively safer and more credible by allowing such images to speak for themselves. 
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Chronicle's stand-alone political cartoons and photocopies of official letters and/or 

documents thus constituted bona fide political stories. They were, however, included in the 

study only when the images they carried and the silent statements they made were about 

Ghanaian politics, politicians and/or political activities and spoke of political events either in 

the newspaper, other media or in public domain. 

The Incumbency Factor 

Incumbency denotes both authority and newsworthiness (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Cook, 

1989). Newsworthiness usually translates into coverage prominence and if, for example, "a 

national presidential election is objectively more newsworthy than an election for city 

commissioner" (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, p. 5), then the former would receive more 

prominent coverage than the latter. Gans' (1979) list of prominent people - the "knowns" - 

who dominate news, indeed, features incumbent presidents at the top followed by 

presidential candidates and other leading political personalities from the national to the local 

levels. The "unknowns", according to him, constitute only about a fifth of coverage. Gans 

(1979) also found a focus on the official, that is, major activities of government reported in 

news reports. Similarly, studies have found a preponderance of government officials as main 

sources of news (Sigal, 1973; Dickson, 1992/1995). Incumbent governments are therefore 

more likely to receive greater coverage than their contenders or challengers in opposition. 

Depending on the political, economic and social development of the country, they are also 

more likely to influence regulatory and legal frameworks guiding media coverage either 

overtly or covertly. 

Negrine (1994) argued that a state newspaper was more likely to be under pressure to follow 

political lines of reporting prescribed by governments. This stance is supported by studies 
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conducted by Murdock (1990) and Schudson (2000). While Schudson contends that the state- 

owned media serve as agents of state control and mobilise support for political elite interests, 

Murdock believes media owners have the capacity to regulate media output either directly or 

indirectly. According to Murdock, they interfere with media content directly by intervening 

in the daily operations of the media or indirectly by interventions such as setting goals, 

appointing favourites into managerial and editorial positions and manipulating the allocation 

of resources. Several political commentators and civil society groups in Ghana including the 

Institute for Economic Affairs (IEA) and the Centre for Democratic Development (CDD) 

have discussed the incumbency factor in Ghanaian politics and political reporting as largely 

favouring ruling governments. Graphic's reporting in the study provided support for such 

arguments in view of its bias towards political parties in power to which it gave large 

amounts of positive and favourable coverage. It appeared to act not only as the agent for 

mobilising support for the causes of the two governments, but also as their propaganda wing 

propagating government decisions and policies towards making such support realisable. 

Examining indicators such as political parties most mentioned in news stories, lengths of 

stories, actors frequently covered and placement of news stories showed the edge Graphic 

gave to parties of ruling governments. For instance, while actors in stories that mentioned the 

NDC received the most mention overall, Graphic in the second period mentioned more NPP 

actors. Similarly, using themes, tone and direction of coverage as well as story enhancements 

strengthened the claim of positively covering those in power. However, Chronicle's 

reportage provided evidence to the contrary given its obsession with negatively reporting the 

NDC both in power and out of power. By so doing, it gave the NDC much more coverage 

than the NPP overall. While Graphic recalled studies such as those done by Bokhorst-Heng 

(2002), Ramaprasad (2001/2003) and Mwesige (2004), Chronicle followed patterns drawn 
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by others such as Tettey (2001), and Gulyas (2003). Therefore, incumbency was an important 

factor in political reporting only when it related to coverage by the state-owned media 

(Graphic) but of little consequence in private media (Chronicle) reporting. 

Freedom of the Press and of Expression 

Press freedom in Ghana is guaranteed under the country's Constitution and is therefore 

independent of and not subject to any particular posture of journalists as found elsewhere. 

Provisions on press freedom as contained in Chapter 12 of Ghana's 1992 Constitution 

appear to imitate the western model of journalistic practice, which also appears to be the 

model Ghanaian journalists practise blending the British and the American models as 

described by Esser et al. (2001) and Pfetsch (2001). This is in sync with Ghana's hybrid 

democratic experiment that combines the British Westminster representative system of 

government with the American executive presidential model. Both models centre on 

journalistic and other freedoms in spite of their different political systems. Therefore, unlike 

some newspapers, which operate under relatively free media systems because they are 

largely conservative, reconciliatory and non-critical (Lee, 1993), Ghanaian newspapers have 

largely enjoyed a similar environment in spite of their critical, sometimes confrontational, 

abrasive and adversarial posture. Ghana's laws guarantee freedom of speech and of 

expression that underpin the practice of journalism (see Ampaw, 2004; Constitution of 

Ghana, 1992). The Constitution guarantees freedom and independence of the media (Article 

162 (1)), eschews censorship (Article 162 (2), impediments (Article 162 (3)) and control, 

interference or media harassment (Article 162 (4)). 

Ghana's Constitution and other statutes contain provisions such as national security, 

privacy, libel, obscenity and other laws through which governments could regulate media 
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content directly (Ampaw, 2004). For instance, Article 164 of the Constitution provides 

limitations on the rights and freedoms guaranteed under Chapters 5 and 12: 

The provisions of articles 162 and 163 of this Constitution are subject to laws that are 
reasonably required in the interest of national security, public order, public morality 
and for the purpose of protecting the reputations, rights and freedoms of other persons. 

The press in Ghana had at different times suffered oppression and/or suppression, 

intimidation and/or fear, and interference and/or intervention particularly under military 

dictatorships and authoritarian regimes. In spite of this and the constitutional caveat, there 

were no noticeable constraints or limitations on journalistic freedoms (freedom of the press, 

of expression) manifested in the two newspapers' reporting. Between the two regimes 

studied, however, attempts at regulating media content were felt much more under the NDC 

(1993-1994) than the NPP (2001-2002) as documents studied showed. Considering the 

length of time the NDC and its predecessor PNDC ruled under one leadership (19 years), 

this interference could explain Graphic's reverence of governments and Chronicle's 

defiance of the NDC. For instance, Chronicle's consistency in using more personal name 

by-lines in stories referring to the NDC in the first (31.6%) and second (25.4%) study 

periods than the NPP's 3.5% and 15.5% is indicative not only of courage but also of 

defiance. Conversely, Graphic used more personal name by-lines in stories referring to 

ruling governments/parties. In 1993-1994, it used 7.9% in reference to the NDC and none 

for the NPP while in 2001-2002 it used 25.9% for the NPP and 8.2% for the NDC. 

Though unlike Uganda, Ghana in 2001 repealed its criminal libel law and decriminalised 

speech, the irony is that part of Ghanaian journalism, as demonstrated by the Daily Graphic, 

appears to suffer from some limitations identified in Ugandan journalism as "self- 

censorship" and "lack of access to information" (Mwesige, 2004, p. 79). However, there was 
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little evidence of "political interference" in Ghanaian journalism overall. Consequently, in 

comparison with studies such as those conducted by Mwesige (2004), Ramaprasad (2003), 

and Papathanassopoulos (2001) particularly in terms of limitations such as self-censorship, 

lack of access and political interference or intervention, the present study showed fewer 

limitations. The study seemed to suggest there was not much limitation on themes of 

political coverage, qualitative labels, actors or sources used in news stories judging by the 

array of themes and huge numbers of labels used; the coverage of actors from both sides of 

the political divide, and, especially, by the predominance of journalistic sources of news. 

This is consistent with Robbins' (1997, p. 125) observation that "the diversity of ownership 

and range of topics covered seems to speak well of official tolerance and openness both to 

an independent press and to the winds of democracy said to be blowing across the 

continent". The different ownership patterns of the two newspapers did not affect the 

extensive range of topics/themes covered. 

Furthermore, an examination of the two periods of study showed improving relations 

between the media and political actors even if this was a function of regime change. While 

Graphic's bias towards ruling governments could be interpreted as self-censorship, 

Chronicle's use of un-sourced stories, rumours and speculations could be seen to 

demonstrate lack of access to the appropriate sources and actors of political news. This is 

understandable given the NDC government's refusal to admit private journalists into the 

Castle and to allow them on official government trips. It was only in these ways that some 

limitations were reflected in the two newspapers' reportage. For instance, the fact that Daily 

Graphic reporters' were often in select press teams on official government trips enabled it 

publish more political stories (78.8%) than The Ghanaian Chronicle (21.2%). This 

difference also reflected within newspapers across study periods. 
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While journalists on official trips produced 46.2% in 1993-1994 and 53.8% in 2001-2002 of 

Graphic political stories, for the same periods, they constituted 14.3% and 85.7% 

respectively of coverage by The Ghanaian Chronicle. Any other direction and/or control by 

the political, social or economic elites, if present, were more covert than overt as the study 

found a rather liberated press thus questioning Altschull's (1997, p. 259) suggestion that 

"the content of the news media inevitably reflects the interests of those who pay the bills". 

This, perhaps, was true to some extent of the Daily Graphic whose bias in favour of ruling 

governments could be so-explained but not so much of The Ghanaian Chronicle. 

Types of Press System Evident in Coverage 

The type of journalism evident in the coverage of the two newspapers appeared to be a 

mixture of two dominant models tailored to suit both local Ghanaian needs and global 

expectations. The western liberal, social responsibility, or the Anglo-American model, on 

the one hand vied for pre-eminence with the Third World-relevant development journalism 

model, on the other. The situation mimicked Ramaprasad's (2003) observation that: 

"Tanzanian journalists have a unique way of perceiving their roles -a mixture of socialism 

and some accommodation of Western ideas of press freedom - but overall they still lean 

toward a collectivistic socialist model" (p. 13). It would appear African journalism is in 

limbo torn between African traditions and Western qualities ('Africanism' and 

`Westernism') and is taking elements of both to construct its own unique type even if by so 

doing, journalism becomes muddled and confused. The study found development 

journalism traits usually associated with an authoritarian/socialist press ideology in the 

Daily Graphic while The Ghanaian Chronicle provided traits expressing freedom of the 

press associated with a liberal journalistic ideology (Ramaprasad, 2003). 
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Development journalism aims at: 1) advancing the national development agenda; 2) 

unifying the country; 3) providing cultural and intellectual fare; and 4) reflecting the views 

of the public. The western liberal model provides: 1) criticism of government and its 

policies; 2) support for political pluralism; 3) sensational reporting; 4) reportage that reflects 

the views of the wealthy and stirs up conflict in society (unwanted negative media traits) as 

found in Tanzania (Ramaprasad, 2003, p. 21). However, there was no evidence of 

Graphic's political coverage that suggested the provision of "cultural and intellectual fare" 

which distinguished it from Chronicle reporting. Also while some of Chronicle's political 

news stories could stir up conflict in society, such outcome would only have been 

unintended since its news stories did not show a deliberate attempt at inciting conflict 

despite their frequent use of qualitative labels some of which sought to ridicule or tease key 

politicians. Furthermore, Chronicle, more so than Graphic, tried to reflect the views of the 

public particularly in the immediate aftermath of military rule with its "culture of silence" 

during the first period of the study when public opinion appeared muzzled. Consequently, 

although it operated mainly within the western liberal journalistic model, Chronicle's news 

reports did not only reflect the views of the wealthy but also those of the "masses" (the 

public) particularly at a time when Graphic only appeared to propagate and disseminate 

official information. 

None of the two newspapers closely followed the "objective, straightforward, informative 

reporting and culture in terms of its practices and its professionalism" (Papathanassopoulos, 

2001, p. 506) preached by the model variously described as the western, liberal or social 

responsibility model, Anglo-American model or professional model (Mancini, 2000). 

Similarly, none of them operated within the concepts of journalistic distance, detachment 

and neutrality towards the object of reporting; objectivity; lack of partisanship; attachment 
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to accuracy and other truth criteria (McQuail, 2000; 1994, p. 145) stressed by the model. 

Arguably, few journalists even within developed contexts could faithfully abide by the 

tenets of the western model, as the numerous accusations of media bias seem to imply. 

However, it is a question of degree and magnitude aggravated by contextual factors such as 

the political environment and press freedom regimes. In the same vein, not even the state- 

owned Daily Graphic operated entirely within the development journalism or 

communitarian concept of journalism in spite of its attempts at focusing on propagating 

governmental policies and ideals aimed at unifying and developing the country (Karikari, 

2004). Indeed, there is much in the study to support Mwesige's (2004) assertion that "the 

fact that journalism practice in Africa closely mirrors western conceptions of the press is 

inescapable" (p. 77). 

Political news reporting as seen through the two newspapers pointed to journalistic practices 

that were supportive of both the western liberal and the developmental models. The study 

found evidence of "western journalistic functions of information, analysis and interpretation 

and investigation of official claims" (Mwesige, 2004, p. 69) or the "so-called western 

journalistic functions of dissemination and interpretation" (Mwesige, 2004, p. 88). This was 

more evident in The Ghanaian Chronicle news reports, which sought to delve beyond such 

official claims and to examine issues from different perspectives than those of the Daily 

Graphic, which sought principally to disseminate information. The Ghanaian Chronicle 

tended to focus on single themes, which it developed from several perspectives or angles 

sometimes with no subsidiary themes using many qualitative labels and/or approaching the 

issue either from various angles or by recalling other developments relating to the story. 
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A good example of such use of single themes was the front-page main news story of October 

18-24 1993 headlined: "We Are at War", which used all the above techniques. The focus on 

single themes was, however, sometimes broken when the story dealt with exposing and 

ridiculing high-ranking politicians. An example was the front-page main news story of 

November 21-23 1994 headlined: "The President Is `Mad' ... "11 which carried several 

subsidiary themes stemming from the President's alleged rage at the reportage on his wife's 

one-month visit to the United States for a programme at the Johns Hopkins University. The 

main theme of the story was the President and his mother-in-law's rage at news reports. 

Subsidiary themes of the story were: political deceit, family feud, attack on media, lack of 

journalistic freedom, political sycophancy, and abuse of political office and/or ministerial 

position. 

While The Ghanaian Chronicle would explore and expose, the Daily Graphic assigned 

itself the role of propagating or disseminating whatever had been given as the official line or 

explanation of what had occurred. Furthermore, there was evidence - particularly through its 

extensive coverage of ruling governments - of the Daily Graphic performing what Mwesige 

(2004, p. 87) referred to as the "so-called development journalism functions" or "the so- 

called African/Third World journalistic functions such as assisting/aiding national 

development". For instance, Graphic's political editorials were nearly always supportive of 

ruling governments as was the case of the Singaporean press (Bokhorst-Heng, 2002) 

although Graphic also had a watchdog role within the concept of a "fourth estate" of the 

realm as constitutionally mandated unlike its counterparts in Singapore. Where such support 

for government was not overtly demonstrated, neutrality in reporting was shown resulting in 

the rather high incidence of "neutral stories" in the study. In this regard, like the 

11 The two articles commented on in this paragraph, which show The Ghanaian Chronicle's use of 
contrasts between single themes and multiple themes, have been attached as part of Appendix 7. 
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Singaporean press (Bokhorst-Heng, 2002), it demonstrated a readiness to function as a 

proponent and tutor of government policy under both political regimes and in both periods 

of the study thereby subduing its governmental oversight responsibilities assigned by 

Ghana's 1992 Constitution (Article 162 (5)). 

Conversely, The Ghanaian Chronicle tried to maintain some distance from Government and 

its actors with whom it seemed to be engaged in battle although its adversarial posture 

towards the NDC appeared to benefit the NPP both in and out of government. There was, 

indeed, evidence of supportive editorials and/or political coverage in Chronicle stories in 

which the NPP was mentioned or referred to in the study. It was, therefore, evident from the 

comparison between Chronicle and Graphic's coverage that the Ghanaian press and its 

journalists, like their Tanzanian counterparts, "align a socialist journalistic ideology with the 

government press and a libertarian journalistic ideology with the private press" 

(Ramaprasad, 2003, p. 21). This is notwithstanding the fact that Ghana has experienced a 

different historical, social and political culture and development from western developed 

countries where the western liberal model is practised and also from the two East African 

countries - Tanzania and Uganda. Besides, Ghana's contemporary socio-political conditions 

and media environment are also different from those of these countries. 

Ghanaian newspapers, including Graphic, appeared to show admiration for western ideas of 

journalism although overwhelmed by development journalism principles - especially in the 

case of Graphic - just like their colleagues in Tanzania (Ramaprasad, 2003) and Uganda 

(Mwesige, 2004). Consequently, none of the two newspapers operated strictly within the 

requirements of either journalistic ideology: while Graphic leaned more towards the 

development concept, Chronicle tilted towards the western liberal ideology thus defying 
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strict classification in both cases. There was, indeed, a dominance of the westernjournalistic 

model with some amount of the developmental concept in reporting. Western journalistic 

functions of dissemination and interpretation, what Mwesige referred to as the disseminator 

roles of journalism were evident in both newspapers' reports with Chronicle doing more of 

the adversarial role by excessively criticising the NDC government, its officials and 

policies. 

Journalistic Arbiters in Ghana 

Journalism in Ghana is institutionally insulated and protected by constitutional provisions 

and mechanisms developed by journalists themselves. Unlike Uganda and Greece, which, 

according to Mwesige (2004) and Papathanassopoulos (2001) appeared not to have any 

such arbiters, Ghana has a functioning National Media Commission (NMC) and a Ghana 

Journalists Association (GJA) both of which intervene in matters concerning journalists and 

journalism. Besides, certain provisions of the 1992 Constitution, notably Articles 167,168, 

169 and 173, serve to arbitrate between journalists and the rest of society to reduce rancour 

and to strengthen the journalistic profession. This is a definite step ahead of the Ugandan 

situation where respondents called for "a peer-dominated ̀ media council' to arbitrate 

disputes between the press and public, as well as those between the press and state" 

(Mwesige, 2004, p. 80) and also of that of Greece. Papathanassopoulos (2001) reports of the 

absence of a professional code of conduct for Greek journalists and partly blames that for 

the absence of professionalism and neutrality in Greek journalism. According to him, 

"Greek journalists appear somewhat incapable of defining a consolidated and consensually 

acceptable body of ethical and professional principles which would apply to all journalists, 

regardless of the owners that employ them" (p. 513). 
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In contrast to the Greek situation, Ghana's GJA has a consensually acceptable code of ethics 

as well as guidelines and standards for various types of reporting including political 

coverage and advertising. Additionally, it has a respected Ethics Committee whose main 

function is to adjudicate over infringements on professionalism and approved conduct 

among journalists. Furthermore, the NMC's constitutional mandate includes insulating the 

media from governmental control; settling disputes between journalists and others; and 

ensuring the highest journalistic standards, among others (1992 Constitution of Ghana). It 

is, however, not certain how any changes in these countries' media environments along the 

lines suggested by both Papathanassopoulos (2001) and Mwesige (2004) could dramatically 

transform journalism beyond increasing journalistic freedoms as the situation in Ghana has 

shown. 

Indeed, none of the above institutions has stemmed public concerns with professionalism in 

Ghanaian journalism, as the numerous complaints/cases before the NMC appear to suggest. 

Between August 1993 and December 1994, these stood at 33,15 of which were brought by 

politicians and by 2001, cases had risen to 94,28 of which involved politicians. The fact 

that there were more complaints from politicians in the PNDC/NDC than the NPP was 

insightful and spoke either of intolerance on the part of the former or media adversity 

towards its politicians. Although not within the scope of this study, 2003 provided pointers 

to the gradual deteriorating relationship between the media and NPP politicians. While eight 

of that year's 47 cases involved politicians of the NPP, only one involved an NDC 

politician. 

Similarly, neither of the institutions has succeeded in infusing neutrality into Ghanaian 

journalists as demonstrated by the two newspapers in the study and their individual biases. 
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Neither the moral exhortations of the GJA and its Ethics Committee nor the kids-glove 

treatment of the NMC and its Complaints Settlement Committee have succeeded in 

ensuring objectivity and neutrality in news coverage. Using Papathanassopoulos' (2001) 

and, to some extent Mwesige's (2004) arguments, therefore, the Daily Graphic's deferential 

and reverential attitudes towards government and The Ghanaian Chronicle's adversarial 

posture towards the NDC and its government could hardly be explained. It, perhaps, takes 

much more than these media-friendly institutions and provisions to ensure a truly 

professional and neutral journalism practice. Perhaps, it requires strict standards on media 

education and operation before entry into journalism and consensually agreed upon (by 

media practitioners and experts) sets of guidelines and regulations for media practice 

backed by law with clearly spelt out sanctions rather than the moral exhortations ethics 

appear to stand on. 

Government (Source)-Media (Reporter) Relationships 

Pfetsch (2001, p. 64) indicates: "a message has chances of attracting media attention if its 

political content, the political position of the spokesperson, and the profile of the medium 

converge. Only against this background does it make sense that political spokespeople and 

journalists maintain precisely those social norms that stabilize their proximity, that the 

relationship is seen as being largely harmonious, and that political intentions are the maxims 

of public relations". Blumler and Gurevitch (1996) noted the important role political 

positions of sources play and discussed the necessity of developing a hierarchy of news 

sources from the highly placed to the lowly placed. However, considering the minimal use of 

key political sources - Presidents, Vice-Presidents and Ministers of State - in political news 

stories, it is doubtful whether many of these theories and suggestions advanced for enhancing 

political coverage actually work in the Ghanaian context. 
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Given the high incidence of independent journalistic newsgathering as the most important 

source of news reports in the study, it would appear what determined the chances of a 

particular political message to make it through the news gates to the front pages of the two 

newspapers in Ghana was access of journalists to politicians and activities they organised or 

events they undertook. Such access enhances the ability of journalists to gather newsworthy 

information to process into and subsequently publish as news rather than a dependence on 

information handouts or invitation to planned political events. The low-level use of 

information subsidies (handouts and planned or organised events' coverage), however, 

indicates an attempt at some level of media autonomy rather than dependence on major 

political actors and news sources. 

Blumler and Gurevitch's (1996) idea of developing a hierarchy of news sources can be linked 

to the amount of informational raw material obtained from the source, the quality of 

information supplied, and its usefulness to both the medium and the audience. "Politicians 

are therefore in a position, especially when newsworthy, to `ration the goodies', use them as 

bargaining counters, and direct reporters' attention to their pet themes" (Blumler and 

Gurevitch, 1996, p. 110). In relation to the study then, Ghanaian politicians were largely 

either inaccessible or had little newsworthy value to enable them "ration the goodies" 

because neither the journalists of The Ghanaian Chronicle nor those of the Daily Graphic 

made much use of them. The study showed that key political actors were hardly used by 

journalists as their sources of news. 

Consequently, it was difficult finding support for Blumler and Gurevitch's (1996) contention 

that source (politician) - reporter (journalist) relationships tended to be shaped by a) mutual 

dependence (interdependence); b) competition (between politicians and between journalists); 
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and c) adaptation of politician and journalist roles. Furthermore, with the minimal use of key 

political sources, news stories neither clearly nor prominently provided a link between 

individual politicians and the issues they covered. Therefore, some of the indicators Niven 

(2001, p. 36) identified to measure how much attention the media are giving to particular 

issues and whether the media actively create a link between political sources of news or 

actors in news stories (such as the president) and the issues involved are lost in the study. 

This is perhaps because the study only indirectly examined source-reporter relations by 

looking at access to newsworthy information through political news actors and sources 

frequently used in political news stories. The situation could change if the sources of leaked 

documents, which together constituted over 11% of published news, could be ascertained to 

be key politicians. 

According to Blumler and Gurevitch (1996), "a shared culture ... is indispensable to 

undergird the relationship" (p. 113) between politicians and journalists. In their estimation, 

the elements of a shared culture - including fairness, objectivity, criteria of behavioural 

propriety and news values - produce an overarching presence in press-politics relations. The 

study, however, failed to find any well-established "shared culture" - written or unwritten - 

between the two sides of the political communication enterprise particularly given what 

appeared to be an unequal partnership between politicians and journalists in the immediate 

aftermath of military dictatorship and the return to constitutionality in Ghana. It also failed to 

find any co-ordinated and corresponding structures within the two institutions except in the 

case of the Daily Graphic and the two political institutions. 

Therefore, Blumler and Gurevitch's (1995) contention that only within the context of the 

structural conditions of the political and media systems of a country does political 
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communication take place as interaction between political spokespeople and journalists 

mutually dependent on each other might be evaluated using the state-owned newspaper. 

Pfetsch (2001), thus, sees the seminal role of professional norms and organizational routines 

in this interaction: "How politicians make the news and how journalists report the news is 

usually attributed to the professional norms and codes of conduct that arise around the 

organizational routines of political institutions and the media" (Pfetsch, 2001, p. 46). While 

these norms and codes reflected in the Daily Graphic coverage of politics under the two 

regimes, not much was seen within the crusading journalism The Ghanaian Chronicle 

embarked upon. Besides, neither the NDC nor the NPP appeared to have any clearly defined 

media relations norms and routines although the NDC, through its Castle Information Bureau 

(CIB), established the grounds for media coverage of its governmental activities. 

By and large, what constituted news in the two newspapers was not so much a product of 

transactions or negotiations between journalists and their sources as reporters simply 

reporting from functions they attended. However, the appreciable incidence of unnamed or 

anonymous sources (11% of cases) would appear to conceal an attempt by journalists to 

protect certain political news sources. In this regard, negotiations and transactions between 

reporters and sources as suggested by Tuchman (1978; 1991), Schudson (2000/2005), Hallin 

(1986), Gans (1979), and Hall (1979) could be relevant. Since political sources including the 

President, Vice-President, Ministers of State, opposition leaders and spokespeople, Members 

of Parliament and political party officers accounted for just about a quarter of news stories, 

there were no truly recognisable legitimated sources of political news for any of the two 

newspapers under any regime. 
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It would appear the primary source of reality for news was what reporters/journalists saw or 

perceived as events happening around them much more than even interactions between them 

and sources quoted or referred to because of the predominance of journalistic sources of 

political news compared to political sources. On the occasions when information subsidies 

were used, news sources delivered those subsidies to journalists through planned and 

organised events such as press conferences, press releases, press statements and interviews. 

The study, however, did not investigate whether sources influenced information by 

withholding it, altering it, or providing/releasing it either fully or partially as Gandy (1982) 

suggested. Neither did it find evidence to support the assertion that they entered "into an 

exchange of value with journalists in which ... they [sources] reduce the costs of news work 

to increase their control over news content" (Gandy, 1982, p. 15). But given the fact that 

information subsidies constituted only about a quarter (25.2%) of events covered in news 

stories, not much of content could be attributed to planned information, publicity and news 

management by "specific source persons" (McQuail and Windahl, 1993, p. 177). 

Subsidies - press conferences, press interviews or briefings, press releases and statements, 

conference and/or workshop resolutions, and other statements made directly available to the 

media - did not constitute significant sources of newsworthy information for journalists of 

the Daily Graphic and The Ghanaian Chronicle. In other words, examining both sources of 

news, and occasions of news coverage revealed that not much of political news was 

generated by political spokespeople or public relations officers unlike in studies conducted 

elsewhere by Pfetsch (2001), and Esser et al. (2001) in which "spin doctors" played seminal 

roles. Although the presence or absence of the influence of public relations or politics on 

news stories could not be detected directly through content alone, combining sources of news 

with events or occasions of coverage provided some direction and leverage in this regard. 
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Similarly, the study found no evidence of newsmakers (politicians) "becoming particularly 

savvy about placing items on the media agenda" (Severin and Tankard, 1992, p. 224). 

Interviews, said to be "the largest category of enterprise channels", are often the result of 

routine access to bureaucratic spokespersons (Gandy, 1982, p. 12). Consequently, news that 

is heavily dependent on interviews has the potential to undermine or jeopardise its 

investigative or enterprise mode. In view of the high incidence of news emanating from 

unplanned occasions and the fact that interviews were used more as supplements rather than 

the main sources of news reports, there was not as much reliance on publicists, "spin 

doctors" or any other politicians as there was on the reporting skills and abilities of 

journalists of the two newspapers. Journalists were less dependent on interviews with 

political news sources for news than on their journalistic newsgathering skills suggesting not 

least limited routine access to sources but more attempts at autonomy. There was therefore 

more investigative journalism than what Gandy (1982) called "socialized journalism" 

(coverage arising out of sponsored journalist-source interactions such as press releases, press 

conferences, press briefings, special breakfasts, and luncheon meetings). Interviews, thus, 

constituted arsenals within investigative journalism intended to serve both to clarify and 

substantiate positions taken in news stories, and to advance the issues being developed 

thereby offering readers broader and more accurate insights. 

Atton and Wickenden (2005) indicate that, "the mainstream media's values and professional 

practices determine how news is sourced" (p. 348). Experiences gathered from the present 

study indicate that these values and professional practices are largely shaped and directed by 

the media environment, in turn determined by prevailing political realities. Consequently, 

Becker's (1967) model of the hierarchy of credibility has only limited applicability in the 
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Ghanaian society where its continual relevance depends much more on how the media rate a 

particular news source than on the hierarchical position of the source itself. As a result, 

increased scepticism of politicians and official information translates into less dependence on 

these sources for news as happened in the study, which showed less reliance on Gandy's 

(1982) information subsidies. Becker's assertion that "any tale told by those at the top 

intrinsically deserves to be regarded as the most credible account... " indicating "... 

credibility and the right to be heard are differentially distributed through the ranks of the 

system" (Becker, 1967, p. 241), therefore, has only limited relevance. 

Although those at the top echelons of society have greater access to policy makers and 

bureaucratic institutions than subordinate groups, they continue to make news and to be 

consulted only if they maintain some level of credibility as dependable sources of 

information. Given the level of distrust of key Ghanaian politicians, it is not surprising that 

they constituted insignificant percentages of news sources for the media. In fact, as Atton and 

Wickenden (2005) predict, alternative media might provide a counter to the hierarchy of 

credibility long "founded ... on conventional and abiding notions of power, legitimacy and 

authoritativeness" (p. 349), which ensure the prominence of those who wield them as 

primary definers as Hall et al. (1978) indicate. 

Contrary to Hall et al. 's (1978) theory of primary definition, the two newspapers did not 

over-access elite sources of information in spite of the usual pressure of deadlines and 

professional demands of objectivity in news reporting. Reporters rather depended much more 

on independent newsgathering than on those political elite news sources. In this regard, Hall 

et al. 's (1978) classification of the media as secondary definers of news needs to be revisited 

because, as Schlesinger and Tumber (1994) argue, to so consider the media is to emphasise 
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their passivity. Furthermore, Hall et al. 's (1978) corollary argument that by over-accessing 

elite news sources, the media would reiterate and perpetuate dominant ideologies did not find 

support in the study since elite institutions were not the primary definers of news. Obviously 

therefore, credibility, which is central to Hall et al. 's (1978) theory of primary definition 

should be de-linked from socio-political classifications and hierarchical developments of 

news sources despite the fact that societal elites usually have privileged access to the media. 

This is also, in spite of their positions of prominence, which ensure that journalists would 

more likely take "the frameworks for understanding events offered by such institutions as a 

starting point for their reports, " (Manning, 2001, p. 15). 

Summary 

This chapter discussed findings of the study vis-ä-vis theory and literature. The discussion 

focussed on the four main areas under which research questions were grouped: nature, type 

and level of reporting; the incumbency factor; freedom of the press and of expression; and 

government (source)-media (reporter) relationships. It was mainly descriptive relating 

implications of findings in the specific case of the two newspapers and two political regimes 

in Ghana to findings elsewhere. 

Important trends uncovered include adherence to journalistic norms of accuracy, objectivity 

and fairness irrespective of geographical context; local conditions; and differences in western 

and developing world journalism. The study showed concern for freedom of the press and of 

expression in both contexts, and ever-changing relationships between politicians and the 

media across cultures in sync with local socio-political and cultural conditions. The 

implication and interpretation of these findings for the present study are that Ghanaian 

journalism falls within the hazy interface between the western liberal and the developmental 
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concepts prevalent in newly democratic countries still evolving a model suited to local 

conditions. The literature from such countries shows a mixture of two dominant models 

tailored to suit both local needs and global expectations implying journalism in flux. 

The study did not enter the realm of effects or perception to assess how the totality of 

newspaper coverage portrayed Ghana as, for instance, embarked upon in the Singaporean 

study (Borkhorst-Heng, 2002). Although politicians - both local and foreign - have 

described Ghana in many positive ways, coverage did not bring out any such positioning for 

the country. On the contrary, negative qualitative labels and descriptions of some political 

actors and their actions, especially within the NDC and by The Ghanaian Chronicle, 

appeared to taint the image of Ghana by painting and portraying it as a country of corrupt and 

scandalous political leaders. Such reporting highlighted adversarial politics with antagonistic 

government-media relations, perceived within the perspective of combat journalism. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

Introduction 

This research was about journalism and politics in Ghana. It examined newspaper content: its 

determinants, production, and placement as influenced by extra-media or outside forces and 

by some organisational routines involved in news selection and news-making. These 

influences related to news actors, news sources and the news organisation especially in their 

gatekeeping functions. The study explored possible influences exerted by political forces on 

reporters to affect political coverage and discussed how conceptions and perceptions of 

freedom within media operational environments affected levels (quantity and quality) of 

coverage. It examined how the type of relationships journalists established with news actors 

and sources influenced news selection and gatekeeping processes to provide an 

understanding of what constituted news, its processing and placement during two political 

administrations/regimes of Ghana's Fourth Republic. It examined actions and roles of both 

news people and political actors as news sources and newsmakers and how the relationship 

between the two sides affected news content. It considered source-reporter relationships and 

the legislative and political environments of journalistic work as important determinants of 

news affecting the gatekeeping function and news production. The research advanced from 

the position that news, as captured and displayed in newspapers, was a collaborative effort 

involving interactions and negotiations. 

The study focused on the print media subgroup and only examined the electronic media 

insofar as they constituted sources of information/news for the two newspapers in the study. 

Secondly, while it took newspaper content studied as given, it went beyond this given content 

to determine who constituted the sources of information/news. By so doing, it attempted to 
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find out who really set the agenda, and how that determined the prominence given to those 

stories. It examined how consistently sources were used throughout the study in order to 

determine any "patterns of attention and emphasis that characterize some sources and not 

others" (Gandy, 1982, p. 9). Ultimately, this gave an indication of influence of some sources 

over content and also determined their relationship with reporters/journalists. 

Main Findings 

Coverage of the two newspapers followed distinctions identified between the state and 

private press in Ghana. Many studies have highlighted this state - private media dichotomy 

especially in the media's role and use during election campaigns (Ayee, 1997; Gyimah- 

Boadi, 1999/2001a & b; Ahiawordor, 2001; Smith & Temin, 2001). Ghana's state-private 

media dichotomy largely resonates with Tanzania as regards role perceptions (Ramaprasad, 

2003). Whereas the state newspaper played development journalism roles, the private 

newspaper aligned itself to free press traditions. While Chronicle showed resilience, defiance 

and confrontation especially during the first study period, Graphic operated as the 

mouthpiece of Government epitomising self-censorship and conformity prevalent and 

characteristic of the PNDC era of media suppression and persecution. Chronicle's adversarial 

reporting contrasted with Graphic's propagandist posture throughout the study but more so 

during the first period. Chronicle's interest in politics and total coverage showed that a 

previously tamed, deferential and non-intrusive press under state control could become bold, 

arrogant, disloyal and extremely intrusive under pluralism (see samples of Graphic and 

Chronicle's coverage in Appendices 7& 8). Whether described as mediatization of politics 

(McNair, 1999; Thompson, 1995) or politicisation of the media, Ghanaian journalism is 

excessively political. 
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The study found that measurement of indicators such as size, direction and tone of news 

stories; "placement of stories, number of biased remarks, number of pictures, and total 

column inches of stories" (Holsti, 1969, p. 50) suggested systematic bias of the two 

newspapers. Whereas Graphic's bias was in favour of ruling administrations, Chronicle's 

was not necessarily in favour of any of the two but particularly against the NDC as a political 

regime/party. The NDC's difficult media environment could explain the amount of coverage 

recorded in the first study period where fewer political news stories were published than the 

second period. 

In both newspapers and for the two study periods, "journalistic newsgathering" exceeded 

"information subsidies" especially in the case of The Ghanaian Chronicle and more so 

during the second period. Each of the two newspapers used more journalistic/media sources 

than any other category of sources, and more of these in coverage of the first than the second 

period. Even so, when the newspapers used political sources, more were used from the NPP 

than the NDC. Conversely, more political actors were quoted or referred to from the NDC 

than the NPP. Overall, Graphic used more subsidies from the NPP (76.5%) while Chronicle 

used more from the NDC (73.7%) although in both cases, these subsidies were few. Also, in 

both study periods, activities of Presidents, Vice-Presidents, and Ministers of State received 

less media attention than those of their political parties and what was even perceived to be 

their responsibilities as public officials. 

De-emphasising coverage of activities of key political actors and key political sources could 

be explained as a way of journalists asserting their independence from official/governmental 

news sources and actors in order to report what they believed to be newsworthy especially 

because official news sources and actors provided what was routine while the real news lay 
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in the non-routine activities of political parties. Even in developed countries, some studies 

have challenged the usefulness of information subsidies to media and coverage credibility 

(Fishman, 1980; Dickson, 1995; Butler, 1999). Less dependence on subsidies could be 

interpreted to mean more investigative or enterprise journalism and an indication of greater 

journalistic autonomy (Bennett & Livingston, 2003; Livingston & Bennett, 2003). It must be 

indicated, however, that the predominance of journalistic sources of news could be attempts 

by journalists to conceal the identities of their sources under the guise of confidentiality. The 

present study, however, had no way of determining whether this was so, and refrained from 

speculating or drawing conclusions that were not based on its findings. Future research could 

study this phenomenon by complementing content analysis with interviews or observation. 

By complementing content analysis with document analysis, the study took advantage of 

their individual strengths to enable it examine and describe content and assess its antecedent 

influencing factors while situating political reporting in its socio-political context to enhance 

comprehension. The study showed that political news and the prominence given to it were 

the result of relations between political systems (environmental factors) and the media. This 

relationship was, therefore, either enhanced or destroyed through effective or ineffective 

public relations and information services on the part of the two governments and their 

political systems. Consequently, coverage was the result of, and placed within, prevailing 

socio-political environments that either facilitated or militated against entente between the 

media and political actors. The nature and level of newspaper reporting thus reflected the 

degree of media freedom within this environment and the relationship that existed between 

the media and the administration concerned. A mutually respectful and friendly government- 

media relationship as established by the Kufuor administration engendered increased positive 

coverage while the NDC's hostility towards the media produced increased negative coverage. 
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Political and Legislative Environment 

Documents analysed showed that the media had only progressively gained freedom and 

independence from governmental control and that the early years of media pluralism and 

liberalisation in the 1990s were the most difficult. The 1990s marked the period during which 

mainly politicians brought the most cases against the media both before the NMC and the 

law courts. Some of the court cases actually ended in the imprisonment of some editors and 

journalists (Karikari, 2000/2004; Blay-Amihere, 1996). The era comprised the first period of 

the study, which also marked the first regime of President Rawlings' NDC. 

The use of enhancements, especially cartoons, spoke of the media environment within which 

stories were published. The more constraining the political environment, the greater the 

number of cartoons used and the more liberal and open the environment the fewer the 

number of cartoons. The Ghanaian Chronicle's use of cartoons, photographs, and 

photocopies of letters, circulars and documents during the first period of the study was 

suggestive of restrictions and low levels of freedom journalists felt using words to say 

exactly what they meant. However, since fewer cartoons were used overall (only 4.0% of 

enhancements), they did not provide a definitive measure of media hostility and so additional 

information will be required to make any categorical statements about media environment 

and political regimes using cartoons. 

Similarly, although the picture that emerged from analyses of the use of by-lines did little to 

substantiate the theory of journalists' fear of some political regimes, further analysis, such as 

with sources, actors, the direction and tone of the news story did indicate something of the 

media climate. Chronicle, for instance, used more personal name by-lines in stories that 
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referred to the NDC (the supposedly feared regime) and fewer for the NPP in both periods12. 

Chronicle's consistent use of fewer personal name by-lines in stories that referred to the NPP 

and more in those that referred to the NDC in both periods of the study gave an indication of 

some level of fearlessness the newspaper exhibited towards the NDC whether in power or out 

of power. Furthermore, through its frequent use of qualitative labels, Chronicle, particularly, 

sometimes succeeded in lightening the political atmosphere by putting a spin on some 

straight news stories and in using sarcasm to ridicule political actors. 

By and large, the legal/constitutional and political regimes within which the Ghanaian 

newspapers operated, unlike in other places (such as the restrictive and oppressive one 

described by Mwesige, 2004), were conducive both to media pluralism and to freedom of 

expression including press/journalistic freedoms. As such, whereas it may be true of other 

contexts that: "Reporting the speech of a government minister in the traditional format (who 

said-what-when-where) is much safer than adopting an interpretive frame that tells that 

audience what the minister's speech really adds up to" (Mwesige, 2004, p. 87), it may not be 

entirely so of the Ghanaian context. Chronicle's coverage, indeed, gave a contrary indication 

and Graphic asserted some independence. Besides, since both newspapers during both 

periods of the study, operated within Ghana's constitutional dispensation, none worked 

within profound changes as outlined by Hagan (1997), Malinkina and McLeod (2000), and 

Gulyas (2003) to produce dramatic outcomes. 

12 The perception of the NDC by journalists in the second period of the study was largely influenced 
by its high-handed treatment of journalists when it was in power in the first period -a kind of a 
hangover effect from the first when the NDC was perceived as an autocratic civilian administration. The NPP, on the other hand, espoused free expression in opposition and practised it in government to 
the extent that it actually expunged the criminal libel law from the statute books in 2001. 
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It was obvious from the wide variety of themes covered and particularly from the use of 

qualitative labels in political stories that journalists of the two newspapers were not 

constrained. Although the study did not specifically check for amounts of interpretive or 

investigative reporting as distinct from protocol reporting, as did Mwesige (2004), newspaper 

reports showed that Ghanaian journalists exercised their freedom even under the difficult 

conditions of the NDC administration. Chronicle's political coverage is proof of this. They 

appeared to work with a conceptualisation of independent journalism operationalised within 

a combination of the western liberal/social responsibility, and development journalism 

models, combining aspects of the two as appropriate to the Ghanaian context. This would 

appear to suggest an increasing convergence of the western and developmental journalism 

models aimed at creating a unique journalistic model. However, given the closeness of 

Ghanaian journalistic practices to the western liberal model, and the fact that the latter 

appears to increase in popularity and usage, what Kasoma (1996) called a "tragedy" might 

continue to be so for some time. 

The tragedy facing African journalism of the 1990s and beyond ... 
is that the 

continent's journalists have closely imitated the professional norms of the (West), 
which they see as the epitome of good journalism. Consequently, the African mass 
media's philosophical foundations, their aims and objectives have been blue-prints of 
the media in the industrialised societies (p. 95). 

The two newspapers exhibited the dilemma between independence from government 

(libertarianism) and collaboration with government (development journalism) as found by 

various studies into African journalism including Ebo (1994) and Dixon (1997). Freely 

intermixing facts and comments (as Chronicle often did) suggested an attempt at not 

adopting "the neutral and objective model of journalism" (Papathanassopoulos, 2001, p. 508) 

characteristic of libertarianism. However, Chronicle's intermixing of facts with comments 

and/or speculation did not hamper its ability to perform its watchdog role of monitoring 
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power. The study, indeed, found some commitment to the watchdog role prescribed by the 

1992 Constitution just as was found among American and German journalists (Pfetsch, 

2001). The fact that reporters of the two newspapers depended much more on their own 

journalistic newsgathering skills than on official political news sources indicated some level 

of investigative journalism, which usually went with the watchdog role. 

Furthermore, although Ghanaian journalism has not yet achieved conditions of the American 

and European (especially British and German) press models (see Esser et al., 2001; Pfetsch, 

2001) it is far from the subjugated and domesticated conditions of both the Greek 

(Papathanassopoulos, 2001) and Singaporean "don't-rock-the-boat" journalism (Bokhorst- 

Heng, 2002) press systems. With the exception of direct government legislation applied 

during the first study period, Ghanaian journalism was free from the Singaporean-type 

controls. The study showed that changes in Ghana's socio-political and ideological 

conditions influenced journalism and transformed it from a controlled and kept press to a 

liberated and defiant press enjoying freedoms comparable with those of the west (allowing it 

to function as watchdog) and contrasting with those of Asia. Bureaucratic bottlenecks 

confronting Ghanaian journalism by way of access to information for journalistic work 

appeared to be challenges reaching their end with the freedom of information bill currently 

before parliament. 

Media and Politics 

Ghana's hybrid political system - between the models of Great Britain and the United States - 

dictates a certain hybridisation of politico-media interaction system capable of combining 

elements of the two political communication systems described by Pfetsch (2001). A blend of 

"media-oriented news-making strategies of the presidential system and the politically 
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motivated and focused style of a "representative system of government" (Pfetsch, 2001, p. 

50) indeed requires a unique political-media interface presently non-existent in Ghana. 

Needed is an approach that combines the American style of attracting media attention and 

focus (marketing philosophy) with a politically motivated focus. 

Ghana's media system combines commercialisation and public service with private 

participation and an active state involvement in terms of ownership. Ghana is, thus, subject to 

both the American and the European systems. As a result, relations/interactions between 

journalists and political spokespeople were expected to be governed by both professional 

norms (as was found in the United States) and social norms (as was the case of Germany) 

(Pfetsch, 2001). This explained why the type of socio-political environment in which 

journalists operated exacted its toll on both access to official sources of information and 

extent of coverage of the two political administrations and their activities. It appeared what 

determined the chances of a particular political message making it through the news gates to 

the front pages of the two newspapers had more to do with access and setting. Although 

nearly a third of themes covered focused on political party matters including appointments, 

parliamentary vetting of political appointees, party rallies and conferences, defections, 

resignations, scandals, conflicts, accusations, threats and attacks, they were reported 

predominantly from the national capital. Thus, access to news and geographical proximity 

much more than source-reporter relational proximity was key. This has implications for 

political coverage. 

There appeared to be conflict between politics and the media manifested principally in the 

quality of coverage through the use of qualifiers some of which not only showed provocation 

and disrespect but also suspicion and mistrust. Blumler and Kavanagh (1999) noted the 
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central role of media coverage in political success in modern democratic and information 

societies as a result of which "reporters find themselves enmeshed in the action" (Esser et al., 

2001, p. 25) of politicians especially during political campaigning. Both the fear of losing 

journalistic autonomy and the reality of getting "enmeshed in the action" dictate a different 

political-media relationship capable of allaying the fear of journalists while advancing 

political activity. The NPP's media-friendly approach is an indication of openness of 

governance or that government is providing more information to satisfy the publicity 

criterion of democracy, which might be a useful step forward. In Saward's (1994, p. 17) 

words: "There must be a constant and formal process of public notification of decisions, 

options, arguments, issues and outcomes". 

Theoretical Perspectives 

Minimal usefulness of the four-theory and developmental concept categorisations was 

established for understanding coverage of the two political regimes/parties by the two 

newspapers. Evident was a hybrid media system between conditions created by development 

journalism, social responsibility/liberal theory and the new media environment with not so 

much increased sources of, but access to information. This recalled Altschull's (1984) 

posture of rejecting any attempt to pigeonhole individual press systems into the authoritarian- 

libertarian categorisation given obvious commonalities across systems and the differences 

between press practice and theory. Neither Graphic nor Chronicle yielded to any such 

categorisation as their coverage, at different periods and levels, exhibited both independence 

and self-censorship combining liberalism with development journalism. While 

authoritarianism and libertarianism were untenable, the Ghanaian press remained influenced 

by its European roots despite Ghana's socio-political and cultural realities. Some traditional 

mass media tasks identified were consistent with Peterson (1963, p. 74): servicing the 
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political system through information, discussion, and debate; enlightening the public to make 

it capable of self-government; safeguarding the rights of individuals by serving as watchdogs 

on government; and providing entertainment (through use of qualifiers and cartoons). 

Although the two newspapers' reportage showed influences of the social responsibility or 

western liberal model, there were discernible peculiarities (such as Chronicle's crusade 

against the NDC and Graphic's reverential reporting of government) of the Ghanaian 

society, consistent with Papathanassopoulos' (2001) "political particularities" of the Greek 

environment (p. 507). These peculiarities appeared to have produced their own blend of 

journalistic values and practices, and resulted in the concurrent operation of development 

journalism with the western model in Ghana. Consequently, as Papathanassopoulos found in 

Greek journalism, it was "difficult to develop a culture of journalistic professionalism 

faithful to the Anglo-American model" (p. 507) despite influences of western democratic 

practices and media functions on Ghanaian newspaper reporting. The study shows that 

journalistic practices and professional cultures differ because "media organizations reflect the 

differences between political systems, political philosophies, cultural traits and economic 

conditions" (Papathanassopoulos, 2001, p. 506). 

With current emphases on press freedom and individual rights, tenets of the developmental 

concept also contrast with Ghanaian realities. Consequently, not even the state-owned 

Graphic operated strictly within this model. Besides, neither of the two newspapers showed 

overbearing official control and/or guidance throughout the study. Given the newness of 

Ghana's democracy and media pluralism vis-a-vis the complexity of its political and media 

history, it is premature to theorise a typology especially without a clear definition of media 
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system type. Therefore, despite the longevity of the four theories of the press, spanning half a 

century, and generating debates aimed at revising and extending them to reflect and match 

various social systems (McQuail, 2000), they require a rethink. Dramatic changes that have 

occurred over time within the media (through information and communication technologies), 

and politics (particularly in Eastern Europe, and parts of Africa), have challenged their 

relevance (Altschull, 1984; McQuail, 2000). As Mancini (2000) found in Italy, the 

complexity of Ghana's socio-political and media systems require journalism models that 

reflect these complexities. 

Furthermore, though the study sought to explain coverage by the sociology of news using 

Schudson's (2000) social organisation of news work approach, not all factors contained 

within that framework were examined. It examined coverage as the result of gatekeeping 

engineered by source-reporter relationships, explained within social organisation of news 

work and Gieber and Johnson's (1961) three-typology relational models, which provide three 

alternative source-reporter roles that describe the degree of interaction and independence 

between reporters and news sources. Within this latter perspective, there was largely a 

separation reflecting different/separate source-reporter roles. This contrasted with the study's 

expectation that source-reporter relations would sit within the partially assimilated role 

option. Essentially, their interactions failed to achieve overlapping frames of reference for the 

two communicators - reporters and political news sources - between whom there was little 

co-operation found (as shown in the overwhelming dependence on journalistic sources of 

news and less so on subsidies) that might have enabled them to achieve their individual 

communication roles as Gieber and Johnson (1961) had described. 
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Having situated relations between Ghanaian political news sources and mass media within 

Gieber and Johnson's (1961) separate source-reporter roles, they could not be placed in either 

negotiations/mutual exchanges (Tuchman, 1978/1991; Schudson, 2000/2005; Hallin, 1986) 

or manipulations (Gandy, 1982; el-Nawawy & Kelly, 2001). At best, what was evident was a 

relationship of mutual mistrust and suspicion shown in Graphic by excessive reporting of 

governments usually from "official script" and in Chronicle by critical and value-laden 

reportage. In the case of political news sources, mistrust and suspicion of journalists showed 

in access restrictions and fewer "information subsidies" to journalists. Therefore, despite the 

importance of official sources of information (Fishman, 1980; Gandy, 1982; McQuail, 2000), 

the study found little reliance on such sources perhaps because the Ghanaian media have 

learnt to do without traditionally unco-operative and hostile officialdom. This indicates 

differences between the west and developing countries regarding relationships between 

reporters and news sources thereby illustrating the impracticality of transplanting western 

ideas/models in dissimilar environments. There is need for some adjustment, alteration or 

modification of such concepts to reflect, particularly, the emerging democratic conditions of 

developing contexts such as Ghana where history, tradition and modernity still combine in 

undefined proportions to affect relations between politics and the media. 

Overall, none of the theoretical approaches examined, on their own, fully explained 

dimensions explored in the study, as Schudson (2000) had previously warned, thus justifying 

the eclecticism involved. Because the political economy approach has largely been discussed 

in relation to liberal developed economies, hypotheses developed and explanations derived 

have mostly centred on the west rendering them irrelevant to newly emergent 

economies/democracies such as Ghana. Though the Ghanaian media operate under freedoms 

similar to western media they do so within undeveloped markets where corporate capital is 
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too rudimentary to make any chain ownership or conglomerate meaningful. Furthermore, 

state stranglehold on the media ceased to exist with the repeal of PNDCL 211 in 1992, 

liberalisation of the airwaves, and media pluralism (Ansu-Kyeremeh & Karikari, 1998). This 

has drastically reduced the ability of both the state and the market to limit free expression 

and/or decide what news is. 

Conclusion 

With the greatest emphasis placed on the impact of the journalistic environment, particularly 

the political climate and political news sources on the work of journalists, the study found the 

relationship between journalists, on the one hand, and their sources of newsworthy political 

information and the prevailing political regime, on the other, crucial to the understanding of 

the amount and quality of reporting. It observed that influences on news production and news 

decisions were neither obvious nor discernible but an aggregation of socio-political and 

legislative contextual factors. Several studies of the processes of newsgathering in political 

communication have indicated the centrality of source-reporter relationships (see Schudson, 

2000; Schlesinger & Tumber, 1994; Ericson et al., 1989; Hess 1984; Gandy, 1982; Gans, 

1979). In this study, however, such relationships could only be inferred from the 

environment, which largely determined what events got covered as news, how they were 

covered and the prominence with which they were displayed in newspapers. 

Both quantity/amount and quality of coverage were dependent on the prevailing political and 

legislative/constitutional regime, which appeared to contradict Ericson et al. 's (1989) 

observation that frequent interactions between reporters and news sources, ultimately 

influenced published stories. While not discounting any such interactions in the Ghanaian 

context, their impact on political news coverage was not overly visible in the two 
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newspapers' reports. Total coverage for the NDC was phenomenal during both study periods. 

Admittedly, Graphic demonstrated its reverence for ruling governments, and Chronicle 

showed its pursuit of the NDC, both situations resulting in large amounts of coverage 

expectedly positive in Graphic and negative in Chronicle. However, such coverage was more 

responsive to the socio-political environment than to source-reporter relationships. The study, 

by finding minimal use of official news sources, showed that unlike McQuail and Windahl 

(1993), news was not "sought out and constructed in a bargaining relationship in which the 

work interests of participants, some of the goals of the original source and the assumed 

interests of the audience all play a part" (p. 164). Consequently, relations between political 

sources and news reporters could not be said to have constituted cardinal determinants of 

political news. 

Although Ghana's social and political structures have changed with each regime they still 

retain some elements of previous regimes, a situation more noticeable as Ghana fluctuates 

between military and civilian administrations especially from the PNDC to the NDC and 

between the latter and the NPP. Given this fluid and ever-changing socio-political 

environment, relationships between governments and the media have defied strict 

categorisations along Siebert et al. 's typologies. Besides, none of the conditions within which 

the four theories were hypothesised has truly existed in Ghana. For instance, while 

authoritarianism tolerated private ownership, Nkrumah's authoritarian rule effectively 

stamped out private newspapers. Furthermore, democratic changes that have occurred in 

Ghana have made any such categorisations both difficult and unrealistic though, 

anachronistically, many of the colonial press laws have remained in democratic Ghana's 

statute books (Ampaw, 2004). Considering the failure of existing theories to 

comprehensively explain Ghanaian newspaper coverage, the study, like Williams and Delli 
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Carpini (2000), calls for "new perspectives on and theories of the press in a democratic 

society that take account of the dramatically changing media environment" (p. 78). 
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Appendix 1: Analytical Categories 

The study was guided in its operational definition of concepts and content analytical 

categories by literature especially the fact that, "categories should reflect the purposes of the 

research, be exhaustive, be mutually exclusive, independent, and be derived from a single 

classification principle (Holsti, 1969, p. 95). Its analytical categories were defined as follows: 

Newspaper: 

This referred to the name of the publication or newspaper studied under the content 

analysis. It was either the state-owned Daily Graphic, which was coded (1) or the 

privately owned The Ghanaian Chronicle, which began as a weekly in 1991 but has 

since 2000 been a daily and was coded as (2). 

2. Date of Issue: 

The study was conducted over a four-year period, that is, 1993,1994,2001 and 2002 

from January to December of each year but separated into two periods: Period 1 

(1993/1994 and Period 2 (2001/2002). The date of the issue recorded the date the 

particular issue of the newspaper analysed was published and was recorded as the 

day, month, and year of publication. 

3. Type of Story/Article/Item: 

It looked at whether the item analysed was a straight news story/article/item written 

from the newspaper's own sources and by its own staff or journalists; a government 

statement or release; an opposition statement or release; or was the subject of the 

newspaper's editorial or commentary for that edition or issue. 
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4. Theme/Subject of Coverage: 

The study concentrated on and defined political themes, topics or subjects as all 

stories about, involving or from the President, Vice-President, Ministers of State, 

national, regional and district/local political party officials especially belonging to the 

NPP or NDC. They also included District Chief Executive Officers, opposition 

politicians of similar ranking such as shadow Ministers, Members of Parliament, 

government/opposition spokespersons and political party spokespersons belonging to 

the NPP or the NDC. The news item was, therefore, classified as political if it related 

to the activities of government, the main opposition party, and their officials. It 

included their visits, political party activities, party congresses, security matters, 

strikes and boycotts, corruption, etc. Political news stories also included those in 

which a Minister of State was mentioned or referred to as performing or not 

performing an activity. They were mentioned or referred to in either the headline or 

within the first five paragraphs of the story. 

5. Direction of Story: 

This looked at the general orientation of the story and measured whether it was 

positive; negative; or neutral. Included in the positive news items were those about 

international co-operation and support, communications or cordial working relations 

with the opposition, government and opposition moving towards entente, nation- 

building drives, peace talks, reconciliation and humanitarian considerations. The story 

was negative when it concerned occurrences such as internal conflicts and struggles, 

internationaUborder conflicts, tension, disorganisation, crime, corruption, 

confrontations, strikes, boycotts, disaster, etc or something counter-productive. It was 

neutral when its subject was neither negative nor positive. 
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6. Tone of Story: 

This examined the discourse of the story/item by recording the types of qualitative 

labels, or words used to denote civility or belligerence. It measured whether the 

general tone of the story was favourable/friendly/conciliatory; 

exhortation/encouraging; unfavourable/adversarial; admonition/instructional; or 

neutral to the political actor, party or issue concerned. It was favourable when more 

civil words were used, or when the general tone suggested a betterment of relations in 

people's lives. It was unfavourable when there was a belligerent tone as inferred from 

the words, or labels used, or when confrontational tones were inferred. [Note: "Tone" 

and "Direction" were assessed only from the perspectives of the story actors involved 

as to whether those stories were favourable and positive or otherwise to them. It 

should be noted, however, that these two categories can be problematic especially in 

relation to the criterion of reliability. Care must, therefore, be taken during coding and 

a good explanation provided to facilitate understanding and replication]. 

7. Coverage: 

The full length of news items and any photographs, cartoons or graphics that 

accompanied them published on any of the two identified pages: front-page, and the 

editorial page of the two newspapers. 

8. Placement: 

This measured the page and location on the page where the news item was displayed 

in the newspaper. It was either on the front-page, or the editorial. And on the front- 

page, it measured the exact location to denote prominence with which the story was 

displayed. It was classified as the "main news story" if it was by size and prominence 
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larger than all other stories on the page. Otherwise, the story was coded as "front- 

page other news story". Placement also checked for stand-alone photographs, letters, 

cartoons, etc. found on the front-page of the newspaper. 

9. Story Enhancements: 

Enhancements were the photographs, letters/circulars, cartoons, which sometimes 

came with news stories. These were examined and recorded. Others stood alone as 

bona-fide stories and were recorded as such. 

10. Story Size: 

This measured the length of the story by looking at the space or proportion of the 

page of the newspaper it occupied. It was measured as a full page, half page, a quarter 

page, one-eighth page or other measures in-between these sizes. Lengths or sizes of 

news stories and those of story accompaniments/enhancements were calculated in 

terms of the amount of space they occupied as proportions of the particular 

newspaper's page size and on the basis of the totality of the news story concerned 

including sections that run over onto other pages in addition to the front-page. 

11. Attribution/Source/Dateline: 

These were the sources or originators of the published news item. They were the 

President, Vice-President, shadow politicians, other political actors, journalists 

(including other news media) or ordinary citizens. Other media sources included 

media organisations such as GNA, Reuters, CNN, BBC, Peace FM, Joy FM or other 

newspapers. The story was "un-sourced" or "anonymous" if it had no clearly 

identified source from whom/which information was obtained. 
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12. By-Line: 

This recorded whether news stories identified their writers and the manner in which 

they did so. Not personal name by-lines included the following: "Our Economic Desk 

Staff', "Graphic Reporter", "Chronicle Reporter" "from our Swat Team", or those 

that came under disguises such as " our political sources", "our investigation team", 

or " an official of the ministry who spoke on condition of anonymitys13. 

13. Event/Occasion: 

This looked at the event or occasion during which the news item was covered by the 

journalist for publication. Occasions were identified as a press conference, political 

party congress, parliamentary proceedings, media briefing, an interview granted to 

the newspaper or journalistic newsgathering explained as efforts by reporters to 

gather their own news through environmental scanning. 

14. Actor(s) in the Story: 

This addressed the question: who was the main subject of the news item or story? It 

looked at the person or people involved in the story or about whom it was written. It 

also looked at those people quoted in the story. These included the President, the 

Vice-President, former President, former Vice-President or any of their officials. 

They also included organisations acting on behalf of these political actors and/or their 

political parties. There could be one, two, three, or more actors in a given story. The 

study noted the two main actors. 

13 Chronicle had fewer stories that used personal names of reporters as by-lines and this was 
more frequent during the first period of the study: 1993-1994. Chronicle of Thursday, July 26 
2001 was exceptional in its use of by-lines. All four front-page news stories of that edition 
carried different by-lines, which were the personal names of the newspaper's reporters. 
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15. Story Setting: 

The setting of the story looked at the location where the event reported took place. 

This included rural areas, the urban areas or the national capital of Ghana; or outside 

the borders of Ghana in an external environment. 

16. Qualitative Labels: 

These are adjectival or adverbial labels or emotive words that have the tendency to 

colour or embellish the story or news report. They would include words like 

"unimaginable", "dramatic", "unfeeling", "insensitive", "respectful", "disrespectful", 

"characteristic" "bizarre", "unusual", "callous", "improper", etc. All such value-laden 

words were examined for their denotative and connotative meanings. 

17. Political Party Mentioned or Referred to: 

The focus was on the two principal political parties - the NPP and the NDC - as 

representative of the two regimes under study, which have formed governments in 

Ghana in the last decade. However, all registered political parties in Ghana were 

coded if stories about them also mentioned these two main political parties. 

Categories created under this variable therefore were: the NDC, the NPP, both NPP & 

NDC, NDC/PNDC, other Political Parties, all Political Parties, or none mentioned. 
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Appendix 2: Definition/Explanation of Thematic Labels 

Presidential/Vice-Presidential/Ministerial Activities 

Coverage/news reports originating from or about the President/Vice-President/Ministers of 

State, their offices and activities such as visits/tours to other places locally or abroad and/or 

functions they address/perform including during calls/visits to their office, interviews granted 

to the media and directives issued by them or their offices. 

Governmental Responsibility 

This covered an array of news stories about government actions either directly or through any 

of its Ministries, Departments or Agencies (MDAs) including, programme/project launches; 

and courtesy calls on government officials. Also included were attempts at helping distressed 

organisations/enterprises to survive through various interventions; and providing services and 

amenities such as potable water, electricity, clean environment, toilets and projects including 

roads, schools, clinics/hospitals and recreational facilities to communities. Others were the 

granting of amnesty to prisoners, working to arrest criminals and supporting their 

prosecution, and pursuing policies, acts and practices that aim at consolidating Ghana's 

democracy including non-interference in the work of state institutions. 

Political Party Matters 

Routine political party activities/events such as national and/or local elections, party 

affiliations, political appointments and vetting of political appointees; parliamentary debates; 

party rallies, congresses and conferences; defections and resignations; scandals; party 

conflicts/struggles; political insincerity; internal democracy; accusations and rebuttals; 

intolerance/harassment; threats/attacks on political opponents; political incorrectness; cover- 

up; and honesty/openness or otherwise. 
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International/Foreign Politics 

Include African unity/integration and development; political/military interference; invasion 

or mercenary activities. 

Finance/Economics, Trade/Business/Investments 

Government loans, grants/aid; corruption/misappropriation of funds; economic sabotage and 

impropriety; economic prosperity and national development; accountability; verbal attacks 

on private enterprise and businesspeople; poverty alleviation funds/interventions; misuse of 

state resources; and awards of contract. 

Infrastructure/Environment/Utility/Service Provision 

Include sanitation issues, water, electricity, infrastructure development and provision of other 

utilities/amenities. 

Conflict, Demonstrations/Strikes, Defence and Security 

Calls for demonstrations/strikes; conflict/crises, reconciliation; misrepresentation, 

misinterpretation and misunderstanding; chieftaincy disputes and violence; and other threats 

to national security and defence. 

Media Pluralism 

Includes media-related reportage such as non-interference in media operations; access to 

information; repeal of libel/seditious laws; threats/attacks on the media; press freedom; and 

media performance. 
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Support/Awards/Recognition for Excellence 

Includes support/awards for women/farmers/workers, celebration of life/culture; jubilation at 

political change; and moral exhortation by religious/spiritual leaders. 

Constitutional Matters 

Election results/issues; challenges and boycotts; court ruling; respect/regard for, or 

disregard/breaches of the Constitution, its institutions and provisions; dictatorship. 

Human Rights 

Respect for life; fairness and justice; reparation/settlement/compensation; unlawful 

arrests/seizures; lawlessness and anarchy. 

Employment/Labour Issues 

These include salary adjustments and/or workers' conditions of service; job creation; labour, 

employee-employer relational issues; divestiture and job losses. 

Socio-Cultural Matters 

Include funerals/deaths and accidents; tribalism/ethnicity; parental irresponsibility; love 

affair/sexual relations. 

Other Themes 

Include President's leave/relaxation; rage/anger. 

Presidential Actors/Sources 

Comprise the President; Vice-President; First Lady and their offices. 
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Political Party Officials 

Comprise national; regional; and district political party officers; Members of Parliament; 

Government/Opposition Spokespersons; Opposition Leaders; other elected/appointed officers 

and accredited members of political parties. 

Foreign/International Officials 

Include Foreign Presidents/Vice-Presidents, Government Ministers/Officials and 

international agency officials. 

Non-Party State Officials 

Include directors of ministries; national/local election officers; military, police, paramilitary 

personnel. 

Socio-Cultural Personalities 

Include chiefs/local dignitaries; project site managers/workers; local conference participants; 

and ordinary citizens. 

Business People/Professional Representatives 

Include sports personalities; teachers/educational authorities; business people/private 

companies; the Ghana Bar Association and health authorities/officials. 

Anonymous/Journalistic/Media Actors/Sources 

Comprise journalists attending functions; anonymous/unnamed actors/sources, Ghana News 

Agency, other media, newspaper's own editorial/commentary; public or leaked documents. 
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Information Subsidies 

Comprise press conferences; interviews/press briefings/meetings; press 

releases/statements/letters; conference/workshop resolution; and statements on electoral 

process or on resignations. 

Journalists in Official Entourage 

Journalists on President/Vice-President/Ministers/Opposition Leaders' visits/tours; facility 

tours; and covering demonstrations/strikes. 

Journalistic Newsgathering 

Coverage of President/Vice-President/Ministers/First Lady addresses; swearing-in 

ceremonies; party conferences/congresses/rallies; parliamentary proceedings/debates; 

supreme/other court proceedings; commissioning/inauguration of projects; courtesy calls; 

sports contests/competition; stock market trading; journalistic investigations; other public 

events. 

Social/Religious Ceremony, Banquets/Dinners 

These include state banquets; religious/church ceremonies; school/educational ceremonies; 

tree-planting exercises; national farmers' days; and farewell ceremonies. 

Miscellaneous Occasions 

Include public/civil society officials' reflections on governance/government/parliament, and 

unknown/undisclosed occasions. 
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Appendix 3: Coding Schedule 

CONTENT ANALYSIS CODING SCHEDULE 
PRESS COVERAGE OF RAWLINGS AND KUFUOR'S FIRST YEARS IN OFFICE 

1. Date - Month - Year 

2. Newspaper 

3. No. of Stories on Front-Page 

4. Story Headline 

IIIIIi 

1 Daily Graphic 
2 The Ghanaian Chronicle 

.................. 

................................................................................................. 
"ýýýýýý1""ýýýý1ýýý""1"""""".. """1""""""1"1"""1""""""""". """"""1""""""""""""""1""". """"""""""""". " 

.................................................................................................. 

5. Brief Summary of Story 
...................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................................... 
...................................................................................................... 

....................................................................................................... 

6. Type of Story/Article/Item 1 Straight News Story/Article/Item 
2 Government/Official News Release 
3 Opposition News Statement/Release 
4 Editorial 
5 Stand-alone Cartoons, Letters/Circulars, 

Photographs 

7. Story By-line 1 Personal Name 
2 Not Personal Name 
3 No By-line 

8. Story Placement 1 Front-Page Main News Story 
2 Front-Page Other News Story 
3 Editorial/Comment Page 
4 Front-page Cartoon, Letter, etc. 
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9. Main Theme/Subject of Coverage 1 Presidential Activities 
2 Vice-Presidential Activities 
3. Government Responsibilities 
4. Political Party Activities/Matters 
5 International/Foreign Politics 
6. Finance/Economics/Trade/Investments 
7. Infrastructure, Service Provision, etc 
8. Health, Education and Sports 
9. Ministerial Activities 
10. Conflict, Demonstrations, Security, etc 
11. Media Pluralism 
12. Support, Award, Recognition, etc 
13. Constitutional Matters 
14. Human Rights 
15. Employment and Labour Issues 
16. Socio-Cultural Matters 
17. Fundraising/Donations, etc 
18. Other Themes (please specify) 

10. Sources of News 1 President/Vice-President (and their officers) 
2 Ministers of State (and their officers) 
3 Political Party Officers/Sources 
4 Non-Party State Officials 
5 Socio-Cultural Personalities 
6 Foreign Sources 
7 Journalistic/Media Sources 
8 TUC/Labour Movement Officials 
9 NGO/Civil Society 
10 Other Sources 

11. Political Party Mentioned 1. NPP 
2. NDC 
3. Both NPP &NDC 
4. NDC/PNDC 
5. Other Political Parties 
6. All Political Parties 
7. None Mentioned 
8. NDC-NCP-EGLE Alliance 
9. PNDC 
10. AFRC 

12. Event/Occasion 1 Information Subsidies 
2 Journalists in Official Entourage 
3 Journalistic Newsgathering 
4 Social/Religious Ceremonies, Banquets 
5 Miscellaneous Occasions 
6 Other Occasions (Specify) 
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13. Main Story Actors 

14. Story Setting 

15. Story Size/Length 

16. Type of Story Enhancement 

1. President/Vice-President (and their offices) 
2. Ministers of State 
3. Political Party Officers 
4. Foreign/International Officials 
5. Non-Party State Officials 
6. Socio-Cultural Personalities 
7. Businesspeople/Professionals 
8. Anonymous/Journalistic Actors 
9. Labour Movement Officers 
10. Pressure Groups 
11. Others 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Rural Ghana 
Urban Ghana 
National Capital 
District Capital 
Regional Capital 
Outside Ghana 
Other Setting (Specify) 
Not Specified/Undisclosed 
Multiple Settings 

1 Full page 
2 Between full page and half page 
3 Half page 
4 Between half and one-third page 
5 One-third page 
6 Between one-third and quarter page 
7 Quarter page 
8 Between quarter and one-eighth page 
9 One-eighth page 
10 Less than one-eighth page 

1 Photographs 
2 Cartoons 
3 Photocopy of Letter/Circular/Document 
4 None 
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17. Size/Length of Enhancements 1 Full page 
2 Between full page and half page 
3 Half page 
4 Between half and one-third page 
5 One-third page 
6 Between one-third and quarter page 
7 Quarter page 
8 Between quarter and one-eighth page 
9 One-eighth page 
10 Less than one-eighth page 

18. Caption of Enhancement 

................................................................................................ 

.............................................................................................. 

19. Orientation/Direction of Story 1 Positive News 
2 Negative News 
3 Neutral 

20. Tone of Story 1 Favourable/Friendly/Conciliatory 
2 Unfavourable/Adversarial/Stern 
3 Neutral 
4 Exhortation/Encouraging/Urging 
5 Admonition/Instructional 
6 Other 

21. List of Qualitative Labels 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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Appendix 4: Complaints/Cases before the NMC (August 1993 - December 1994) 

SUMMARY OF CASES INVOLVING MEDIA AND POLITICIANS 

CASE COMPLAINANT DATE SUBSTANCE 
NO. RECEIVED 
1 Dr Tony Aidoo (NDPC) Not Provided Dr Tony Aidoo (NDPC) Vs. The 

Independent 
2 Dr Robert Dodoo - Dr Robert Dodoo Vs. News Spark 
3 Ms. Francisca Issaka Ms. Francisca Issaka Vs. The Guide 
5 Mr John Bawa Mr John Bawa (Secretary, Council of 

(Secretary, Council of State) Vs. The Independent 
State) 

8 Dr Farouk Braimah Mr Mike Anane (Editor, 
(Dep. Minister of TheTriumph) Vs. Dr Farouk Braimah 
Environment (De p. Minister of Environment) 

11 Mr Vincent Assiseh Mr Vincent Assiseh (NDC Press 
(NDC Press Secretary) Secretary) Vs. The Ghanaian 

Chronicle 
14 Dr Tony Aidoo (NDPC) Dr Tony Aidoo (NDPC) Vs. 

Ghanaian Chronicle 
15 Col. S. B. Baryeh (Chief Col. S. B. Baryeh (Chief of Staff) 

of Staf Vs. Ghanaian Voice 
19 Mr Henry Woode (PRO, Mr Henry Woode (PRO, Ministry of 

Ministry of Information) Information) Vs. The Statesman 
21 Mr. B. K. Nketiah Mr. B. K. Nketiah (General 

(General Secretary PCP) Secretary PCP) Vs. GBC 
27 WO1 (Rtd) Adjei Boadi WO1 (Rtd) Adjei Boadi Vs. Weekly 

Insight 
31 Dr Ato Quarshie (MP, Dr Ato Quarshie (MP, KEEA) Vs. 

KEEA) Mr Kofi Coomson 
32 Mr Kwamena Ahwoi The Free Press Vs. Mr Kwamena 

Ahwoi 
33 Alhaji Dramani Yakubu, Alhaji Dramani Yakubu, The Chief 

The Chief Justice, Mr I. Justice, Mr I. K. Abban Vs. Free 
K. Abban Press 

34 Mr Justice Philip Mr Justice Philip Edward Archer 
Edward Archer (Chief (Chief Justice) Vs The Pioneer 
Justice 
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Appendix 5: Complaints/Cases before the NMC (2001) 

SUMMARY OF CASES INVOLVING MEDIA AND POLITICIANS 

CASE COMPLAINANT DATE SUBSTANCE 
NO. /PARTIES RECEIVED 
2 Hon E. T. Mensah (NDC 16/1/01 Re: Mars hooting spreads - The 

MP & Minister) Vs The Ghanaian Chronicle, Vol 1 No. 21 
Ghanaian Chronicle 

26 Hon E. T. Mensah (NDC 22/2/01 Re: E. T. Mensah Dirty Tricks 
MP & Minister) Vs The Unfold 
Ghanaian Chronicle 

35 Ghana Armed Forces Vs 19/3/01 Re: Akafia's bounced cheque 
The Ghanaian Chronicle scandal 

36 Greater Accra Co-ordinating 19/3/01 Concession about the random 
Council Vs. Radio Stations broadcast of sensitive security 

information by radio stations 

40 NDC Vs. The Ghanaian 27/3/01 Re: Is Atta-Mills now finding his 
Chronicle discordant voice? 

43 Mr Kwame Pianim Vs The 30/3/01 Complaint against Mr Kofi 
Ghanaian Chronicle Coomson and The Ghanaian 

Chronicle's persistent mis-reporting 
calculated to portray me as a double- 
dealing and an untrustworthy person 

44 Dr J. Ofori-Atta Vs The 30/3/01 Re: The Ghanaian Chronicle's 
Ghanaian Chronicle wicked and malicious publication to 

injure my reputation 

52 Mr Vincent Assiseh Vs. 9/4/01 Complaint against Kofi Coomson of 
Nana Kofi Coomson The Ghanaian Chronicle 

53 Mr Vincent Assiseh Vs. The 9/4/01 Re: FBI, IRS Hunt $20 million 
Ghanaian Chronicle Quality Grain Loot 

73 Mrs Victoria Addy Vs. The 14/5/01 Re: Fat Cat boards sap Ghanair 
Ghanaian Chronicle 

77 BNI (S. J. Afari) Vs TV3 18/5/01 Protest to NMC about TV3 

85 Ministry of Food & Agric 4/6/01 Re: Publication of libellous story 
(F. Appeagyei) Vs Ghana about the Hon. Minister of Food & 

1 

Palaver 

-1 

Agric in the Ghana Palaver 
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98 Hon. S. C. Buor Karikari 21/6/01 Rejoinder to Free Press on MP 
(NPP MP) Vs Free Press commends Amansie West District 

Assembly 

101 Ghana Free Zones Board 29/6/01 Complaint against Free Press to 
Vs. The Free Press publish rejoinder 

109 Ms Sherry Aryeetey Vs. The 18/7/01 Matters subjudice 
Evening News 

115 Mr Victor Selormey vs. The 27/7/01 Complaint against the Dispatch 
Dispatch 

134 Mr Frank Asante (PR) Local 23/8/01 Are Kufuor's appointments free & 
Government vs. Ghana fair ...? Palaver & Ghanaian Voice 

151 Nana Ato Dadzie vs. The 12/9/01 Complaint against Evening News 
Evening News publication 

155 Erious Fraud Office vs. 25/9/01 Complaint against Free Press story 
Free Press `Trouble brews at Hohoe hospital' 

156 Ghana Armed Forces vs. 28/9/01 Democrat's anti-military stand 
The Ghanaian Democrat 

162 Ministry of Defence vs. The 11/10/01 Re: Soldiers leave man with broken 
Ghanaian Chronicle head 

166 Ministry of Defence vs. The 22/10/01 Re: Fear grips Damongo residents 
Ghanaian Chronicle 

168 Hon. Ben Bukari vs. Free 24/10/01 Complaint against Free Press 
Press publication 

170 Hon. Yaw Osafo Marfo vs. 25/10/01 Complaint against Mr Kwesi Pratt, 
Weekly Insight editor of the Weekly Insight 

184 Min. of Info & Pres. Affairs 22/11/01 Complaint against Ghanaian Voice 
vs. the Ghanaian Voice publication 

187 Vice President Alhaji Aliu 26/11/01 ***Re: Complaint by Vice President 
Mahama vs. Hon Steve Aliu Mahama 
Akorli 

188 Ministry of Defence vs. The 3/12/01 ***Publication of military stories by 
Ghanaian Democrat the ̀ Ghanaian Voice' 

196 Dr Kofi Konadu Apraku 21/12/01 Protest against harassment from The 
(Minister of Trade & Ghanaian Chronicle 
Industry) vs. The Ghanaian 
Chronicle 
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Appendix 6: Complaints/Cases before the NMC (2002) 

SUMMARY OF CASES INVOLVING MEDIA AND POLITICIANS 

CASE COMPLAINANT DATE SUBSTANCE 
NO. /PARTIES RECEIVED 
3 Kofi Totobi Quakyi vs. Statesman 3/1/02 Petition for redress in relation to a 

publication in the Statesman 
captioned 'Totobi Quakyi owns 
TV3' 

15 Minister of Info. & Presidential 12/2/02 Complaint against Ghanaian 
Affairs vs. Ghanaian Democrat Democrat 

16 31S DWM vs. Free press 21/2/02 Complaint against Free Press by 
Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings 

20 Mr Alban Bagbin vs. NPP Press 4/3/02 Complaint by Alban Bagbin, 
Secretary, Mr Kwadwo Afari & Minority Leader in Parliament 
Evenin News 

37 Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings 6/5/02 Complaint against The Ghanaian 
vs. The Ghanaian Chronicle Chronicle 

40 Chief Justice, Dep. Judicial 21/5/02 Re: GBA Ms Akuffo, Anaam 
Secretary vs. Ghanaian Democrat Atugubah, incompetent 

41 Office of the Chief Justice vs. The 23/5/02 Re: Judicial Service stinks, SFO 
Insight investigates fraud 

54 Nana Konadu Agyeman Rawlings 8/7/02 Re: Konadu Forex account 
vs. The Crusading Guide exposed 

65 Prisons Service vs. Weekly 17/7/02 Re: Sodomy is Rife in Nsawam 
S ectator Prisons 

66 Judicial Service vs. The Insight 23/7/02 Re: Adverse press reports on the 
Judicial Service by The Insight 

68 Office of the Vice President vs. 27/8/02 Complaint against Ghana Palaver 
Ghana Palaver 

69 Dr Nii Armah Josiah Aryeh vs. 2/9/02 Complaint against Free Press 
Free Press publication 

71 Harona Esseku vs. The 6/9/02 Harona Esseku and The 
Independent Independent 

77 Hon. Gladys Asmah vs. Ghana 1/10/02 Complaint against Ghana Palaver 
Palaver 

81 Dr Josiah Aryeh vs. Vanguard 14/10/02 Complaint against Vanguard 
newspaper 

89 SFO vs. Independent 20/11/02 Petition against unethical 
behaviour of Independent 

90 Hon Kwadwo Adjei Darko 22/11/02 Complaint against Radio Univers 
vs. Radio Univers and Alhaji Saddi ue 101 Dr Josiah Aryeh vs. Fress Press 19/12/02 Another complaint against Free 

L- I- Press 
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Appendix 7: 

Samples of Copies of the Two 
Newspapers of the 
First Study Period 

(1993-1994) 
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BEST COPY 

AVAILABLE 

Variable print quality 



Text cut off in original 
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A false balance Is abomination to the LORD, but a just weight?, bis delight. (PROVERBS IL"9 

Kofi Coomson Returns . with Exclusives From 
Europe Next week 

DEF STORY BY 
AUDREY GADZEKPO 

As Ghanaians buckle under the huge 
increase In the price of petrol, which Kwesi 
Botcbwey said was necessitated by the serl- 
ous cash-flow problem plaguing the nation, 
a mind-boggling 83,110,145,885 (more than 

Ministry of Health under which comes hun" 
drods of hospitals, clinics and health centres 

Prof Ansah to be laid to 
Rest July 31st. 
More Details Page 9 

sQET EDIS CDR (Committee for the Defen of the sCm was . NNru"e e`ce to the As specifics -of killer budget are revealed Revolution)- Secretariat, an org isation 
, outlawed udder theConstitution. CDRcol. .:.. .'. ý,. ý 
league, the Civil Defence Organisation tBonea to Inc researca aepartment under 
(CDO), also defunct under the constitu. the office of the FNDCmetbcr responsible 
tion, was allocated 9225,031,422 (over 200 for Forei Affairs and National Security, "` 
million cedis). Capt. Köjo Tsikata's "Blue douse' (Note: 

The killer budget that saw the iian" the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has a sepa. 
dard of living of most Ghanaians plummet " rate budget aside from this, as do other 
drastically was smuggled In two days be. security agencies such as the police, military 
fore the dawn of the Fourth Republic on etc. ). 
January 5th, 1993. Six months Into , the The real danger though is the whoop- 
year, the 200-member strong Parliament °., , : ing 020,072,430,609 (more than 20 billion) "' has still not found the time or the energy to, ';; . which was earmarked for the Office of the debate it on the floor. :: " erstwhile PNDC Critics-assume, however, The huge infusion of cash into thecof"-': that since the PNDC government was only. 
lGýa v ......., uwý wýaua OFGWa - 

designed to assure their survival even under 
a constitutional government, at the expense 
of other sectors of the economy. The total 
monies allocated to the CDRs and the 
CDOs far exceed the amount appropriated 
to some of the nation's top teaching hospi- 
tals. Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital for 
example has less than two billion cedis 
(1,691,783,016) with which to work; Police 
hospital, a mere 041.218.247 (less than a 
tnil60n) and Korle Bu Teaching Hospital, 
the country's top, albeit cash-strapped heal- 
ing centre, got just over 3 billion cedis. 

Other shockers can be found in the 
p. ND. C. L. 314, the appropriation 1993 fi- 
nancial year law document. More than four 
billion cedis of the nation's tax monies this 
year have been earmarked for the Bureau 
of National Investigations. Of that amount, 
a little over 2 billion cedis has been appor- 
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in office two days after the budget was 
passed those monies revert to the Office of 
the President, which has kept virtually Intact 
most of its PNDC functionaries. The 20 bil-' 
Lon cedis allocated to the President's Office 
alone, seems colossal in light of the lessthan 
24 billion cedis appropriated for the entire 

"ý 
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Unilever vrs. Local Soapmakers 
eIcWAKU SAKYI=ADDO 

A line has been drawn In the foamy 
sands, and bars of carbolic soap are at the 
ready to clobber, as three local manufactur. 
ers fume over what they say constitutes foul, 
play by Unilever Ghana Ltd. 

The Indigenous companies, are Ameen 
Sangaree Soap manufacturers, Oils and 
Fats Ltd. and Applah-Menkah Complex 
Ltd. 

The boho of contention involves two 
harmless-looking paragraphs in the Lever 
Distributors Agreement (LDA) which scent 
to stretch the definition of 'distributor' 
somewhat too far and, consequently, pre- 
vents too many people from doing business 
with Unilever's competitors. 

The LDA (paragraph two of section four) defines 'the Distributor' to include 
'any spouse or spouses, children under the 
age of 21 years, and any person or persons 
under his management or control or employ. 
ment. ' 

THE REDCO Yý' Y 

DEBAC. LE page 

But Appiah-Menkeh and others would 
not be wearing furrowed brows of outrage 
and carrying clenched fists, were all the 
people categorised in this definition to ben- 
eft from free meals and, education from 
Unilever. 

Far from It. To the contrary, the agree. 
ment (paragraph one of section four) bars 
"the Distributor, '. as defined by Unilever, 
from buying or selling 'any goods of a kind 
and description similar to those sold by the 
giant transnational. 

In addition, the distributor must not be 
interested, directly or indirectly, whether as 'principal, agent, promoter, director, part- 
ner, employee, shareholder or whatever no. 
menclature of any private company' which 
trades in any products similar to those of UnilCVer's. 

The implications? If one man signs the 1. DA, his wife, children below the age of 21, `driver; watchman, house-helps and other dependents must not even think about Cont'd on page 12 

Vol. 2 No. 44 Weekending, JULY 11,1493, UK 10.50 Germany DM 2.00 4150.00 

nationwide. 
Even the Public Tribunals, supposed to 

be dismantled under the Fourth Republic, 
got a piece of the action. Aside from the 
budget allocated to the Judiciary arm of 
government (2 billion cedis) Public Tribu- 
nals were also allocated their own 300 mil- 
lion. And while regional administrations got 
an average of about 200 million cedis each 
(some', were slightly more, some slightly 
less), the Ministry of Information alone was 
given 3 billion cedis. 

The budgetary allocation document, 
P. N, D. C. L. 314, from which The Chronicle 
got all of its facts and figures Is available to 
the public at the Ghana Publishing Corpo- 
ration, Assembly Press. 
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ý--ý reepingN`Dictatörshi 
A Circülar fiöm the}leaTof the Civil Service has left some öf thc`old 

folks here at7he Chronicle with an eerit feeling of Deja Vu (the feeling 
you get , 

when you think you've lived through a particular experience that 
you are currently experiencing). The tone'of the eirculai', signed by Mr, 
E Ä`Sai. and title d'Working Documents for the Civil Service. ". suggests 
looming danger ahead for lovers of democracy.. -x3 
°s`''%"Äpart from the 1492 Constitution, there are two other documents 

which ALL civil servants should be infinitely acquainted with.:; notes 

, Are the civil Service Law 1993 the cfcul r,, Those two documents 
(PNDCL 327) and the National Democritie Congress Manifesto.; 

'. We ät'The Chronicle' have no quarrel with the Civil service wanting 
ts`staff to become familiar with its law`. But it baffles us to think that i 

some misguided zealot insists that all civil servants become familiar with 
' IF1CNDCmanifesto? 

The, ; ff"'ending circular was sent to. all assistant ehier. directors, au 
directors'of administration, "all regional Cöördmatiüg directors, 'alt dis; 
tritt coordinating directors and all heads of government departments at 

the central and local, levels. These : heads were "khidly`, asked to arrange 
to "Procure enough copies of the documents for your study and that of 
the rest of the personnel of your organization ", It was suggested (by the 
circular) that "internal staff durbars to facilitate participative discussions 
on the import of these documents" be organised: ' We read that as 

meaning "we want you to brainwash your staff to become fervent NDC 
'adherents with no choice but to support the party which we have. foisted 
on you. " 's' 

_. f .:. ý.:,.: h.. 
,:.. 
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of " civil servants ed" tg reäd thc NDG äýanifesfoY 
Me äll government workek in the USkinandated and implored to study 
the Democratic constitution just because President Bill Clinton and h 

administration Lappen to be in power? ' 
": " .,, w. 

One of the Caidinäl snd ¢uidina' orinciDles 'of 8nYCivil S0(Vi 
organisation is its impartiality. The Civil Service is supposed to be devoid 
of all political leanings so as tp ensure "continuity' in its work. 'Country 
broke, country no broke, the civil service dey" The same civil service 
machinery which served Kutu Acheampong, has to be oiled and ready to 
go come June 4th, or come the short experiment with Dr. Hills Limann, 
or come PNDC and its sequel which now governs us. 

It smacks of creeping dictatorship that civil servants have to be 
familiar with the manifesto of a particular ruling party, whether they 
subscribe or believe in the principles of that party or not. It would interest 
us to know what the penalty is for non compliance with this order. What 
happens if NPP, PNC; PHP, NIP or Independents in the civil service 
refuse to procure copies of the NDC manifesto? Will they be considered 
ill-informed to carry out their task and therefore'asked to proceed on 
indefinite leave? Or will they be denied promotion? What comes next? 
Will prospective civil servants be required to prove knowledge of the 
NDC manifesto in order that they be employed? Will the NDC manifesto 
be required reading in our classrooms because like the Constitution the 
'akatamanso' manifesto is a document that students ought to be'inti- 
mately acquainted with? ' 

And by the way, how much do these NDC manifestos cost and who 
does the money from these forced sales go to? 

Like a Thief in the Night 
We have brought for your delightful consumption a snippet of one 

of twenty or so PNDC laws which were sneaked in at the seventh hour 
before the coming into effdct of the constitution-guided Fourth Repub- 
be. Our front page story on the arbitrary 1993 budget which was prom- 
ulgated on January S. 1993, two days before the swearing in of our fourth 
president, his Excellency President FIt. Lt. (Rtd. ) Jerry John Rawlings, 
is but an example of how binding decisions were nicodcmously rammed down our throats when we were busy queueing up for seats at the stadium 
to watch the colourful inauguration. 

Interestingly, on the dawn of a new Republic which has duly elected 
representatives in Parliament to debate on such issues as the budget, it 
was found necessary to fashion a hasty package and to allocate a nebulous 
organisation such as the CDR secretariat and an erstwhile PNDC appa- 
ratus, colossal sums of money with which to keep in place their uncon- 
stitutional machineries. "We wonder, how our honourable Members of 
Parliament will vote on CDR and PNDC monies if they ever get round 
to debating the budget. We are six months into the killer budget and not 
a squeak is being heard from our otherwise vocal Parliamentarians on 
the issue. 

conspired to make life a living hell finds that eäch time tliey backfdl 

for MaCarthy Hill residents. . land at the reservoir site, the 
atone-breakers are waiting in line 

The' pluah resiaennal area tour-rill itrixhtback bycarting Off 
wtnc4 aces [o De; nomc to au" ," the stones. Meanwhile, Water and 
'flamboyant pleasure aeeker's. as. ' ý_.. _.... whirs is aware of the 
the late "Ackah " Blay Miezah is --b-, 

, being rapidly defaced. If you will, problem, seems not in a burry to 

imagine a young pretty faced 
" 
do much to save the situation. 

woman'who ha; been ravished by For an. area prone to earth- 
disease.. say small-pox, so that quakes, having gaping holes all 

ENVIRONMENTAL where once there was smooth rich " over can prove very dangerous. 

skin, now deep pock marks have And as though that were not 
DEGRADATION laid claim on her face, robbing her enough, along comes AMA to 

ATOP THE HILL 'of any semblance of beauty. That dump on them. For some Inexpli- 

About those stone-breakers 
is what is happening to McCarthy cable reason, AMA decided that a 
Hall. Where once lovely houses residential area, the area within 

and garbage dumpers I promised dotted rich open land, now amidst Mallam-Macarthy Hill, would 
to write about two issues ago (I the lovely homes, deep holes dot make an ideal spot to build a land- 
don't want tube aetused of being the landscape. The deep holes of fill. The result of such ill-con- 
bought off), won't somebody . which I speak, were bored by ceived zoning is that residents in 
please do something about the sit- stone-breakers looking to make a that area have a cacophony of bor- 
uation? j"ý little money, from hewing stones rid smells each time fresh garbage 

You see, I have always been a with which to feed ä nearby is dumped. What's more, the gar 
great admirer of McCarthy Hill, quarry. bage brings along swarm, of flies 

the subject of my concern. No, I that swoop on the area like locust. 
don't live there, I live on the oppo- 

But they are more than a pass 

site side of town, but still, I grew " 
mgnwsance'Residents sayall day, The residents association has 

'up imagining that life on the hill weekends -included, these stone- written copious letters to the pow. 

was osier than lbelow. Appar- 
breakers are at work, digging and era that be about the situation, but 

wrong. A few weeks 
carting away stone. At times they to no avail. Everyone seems to be wy, 

I was 
an life 

eas tl 
d to pits' 

load the stones into what appear stone-deaf to their pleas. 
ago, 

y Ei 
turned 

ers ap 
to be official vehicles eg, one such But I remain an optimist, even 

when some 
admiration 

MaCarthy so 
me about some of their vehicle which was recently spot., if Macarth y Viers have lost hope. 

proach& 
'gripes. Folks at Teshie Nungua ted, a Mercedes'Benz ATMA May I remind killers of little faith 

think they have problems, but wait 
truck with registration Number that in this our Fourth Republic 

till you bear what they are doing to 
GVC M. Sometimes the situa- we now have a whole ministry and 

McCarthy Hill. It's as though all of 
tion turns ludicrous. In one section a minister of environment whose 

a sudden, AMA and Water and 
of the area, the Chinese National designation castes her as the pro- 

Sewerage and the stone-breakers . 
Construction Company, on con- 'tector of our dear land, air, sea, 

union (is there such a thing? ) have tract with Water and Sewerage. what have you. What have you to 
Corporation to build a reservoir, fear? 

KRUMAH1STSWANT UNITY 
BY NANA KABKNA NKE'PSIA & 

-'NANA 
pKUT'WER BESpt,:; ' 

June 12tb,, 1949, marked the 
founding of the countrys first 
mass political party, the Conven- 
tion People's Party by Osagycfo 
Dr. Kwame Nkrumah of blessed 
memory. 

June . 2th, therefore signifies 
the momentous epoch in the polite 
ical history of Ghana not only as a 
remarkable turning point In the 

. 
'country's struggle for political 
emancipation, but also the day 
which set ablaze the sustained Af. 

' 
"rican 

Revolution. 
On the occasion of the 44th' 

anniversary of the founding of the 
CPP family, the membership of 
which'transcenc all ethnic or 
tribal and social ti`ämers, we salute 
all comrades; dead and alive, 

'nose of us alive today, pair. 
ticularly the surviving founding fa- 
thers and elders of the family 
regard the anniversary as a very 
solemn occasion. The solemnity is 
marked by the fact that all of us 
must have been wailing in our 
hearts over the disastrous fate of 
the great family, whose extinction 
appears imminent unless we col.. 
lectively and courageously take a 
positive stand to salvage the sink. 
ing family. We must bow down 

our heads In shame as we observe 
the 44th anhiversary so disinte- 
grated and sö devastated. 

It Is unfortunate that we 
should let the inordinate ambi- 
tious and hollow pride of a few 
fakes destroy the solid foundation 
upon which the CPP was founded. 
Doubtless, Osagyefo Dr. Kwame 
Nkrumah and the departed found= 
ing fathers and stalwarts, who sic- 
rificed everything to form and 
nurture the indomitable party 
would be cursing us in their graves 
and posterity shall point accusing 
finger at us if we should supervise 
the extinction of the CPP, 

'. It is of or fervent hope, that we 
shall, once again, make history on 
this momentous occasion by re- 
solving to forget the past and re- 
kindle the spirit of togetherness, 
unity and brotherliness which have 
'always been the basic characteris- 
tics of the CPP familyA few weeks 
ago, precisely on the 21st anniver. 
sary of the death of our illustrious 
leader Osagyefo Dr. Kwame 
Nkrumah, we had the opportunity 
to dilate on the sad state of affairs 

within the family which led to the 
serious and unproductive frag- 
mentation and incalculable harm 
it had done to the people of this 
country in particular and Africa In 
general., 

We appeal to all the living 
Pa's, elders, founding fathers, 
splinter groups and all concerned 
to close their ranks and settle for 
a united- front without any pre. 
conditions. 

Aiwe observe this solemn oc 
casion It behoves us to resolve 
considering the, turbulent time 
we are all experiencing as cone 
quences to our inability to units 
to resist any subtle and hostile ai 
tempts and temptations by th 
fakes that may tend to set us agal 
on the path to total destruction. 

There is victory for us. 

FREE BIBLE 
COURSE 
BY MAIL 

For your free course plans 
and your name and address 
(written cMorly) to: 
WORLD BIBLE SCHOOL 
Dept. OHAI, P. O. Box 9346 
Austin, TX 71704 USA ' 

GSTS - OLD BOY! 
GREATER ACCRA 

Invite as Old Boys, Fades 1 Friend 
to a Sodal Night on Friday, 6th July, 
at lpm at Best Cuisine, Fonnedy BI 

Canteen Complex 
Near British Cou4 Accra. 

. 

MME 
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Source. L.. ý --1 ,.... 'l l, ý. i -'. 1 '. ' ., . 

'"" -., - ; "fl �F_ 
nthýý hý;. rd " oY ME littANAtflIV GrixVNll: t. G aemaaaear, k; ahdt to death by the pppM, 12r auc 
..... ý. ý.. ý. ý ý1.. .ý.... ... ''ýý. !. .i. '1: " r. l" ý 'l ý : iRi2'41: ý4ý+h1 

memhpra' at th. .. anonyttütyoutwarneatnattueywouiar, qtauatq_V,. anirmedtobber. _. ... - ." . _. .. _ . .... 
h f'^I II; .V7.: ---F -----,. --. - I _. 

meeting included aWuUy1 propprInvestigations-arenoý amed !", ý: [ý U KWato, a tug 
sculptorandpainter out Into what they called the k1lllng oTtUCp1 1, negr the residence of 
Saks Acquaye, Couch. leaft g member of th 
Professor Kwame Mw_dm. .. n n _. _ . ý.... . gym.. Cooed on 

I 
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iý^'ý` ` 
ýw. & 7 
I'll ýýCont'dtmmpigel 
*". '; ̂y;? Mr. Darketda transfer a suspected to be a punishment 

uemmý Jrom mr. usrKey-s open gaesaomnQ oi Qro ", ý: ý... 
_ ........ .., ...., en! Jgq'ieOlOeaUngMOthe, COmmicuon. ', 

'(. iileertainly worried shout this development 
qth which have happened ºince you assumed 

ten orý7overslght responsibility over the National 
ön on Culture, " wrote Abdallah. 

looking at some of the letters emanating 
I 5, from youi�office and your style In dealing with the 

"`. commiasiöa, l am beginning to wonder who Is actually 
"t ''rpponsible for the day to day adminlstradon of the 

NCC. 
9ndecd I un wandering where your temporary 

"M 

-POLICEMAN KILLS tý Gontdfmmpn, ýcl 
Q1PP) Who was allegedly hnhourlrII Professor 

, 
.a, 

`. AfbeR /du Bnahen after his famous Danquah. 
SUwa m orial Lectures. 

ae- F. 
y 

sources are reading politics Into ü. 
1 ha wh' a affair and the elatin is that L/Col 

i3r"5+.. Ao ___ . _. _ 

l1 11,1, m \/gº4 Ph 1 rru il4". 4/iä; ä 1%1: 44M0I144 ' 
KOflVp TlAddo relative, Gilbert who was a Vendor 

1aß ? j' G1ERT Opoku"Ware, ä 28 year -- of 'Stolen Verdict' was being nought 
4}; oldve'dorisreportedinissingfrom ýY tne tsureau ot Nattonal 

r r-ý`'r_-ýi. 
_1: -. 

ý 

.. I.. 
. r__. __. ýý_. a___ 

invesugnuvns. ... i, IInß. tº cra home. According to a 
i 

GHANA 
INSTITUTION OF 
ENGINEERS 

CONTINUING PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 
SEMZJVAR ON CONTRACT 

-" fMANAGEMENT 

- OCTOBER 20.10o1 
The Gh1EfCPD Programme features a seml. 
nar on CQNTRACT MANAGEMENT on Octo. 
Per 20 &? 41 at GIMPA (Greenhill) 

Whoýho ujAttend? 
Te progrmme is designed foq ALL personnel iVtncti o1 areasofresponsibiEity inwOrksand 
cýtstrttcttt n industry. They include account- 
ff % em yens or clients and their representa. 
tk esýcontactors, consultants, architects, quan- 
tity surveyors and insurance as nvell as banking 
staff. ' Ttfeprogramme is of special significance 
to all Associate Members of Ch1E. 

tc 
LawofContract; contract Formulation, Prepara- tion, Tendering Procedures & Pricing; Contract Administration, Supervision, Evaluation, Ne- 
gotiations, Claims, Variation Orders & Settle. 
ment of Disputes. 

e str rb 
All interested personnel as well as engineers planningiowrite the Professional Examinations in'3994 ppwards 

should arrange to register bebte the-"ctober 19,1993 closing date. A fee 
ýkov, vvyr participant is to be paid. 

4ECUTIYE SECRFreov en. ir s___ ..,. . Accrä §`` _..... -, ovx iuvZ, 
, ýý, 

ýýdh. 
'Telphone 

772005(D) or 
; ý; ý " wýa' a. ' 1 ext. 167 & 1169 

oversight responsibility ends and where my executive 
role as chairman of the NCC begins, ' Dr. Abdallah 

concluded. 
When contacted for direct comm ent on the matter, 

Dr. Abdallsh said as Chairman of the Commission, It 

would be Indiscreet on his part to make a statement 
As things stand now, General Quainoo seems to 

prefer the cultural atmosphere of the commission to 
the dangers of peace-keeping In Monrovia, or the 
boredom of an army pensionee'slife, and Is not about to 

rest his sword nor his case. Dr. Abdailah on the other 
hand is not prepared to beat his retreat to life as a full- 

time teacher In the dusty Legon lecture rooms. Call it 

a stalemate. 

SOLDIER 
Couch Is the second relative of a former 
PNDC secretary now turned dissident to be 
killed under dubious circumstances. 

The 6rstwasaald tobe a memberofthe Forces 
Reserve Battalion (FRB). 

L/Cpl Couch is a natlveofMao and is expected 
to be burled later this week. 

THE 
ASSOCIATION 

OF GHANA 
INDUSTRIES 

(AG I) 

THE 6TH ANNUAL 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

of the 

FEDERATION OF WEST 
AFRICAN MANUFACTURERS' 

ASSOCIATIONS 
(FEWAMA) 

will be held on 

TUESDAY, 19TH OCTOBER, 1993 
at 09.30AM at the 

ACCRA INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE CENTRE, ACCRA 

sEcra. c G Toy21O ovR A HIGH RANKING GOVERNMENT 
OFRCIAI 

MEMBERS OF AGI, INDUSTRIALISTS, 
BUSINESSMEN, BANKERS AND THE 
GENERAL PUBLIC ARE ALL INVITED. 

.ý 

MY NEIGHBOR's FATTED -C HOW would you feel if your next door 
neighbor Is more successful, resourceful, and 
better and widely acknowledged than you. 
Would you work yourself into a snit, tattle 
(loose talk) on him like some people do, or 
would you sit back and find out what it is that 
makes him successful? 

Or would you look across the wall into his house 
and pout yourlips, the way the old folks did It when 
their neighbor's son passed his Hall (Middle School 
Leaving Certificate), or even won an Elder Dempster 
award to study in the U. K, or would you be delighted 
for him? 

I have swung across these moods since last 
Friday when Nigeria qualified for next year's World 
Cup finals in the United States. There was no better 
way for Nigerians to tell us that they were superior 
by beating us at the final junior World Cup, and then 
later on slog on to the finals of the Senior World Cup 
before us. Now Nigerian football (and not us) has 
arrived and there is every indication that they will 
not let it slip by. 

Instead of leering at their success I would 
imagine that we would sit and reflect on the 
implications It has for us. 

Like us, they fussed and hollered when their 
head coach Clement Westerhoff did not produce 
results, and threatened to scalp hhn. But unlike us 
when they realised that he had something to offer, 
they had patience for him to allow hlu, travel the 
distance. So Wcsterhoff enjoyed continuity and 
utilizedittoagoodeffect. For the period that he has 
been at the Nigerian bench, not less than five 
managers have shown up at our bench. 

Again, unlike us, Nigeria do not fuss too much 
about their footballers plying their trade abroad. So 
they have over fifty (50) professionals allover Europe. 
'Me difference between their professionals and ours 

Is that moat of th'" m play with some of the 
in Europe, andey do not hesitate to. 
when the need rises. 

UnllkeusU yhave always stuck to a 
that thebeatwa toplaytheirgamels for 
and single-miný£dness. 

But that dl of mean that the avers. 
footballer has nsklll and finds himself i 
becausehehaal neflttedfromthehighen 
For them no teargtfould beransidered pink 
(awool and so trey deal with each oppor 
their might andtheart Think about Ye 
Finidl, Okocha, ýIaho, Rule] and many ott 
me If they are grdinary footballers. We 
under the iliuslotl that we are more skillful 
Cameroon/Algeria and others have been t 
Cup It was because we did not want to be th 
were there by accident. It is at If God himi 
football on our shores. Cameroon has bee 
dines and is going to be there for the third 
one become lucky three dines, while anoth 
unlucky? 

Whoever strewn this land with no rot 
skill has done usa great disservice. We I 
thought our talents alone stand us In good 
on short notices. ' s Bracil have found out. fl 

agic wand twentythret cased to be th 
And In our ease eaute we do not have 

e 

develop the tae s of our game, our orgar 
very no often encn up In a mass of confusit 

Even the pst basic. function of a 
organization of 4eague, Is done on a prhu 
and error. Every. ear new reasons are (a 
Ideas which eve%lually do not work. 

" Unlike an N gerla and perhaps Came 

show anywhere(o play; Malaysia, Korea, 
Today we are qq relics from Greek 
Modern timer have parked us for researc 
say)isnotaNlge an, but we forget that he 
Ghanaian. 

INTERPLAST, KOTOKO TIE THE Kl 
D ERPIAST Limited of Accra, last two weeks 

gave a bead start to Clwmplon Club Kunwai Asanto 
Koloko In the new professional league next year. 

'No company which is the leading mamilacturer of 
PVC pipes in the ceurory has signed an agreement to 
sponsor Manie Kntoka for a period of three year 
beginning next year. 

Mr Hayuam Fakhry Director of the company told 
The Chronicle that his company will over the period 
provide Kotnltn with 
aevenl seta of kn c1 s 
and other equipment for 
training and matches. 

eat 

GGet 6ocg 

aagaýcl, iýsa. 

Peeee Qu 
«e4. "ad 

ciiilossale. 
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S' 

the package also Includes cash bonuses fnr 

they win the league championship and, tl 
Players who win SWAG awants will also me 
cash bonusM, 

Mr Fakhry seid his company chose Kn 
forlheir track record as the most successful 
country. He said the Idea which will entitle 
wear Inlrrplnst's logo will coal Several mil 
meant for the domestic league only. 

Having problems sleeping lately? 
Worried about Armed Robbers&Burglars 

Well then, ... your pest bet Is ... 
MKIR 81-AXA18. PIR': 
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'Povert, and Politics': 
Read the engaging 

essays cff Psychology by 
roressor A. A. Atrita on 

Thdrsdäy - It's hilarious 

ßy 
Nanä; linfi Coomson 

Editor-In-Chief 

H PRESIDENT FLT. LT. 
IJ rry Rawlings (rtd) Is 
r 

poilcd to be 'mad' at the 
ftIlout from his beloved wife's 

. Knit in the United Statc9. 
" He is said too also angry about the 'white- 
washed' specially, ailored happy news dispatches 
that were being' Fed him ostensibly from Spio- 
Oarbrah'a outfit while the negative developnunts 
specifically the statement of denunciation from the 
John Hopkins Univcrsiry President " were hidden 
from him. 

A short letter fmm Mr. William C. Richurdsun 
to the furious Ghnnnimis who were bcsicging the 
school suthnritioä"in the US cxplained Ihal Mrs 
Rawlings was not being aca, rdcd any sl>lci: l honour 
or respect bccausl of 1w' p;,, lI, cilennm in Ili,: onc" 
month long progranunc on I'hilauthruphy a1 the 
Unives. 

The School which wasjannncd with tulephonu 
calls several wee" before the 'illustrious sludunl' 
arrived had Icttcis Including one from radienl Human 
rights activist Mr. hnrlcs Bincy which revealed the 
real agenda of Ifi DWM to bemused university 
olliciala. 

But whit is d 
'embsrtsssing 'fels 
univcrnity'sjoum! 
the Pint Lady waa; 
about her orgonisn 
Movcmcnl. Shc 6 
the I)WM had tau 
to read and write 

She is also 

lying IN presidential angst is the 
oats and galTes in ono of Iho 

Is. Ihc IH U OAZGTTB in %% hich 
of csacllV Irulhful with nlluaiuns 

Inn. Ow . 11 al Uuccmlx r Wamun'a 
mcd nmmig olhcr things Iliad 

11 mere Ih+m 0110 milhnn arnncn 

LdilpJ a'ilh nnulhcr Gdxhuchl 

Who is chopping what in 
Ghana's Timber wars 

- coming up. 
rr, * , ; 4, u' 11 

. `i0. 
ý' 

about traditional Ghanaian cuatums, when she 
claimed that widows in today's Choraa have pepper 
put ill-their eyes so that they cannot see. Earlier, she 
had told CNN that the 31st DWM started by 

mortgaging the property of members to raise cash to 
help children gild women. 

The Fuming President has already acnt for a 

copy or the journal and as reported to be espeetally 

angry with Tony Aadoo and Spa) for not ahiclding 
her. 

The llared tempers appear to have ignited frayed 

ncrvea ttuhat the President's circle too, His mother- 
in-law Mrs. Felicia Konadu Agyemnn also new into 

uncontrollublu rage last Friday and lore into her 

other son-in-law, Mr. F1: vuna Allah, editor or TFn: 
STATESMAN last Friday accusing him of being a 
diagraceFul man. 

(her ut Washmgl. m the First I. adv. ala: atly 
mellowed la} repeated lunftguinp and 
dcatonsu atione from Gh: maaaia. in the 11S woe 
aaardeJ -Aivn n eenuar ull'. a: d of the 1.1micit States 
ht, Kwrn, a'em ru, "ti'SIS a rata I. anet Ir)u. ue, ayxxne 
r tuned u, l' 11: 111eaa, d n% lea Jurmg a ti, rm: J 

wIroduebun eeremun% al the embaaes. 
'I leg yaw pmrdun, nma'ut'. I never %%orked 

with time I'NI)C. I wax with the GIIANAIAN 
TIMES', Janet reportedly said when Mts. Rieslings 

attempted to lag her as another Otte of the people 
who tiý, d to tic with the I'NIR,. 

The I'rcsidenl's wp%; is Ning IcII anung his 
political friends. hardest hit is Mr. Enoch Tcye 
Mcnsah, Minister of Sports who is expecting the 
First Lady to be a special pucsl of honour at a 
political funeral of his mother-in-law on November 
26 cl Big Ada. The (car is that the Preside-! might 
not allow his wilo to go to Ada nllcl all. and this 
might wreck their "show". 

In the most sickening show of political 
sycophancy, E. T. Menanh and his live-in-girl friend 
Ms. Vida Aryoctey have even draped Ilw'cnsket of 
the 98-ycar"old mother of Vida, Madura Blewo iq 
NDC colours complel with pictures of Jerry 
Rawlings. I 

NDC allires have ahead)-teen made riarlho 100 
odd usshun, tutu pounders and couriers who Ara 
bound for Ada Thin Saturday wltcro Iho body of 
Madam Dlcwo who %%a+ blind for Ihu Iasi 1U Wean 
of hcr"Iifu will be nirlillul for burial. Sources cloaw 
to the Heavy drinkiii t Mmiiiatcr for Interior and 
clove: pat of tit, f".: f. hauxebulJ Mr. Qaci. Wuw tow 
Your,. Truh" Ilml evull Ow I'unoZlT mvnmirNwyry m 
Slnlo Pmlocul calJs III vicar nhusv nr prolocol. 

By Sulurdav. hfr, I I: nuna Allah. Ihu inlaluutu+d 

Ixlllurh. xux and ati; ""r u( tA. " 5"I'A I I'SMAN Irnr 
will %p. Y"l"hIoa\I It. l Ow ": Ma:. allao. oll 1111111') Ills 
nlpthur"nl hm li/llu"a, n"I it a puw": s rclwrtngu on 
thu I"irst Ia. dy's Inp. 

The retxlrt ahirh 11"n. fluJ by Ihu pnjrcr's US 
etlingur Juh1111W 11u.. R; nlling's ehlim in TI[G 
GA%I: r'I"li Ihutlhur m. nllur Is li um the Roynl ramily 
unlong olhcrs. 

.- vrcayren 
ý 

(ýew 
to ýhe;: 

_ 
i 

What is happening ä 

ATS? Greed avarlceý'ar "r :Eý; 1Pý 
a people's angerr.: j 

THURSDAY 

'Y 

ouA. ýre F; rc 
'o Broädc' 

To 'i 9. TIIE FORMER NATIONAL ElnerQy Ad 
Dr. Clinrler Wcrcko ß&bcy hm rcvcnln 
Ihcir Is nu hnv In tho#'countty`Cnhlt? Itin 
osUýblishnrenl or privn 
th, tlnna. 

Dr. Droblivy, a icadit IamberöNII7vP 

al olumnist critic "Chrom &" notöa Mini , Bill 

had been hoodwinked ii ö'believing the ejj 
haws endorse state mono y o1tha ciectroniä 

The assertion which vas madeYn lh' d2 

column in ilia "Chronic ¢ todayiýlag $)! 
that SMC Doerce 71 

ä1,197p 
illowi, X 

csI hii niunt of private commercial brohdr 

stations angler ilia conlro Qhih0 0114 
and Control Board. Exp ping tüa reason k iF 
ignonuicu of This ciislilig provision, 3114; J 
linergy Advisor laid Ihu blame squarely'at tii 
stclis of Ghnnnia n' 0° }ir railuru to fu l lJ 
rights is on or the cndtmic disease Of o 
wnuing lo risk or sacrifice, he intimated. '' 

On why no private radio stations ha{ 

cstahli. hcd in the country sines 1 to inrepjinn 
4tti Republic, Dr, Brobf y did not nüncp' 
"Thu governmcm does npt wahl us to hive ti 

doing evcr)thing in its power to rusis( that 
Iwnun, cd at the amid acq icscunc* Of, Olwni 

what he described as "this sobolegu : and, we 
wiw un ". "n. all ". ý,;,. n t' the non so o17eä Cortinued on back page f MI'nlu nmt: aý a nluvC. 

rAý 

TNANCF, MTNTCTF, R ACCTIRFR C(1T1NC1T. 01IRTÄT aaA & a& % vrs at aJL a\iNLLi%, LLVVVIJLA/ VVVL; \VlL V1{t', N+4', ýL aps 
TIIE DF: PU'I'Y 11iINISTEIt for Finance und 
Economic I'lannimg, . 1r. Victor Sclurmey 
har blamed the high bodgcl defied und 
go%eromcnt CNIM61iUrre on ollicial pressure 
on the ministry. 

Mr Srlnunc, aha iccool, pu. a: nw., Ihul 

III. I. is nu hlvw ly il I iIvma .it qýlyd I uU IIp' C1IlII W II 

ul"\I; dC Iirf III. nn. I; II 1IIIUIýI PulUrlp, lrewgle 1-11 
his Illillielfl' LI L1111.1\ . l"ft. lpl UIItIoIK 

-TI . 1. UI. wt I. IU.. plra>, an"I %IIIi. II IIIr lNinlMlr 

is 1NnO. 11111. I 11. l ; 11dr 1. - 4"-I " 

; II. bUll. % w'. no., "ý JI.: 11+1 Wk. NI. I. nu m 

"Be angry but sin, not...: - (Psalm 4: 4) 

Nninnv Ixvr. urv vomigiwilirii; lä 

Iile vunrvh. Ibn rh"adn it projwd in 111011 

llrv AhmKwr Hhu. ý ilt, unktnlypKQilglr 
Ihv . 1. II Anuu: d (ivnvnd ivlWlinll'Ip,. l ri, O 

Ihv ndu., hwl . here nI Ih "µimmnµ of tf{ý} 

ö Rndlo and. 

... '. ý. ý}n, ý 

CorILiucd hh LST, ýw 

alt-, 
ý}ý 
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ntl nuad'f'om papa 1 a1 1-4 Mr. Attah did not utter a word throughout the 
tirado according to unimPoachablc CHRONICLE iJ' I : ýiShw .. ýý., ý.. ý v.... -- "- "`- ------- -ý .__ ý. m uw p`csonco or nor 
sources who accompanied the woman to the Labadi 

�? wnuarcmano ref own daughter Mrs Haruna -, - . __ 
1 

Attahwhoauaequentlybrokeintotcanandgathered msýucaru ut 1ne color. 

same 
youn 

mother 
her wailing children away from the savage attack on her parent's 

dao aho 
shares 

tie the 
the editor of her parent's children. Shoharca the same mother 

ana tame lather with the Mrtt Lay. 

FINANCE MINISTER ACCUSES 
: f'7 I i'1l1TTAT! '1TT ! 1T rim / mT 

l, vuM, 1L Uli 61A1L 
Continued from page 1 

it ministry had to cough out money outside the are put in charge deem it a necessity to undertake 
'budget to enable the Ministry of Education (MOEI . these expenditures not because they want to spend, 
to engage 10,000 teachers. He said this had to be but bccausc irlhcy don't the consequences would be 

'i. done because of the constitutional provision that more diring. 
$enjoined tho, MOE to provide schools in every But Mr. Kwami Pianim. an Economic Consultant 
community. '-T and the main speaker of the day dismissed the 

"w* rMr Seloimey further stated that his Ministry ' Minister's explanation, describing as chaotic, the 
; 
al 

_ý ww nui, gvcnum acrosnas oy ma Maus[nes usuai pracuso ot ma govcrnmcm rccnnang woracrs . 
otýl ads and } ghwaya and Works and Housing for outside the budget. 
glonnaowtaUOp o[ roads and house,. '7'WO have to ' Mr. Pianin said the low income range ocnvc n 
tdtpbilitato the or we loose them". Ghana and the Ivory Coast for instance is duc to the 

; ýna axpu Mnister expressec re rct that this . teatage of unana's Income to rorcign countncs. 
-cwnca a aguabon wncro we Oave; been Unable t no economic conawanni pounce ow mnt me 

}to p'rogrimit)p' properly for thosi essential ' revolution has ondcd and that Ghanaians can no 
; e? tpenditun i ijd once These things are done. they longer look on while government continues to spend 

it^ýÄOCOOlO to bud-me Ih. 1 . nm. um.. rh,... .., h. . unennlrnll. hly _ Rn de. n.. Qef. 

IuIENtciL FOR COMPROMISE "T 
.. ". i . ý. _ .. ___.. _.. 

'. ___.. 
'__ý ý.. J ... . 1. ý ý_: _: " ý/ wun wo urycocy it rcqmrca aau in mu apirn in --- Frorn Se6ns!! nn R. K. Fralku. Kumasi 

ý; Ar' CONCERNEDDSTUDENTS of the University of i"'Science 
and T hnolo ýý}} 1p (UST) have called on the F'1 government to consider suggestions from wcll- 

"meaning bodioitowattds finding a pragmatic and lasting solution to the current Impasse between the 
h w''r govertunenr and the lecturers of the country's i: upiver: uie& 

ý; -. A petition presented to the President through the 
Regional Minister in Kumasi last Friday urged the 

{{.. ýff'w Government td treat the current negotiations with the 
University Teäriers Association of Ghana (UTAG) 

Cabe NAME 6014Z 
'iýl«11rt "'". ý+ r um r 4Nrft -I rnn 

compromise. 
The petition, signed by Worlanyo0clociand Alfred 

Asamooh on behalf of the concerned students. stated 
that the nation would not gain by the current stale of 
affairs. 

It was explained further, however, hut cnnnnnnus 
stay of students at home would nut jc, )parJiw Ilia 
current educational reforms programme but olio put 
severe strain on students. parents and university 
authorities as well. 

The students petitioned the President against the 

, 
background of the disruption of the 1994/95 academic 
year. 

'ti1tCtl're NAMz6 oa 50ML KDG'ýKrýGtýrr'MCNf6YýßS' T 1ý - 
r...... _... __ý ýý i_. __.. ý rýý ýý 

Y5411.. TMERE ý1'/ WRONG... ýý'\ I- 
ýýs, 'FINýýKý' TfIA'r; S'Wa'CýRMýi. Gli' 

7Hý VNr. yvriV vutiý Il 1N 
TJM ßFHRGOMff 

h dear, what could the 
affav hn xx7i+h Thin T9 

RJV ' TV 1t, 11 1%. VJ V 1ý 
tCont/nuad.. 

a/Com e. g. 3- i"'. ,ý11 6w. 1.6 t-- .1 nndm. -A ýwmld Mvw Mww ;.... . 1,,. 
ý"--..,. .. _... _ ý.. __.. ý_.. .. __. _ .. _. _ ý...,... ." We°BlinY for h ob of Mbauador to South, Ariw right lindoDpbmahewould have needodtocomplete 

ý; K+ r? wuý ro Into the bosom of his wife and lead his CV. And then South Africa would have been his. As 
n; gqu um eqn in peace rowoy from the &lwe of the it it the dot is 'still unoccucicd with a bin RESERVED 

vHse clearance of his alkgod guilt in nwrk on it. I hear Awoonor isjumping up end down for the. murda of a judges act for'the S? ulh African it-after cleaning up Now York and wrecking whatever t government to eiv; the rh..,. : ___"_ :.. -- "__-- . -- F B1Ce6i V7. ýný. _2"'S_ 
- -.. _ ý""-""ý ".. " rracn Y n8l -- no %iumc iawva uunn` till 0. 'aufe inert. 

ý". "ý ""°ý"ý"Mýovemmentcanputhisname forward. So whcre does it leave Kojo T allör his initial set ý; 
^lwu 

hMaýidels caiýsayNo, don't want anything to do bock in London? Is this the peen to Kojo s poen, and 
i{ -, -" 7"yß m1cu mm murder, A clean Bill of how ýýtill Kojo', epilhol rood? 

Niý 
_ P4ClFn fr. m oým .................................... __ 

WORLD BOXING OR WORLD BOGUS COUNCI 
/"'ý"v IIE OF: CItiIUý lil'tho ýVro"Id Ttnxsný ss o rosull of Ihrs ridic7Wous docision. 

'Council (\\"DC) not to 'unction "Whoaveradrtsod( o I3azooka'Quaney0 

yinm a fights in the American State the W BAs version for he welterweight this d 
California, because the electorate a lot of good. Quoncy 'ouldprobably bestill a 

of that stole loud overwhelmingly foratillochatueifhehampotdecidedtolookelsn 
voted to slop stale support (In trrme or education, Remember how long it4ook Azumah Nelson It 
medical care, etc) for illogil humigrante (of which crack at Ihn WßC's world featherweight tilt v 
Pi Inoicaneconstitute almut 71) pur eCht) is hue Iuauest wasobviousthalhemocethan deserved aehanu 
indiratimr that the WIR jr being run by is rnelition htlu7 " 
ofbles; cunbicwh! ". Oneragain boxing liarrhmtn Islhn WRC to mu to world that if the othet 

in the USA also toted to stop state funding of 
nnntiprams, it would ban championship fights 
Uniied Statuº" I bet not, olhr9rwiso it would go 
and hand mror its Icadcrship in boxing to it 

orpannsaticin 
Dear readers wdlaro talking about 

immigrants, not le nl immigrants. Entry Coital 

the right to protect ilscilizuns end use its rcsour 
their botefits and d"Ihu aunry says illegal, roan 

the word is illcgol, imn groats are not welcome 
il. 

When Ilalian refugees were being rofusoc 
into the United States, vlhy didni t Iho WBC say 
bmming 11)9 smto or 
lint whorl it caicomc Ih 
Mcxionnm arc by far i 

uncuon on Colil'omia 
Thu W3C is d, ggin 

Ihcna /anctiwn Against 
the slate hard, it will ogly Siva the WBA and II 
Iho chance to shun the \yBC. If and when they 
sancticwn they probob ' would have lost a 
ground to 1hom. 

HOW THE MIG TY HAVE FALLI 

When Icngno action, ro, Nnos on Tucedav 
221 all coca will Iiicus on ilia IwO fallen grunts. 
of Oak anJ Annotc Kotoko. 

hultnumµ thcir reversals ugoins. t Goldfich 
dwn. n Umaal i. vlkctivcly 11w ox KianB of - 

nitl ocl" honrs 'the Accra Smdium w 
nuak, INr that u0utlturdufcnl will Oct Ow elan 

that it Is simply the equl'slrnt of \Iafiu In sports. 
Only GOD knows the nuawim w"hy that decision 

was taken. The clans by the hlerat. M" nl Ihn, pn rlictilur 
hosing enotrollinp l''dv That th.: , au v. as it Inns of 
racism, was as hC}ahh' staind it sating that oil and 
\rater mix This clearly is Inaah, T cow to the list of 
bungling Ihm this nrg: unsaumi Imn 1%-en alte it, cmquru 
up since its i ncepttrnl ui 1901, I'his is vt it) say Ilia% 
Ihn other "alphabet m w. i" ('VIIA. II)1'. WI)O. IIIC. 
WBF) have been innnutno from mistakes, but rather to 
say that as the most widely organised btxly, such 
trivial incidents should hero been petpctumod by the 
infant bodies such its the If1C and WISE. 

Many buxets have had mau so to complain 
(particularly our t"a'n Azumah Nelson) about Iho 
sexing by judges ;o1 iglu ag. n"t. l M. exiean uplumenis 
whoncvor they urn lighting for N RC titles. 

The moo famous case of blatant robbery tins ilia 
WOC wcharwaight title fight bctwean Pencil Whitaker 
and Jose Sulcimun's "darling b, y" Julio Cesar Chat'ex. 
With the exception of Don King, Jose Suleiman and two 
ofthe lhreejudgcs, 99 per emttoflhoso who watched Ihn 
fight knew that Whiluker had %von the tight instcud of 
the outrogcous draw that was declared 

You can aka talk ulstio the reutatcb between 
Chime, and Amen im I'runl. 'e ; ', ntdall. ehe,, it twt. 
clear lnalllhalC'hmr"n"fo. ul "" amne:, ýrIldcr¢, Irc 
cards wort InI1eJ up piilvr . 1. " bi, IuI(1 +;,. dd li. nn 
RnndJll liar nu ,. �6"n ,4,. -, -, n, 1, ,,. 
dalurod 11.0 . ciu : "r 

nHUn! NO il-� ", 
Suurct und t. ano ' /� aP. u. n' .n u"uwa na" t, w r, wr iinRmO und uuppatcru prying out for heads to 
caxa as ov! 1. Tha T. {aa, ", m" ycn -%-doom '. - ! Knnc'. Al Iha Kum; u, Slndum, C. omorslon will h 
lins 

, 
jndy. "e, .. nbi the 'f. rr " I( ý n, n '. Wonder Cluh, Gruol Olympics, whilst IN 

knocked Ihen1 oul. champions Gold1okl , 
Gks on Real Tsmals Un 

I ho It is oodles its lo the mnnncr in which Ilia the Len Cloy Studium. Middle league champion: 
WIC, W13A and Ihn ollicr alphahct boys mompulato Linhod take on Nano ßtajor'I Dwarfs at the Caro 
their ranking=. Park. AtIlia NkawkawBark OkwohuUnitsd wil 

The WDC was praisod to ilia hill particularly by withAGenyaUnitedwhilptbipspondin4l7hspol 
African countries, when it took the datieroll to expel rival, of Afienys, will to a on Dews Youngman 
South African bokcrs front liking port in its Terns Municipal Park. 
championship fighte as a result of nponhcid' SOCCE 'QUIZ NO. 05 

Now that body can be accused of practicing Which Dutch Into I tionol Star declined t 
"spanhoid" simply because the people, of a particular fur his nelional tcam, s1ouple of months prior t 
state are refusing to use their hard carried money to look 194 
Stier illegal immigrants. ANSWER 

y0 
QUIZ NO. 04 

The WOC has never haJ credibility with some Osci Kofi 
countries because of the link with the shadowy Don 1, Rov. 

,ýI., I 

pride, Califomia and 
Ilegal immigrant from 
rno m jurup mar F 

'a grove for iuolfby im 
, ahfomia. Much as it 

Y:... 11...... 1.. _.:..... _: ý. ý: ý.. ý. _.:....: ý11___ ---- 
L, Ut14f1Yf0 AW40OWf 

nýuý. r uý. w n" tn+amunr mu. nm iuw maro _ý i, 

_ 
G]ET ýTI' G1ýA 

ßý Kahina Andulr , ünnakw- nýn 
_'1 {ullant players who wý in BmpuL, 

^ 
But 1 

ýý......... ý. r. _. _ ý. _. t.. n.... e:. r....... u":. . u"M 
, 

VPIIPYV I11P1 141 "iýýll41r r w................. ' 

Toll EFOR F\1'ARýED, iii mhefnronrmed, en olJ Off, 
atom lines. Brint rantinu+ as a result of prior The problem with Chute Soccer is th 
warning Is a nrreasor; procedure ht all inaccuraeicsatdinollicieneiosofilia present so 
adminislrat unsetopnandapnrts, apecifrcallwurw"rer CFAahnvecrept nthtills moduofseleetionofnt 
run he no rscepthnt, pinvcrs wt notch wrdrat majorityofour nations 

1'herc hove Ikon tunues ut eerr"ugs I" tlr: lT4 br urn ltutg follow in Euröpe. 
haste slowly a, all , Ica aan"it.,. Mnp", n. A, u, a"h Chunaian s, kecr lunatics, are sontctinte son 
warnings haw larva ", a ". I a L"rr vor, ein uml trot in thur p(cptiiiIt l'ina. i and this is what give 
malice as the CFA uwndly purlvats to ", ho present GFA for ir1stsnco, to deliberately r 

We have. hnacwer, teen ,.: utcsscs in sti, untlcna for is it refers") M try apd solve problems that 
oceasiotu nhcru Ilia CIA and us w"mnr nuntatn. bao inevitable aspect of pls), en racalcilrsna for for 
bungled issues that would haw Iwcn ptcvontcd and to We might cite Prince Polley, Tony or Abedi 
which they had received ample wining. cases. Have we howevegbotherod to analyse fill. 

My lengthy prologue is just to again want None on the intonational levy 7I em of the conviction 
Butler's GFA about an ontinmra cloud that hangs osar Ruud Gullit wars as G sauian he would haw 

ety by now. For a the Ghanaian soccer horizon. ostracised from our s ti 
Reports onthe2-1 victory inflnnjulclarlyiudiate national learn captain withdraw. front his 

that the Stars' major boils, g, wl scoring reared its ugly weeks beforeo World Cu tournament isunpardc 
head again with numerous chances being thrown to the If the current CFA pact$ to leave office V 
wind. blemish than they mt immediately insti 

Wttai Inn inferring ht. is ilia fact that ilia country roeoneiliaturygeattrroth Ilbringawamt Willi 
has footballer of better striking ability that those between all the player f the national teen: P 
paraded in Banjul. This is n. n ht belittle ally or the former and tutors. This is necessary obligation 
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on Ai: ican ýiffaiýs 

This nation has come a long way, and we 
will notcompromisethe rinciples which have 
brought us so far and which we will carry into 
the uture. 

onstilutional rule will bring new adjust. 
ments. Dot Ihave nodouht that /can count on 
dour continued support in the pursuit ofeco" 
nomic and social justice far our people. 

- Chairman Jerry John Rawlings 
(President-ehrt) 

Address to security forces at El-Wok 
Stadium on the occasion of the 11th 

anniversory of the 31st December 

- 
Reootution. J 

ý, ý 

THE President- 
elect, Flt-Lt. J. J. 
Rawlings, will be 
sworn-in by the 
Chief Justice, Mr 
Justice P. Archer, 
at the Indepen- 
dence Square, 
Accra on JRnua. ry 
7. ý` ^. RýSY}3! rx-.. 

At the same cer- 
Mr Justice emony, 

ý. 
{7 

., 
5'y, Cý;;, <, 

ýý "xß^4'=' "cw ýi"5: ý ý :. 
Archer will swear-in 

-P resident, the Vice 
Mr K N. Arkaah. 

C--"`ý'ý' ýr`""ýt. ý, w^*,?, w"_ According to an 
" FIt-Lt. Rawlings official statement re- 

º. 1°, ý! ': " `' ýýý.?, ýýýýý. `; ý. ýýdýýýýýýý""ýtýý°' ý 
.. t:; b M ýýfýYýi9ýý. 's 

From Tim Dzamboe, Kadjebi bungalows for district secretaries with' 
THE govuriunent has released " to. 1y others at various stages of construe- 
tal of ¢740,4311,037.33 to the district Lion, the coca vili: Lian f 30 )'union ataffi 
assemblies forthopaynientof accu" quarters in Li districts with 26 similari I 
ululated salary arrears of workers garters under instruction; 10 new or. 
of erstwhile district councils, ficc blocks/assemblyhails hnvehecncorn-I 

A total of 9410,558,107.13 has also plated With seven othorsunderconstruc-ý 
been disbursed to distnct avsomblies Lion. 
which were able topnytheirworkorsfull Other projects are 26 once blocks 

salaries during the period na a campen. rehabilitated with three others on-go- 
enuon ppnckng. ", ing, 34 old government bungalows/reSL 

Mr Kwamcna Ahwol, Secretary for housesrehnbilitntodandthefurnishing 
local Government announced this when of 44 bungalows for district secretaries 
he commissioned an assembly hall and and district coordinating directors. 
office complex and a district secretary's MrAhwol announced that undertho 
bungqnlowat Kndoblin thoVoltaRcgion district assemblies common fund do- 

on Wednesday, December 30. signed to promote a secure and reliable 
Ile said the district resourcing plan financial base for the assemblies, can. 

under the decentrulisntion pro 6ýrnmme trnlgovernmenttransferstotheassent- 
for newly created districts and 65 old blies would ho brighter in the Fourth 

I councilswnnronru, .,. Li; n,, ��i., _,.. i Ronublie. 
of 02.2 billion has so for born apor on 

1 
said resourcing of the fund has' 

the infrastructural development of div. been constitutionally set up st a mini- 
trict capitals. 

These curnprice the completion of 2A /Guard: on P. 8/9) 
1" 

leased in Accra on 
Saturday the cer- 
emony, to be wit- 
nessed by represen- 
tatives from about78 
countries, as well as 
thoseofinternational 
organisations, will be 
the. highlight of the 
inauguration of the 
Fourth Republic. 

The statement 
said a cross-section 
of chiefs and people 
from all over the 
country and Mem- 
bers of Parliament 
will be present at the 
ceremcny. 

It said earlier in 
the day, Parliament 
will meet to elect a 
Speaker and two 
Deputy Speakers. 

The Speaker will be sworn-in by the 
Chief Justice after 
which he would in 
turn swear-in his 
deputies and the 200 
members of Parlia. 

ment-elect. 
The statement 

said the sittin; of the 
House for Parliament 
will move to the In- 
dependence Square 
for the swearing-in 
ceremony of the 
President and Vice- 
President. 

The inauguration 
will be rounded off 
with a fireworks dis- 

,p ley in the edening. 
Meanwhile, the' 

statement an- 
nounced that the re- 
ception and the cer- 
emony for PNDC 
awards, scheduled to 
have taken place at 
the forecourt of the 
State HouseonTues- 

g. N, ý:, n. ý" 

day, January 5, has 
been put oft " K. N. Ar)taah 

'Give Thrust, Meaning To lEC®WAS 5-ade 
By Abigail Bonsu 

THE government of the 
Fourth Republic has 
been called upon as a 
matter of urgency, to 
Act in concert with 
other members of the 
Economic Community 
of West African States 
(ECOWAS) to give 
thrust and meaning to 
the community's trade 

Workers Must Ensure That Industrial Peace 
Prevails In Fourth Republic- Phillips 

By Abigail Ponsu 
}fit J. V. L. Phillips, 
Chairman of the Volta 
Aluminium Company 
(VALCO), dies advised 
workers to endeavour 
tocontitnue with the in" 
dustrinl peace existing, 
in the count rryy in the 
Fourth Itepuhlic. 

Lie underlined that in. 
dustrinl pence is very es. 
Fcntinl for the country', 
1 wth and further urged 
organised Inbour to con- 
tinue to use the existing 
machinery to prevent ans 
resolve disputes which 

ýr- 
., i 

may ariso at the labour 
front. 

Mr Phillips, a former 
chairman of Lho Chnna 
Employers Association, 
gave the advice when he 
chaired a evmpnalum an 
The LohourMoewment anti 
Motional Aspirations at 
tho44 LhAnnual NewYenr 
School currently going on 
at Lho Univernilyo1Cihnnn, 
Legon, near Accrn on Fri- 
day. 

Ito noted, however, 
that induatrial pence alone 
cannot help promote the 
denirod growth unleaa 
there in political stability 

and called an all to help 
the gqovernment to remni n 
alnhln and to operate 
democratically. 

:v it Flt it li pa stressed on 
the need for fair wngos, 
antiafacta y working con- 
ditions and tho necessary 
aaalatanco to be river, to 
all employers of lr. hnu r to 
cnaure the continued ex. 
istence or sueh 
orgnnisnlions in the 
Fourth Republic. 

Thu VALCO chairman 
said under the Fourth Re- 
public., IL would be expedi" 
ant for the government to 
continue to make full use 
of advisory hoards and Lit 
hnid consultations with 
tilt labour movement un 
I: 'nr"I enncrrnini; minor 
m Ihm cnunlry unit imli. 
': at>d that the establish- 
: r. ntofthef nlacyRc-view 

Cummia,: inn without con. 
vt, l -term w, Am limo Trudy. 

not a pleasant dcvolnp" 
ment. 

In her prosentntion on 
the same topic, Profcesor 
Miranda Grconstmct, Di. 

D Can td on Pa. 8/9 

Liberalisation Protocols' 
Iiheralleotion proto. 
cols. 

Mr John Alta. 
Nyamokyo first vice. 
president of the Associa. 

, in or Ghana Industries 
(AGI) who made thocall at 
the University of Ghnna, 
Legen, near Accra et the 
weekend said additionally 
the country must pay its 
contribution to the trade 
compponsetion fund of 
EC; G\yAS, 

Mr Atte"Nynmokyo 
was contributing to the 
topic "economic deiwlop" 
men! in Chnnn; the priori. 
tics.. nt the 44th Anmml 
Now Your School tnking 
Vnco at the university, 

Ito school has the theme 
'Chnnn, the. Fourth Itrpuh. 

n__'__. __. t 2e. . ___. i.. L...........: d.. d.. ».... ». [f"o1OC"cat a" Vc"eu, ý nww prvvr.. cu ... tiv.. " 
ism, that haue ensured humanity with the 
uervbasis ofcivilivation in the form ofcrops, 
domestic animals, a wide variety of indus. 
trial pemluctn, and many important mpdi. 
einen. 

The lost of such organisms through ihr 
destruction of Their natural habitat rnenns 
that their abilily to serer humanity is lost. 

It must be noted that by the lime an or. 
ganiam is recognised as endangered it is 

often too late to Save it. 

%. -CREENFORUMFORAEVELOPAIENT 
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lie'. gorin which currently im. 
licsaid these menxurcs ixirLn all her onlt ro uiro. 

are noecasnry to enxuro mvniafmmSpninnndI3ra. I'roo trade between mom. xil. borcountrioa andanidasa Ito noted that the salt 
result of their nhsonre, " Induetryhnebeen ononrcn 
even product samples al 
Ghanaian mnnufacturore 
sent to prospective buyers 
In the sub"rcgion, same. 
times got eciecd by the 
authorities. 

Ho identified snit 
which is produced only In 
Ghnnn end Sunutinl within 
the community lied which 
is abundant in the coun" 
try, no one commodity the 
full cxpluitntinn of wklch 
could have rifled a yawn. 
Ing es an report com" 
mrsllt) to otherGCOWAS 
con ntries Oeixwclnlly to Ni" 

under the Minerals Code 
that has not boon explored 
to Its lull capacity and At. 
tributed thin to political 
indixcipllno and oxcoanca 
which together hnvo do" 
privodLhe ort yofngood 
econnmic von(mv. 

Mr Alln. N, vnmckvo 
xnid to help hornoec the 
hu go pnlunünl of Anlt, the 
I, overnment munL w, th" 
ýlrnw the lnnk force, which 
hnr heca mode to frillf1co 
the bitmim mnnngement 
ivnunitlou Ib; it proper 

0K mill 'm P1, ! f/nf 

., VD C ýýýýý 19 08 ewz, fi. ic , or, 73 ýWý:, ( T 
f THE National Democratic Cannroes (NDC) has 

won 95 ner vent of seats In Parliament, accord. Ing to tfie final results of last Tuesday's Perlis. 
mentery election released in Accra on Saturday 
by the Interim National ßloctoral Commission 

NECl. 
IN-C said the NDC won 190 scats, 22 or which 

wctr on unopposed basis. 
The National Convention Party (NCP) won seven 

seats (3.5 per tent) and P& Party one sent (0.5 per 
cent). Two independent cnnd)dntoa also wan seats 
ronroncnt. ir. 3 one per cent. A Intal 4429 cnnuidnten from the three panics 
nnd 112indekrndeni. t"nndidntoeenntoatci117$ w"ntsnl' Cur _O0 Puninmon6. ry seam. ho thrtr rnnteuuing pariion nu pported the Chair. 
mmn of the i r'DC 4tt. "t. t . Ivrry J., hn ytnwhn: w-o' t" 

-_ `., - 

ýý ýý 
/4 ýI, 

ý 
iL' i%i/Wýý :. ' 4ý1GV 

ýWwý ý> 
E(, 
i+ 

ct«"RfuI hid fur llto pruxidcnrv during lho Novrtmlor 3 
presidential clcelinn. 

Fuuroppnnition pnrlies-theNuwPnLriotlcParty, 
the People's NnUmml L'onvenllon, Nntionnl l ndt' x"n" 
doncu Party and the Peoph'e Huritnge Pnrty 
cuLwd thu pulls bcrncno af nllr"gcd rigging of l{: t' 
pn"sidrnunl pull. 

The 1'nrllnmeni n rv ahrtlon on iltxemht'r 29 ie lht 
final ph rise orthu PND^'n pmprmmmw to rciurn tilt' 
cuunpry tu itim,. tdutimtnl r"nlo. 

A nt'w pnvt'rnnu"nt wrll be ýwnrn in on Jennory? " 
i'lu" n, t of thc ultcuon renuhn nn. uu frl! uuro: 
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WVI-sponsored Projects C'ssioned 
IContd from P. VI. 

mum of five per cent of 
total national revenue 
with the projection that 
each assembly will receive 
nine times the coded rev. 
enue that it received in 
1992. 

Mr Ahwoi, therefore , 
urged district assemblies 
and the National Assoc*-. 
tion of Local Authorities or 
Ghana to take appropri- 
ate steps to ensure that 
dealing with the common 
fund is fully Implemented 
not laterthan six months. 
after the installation of 
parliament. 

" He also stressed the 
need for parliament to be 
bold to continue the poll. 
ciao of the PNDC in the 
local government soctorfor 
the realisation of full ben. 
efits of the 
decentralisation 
prograFr mm 

ancie. Dr s Agblo, Re. 
glonal Secretary, corn. 

Headmasters and 
beadleadurs in the 
Bosomlwe/4iw1mal 
Kwnnwmna District of the 
AshnnlI Region have 
through their association 
presented office funtilure 
worth 0250,000 to the 
district education office for 
distrl b utl on to circuit of f ices 
In the district, ala ceremony 
alApulu aitheweekend 

The lture included 
office desks, chairs and 
trays. 

Speaking to the Graphic 
at 1/10 ceremony, Mr F. V. 

A, lC*xrdfro. P. ll - ýýNDZ: 
Alhassan Musah 7,486 

(elected) 

787 
NCP: lbrahlm Karimu Mohammad 

Wanto 
elected) 

367 
Bonvo 
1p, 912 (oloctod) 

Egbillq 
BI ) 

607 

31Aý 
08 (o 

ted) 

E Abukad Znknrl 88 
"" Alhawan Yakubu 4,564 

NCP: Mn Inwiv Salamatu 808 Eglo: Mohommod Mahey Fiiaaini 
40 

r 
D: Danxl Paul 

. 
(eleccea/ 

NCP: Awellimhilln 
. h... oh Mi1L. 

_ __. _ý........ _ 3,983 

NDC: Koff ALtor 20,009 (clucLod) 
ivt: Y: Vincunt Kuli Darkyu-Manch 

4,858 
Eglc: Anthony Kwamo Awu do Addu 
NDC: Stephen George Obimpub 
NCP: Aculey Ben Ynwo Ororl 876 
LSO: Ofori Atla DAvid 758 

uth nyl 
(D 
Sq 

r) 9,930 (elected)C: 
Alexander Runxfurd Abablo 

931 
NCP: Richmond R. P. Nfodwu (Dr) 
Egla: PatUicc S. Salomoy 82 

C: MumuniAbuduScidu 15,413 
NCP: Mahama Abubakarl Coda 

£nl... u.... l.. r. "ý.. v-. -_-_...... Nladawli Noith , 
f°u saueunn zaz 

NC: A. S. K. Bný gbin8,525(olocted), NCP: Andicws Dakora Fnayu 1,57H 

e ýý) 
NDC: Kan Moyir Kufah 11,545 
NCP: Mark SumnilaDiumnni 1,018 M=Q 

aiocted) 
DC: William liwaku Asanto 4,057 

ý ý E 

V 

(clected) 

3,609 

mended the puop1. of 
Kadjebi District for up- 
holding a peaceful atmo- 
sphere which had facili- 
tated the achievement or 
meeningful developments meamngmIaeveiopmenu and two improved pit 
so ear, toilets at a tötal cost of Dr Agbla also com- 

toll 
million. mended Messrs Defeat 

The World Vision In- 
Ho o for for the Joint Initiative 
Development Compangqof 

ternational(WVI) Ghana, 

with the district assembly' provided materials, ma- 
in starting the assembly chinery and technical &a- 
hall and office complex sistance, while the people 
pro ocL provided communal 

. en a welcoming ad- labour. 
dress, M. PaticnooAmcku . NanaTwumBanmah, 
District Secretary, said Chief of the town, an- 
ther had been tremen. pounced this during the 
dous improvement in the commissioning of the 
development of the dis- projectast a harvestin aid 
trict, adding that many of a health post for the 
more schools and health Iowa, 
posts have been built 
through self-help. He said the completion 

Sheaddedthatthecen- of the projects had im- 
tral government has also proved the sanitation and 
provided electricity and in. 
vested in the improvement. 
of the road network in the 
district. 

Anorak -Bempah, chalets m 
oflh eassociationexplained 
that the jurnilure wa; 
providedfi nNuhshareoj 
a sale of a truck which was 
an asset of the association 
before iheir, nppaaration from 
the EjisuJuabengIDWrict. 

Mn. JX 4ntoah, district 
education officer received 
the Items on behalf of the, 
district. 

. Mr Amoako-Bempah ' 
and Mr Amoah In a 
handshake after the 
pieserqorlon ceremo y. 

Picture ' by Sam 

Kpol 2,945 

THE chief and people the health nevus of the 
ofKwahuJamaeeNum" people. 
berTwolntheEastern Nina_Barimah ap. 
Region have con- pealed to WVi for further 
ahvctedtwobore-holes assistance towards the 
fitted with hand-pumps completion of. two more 

improved toilet and a 
health post estimated at a 
total cost of t7.6 million. 

The chief said the 
people were contributing 
01,000 a man and 0500 a 
woman towards the 
projects. 

Mr Emmanuel 
Oppong, W VI Health Edu" 
cation and Community 
Participation Manager, 
commended the people for 
their corrpýmu as] spirit and 
co-operation which had led 
to the early completion of 
the pn lects. 

He said the health 
needs of Ghanaians were 
I.. dispensable In all ho. 

E-itlc: lmoru Uanyankrah 1,448 
O1dTefoSusme NbC: Nuhulbrn(ýim2, AG4(clctiýedl 

1VGY: veamnuu pwnnU Alnlin6wn 

Eglu: Nano Kwnei AITuI Kingxley 

NDC: Mohammed Moro 5,688 

NCP: Oeumnnu Boba Ynya 3,197 
Eglo: Kennedy Adde1802 

RMd +as / eokore_ 
NDC: Samuel Aelrill Adjoi 3,791 

1,754 

939 
Acokwa Fact 
(e)octed) 

(ukkted) 
Egla: Kwame Nkaneah 684 
Ng C;: Dr George Akoea 4,867 

(olac )--- 
NCP; Samuel Kolt 9oamah 1,209 

w%r: vlncoOL gtooro 1,07`J_ 
-- 

Eiura-Sekvedi+mece 
tndopondont: Azure Wilfred Yanga C: Peter Boakys An4ah 19.627 

1-1--, -A% NDC: Ganga Akayo: i Azitariga NCP: Mohammed Bawa Braimah 
NCP: A an a Jox h o0 1,279 1,922 
nrnn. Xý_. ý 

_. -PI ,_.,. . 
Oýnod North_ NDC: Kwnme Boakye Emmanuel 

....... -awa npul AVOKY s, uoo 8,541(ulodod) 
" NCP: Oeol H. Ylaman 1.478 

OffinsjtR2uth NDC: Kenneth Anna Amponsah 
sedum 6,527 (elected) 

Egle: OhonobaKoll Aaamoah 1,354 
i NwablagPDC: 

Yaw Bampoh 7,852 (elected) 
Independent: Balfour Osei Wusu 

2,745 
Bosgmtwe NDC: Josephine Afua Addal. 
Monanh 6,916 (elected) 

Eylo: Yaw Addal Boadu 677 
A tw; ma Kwanwo 

C: Sampson Adu Oyamfl 5,325 
(clucked) 

K3Elisu 94 (d)ý 

F4mflII 
(clecled) , 

El Robert Bon Asomaning 664 Ue:: 
Mohammed Boakye, Agyckum 

E 6Flo: Kwaku Agolos Dorchlo 1,695 
NDC: Nana Odamo Kusi 2,316' 

NCP: ScoLah James Kobina 1,362 
NDC: Peter Kenneth Owusu 6,966 

NCR. Michael Codwyl Thompson 

Obuasi 
(o c. kd) 

2,609 
E ýle: Joeoph K. Botchwey 441 

"Adonel Asokwa 
W. 

John Gyyaei 41232 (oloctod) 
NCP: Abaes Akwasu Antwi 462 

Anpa Sekyere Pncc 

(okctad) 
NDC: Pius M. G. Griflllhs 13,368 

ý 
Eglo: Daniol K. Amofo 670 

NDC: Boatrico Aboagye (Mn) 3,238 

man development and ad- 
vised them to keep theü 
environments clean and 
also maintain the projects 
regularly to improve their 
standard of living. 

Mr Oýppong nseured 
them orW VI eseistaoce to 
complete the otner 
Projects. 

The Obohone, Nana 
Yeboah Alai Boagyan II, 
who commissioned the 
projects, commended DWI 
for their assistance which 
would improve the health 
needs of people in the ru- 
rol areas. 

Be urged the people to 
pay their contributions 
promptly for the early 
completion of the other 
projects. 

#200,000 was 
realised at the fu nction. - 
! GNA. 

A 

I 

Egglo: A{Iryryomnn IIodu Ampere 231 
NDC: Oduro Ofrikyi 6,682 (elected) 
NCP: PrincoIIoffuurCyswu Awush 

(Puduo Nona) 2,126 
,_, -- ___ k: glo: chnrlos C'ollo aua 

Ng C: Goorgo Adu' Monsah 6,736 

NCP: Maxwoll Monsah Ebonrsor 

ßilurni 

Qdoto6rf 

(oiockd) 
690 

Eglo: Vuronica Rita Akosua 994 

arn NDC: Joseph Kwoku Enos Qiumu± 
. 10,210 lulucleW 

The High Commioion gllndia to Accra on Saturday 
held a preis eon/ab to announce plans to'end four 
Ghanaianpolicco/furntoIndiafora kn-weehtraining 
courw in New DellAhi. 

The courw will be in the Auld ofln/oration technol- 
qgy police applicaliona, crime record, management an 
1 r-print science with the use olcomput re. 

77w paining Programme is being organised by the 
Indian Government under the Indian Technical on 
Economic Coopnotion (ITEC) and the Special Com 
monweaW AJhcan Awlstana Plan (SCRAP). 

Mr Dilgit Singh Ponun, Indian High Commiaeione 
in Ghana and the IGP, Mr J. Y. K. addressed the 
aRman . 

orieyý The ourpoliceqýilcer, (right)are; MrSamuel Land 
Mr Kumme IBbarriinw-AAyampong, Mr Bright Oduro an 
MrRich mondNUAshiky Lomo Boi-bl-Boi, allAsaistant Superintendents of Police. 

'7We ! GP addruring the officers. With Aire ie. Mrl rvj&o. 
Sin6h, -d /ý, inl\ 

Piclurr by 8ba Rawso% ropnWl. 
Taýisu. 

Head Of State Party For. 
ME 1992 annual Eastcrn Reizion was Rc(naT 
Head of State party held at the SOS ad'th 
for children in the Children's Village at be l; ab 

Asiakwa last Friday. as The party was ai ' cr 
attended by 23 children chcnt t. 
of the SOS Children's ands Village and more than th' 700 children from Vo1 
Asiakwa and 
surrounding villages, g Iý! l Kibi and Koforidua, SOloroiý In a speech, Mr Fred od'xor, Ohenc-Kena, Eastern to hild, 

NCP: BonnuLtXobina Musah Blnoy 

Eglu: F. K. lakko 338 
NDC: Mi-t Ama Bonylwa-Due 10,411 

NCP: Munaah bau 2.956 
_bura41FbwKvvmmankeee NCP: Vincent K. 
{YI'KKaa s, auI 

4.601 

Gomon West 
ffolucted) 

NDC: Cucillo Akuo Edu (Mn) 8,751 

Eulu: John Kwuku Arthur 1.627 
Acikuma"Odoben ii"nkwa NCP". Jacob Emmonuol' 
Oppung 4,1455 

NDC: Ebenezer Kuban. Fosu 7,541 
(uluctud) 
URDer De kY ''a NEC: Kwaku Addd"ßyambr.. 
11,481(uluctud) 

NCP Agntha Awuah 2,483 
Awutu Senva NCP: Danny William Osurdu 5,329 

NDC: James Eric Nkrumsh 8,183 
(ducted) 

(uluctcd) 

lrgglo: ý1nM1ln Quoysun Abboyy 120 
nssin South NDC: Kob{noOkymw7 802(olocled) 

NCP: Yaw Kwattong u'okyl 304 . Eglu: Poul ErnodKotsin 100 
Ass In North NCP: Francis K. Edxil 1,627 

NDC) Abraham Fokuo 9,118 
(clcrtcd) 
Agona West NDCJohn Oscar Bimpong 8,697. 

(elected) 

AEQn&Zwl 
o acto ) 

Comm 
7,341(o)oclud) 

NCP. Charles Obongg"Inkuom 4,100 
Ririe! Rosa Tnkvi 946 
NbC: Kojo Aajuah Yonkoh 4,935 

NCP: Jomcti Kwcku Monaoh 2,093 
Eglo: John Yaw DuJuo 607 
NDC: Francis Kow Bmtaio"Anaah' 

NCP: Thumo  Kwuku Aubyin I, IB0 

" To Be Continued 

Donation Toa 
From Sanmal Ay 1. eow, pu 

Boalen;, A4yernOda "anr'.. " 
THE Akyem Ode branch oon 
of Church of Pentecost, on i New Year's day, donated rn nep 

hems worth 01110,000 and 
lhs re ' 

020,000 cash to the Oda " oa(on 
Government Hospital. mq, of 

Tho items indudod two kjdlsoi 
wall clocks. assorted soap, t 

imi10. sugar, biscuits, tinned A 
fish, rice, loam of broad, mtat I. 

r04,111 
4d 

I 
gtis ind 

ýI' 

p» lhe Öi. 

ý1 in` Ir 

., 
' me o' 

br4. ti Dinpu: 
thews 
IM kic 

'Missing . Kwoku Mopes Dankwa. 
7, resident it 8338 
Abosscv Oka i. Aura who 
haih from Worawora is 
reported misain8 since lost 
Dcccmhcr 16. 

Anyone who has 
(information about his 
'whereabouts should report to 
"The Konoahis Police or any 
police station or to the News 
Editor, Graphic. 

lqwn, 
o the " 
A nleil 
EqeUce. 
C7kh' oh 
mte eft, 

4rdii 
elien4 l' 
dafind 
m4omoi 
H"l, 

acaqu. 
mgaa Co 
mcor ü 
boSwili 

(AJ 
oUý 

At 4; k 
of 4h'wi 
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IE New Patriotic Party (NPP) sold vealerdav it 
to " ouId not go to the polIin 1096 irthe jovrnrnn( 

iu not iawevotera identificatlonaarda to Ghana. 
the before that dote. 

At a rnlly to appraise the 19tH Budget In Accra, Ur 
ynho Tnmokloe and Mr Kwomi Lnmptry, lending mem. 

era or the pnrty,, ailed an the government to toll the 
alien the eatimnlIýýd plat of Welling the dent ila41i tout 
ords which it ha earlier described an an 'expensive 
n'^t'. 

AcenrdlnR to them; t hr tut nmluci ion of l he idrntd i; n. 
ion cond. would allny fare held by the party or the 
kelihlnd orthe electiune being rigged should dip outdo. 
ry time only, the voters regitur. 

Dr Ttninkloe and hir Lmmnla'v maid it 6nn drrimiun 
anuld have tot he taken on Lhni inmo to vnnble the 
country in Peck litreittn assistance jr the need arrtae. 'Not edentilcntinn card. no election, ' hir Ilwoni 
Lntnpl. ey euud. 

Nmut AkuiTh Addo, nnalhen hmrhntt memin-r. rtilh"d 
lite cnvernment to denial Irons tiny nul, oil' itilet-ler" 

tore Ihat c, tuld ranee nunpicion in the minde at' the 
Ttttnlene uuthoritien. 

lit, deplored the current mcunulioan and nmnu'r" 
occunatione bein levelled nitninat each other by I lit, iwo 
count nun which, he paid, had only led to tiu" mnouncrc ul' 'Ghnnmmýe in Toga. 

None Addn onpreanvd concern tit the pnnnibibty or , he Volta Region heilig turned into it `hut tlcgtnntnd' 
should n conlrunlatinn urine between lihnmt mul Tuku. 

Ghana, he maid, wanted ppecace and eecunty. 
, 

Dr Jones Ofori"Atla. Chnirmnn of the Etronatiac 

Frnrn L. A. . Andnm. the two lowna, the people 
NyPIUWJ! 

`^ 
ol'Nvnnyann havepcrstu- 
tently (looted the mjunc" 

ACONTINCENrorpoa lion order placed by the 
licamen drawn from High Court and are de" 
the Panthers Unit In veloping the dioputud 
Accra, the Swedr u Di" land at a very fast pace. 
vision and Winneba on Henaid he accordingly 
Monday everted an Im. tnekedtheynuthnrKasmi 
minent violent clash to arrest anylx)Ely limed 
hetweenthechiehnnd working an the disputed 
people of Kasoa and In nd imd bring them to 
17yanyano. 

The chiefs and pooplo 
ufthe two towns have for 
some time now Mvm liti. 
guungoverthe Iegltiomtn 
nwncrnhip of eppruol. 
mntuI, v line mile Clutch 
of hind between Knroa 
and Nvnnynno. 

ýflle fare Ilrsl welt to 
court and was judgod ill 
f'nvoar of Nyooyano hill 
lollowng nnnppenl ly the 
chlofund peopleof Kaaon, 
a High Court has put on 
Injunction on the Innd. 

According. to Mallen 
Seide Yuoif, Chief or 
Kiln, who briefed the 

. 
l)cputy. CuIrtiLRpgiop ttt 
hhnleter, Atr H. Q. 1lehu" Applah stone of the wpa" 
into meetings held with 
the rhlels and nook. ,. I 

nu pulocu u. r g"eMUn"" 
inK. 

Nnnn Uhenp W i"hu V. 
1'hlel al'Nynncnwn n" hlr 
pnrt 1"IJ the leputc Ii. '" 
91011"1 hhtnrter tlult l0r 
oonw'tinle now the pvuple 
ol' Knsml haw Iw'en ul.. " Ier+hn: t hl.. Iw11ple u hr:. 
thry" work im lhrlr hind, 
ör""nrl tbe: r rnnv"m. l 
b0undnry with KaNwn 

fie Mnid on hr ..,. a"I 
w111nM Mf1111U Ill I11. IMx, pir'I 
vrnrv MuttmClutl to -er beatings. Snmr n1' Uwi 
were detained at the pnl. 
ace arth. Knew 

According In Nana 
Wiulm" he and ha uldvro 
have lodkmd eevertl eonr 
plninU wn h the Mhva nntl 
w"vn puluuunvn we Cull. 

I, r'rnh; or .,. 

/` 

G -uth.. stone police again 'rnm Sarnue[Sarpnng, Akrvpnng"Akuapem 

RAMPAGING youth for the second tim. 
running, pelted the police with stones at 
Adukrom during curfew hours last Tues- 
day night. 

The youth, who mounted road blocks in 
parteofthetowntopreventthepnhLedo loy- 
ment in the area, dented n police land Rover 
with roggýetratmn number t7P 672. 

A police armoured vehicle despatched to 
the area had to fire on the people bofer* they 
dieperaed. 

Five persona have, meanwhile, been or. 
rested for their alleged involvement in-the 
mob action and for breaking the curfew. 

They areJohn Asarr Kwobl. Kwnei Asare 
Kwasl Bedisko, Kwame Henaku nod 
Emmanuel Addo. 

According to MrSnlami lasaks, DivIeinnul 
Crime Officer for Akropong, the suspects 

would be errniened before the AktoDont Cir"' 

cwtCourt today.. 
- ; p. 

_, Akropong, Abiriw, and otheryaurtoundtn 
towns are under a dusk-todawh curfew fofr 
lowing clashes in the am over s, piece of land. 

Meanwhile, two Members of Parliament 
have called on the government to. inatitute an 
immediate enquiry into the rectint factional' 
violence between the people of Akropong and' 
Abinw in the Akuapem North", Distnct, je- 
porte Debrah Fynn. ''- 

The two Messrs Fuzzy Torb y'and Richis 
Agyemfra. kumi, members of, ýOkere and 
Akropong constituencies respalively, made, 
the call in separate statements tyesterdaya 

. sitting of Parliament. . htI i$L 
In is statement, MrTorbay horelhined 

from narrating the incident for earofopening 
. 'moroenne howeverappealedtothefactions. 
to rostrain lýemselves end let 0esce prevail. ' 

Mr Torbay, who to a citizen Jf Abinw, also t, s.. 

. Over non-issuance of ID cards? 

uaed the öscedon todeny 
olh-atiafU that be-led 
the attack againet4he 
pmi le oftAkroponq. }; 7- 

_.. 
prdepenbed 

the al; 
fugationli; ae mere con", 
cocttonvand rabrica" 
tlunl, addln thet'lhave 
always hadýlhe but or 
relations- with my 
Akmpon sihlln`e. e -- Mr 

Torbay 
further 

appeslad lo' 'the 
AJontedman Council or 
Aburi tdduse Its info- 
once andinateall tradi- 
tional a4thoritiee in the 
area to et'ineattng torind 
a laming, solution to the 
conflict. ' 

Vnýitf ppl 
od ý'nor{;. 

'Mr 
Kuml, wholo ý. 
'" 

Live off . iýkroponR, t ýp 
Iwolod , al1 wnarnrd 
ciuemCoLAkubpom m to 

I. Cont; tP. öri"Pe: `919? I 
ýýý, 

ýý'. 
ý 

sat;. cý; 

4 
{ 31 

1ý 
Canunitkv+ or the NPp, said the government, by the 
1994 IlI dget, had railed Ghonsians, particularly the 
rural folk rind the urban po'ir. 

He raid the hike in petrol and kerosene prices and 
the tin slip on conrnmahlos would adversely alTect the 
ampaity of Lihnnniune whit are already an the poverty 
hoe. 

The builot how spelled tnmahle for the notion, he 

said. adding that It was no improvement on the 1993 
Budget, 

Dr Ornri-Atta mentioned the Increase In the mini. 
mum woke to e790 and aald monthly incumae ors30,000 
should not be taxed. 

He blamed the high rate orinflation on high govern. 
ment ex psnditure a nd accused Itorboing responnble for 

* Conrd, on Pa. 8/9 

resident receives surgeons ýThc cxccutiuc comrnittee members of the 4elicery in the sub-region. West Africa Collcae nr&[rnnm, a vnvlnrdnv Alsn nrrsentnt il...... Ir. w..... jcqi/rýortPrevidcrttJcrryJohiiRuulüir. rtit tNerY ront. nCimArýöfthe eunc"ItnýCiýý. ýu+c c nstle. Owl. - and CammodnrcStevchimpeh, Mu+ixtrrnf i 
TI r c'+.. russrd ivrurv rrnfrred on health Nea!! h. (Full sinrv rn pagcs 0 +91, 
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thwrn Raglanlwwt 

I wsok lo'undargo dd-r�"aV: +ri'. 
I moatla alavory '16[4 

oua/aAou 
Hurklna Dowý kwo ; 
baanAyaouad by Im. 

t ml(rutlon om0111loo 
th" ýý*moo bordar 

t In tM Upý+ar Boct 

1a4. .:.: a. h4 Ohandan'r " 
crultlfiant a{an{, 
Mad ýin. Lam laýý, ti halbo 
has alpo been aSrpatedq 

th1 TW fathanr or 
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WýrAMnnbohÄniliý lä 
Immlgrotlnn o0lcnr of N, 
the Nampo poet old 
Modem Shaibu has long 
been, noticed fnr'dra 
querltl nj the border area 
witN, ons or to young 
girls with the usual a%- 
pl. iNtinn thatthey were 
going tojoin their moth- 
or. in Durkina Faao., ̀  

HuweveronJanuary 
4l, the nunpiebn of the 
ImmlRrnUunaliknnwnu 
umwýd when Madnm 
Shnlbu tnmý with the 
nn young ItiAa npd be. 
twxin 1Sond 19 yean. ý 

MýÄ 
rm 8nbfbosplý 

notion that the six girls �J xx uat wars Jo19t4g 
. 
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VACANCY; 

Are you a' 

ýDRAUUHTSMAN> 
with Polytechnic qualification or equiva- 
lent, minimum of 3 years working experi- 
ence, -knowledge In hydraulic/plumbing 
and building construction drawings and 
sde work supervisrm? 
Then contact: 
AFROWOOD IND. (GH) LTD. TEL: 22 01 
45 4 
North'<aneshie "ndustrial Area, end of Dadeban (Main Industrial) Road, with ap- 
plicatlon. CV and sample drawings for 
mmediate employment. 

ý "- 

. ýýý I I " TUTORS 

WANTED 

1 (Two) catering instructors with 706/11 
Or 812 

2. (Two) dressmaking intermediate tutors Salary: negotiable but very attractive 
. 1Accommodatlon: Available. 

Interested persons should call personally j to the 
7, Princip l: Ebony Vocational/Cateting In- 

stllute jotoridua with their relevant docu- 
ents or interview and appointment. 

ý' « The Principal 
pony vocational/Cat inst., 

Koforldua. 
ý ', , 

Ghana's Mining and Environmental 
Guidelines, based on the consultative 
'approach, have been completed and 
are contained In the Proceedings from 
The National Seminar on the Environ- 
mentali Guidelines to regulate Mining 
Activities in Ghana. 
. The Pröceedings are In five parts: 'Ghana's Mining Environment 
(General) 
Aspec4s of the Proposed Guidelines 
General Environmental Issues 
. Case SRtOdles ' 
=Mining, Environmental Guidelines 
for c; na. 
Thisb ok is essential for anyone intei I. I 
jThis'bgok is essential for änyone inter 
ested ip sustainable development, par- ticularly in the mining industry. The sell: ing pri'Qe is ¢5,000 . Pleasetcontact the Minerals Cnmmia- 

ý: aK, ", - sion,, ELwironmentalPrnfafp-. ftA ., c�ýý.,.. a FtM''"}ýrýS a . _. ... . . _... . ý.... vv. aýwn 

, ,, c, ,, 
ýntl llg ersity Bookshops foryourcopy. 

. wý. y. ý: t .'ý 

; -Than kSgiý, j 'i 
A NATTONAL iriterd. ý'natG 
vice will be held atydep. 
Accra, on Sunday, J 30 a 

I God for the tabuu  a 
Re['hublic. 

e aorvlce will In o Ch ' 
Ghana, thaCatholicSo$, the I 
lamnuc and all Spintuddcchoa. 

Members of tho publvilcd 
attend arc however, rollhnt 

I mal or traditional, andliy shop 
hrfam 4pm, 1 

To fncdiinu" 1wbliclrtnllo 
I tm and taxi aen"ooa cu bo fmn 

the 
....., 

LutonfCampus, to S. 
u..... t,,... TM A... l 

Mn: uorRuhn, dAmonui6", aH(dr-ln-Hcrin patient ofNrwAchimolaPreshvJSSy. 'I. rlavr, vvtxdaca"h Rn a 
nknndthe'KwamehCin donation of (570,000 from (hero District CRS as a ceremony at the school in'Accra. I denco Square. N., . The cash which una r nliaed after an appeal. launched to n. ahle ma. Ier Ammmng In undrrgo surgery at ' Other appeal cord pera Rarle"Du Tenrhm Hospital, was presented by Ma Florence Dank., Ca District Director of Fducation" Pax, Bubiaahio, Ngrth0. 

" Ma Dnaku (2nd right/ preaentmg the cash to Maxtor Amnning. With him are the parent., Chief liu. pector Exhibition, Memp bi qco; th 
Rdward Christian Amaning and Mrs Cecilia Amaning. Road, Burma Cam', 0 Dahl' 

______ 
Itro, Sakutnaa0Eata/o du r 
t ocndoncc BcunrcA : 
a" The gcnernl pübhe d Co 
ý 

givrng wnrnhip in m on ol 
'xnrvefthcFmrrthýopu . rdin 

at M. at the Co}rd Ah, 
GucMt nfH unou p 

ý GJA Gýn 1-11 
1 THE  nnual Ran Rnl ýof 
1 nahst. Aarocutlpn ill to 

urday, January j29 {Ghei 
ý Press Centre at-10", 

A prcax rclcnxtui o GJ, ý 
nf tho nxxacmNnn uo kp the 

It enid the GJA'e xawuai d 
tho duun ixhudochd{Jp n I Dnnkwa lI1Okuapchgoxoff 

' Lnhndi Bench Howl elk 
Muanwhilc, the tpjrhor 

prnple of Akunpom in bf Gh. 
. 

pnxp 
cm IwxLpnncdtoPij 12.1 

adl vn1f414nMP n 

Afäritiur 
THE PRESEC Old IýAw-c 
the auddon death is of M 
Aw"ukn Afar. 

He wn+the immdiFProMic 
t)IdBI11'MAFWN'mt nr rl7h ý Feking. 

Burinl will tnko, l, 

ýloh 

o I 
nry il. PRESEC QPd ßp ozp 
TrnnFpnrl will ho wdl{o lhr 

------ FIT - 

y. y 
ýr,. 

dt lIAMSi: 
<, 
Zm MMFU I-A- 

Help for hole-in-heart patient 

Surgeons call on President 
good hcnll. h delivery nva" 
tem. 

"Without reaourceo, 
without monryy nn cmin" 
try coin give its tiLixrns 
I md medical attention. 

hint is the book truth. " 
Even though rich aou n. 

trirn devote nn much to 
henlth deli rrv, Pmf Abel 
. Aid they still lind 11 * 
Irma. A'Iorgr number or 
I heir people did not hnvo 
nLreso to good mi'dicnl 
enm.. 

He. thi'n"rnro. appealed 
to governments m the nub. 
region to glue dui' rntugni. 
lion to mrrheni lw"roonnel 
by giving them odrquau" 
rrmuneratloo oind 
honouring them with no. 
I wool swords. 

Prof Alnyl Wald al. 
though 1nom"nl rrwsndn 
wem Important. tiny on, 
not the ulumnto. In the 
medical profeaninn honour, 
mmpttt and mmgnition or 
tronaured, he added. - 
GNA 

THEexicYtiyNcommit. The college ix holding Snmctimrw unrrrty tee members ofthe West ; U34thanntinlconfurcncw mode it impoasihle Iiir 
Africa College of Sur" atthoAccrelnternaLional people 4i afford a cure for 
pons yesterday called Conference Centre. simple diarnsca. he acid. 
on President Jerry Among those present adding that this 
John Rawling. at the wee 

-Pear 
it Grant pmhlum wnacongx, o ndcd Csatle, Oeu and held Momýerof ihn Council nj by the exndun of medical 

discussion with him on Stale and Commodore persannvltnthrdt"veloiwd 
health delivery In the Steve Ohimpeb, Minister countries. 
eulr"region. oflealth. Prcnident Rawlings 

Among issues din. President Rnwlings auggt"sled that a way in 
conned were the elTect of No, ke nhnut the ndvona"a cur, the exodus was In m. 
the economic difficulties made in the field of media view the Irnini of midi' 
facing West African coon. cinelandbexprrsxdiegret enl pemmnnel t"iihorh}n". 
Inca on their health deliv. that West African coup. viewing the syllnhuwa or 
cry systems andmcnaures tries could not keep makinptheirtrniningcnm" 
to retain medical person. abreast because of eru" mun, tynnt"ntvd. 

not. nomicdillicullita. 
_ 

Rtwpmdingtotlnanug. 
l, ritton, l Wnau17trrin$ prim Niger 

a snid warm fit, ilt ni 
w"hada 'it hotr+m nlry lind 
ndnptid the rnmmumty 
nrienti"d nppmmll anil it 
was working. 

The Prciiidi nt or the 
college. Pndrsnir ('hurl., 
Cihnitcv, nnid it bad hr- 
come npparentthntcoun" 
tries in the muh-region 
should pint their n'snu ma 
in the use nrcertnin fncill" 
ties. 

For example. Ghnnn's 
cnrdmdhnrncic and pins. 
tic surgery cent rvs. awid 
be used by nthernwntrics 
instead or uniting their 
pntivni s to Euroli' and the 
United Stntrw. 

Prot Ghnricy on. 
nounced moves in into. 
Veto Anginphnnc and 
Frnncophnne colir'gea or 
aurgrmns to limn n Went 
African Henith 
Orgnninntinn and lhnt 
progiinn hod hirn made 
in this dircninn. 

Preresanr Oinjide 
Ajnyl, a nw'miw'r or the 
executive. said in his can. 
trihutinn thnt health enm 

Threats of boycott 
A t: Wlhl. jruu. P. 1 there was evldonre thnt 

what he termed the monies thnt should havr 
current *free fall or the Iron into theCamaohdnted 
cedi'. -- Fund hoddienppeored due 

Though unemploy- In the molIrcicney of the 

mart was a thorny issue, NDCC Govern engirt AJu it was net addressed by 
the budget, Dr Ofon-Attu Boahen, NPPPresidential 
lamented, and called on Candidate, said Dr Kwesi 
the unemployed in the Botchwey should resign 
country to take action to aferfailing toaddress the 
force the Minister of Fi- country's economic pmb- 
nance and Economic Plan- lama. 
plghMto address their questioned 

Dhhr Ofori-Atta touched or members of the district 
on a number or issues, in" assemblies and called for 
eluding the Auditor- the definition of theinter- 
General'a Report and the sated parties thePresident 
sicking of hawkers from is supposed to liaise with 
the streets of Aare. for such appointment. 

On the Auditor Mr Peter Ala Adjetey. 
General's Report, he said Chairman Regional 

branch of 
the party, who chaired the Clash function, enumerated the 

# Contd, Jiom P. f eucceeene chniked by the 

tral Rep anal Adminis, party in legal tussles with 
tretinn, 

the government and sold 
lie said in the early ' 

the party would continue 
kutnkecanetttutinnal mnt- 

bourn of last Monany, ro" tere to the Supreme Court wnR-w expenalve that no porterenchodhimthattwn for intorprctatinn. poor country could hove e nfhlapeople whohodgone _ý  a Ln wark on the disputed 

Youtn stone. poiice landhndboannrnatadaed 
.... ýý ýý ýw_ w...... .. ýl. m .. _., . ý.. _ . _. 

after seven bentmge. 
Athird person w owns 

driving tram Nyanynno to 
Accra won drngged nut of 
his car, beaten and sent to 
the Knena chiof. 

Nana Wmbo said look. 
Ing at the scnnunnosa of 
the issue he caused tits 
Asofn drums In be beaten 
and his people responded 
and attempted to liberate 
their kinsmen. 

Police sources said 
hundreds of people- men 
end women, who alerted 
trooping from Nyanyano 
to Kasoa In batches of - 20n were heavily armed 
with guns, clubs, tome. 
hnwbe, petrol and 
matches. 

They sold but rnr the 
equnllr heavily armed 

I Panther Croup which nr" 
ý rived timely Irnm Axra, 

havoc and (IIN: IMIrr would 
hnvr horn viwited on 
h11M, 41. 

" Contd. from P. J 
lot tempers calm down 
in their yueet to ensure 
pence in Iho area. 

He reminded the 
people in the district that 
the greateatchalionge they 
face is development to en" 
able them achieve In. 
creased living standards. 

11 1 1' 1 
THE Univanity o( Gheno. lweon has explained 
Chat MrAngeloEkowoguahAkyeam ong, aBA 
Part I Student has not been expelled as we 
inadvertently published yesterday. 

A statement iasuod by the university and signed 
by Mr T. A. Oföri-Manta, Scninr Assistant Registrar 
said Mr Akyeampong has been debarred from a niver" 
sit)' cxamination for two years 

Ina related development, MIr Ah compani in the 
cnmpn nv of Mr Isnae 0sci Bonsu fJn rl, n Inw student. 
came to the Editorial Deonrtnwnt in Aron In prnu of 
against the repnK and'dcmandrd an npdnjp' and 
Cnmrln)n. 

The rrmr i+ vrrv n18d1 n"ý n. u d. 

KI, Komi maid prim can 
he done through unity, WI- 
crane, m"npernLUnn and 
co"oxiulunce and not 
Ihrough Cinehl"N or that 
nature. 

Ho, iherafore amienled 
to all citlOons to bury their 
diRcrences and seek the 
interest or the district and 
the nation as a whole. 

hnabcca IwMLlrinodLoPý12.1 ý nlrcndy arc aLdl valf4 ac n 
I 

1' 
By Am Aidrx . Turps 

FOOD and drug industries in the önqýiily 
try have been advised to adopt new q 0I wo 
ity control and efficient manufacturi in h 
methods to ensure the aoceatability mmn 
Channian products on the in'ternatiöjuuld i 
market. d uý - MM Alka Hnyfnrd 

_RoMOnnh 
0111ecr nfthi 1ý, 

,,, n....,.... ý Inau- IrRn Wnn vnvn the nevvý a.. -. ". 
.. ý... ýw. " In frrrn anain"dwv therofuro LLrcaaed thee eL"Nw r 
fnrlho adnolinn nf lho Hneerd AnnlyRlý Crilfcnl, Co 
Poin«(HÄCCP) cnncapl to onsurc fncrcnwd nnd q 
tndv_o pmauCtron. 

. 
:C 

The tiAGCY concept (a 11 ayaommte appipa 
mcmmrinlLlhavaIidlLy, Iafcty andquahtyln tho 
or production to ensure consumer onUdncttnrl» 
duaaloped zn ycmf apn In Lumpe hut yut to 
ooorotional in dcvclopmK muntrlca. K; 

. The aominar, themcd: `Quality AaaurnncQ! ia 
Fond nnd Drug Induntriue In Ghnnn' wnn nrßndjs 
the FRI far quality cantmllora, pmtluctlan nuq 
rntinry gngineorw and other rolntcd porxnnno 
fond and drop indunlnm 

Mn Hnyfnrd nnid lho I rnlliwd oconnmie 
mont hnnpnvcd wny fnr tho impnrlnUon of ohgop 
! nfcrin rproauc 

ýh.. 
InLn Lnr rnumry nna ýnni tncyýýo 

... 1. ý .. f....... ý... ýJ... ý.. ý. .. J. 
_. . 

ý� ýý,,. .,,,,, ,.,,.,, ý,,,.. ý, .,. ...,. ýý..,., .,..,. dvslplinnn" method* tncnwrn pro0tnhlp nporjUe 
She &md the tfACCP eonnrpl not nnly enau 

ItnbfLN' PH macrmum uý nf n"rnum"" (rul enr 
to rvyrnrnmrntnl el""anhnr++ and rod pndr 
ornlnN ", qi 

n: cm 'i,. J"n.. " u0., " lh. LL �1iý" FCI ". wflli 

In 
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THINK 
i TWICE, NPP 
POLITICS can be aptly said to be both 
' an obligation and business which 

ought to be pursued with all serious. 
;, jjj: ness and honesty. 

, I even wnen politics is perceived to be a 
game, it must still be taken seriously for Its rules that make It a contest of 

- either win or lose. 
The New Patriotic Party (NPP) is re. 

puncto ro nave said yesterday that It 
would not contest the 1996 parlia- 
mentaryandpresidential elections un- less voters Identification cards are 
issued to all Ghanaians. We are com. 

*I yelled to say that the NPP Is not only 
raging onucs seriously but also try. ing to bend the hand of the govern. 
ment and nation to do what Is not 
economically feasible within the tim. 
available. 

'It cannot be denied that a number of 
well-meaning Ghanaians Interested 
in a genuine pluralistic democratic 
process as well as some Members of Parliament and the President have at 
one time or the other expressed their "" . 
fppllnna hn. d the .. r_____ I- . _e ý"". �v -.. .- aubvil{: V Wa V1 
Brent political opposition group from 
Parliament, where national policies 
and programmes are given legality. 

This concern underlined therellefwhen 
rneNewPatrlotlc Partyannounced its 
desire to do business with the gov- 
ernment as a result of which some 
economists behind the party were 
present In Parliament when Dr Kwesl 
Botchwey, Minister of Finance and Economlc4Planning presented the 1994 Budget and Government Eco- 
nomic Policy to the aunuct Hnue. 

The NPP's latest threat ºs therefore very 
unfortunate and unhealthy for the fu- 
ture of pluralistic democracy in this 
country. 

As we stated, Immediately the political 
parties which took part In the Novem" 
ber 3,1992 presidential election an- nounced their decision to boycott the 
parliamentary election, such, deci- 
sions are very dysfunctionaiandonly 
distort the frame of democracy in so far as some segments of the popu- lace are directly orIndirectly discour- 
aged from exercising their franchise. 

The leadership of the NPP knows that 
sucn rnreats of boycott and boycotts 
are not the most meaningful ways of 
ivrcIng governments to act to a can ii tale manner. -- ""- Il 

BetweenthegovernmentpartyandNPP, 
. ý_ýý---- -- .,. are 13 agreement about the fact that 
a cltlzenshlb identºncannn cnrr -,, i v 

v'; lB" bethemosire6Aniäwnýi;, ä.. e... ä: ýö 1 
"ý "v v.. au. v. w 'i validity of free and fair elactlons. The 

prooiem however Is where to get the ! 
Junuö. 

ft has been asserted elsewhere that op. 
wn/VR panes nave to undwrclnnd I 

that in a representative system, it is 
not Incumbent upon the government waccepfCllUCfSmsbvfhwnnnneü(nn I 
since this is no 

iW t' ý/ damnrral/n 

ýtheorrandthetanyoppositlongroup ý 
nmca wanr9 me oovernment to ec. I 
cept its criticisms and change its 
rý, - raYareauitmustretyonachanye 1 ,.. _.. ", - -- ,n puunc oomion. 

Oppösltlon ärltiolsms must therefore 
.e yes ns, o, e anv well-informed. It 

-' �ape roar me rvº'P is only bark. lna and that It wn,, rr ..,. # k�e ThelVPP definitely needs to reconsider 
ns srano otnerwlse it would be con- mounng to the destruction of democ- 
racy in the country by persistently 

ica : Ollowera. sunnorrare and I 
members represent ation In the high- 
est law-making body of the land, Par. 
rrqrnönr. I 

n 

Iý1 
3, 

u 

" 
. 
'; ýi~ 

ý 

- .....: _. ^.. ý., ý... '.... neuv _e. s.. ý.. .... _ý_. 
ý. 

__'. 
ýýý. sý ýýýýý. 
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To" HAVE OR NOT T. ýýýtýy. ý : Jý. 
I 

COMMENTARY& FEATURES 

r ALLprouuro and ssre sepeetha 
urge to expel-I. 

ment have propelled 
teenagers into hay. 
in sex. 

Many teenagers or. 
mneously believe they 
cannot get pregnant the 
first time or when they 
have sex occasionally. 

In a survey on Teen- 
age Pregnancy and 
Substance Abuse and 
some contributing fac- 
tors in the Ablekuman 
sub-district of Accra, 
the class of 1994 medi- 
cal students of the Uni. 
ver8it ofGhnnn Medi- 
cal School found that 
most teenage girls said 
they went in for boy. 
friends furfinancial rea- 
sons, sexual satisfac- 
tion future partner. 
: hip,, for company or 
impy in yielding to 

peer pressure. 
In interviews with 

some teenage girls in 
Al: cra, majority of them 
said they engaged in 
sexual relatumshipsin 
order to he accepted by 
their peers. 

One of them said s1 
had my first experience 
during the long voca- 
tion after form Ihres 
when I was than 15 
rears". 

titer explained that 
she wwis more or less 
lbreed to give in to her 

boyfriend at the time 
because 'my friends 
used to call me 'anti- 
so" (anti-social) and 
were always making 
fun of me. " 

Mother girl said "1 
also tried it because my 
friends said I was atu- 
gid because I had never 

ad sex". Anothergroup 
of girls interviewed 
however felt so Iona as 
they would one day 
have such a relation- 
ship there was nothing 
wrong with their hav- 
ing sex early in life. 

A typical example is 
a young pregnant girl 
of about 19 years who 
dropped out of school at 
the age of 12. She says 
"I first had sex when I 
was 13 and had my first 
child at 15. At the mo- 
ment I have two chil- 
dren. I like the children 
because a woman needs 
to have children. Chil- 
dren are gifts from God 
soyou cannot stop them 
from coming. " 

Generally however, 
most of the girls inter- 
vieweJ expressed re- 
gret about engaging in 
early sex because they 
believe some of their 
partners took advan- 
tage of their nuivety to 
exploit thorn while oth- 
ers were sorry they gave 
in to peer pressure. 

The issue of adoles- 

OUR Central Rrl/ionol Editor KOJO 
SAM, intrrolrwed Nana Ama Serwaah, 
Krontihrmua o(Duayaw Nkwanl a Tra. 
ditionot nrru in the Brong. Aha(o Re- 
gion ands memberoffheNafional Com- 
mission on Culture, on her Impnulona 
about the J994 New Year School with 
particular refervnoe to Ib theme - 

PnpufnNon and DeueloppmenN. 
Below art esrerpN from the lnlrrv 

D 
ally Graphics Nona, would you kindly 
es plain why you decided to parties 
pot, in this year's school? 

Nana Serwaahe I was motivated to at. 
tend thin nchnol because I believe that as a 
queenmother. I have to be alert to issues 
pertaining fear national development and mina 

New Year School was designed M discuss 
a very important national topic of population 
and how it relate. to development I decided to 
participeta. DIG; As a queenmother, would you sup" 
part till that hoe been discussed at the School 
that there is the need to control population 
growth in Chano? 

N/S I am wtolly in support or the idea 
i, Kaose d so do not reduce our Mtpulation 
growth, the country is bound to culler in fu" 
tore, pre way of cluing this is to use the 
puiwrty system. if You talk about puberty. 
people olkn describe it as verZ add and it 
soundalean yuttbe "is, rn"ogein butthereis 
Ingic in that cultural practice. 

In the olden days it helped because young 
girls were made to report to the queemmothre 
three times before they get into marriage and 
that alone helped to forestall teenage preg" 
nancv. 

Thiaenobled a large numberufyuung girls 
to gain secondary education. 

DIG: Nana, queonmothere i. o longer have 
the power to enforce this culture. What do you 

cent sexuality is not 
peculiar to Ghana but 

a global phenomenon: 
According to the IPPF 
1999193 Annual Report, 
in some African countries 
such as Botswana and 
Liberia, more than 75 per 
cent of unmarried women 
had had sax. In Nigeria. it 
is reported that about one 
million babies are born 
every year to teenage 
mothers. 

And in the US, there 
are about 114 teenage 
pregnancies per 1,000 
teenage women while over 
800,000 unintended preg- 
nenciae a year end in more 
than 400,000 abortions 

According to the IPP? 
Repurt, a survey In the US 
found out that adolescents 
are having sex earlier then 
before - 18 per cent of 
girls were having inter- 
course before the age of 
14. 

To overcome the prob- 
ism or teenage sexuality, 
the traditional Ghanaian 
society has had a way of 

he 
for padreupaltliringrean young peelpopltem 

dh 
lead responsible family, 
lives. 

Puberty rites were 
therefore performed to 
teach the youth sound' 
morals before marriage. 
They were taught during 
this period, a healthy atu- 
tude towards human sexu- 
ality and other family val- 
ues. 

Unfortunately, the 
Ghanaian eociet' is wit. 
naming change. in astalt. 
hehed values on sexual 
behaviour,. Baode., many 
of the traditional systems 
of preparation for adult 
sexual lire have begun to 
break down, thus making 
it ddilcult in instill these 
values in adolescents. 

In addition, the prob. 
lem of teenagers reaching 

say about it? 

N/S: Quanmot? era want Parliament to 
enact a law that will make it mandatory for 
every girl who is or age to report to a 
queenmother three successive times during 
her age of puberty. If we are able to do Mat 
then girls will grew up to the see of at but gal 
before giving birth. , Alongside the observance of 

tile, 
young 

pprla will nine be4aught to understand the 
benefits of family planning so that they do not 
fall into any trap. ,I D/G: How are you uing to revive such a 
culture, especiolly, at t lie time when the young 
tend to frown on cultural practices? 

N/Si If the power is given to us, we shall 
revive the culture devoid of the old custom, I 
can ensure you that the queenmothere will 
modify it drastically to eetisfy the public. Let 
me soy that puberty rites hove nothing to do 
with rituals. It In not unchristian as some 
people would want to argue. All that the 
queunmuthnr wants is to be s: rtislbd that girls 
areofnlie MdnreUwymanyorhavechildren. 

DIG: In the mvanlime how du you hulw to 
diasrmonte the nwesoge nn population run- 
trul to the people In brong"Ahofo? 

N/S: As own as I get back home. I will 
raaur thnt s ever roar a organised at Sunyani 
for the benefit of queenmothers to enable 
them to relay the means' ýIe to the people, enfw" 
wily to young girls at the grassroots Ievel, 

DIG: Nona, from what you have said, It 
seems traditional More will need more pow. 
ere to be able to carry out the recommends. 
Lions on population growth. In that right? 

N/S: iw are perfectly correct, As you are 
swore, chieftaincy powers were drastically 
reduced emm after Independence. Asa re 9u 1, 
of this, people even refuse to attend the sum. 
mans of chiefs and there is virtually nothing 
that chiefs can do about that. It is far this 
reason that we urge Parliament to give us 
some powers to enable us to contribute past. 

menarche (f)rat men. trus. 
bon -of an adolescent girl) 
at an earlier age has also 
played an important role 
in teenage sexual relation. 
. hiTh 

World Health 
Organisation and the In" 
ternational Planned Par- 
enthood I Federation 
(IPPF), Europe Region, in 
overview. ' also suggest 
that the declining age of 
menarche is a contribut- 
ing factor in the increase 
in adolescent pregnancies. 

This phenomenon is 
explained by the improved 
nutrition, good environ. 
ment and health care that 
prevails. 

In the wskeofthe AIDS 
epidemic the youth, sep.. 
nallyfmale areparttcu" larly vulnerable. Accord" 
ing to the AIDS Control 
Programme Report 1991, 
cumulative laboratory re, 
turns an at December 31 
showed 3,140 come with 
74 per cent of the cases in 
the 20-30 year up and 
73 per cent of 

ill 
cases 

being females. 
Inkewise, the cumula. 

tive laboratory returns on 
HIV sero"pontive stood at 
5,769case. es at the nd of 
that year with 72 per cent 
of the came in the 40.39 
year group: Here also, 68 
per ant were female. 

In most case., adobe 
ant gýrle who drop out of 
school do so an a result of 
pregnancy. Statistics also 
show that school drop-out 
rates in the country are 
higher for girl, than boys. 

In the face of these 
mounting problems what 
can be done to help? Ide. 
ally teenagers need toatay 
autof sexual relationships 
until they are reeponoibls 
enough to understand the 
Implications of their so 
t ions. Current realities 
around the world indicate 
an Increase in adolescent 

ý: ýý ý. Z, ýt. , ý-r 
..: ud([J... 'r ". 'ý'. 
_ lntiewo[thiifiiio 
be u"dGl, [o drnl adolw. 
cantl ., acMn' ýnd n "I 
ants inducuuiom *bout 
! Nanp aauabty 

n. ý. 
iý'ý 

hwibýueabtMlrt«oý yi 
age ehlldna on homýoy 
NIIUoul7: ".. %'p; - !I 

Although our itilLGn. ý does not allow ao, 6opo 
discussion on sax baeaoaa ý it is baliavad to M too esnN v 
siNve, aniumrocbty an 
no long. r glow over t. 
rssliuw of t.. n. p wcu!,. l-l. silty. V". "It., :, y1f 

Ädülu hive to phod 4"`yy'" 
ih.. r inhi6itom and ýd. 

rý. i: 
dr... ! he lnform. tlon 
n.. d. of . dob.. c. nt. to 
hale tMm make informed ,W elwicn: r 

Unrodunat. ry, 
_ 
many ""4! 

adults bellow that by ýfrý .A Üoq_ý In/ t«napn Informa 
about max snd_aontrwp. ý.: 
tion. tMr will . momots . n=üal aclivttY. eut tn 
. Bir dthhoidlnr lnfor-. J. -t 
m. uon only oawl" I. ; L. 
nornnei, with pndictabiy,. _"! "jr, 
tn{ýc cOnMgwnan. "ý R7 " 

T.. Mp! + should bi i}'j;! 
aneour}qod_ to: dlwup lW, 
their Mn IDto reductive " 
h.. ith;, fi.. d.. .e ooul4'9' 
also b. tmad.. f the varbT'} 
ous media available to tn: r+ 
form agd. duat. tMar _':; 
ooo. ona., auw. wa W . r. iodioyrutnmmýo, yt; ", i. ; 
In Vonuuu to -a - 
South Rwdlt lor InNuu: z 
itunporbdtAatthalW -_- 
Ily NwIth Unit ptouua c'_ 
a ndioTDto[nmtM W" =ý: 
eoYm/iyOUni PooDb: -: _ 
uu cöndimu. Ttio rob*_: 
throughout i'iq 11 4ý:: 
profnmml wuj°'ro;, 
ro00oRl, n0 Na . sung to. 
the tuns of Bob Narliyo'. 
No women, No Cry.: ,"r.;. 6duýatleaal'' 

prosnmmu eould M do- 
ýýýnW ýlon' luaý unr to. : - 

ntýrtýln a wOU u do- . .ý : 
=n 

cau &dnlNnnta ..,, 
'ý 

f` . ý: 

Law on auberty rites needed --- ----- I- -- -- ---r, tivety towards the national development rf 
fonD 

OO Nano the fear is tlýst tf thte power 
ranted, eln. h could u.. Ic. rblte. elfy. Wh i: 
do 7outdnki 011; 41' 

(VIXI Let n+.. muh. d. 
ý. 

th. t no Pngry+^ 
vivo chief worth No silt Would wont 14 4 il 
vower nrbltarllr. I an nburo rou. tMt. F r 
are not going to iiM fora oA our wooli fn Q : =r: 
rbnlýnu: } 

«II'1ýr1: ': 

.I 
please, is 

not roryryd 1{ý{ kýd{l{011'ý rl: 
ý= 

fn an ttN pivot oftM oonMry onA tMycane j 1` 
be iSn ou1 in any proRumno on popujouon 
COn{M. 

Drat You have lalk. d Lout vromsn s 
v4Ivomvnl In popuhUon edntrol, Oft oha 
mini commumrnt) tir., t:,. ': i 

NS-: 
. 
The mon !n oleo b7onnln/ Iq 4ndo ;, ý 

etan0 the need or eme1111em111M, tMeem- 
thae_dayý Onsncld harohlps how mal 
men fan the realities end@hellan N of h; 

D/Ci Population Issues have of Into, 
the controrn oI tno gnvemment. In whet wt 
do you want chlofe In be actively Involved 
on 1, Inl1tt tlw rapid pnpul. Uon avN/tlil"ý 

truneOvmoUon or the rnunlrryy. Do not forpt . ý.. ý 
that p'uplo lawn to the chide tour. than 0 
µuwnunont a0leul. and it rr111 b, butbr if 

,, i 
ý1. 

. nq . r. mv. rpnrvuv Iq  u pvpunuvoy 
mggrnmmlg M" 

UýUl Yinnllr, NMns, wMat boo been froüt i 
overall lmpreamlon an the °New Year SAW 2 
vina"vlothe theme *Population and Develop- "ti; 
mont"7 t d't` 

NrBilthn"lK"n"nice ""pirl"na, "h"rlnt . Ido"" and thoughts with abroad ao"etrum of Intellectuals and wcial vrorkan ön wrk " ý, äi 
Mnupv national iuu.. 4think that men' ý°' 
=". 
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tur"shm1l4 Wýhýnr4dwwdhhllewLlMnu. "V .' Mm. It «s. woorrful snd weIgllk fmwud 1jýf- 
seeing onotMr luoaNful Ný YNr lclwolp 
ywr. " 
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of rice woe purchased by the Ghana National 
Procurement Agency for tt22 million. 

Mr Dingle mentioned Umleser as another 
company which showed interest in the 
Dawbenya nn and bought about 600 bags 
from the farmer. 

He said in a II more thin 11,000 bags of rice 
were sold by the farmers during the period. 

Mr Dingle described the situation as the 
greatest thing thotaver happened Lathe project 
and  oid the has rokmdled enthusiesm among 
the farmers. . 

During a tour in the fields farmers were 
seen either tailing their fields for transplant., 
ing or tending their nce seedlings in the nurv 
ones. 

Mr Kobina Forman, Co-project Managereid 
some of the farmers work into the late eves 
inng x in order to make up for the lost time. 

He maid ill thu formers are expected to 
cum elute trnnxplmdmg by the and of the week. 

Mr Dn nvl H sir -h. I resident of the local co. 
Confrf an Pm. 819 

Piled up rice at Dawhenya sold 
From Kumbena Ofoauhene. Dau, henya 

RICH farmers at the Dawhenya Irriga- 
tion site have started Intensive cultiva. 
tion in the fields following the sale of the 
stocks of rice which were piled up at the 
Irrigation site. 

It would he recoiled that the Ornphic Ind 
month reported that farmers at Dawhenya 
were finding problems marketing their har- 
vested nce and were abandoning their nce 
fields. 

Mr Robin Dingle, Project Manager of the 
Dawhenya Irrigation Project told the Graphic 
of the site on Thursday that following the 
publication, tradera and market women came 
from various part. of the country to buy some 
ol'the rice. 

He said some traders came from Takoradi 
in the Western Region and disclosed that 
within two weeks after the puhllcnunn the 
firmen wirr able to sell as many as five 
thousand IotUs ul' rim. 

Hv maid 1 hr last consognrncnt of 2. IHH) lung 

-- . ý_ ý. --- --.. From Ranaford Trllrh, Bnhuruwa ý 
/y 1ý g' 

President Raw iýýZ THE President. Fit-Lt. J. J. Kue"lin¢- I'll- auiJ h, " "ýýýw1 

rnIm"nl 
'n"+ulr"nl If: rNbnvý r;. r. r rho anwurnurr rims lu+ 

puerrnrur"nl p ol Lxrk Inr huuls hnm rhnnn+ b. r ýýnq, lr"b" 
r hr" r"m rn" uorks rm lhr" 1 ir. r ph. vu" nl' 1 hr K-nim Ibrls; " 

Iw", q, ln tulh .t , "� nullPm t. dorl, m r. mtn6ntnm . nol : 
nmtnounJ I, d. mr. 11111P" la nnlium Irmu l6, " ýý., ""<11uý. 

lý`yý, "+"ý` 

Is prepared W betaken to task on shonIe. iings of his government, provided such criticisms are Water Supply Prognmmm, adding that a aroggerin founded on truth and objectivity. c1 A billion la needed to complete the phase which Hedeelared: "Like onlo6-akhutlorCodasakrdonot 
started tit 147". 

spread hdaeheod alsno us' a 
rte commended the people and the Swiss Cinvern" 

Addrena a durbnr as port of the wtmmlesloaalg nwnt whose dedication and exemplary leadership and 
in l its 

ov are ac 1eginan water protect a rt 
1'r-al eat sacnlicea made the project a reality. the hosiern Regina on lily Saturday, +suicnt president Rawlings said as a result or the periodic ! Itnwlings expressed regret that ties nml ball"Irulha drought lending to drops in the water level in the Volta 

being p"ddtid around by annu- people flout his govern. hake Is"Iow the intake at Kate-o, a nesting intake 41 
meat Ihreah-n Its- la-acemd atabihly of iii. ' nln Inrdo: or lb r regular supply or water it) the rtdga, in IlrnskcdtU%nal: ulatoprat lonm"mdn-uuon"onol°"t 

anderp n. l... tumandworkwouldbraoouplutedwith,,, is the N. rtlh-"-n krgo"u b-r la"m-" and st. dnlo. ni for 
nnmlr and ulso"hn mh-h. oetlu mmdl i-n l 'Ii- truth th°Il nwnlha 

hnon+"msr' ion, ti-"rml'rnstrudurultacit'ten tar1he area. I'rtron trootIr 
I'he Qukunnw tt: o+'t 1'r-q-e"I Ivan non: ood I. t Ili-, -teal Rawhogo announced that cuntrnct lir the hest 

.i 

now!! 

FROM this week, the Graphic will 
run a special, well-researched, 
analytical series on Ghana soc- 
cer, with special reference to re- 
cent failures. 

Its going to be explosive, frank and 
nobody who has anything to do with 
Ghana's soccer woes would be spared. 

Look out for it and we bet, you 
won't be disappointed. It's a must for 
every soccer fan. Book your copies 

r .ý " prrxidertdRaurlinna(1c121nteieladGvNanaDunkoFcrwanh, ßakurumnhomna 
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rrI un 
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phone or the Nkwatia-Adunmoa road will Mnm atnrL. 
in said under the World Bank-assinted Notional 

lrrdrr Rends Rehebihtatlon and Maintenance 
Programme, the Bukuruwa-Pepeane road line nine been 
selected for rehabilitation to shorten the current mule 
lartween Afram Plains and nntable Kwaha towns such 
as Popenae. AboUll and Abene. 

Preridunt Rawlings amid the termini of the ff ret 2.5. 
kiluuwtiv Ekvi-Amonl'rom/Amankwno ram mad in in 
praamnn wlul4 work an Pbnw III uflhv Kwnaugnmg 
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l an Ily provido nn alternative link Iwl wren Afnun I'bunm 

and AahunLi RuMon so ulwu nlnrot 7U Iwr cunt ocram. 
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GHANA has urged 
the Ivorlan autnori. 
ties to take proeau" it 
tionary measures to ý, 
avoid any assault or d"' 
sots of harasamont 
on Ghanaian rest- 
dents to the eftor. 
meth of the Ghana- 
Cute d'Ivolre quar" 
ter"flnal match 
played yesterday, , Mr Kofl Totobl 
Quakyl, minister or in. 
formfition who dis. 
aloadthi"tothaOhanaw. ä: ̂ Ft 
dnadcastin(Corpora- ' 'f, '$'- . e. r::. 
tion Bald given recant ' .ý 
events, then I. roaeoo 
fur Chanulana in that. 'ýý. t 

eounlry to foil oppr. ; '.;; ±, t , nennva. I, 1 '. ' , 
'[Ts eovornmanL he 

sold thsrofon eKpactri,. f" .. Kt'"'^ 
the ivonan 

authorities : 
to sniurs the aafsty r. 
lives and property 
NmUnninns, :, 1 , }t 3l: 
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Fron Vicknria Odoi, 

Akoambo 

PARTICIPANTS at the touldbcecet niblCMavast 
lath African Task mnjnrityaCA1 icannbytho 
Force meeting on Food end of 1995.1 9on 

the 
5. It 

noedvcr and Nutrition Develops 
menthaseelledonAf i- improve the monitoringg 
can countries that are andcvaluetu ncnpncityof 
vat to formulate nutri- countries to verify their 

Conon UýAancmblyy has pro. on plans of action to progreaa. 
"notinmlt car ofthaFanuly. do so as a matter ofpri" Or N. A. Admmnfin, Di- 
year will be focused on the ority. rtctnrolMedical Services, 
rntcxtepdthecxtcnttowhich This. the it id, is in whocloocdLhernrt"tingon "n tech lology. modemiution Nllllment of 

the 
commit, hchnlf or the Miniatur of 

ve nllocied the family meats they mode at the Health, Paid the meeting 
waled xthe government to 19112 Jointly apaFiMlrefl hen pored the way for 
gal minimum ago of mamago Food and Agriculture conger and mare teal cU 
ndtnce! 

r. 
6 fildhrides in many Orgamenuon Find World Itctive ways us hernias 

Health Orgnmaotion In" regional Initiatives. bum aeed`'thr ats of violence tern otionalCnnferencenn 
rmly r1ombern and advised Nutrition(ICN). The director Paid 
. he ace vlnerohlo to Ill The ICN dtclnrntinnPChnnn ham made conPLd" I,, 
-eased mRrd thnt many par, 
"ratandfA to pmperly handlo 
vault. mltny tcvnngon look to 
for ouppört and umdancv. 
do educes'4on spend their lives 

. mvr and m subjected to on. 
+hilo aa shine ahnen along 
cnt o ln4ýin crimes, ' she ob- 

. ional eh 'rcligioua kadon to 
pmmo poaw to anhanc0 
Grvwý 

- Di 
!0 

... 

among others, called for aroma prugru"" .o 
national and rc910naI preparation or its plan or 
nrntcgica w Promote- raid action for rood and nutr . 
ac%UnLy. and pruvunt ma tam. 
ern-nutriuntdrlaauncitn<in He attributed the 
n world of plenty. pmgrens no for made w 

She muting nlsn PIT- the multi-acclural and in. 

nmmendud the rualloca" ter-discipplinaryapproach, 
tionorrtaouieosin ravour addmgthntthe document 
of nutrition nctivitiun and in capccwd to provide a 
theinclunionofnutritinnal comprehensive national 
objectives in overall ocn- framework for its activi- 
numic development. ties in the held of foal and 

On vitnmin A and in" 
dins durmunciuro, the muu4 
ing noted thnt inclined snit 

't spread falsehood null9Lfon. 

Ln ý An. nf. ý... wý{ In'n 1 niý 

P, i e.,.. _n. r tu Ghana. Mr Pierre 
Munud, said hie country 7- - M. 

purn 
., _, ,. ,_i 

has ruppurtY _ 
onar tnounnnnnrmn«<dlntrn" 7A1c{hUIYCLTIflcA" - Rconnmic Recovery -: d:.. -. 

___: 
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'ion q'ýý, rogramma for prupnmew with týo M6 ^"ýý F"' "", "" °,, 
Don) rknomiaoncounw ß�ntuolT"wtitahalanoaof ý^fortrthciroou"try lvcl 

saw rItontMeloarin of 
InltinLlYQa fir Improved 

ll paynwntaprohlom. fa+daLeunty, Actk-rhonlth 
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The T; ak Forea moot- 
ingwas a culinborativoof" 
fort between the OAU/ 
FAO/WHO and UNICEF 
to nod solutions to nutri- 
tion problems and related 
areas in Africa. 

Mäiwho food tin k Christians observe' Easter we uunan of My nvrng. 
F award "it is fur pur. 0 Conld. from P. I 

punýýýý pf planning and de" bring peace in the world. veloI munt that the area Rev. Fr. Prsh"Arthur 
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-Gold price 
--'I'holrtlrttHifftR"ý4drählöfa pfin ' 
ror 22 coral gold rar tho work begin, 
ningonTucaday, Apnl S, is #296,000 
per ou neo. The weekly pprice quotation is- 

sued by the Precious Mineral- Mar. 
koti np Corporation (PMMC) in Accra 

on Friday said the world price rar on 
ounce orgald was US$339.35-CNA 

Environmental NGOS 

The third general mocting ortho 
Envin, nmcntnl NCO%will be heldon 
Thu rndny, April 7 at the Accra Tech, 

nicnl Training Centro (ATTC), 
Kakomlemle, Accra. All onviranmen- 
tal NOON ore invited to attend. Ti mo: 

1 1.10 P. M. 
AOSA I 

The patron, cxecutivaa and the 

entire members or AOSA wish to 
nnoounev the Inauguration or the 
Akokoaso Old Students Aaaucinuon 
today. April 4 at the Akokonso mar- 
ket nyunro at 11 YO n. m. All citizens 
of Akokonso and Lho general public 
are invited. 

Zonta Club 
In connection with 1904 being 

declared as the Your or the Family, 
Zonut Club or Accra In orgnnining a 
Family Day' at the Tesano Spent 

Club on April 24 from 11 a. m. to 7 
p. m. 

Thom will be iota of games, rams 
drawn, music and dancing for both 
theyyoung and the aid. 

vIomhere of the general public 
are enmurngcd to bring the whole 
family along Proceeds will be in mid 
Arlie l pAgo Ghana, 

HOTCOSA 
Members of the Old Students 

Association of the Holy Trinity Ca" 
thudral Second nry School 
(HOTCOSA) will ''act at the ca mpu a 
un Sntu rdny, April U at 2 p. m. prompt. 

Burial 

Burial takes place at Elmina on 
Fnturdny, April 9 or the into Mrs 
Mary Annnn who died at Elmina on March 1. She was ill. 

Thanksgiving service will fallow 
an Sundov. April 10 nt the St. Juaeph 
Catholic Church, Elmina, 

ShewaatheniithvrotA iiesKate 
Annnn, Inrmerly of AESC, Taknrudi, 
Jiweplt K. Annnn, Chnon Railway 
Corpinstion, Aweao, andMrAnthony 
Rar Anmmii'Chnevm Limiud. Temn 
And others. 

Obituaries 
I The death is reported at thoRidýgec 

Hospital or madam L. N. Fi. Bannerman aged 65. She was a no. tired Chiofitra the Su peri ntcndent of P&T Corporation. 
The late Mndnm Bnnnermnn was the mother or Leoford Bnnnerrnn. 

uist, Italy Andrews Bnnnomnn. 
uist, and 1{dith Bonnermsn. Quist 

eI of London and sister of Madam 
Vivian Bannerman, formerly of the Ministry of Educatlun. 

The death Is reported In Accra 
on March 24, of Mr C. T. Sapper, 
popularly known as TeacherChorlio. 

Ho was 76. The Into Mr Snppor 
was the brother of Rev, S. D. Supper 
oftheMathodistChurch husbandof 
Mrs Sarah Elsie Eel gnpPpor Inca 
Dughartey), father of Mr Ernest 
Sapper, Pharmacist Mrs Vitwrin 
Rostotter (USA), Wise Christiana 
So=p=r (Accra) Miss Mary Stopper, 
Public Health f4u rw, Keta, find uncle 
ofMoenJosephinc Soppnr(GNA)and 
others. 

Burial arrangements will be an. 
nou need later. 

Veda An es. Kwnikye. She 
announced ormiss 

PrinccpnlnfKwbo'oTrnining College, 
Odumnw"Kmhn and Presbyterian 
Women', Training College, Agogo, Aahnnti Akim. She was 69. 

Funeral arrangements will be 
announced Inter. 

s The sudden death is an miuncod 
at Kurlv. BuTvaching Haspctal ul Mice 
Agave Ellin, Nas Adwua Sam tier 
marly of the Department of National 
Lotteries on March 27. 

Burial service will he hold at Mount 0livat Methodist Church, 
Danweman on Friday, April A, at A 
am. Then will he no wake-keeping. 

"Tho doath Is roportea nrMrs Mnry 
Agnes Baako(Nee Ofoo) at theKorle. Bu Teaching Hospital on Tuesday, 
March 29, 

The Iota Mrs Bonito. 42, a Stnto 
Registered Nurse won the wife of Dr 
Ben Bnnko of tho Koric"Bu Teaching 
Hospital. Accra. 

burial arrangements will Ice en" nounccd toter. 
_.. _ 
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Building ä house in an 

inflationary world? 
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at moderate cost. 
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09 age e p-m 
Se loos qtuckh- cur loose and the chino 

releashed to frether. 
-- . +. viaa w W. o V 140 m %W. o lqr esu u^ 

/ý'y rn ms. Lzanator Rawlings, the daughter of the former 
President Flt. Lt. J. J. Rawlings escaped a potentially bbb 

Mf fPEA UE IIIDkPENýýfýn"lC, 

bil 
given aisgirds for their parachuting skills and actgun h 

pinned on her. dreein an n runts of ý% 
at 

fetal accident when she was trapped on high tension di sc sapproyal ,d 

.'° 

- -ý" enne  racnutýn ouring a au i  oi She a ereditod wth some 110 hours o pmg unit 
, pnracnunsta at a farewell programme organised by According to the citation that followed her aýýerd. sf VOL! N0.49 MONDAY, JANUARY 0 -TUESDAY, JANUARY 9,2001 UK£0.76p GERMANY DM2.00 01000 the military for the former President Rawlings Iasi 

started (tang mstntcuon in 1993, When she Was 14,1 
A Saturday. 
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014aw1ings, Mills, D. F Annan ride into sunset 
'I, JOHN Agyekum Kufuor, having been 
elected to the high office of President or 
the Republic of Ghana in the name of the 
almighty God Swear that 1 shall be faithful 
and true to the Republic of Ghana. That 

'I shall at all times preserve, defend the 
constitution of the Republic of Ghana and 
dedicate myself to the service of the people 
of Ghana and be fair to all. I solemnly 
swear that should I at any time breach this 
oath of office, l shall submit myself to the 
laws of Ghana and suffer the penalties 
thereof. So help me Cod: 

With these solemn words, the historic 
political developments of the last four (reeks 
came to a stupendous climax yesterday 

I 

bringing in its wake wrenching changes in the 
political realm: a sense or fresh independence 
and great expectations from Ghanaians 
everywhere. 

The change in the old order was also felt 
more dramatically in the Legislative House 
where Mr. Peter Ala Adtetey took over from 
Justice D. F. Annan with strong reservations 
from the new minority, the NDC with the 
MP for Mfantseman East, Ms. Comfort 
Owusu doing what she does best in 
Parliament... making loud raucous disruptive 
noises despite the onset of her third term in 
parliament (She crucified the English language 
and went off target when asked a 
question by a GTV reporter. ) There were 

ýrrýr iSpl 

n- . w... r.. r` 

lAra /* 
I'E`. -e. ' ' ý., ý 

TMV 
Lzý 

Enter Kufu®r , Ala Adjetey 
more disapproving shaking of heads from diminutive Samuel Sallas Mcnsah and 
the minority sent still with Comfort Mr. E. T Mensah apparently dreading 
Owusu, Amn 'Benyiwe Doe, the the prospect of the tough and highly 

-1 

The Prefident and Commander In Chief Knfi No. '. job 

lice president Ali. Alahamu smiling 
broadly with his wife 

capable legal heavyweight and four term 
President or the Ghana Bar Association 

Cont'd on back page 

ý qýiýý 

So dmr, /armer praiJenl Raniings bids 
Jarewdl as yesterday's inaugural 

of the G61Ina Armed Forces " JAK (in eirs! 1. nitarenJ I 

JAKBs pledge to Ghana 
Ghanaians in diaspora urged to return 

" Refugees have no ne, Ad to be in exile 
Pv Paa Xnrsl Planre A RmVmond 

archer 

GHANA'S NEW President, John 
Agyekum Kuruor yesterday told his 
national constituents to unite behind 
his government to help prosecute its 
mandate or tackling the myriad 
economic problems facing the country. 

f" Annas: OW OrJer1 ai4fsylVnv. Sýniý 

President Kufu r also pledged to cut 
down the size of government 
expenditure to release more money 
for national development. 

The call also tent out to Ghanaians 
abroad and those presently in e'. ilo to 
return home %%ith their skills and 
resources to contribute to the exercise of 

nation building. 
Fresh from Nana Ama 

receiving the s cord or States ship from 
Chief justice Isaac Kobins Abban, to 
become the fourth President of Ghana. 
Kufuor spelt out his piston for the new 
Ghana in his inaugural address at the 

Cont'd on back pap. 

The next 
Minister 09 
Finance 'as... 
LOBBYING HAS all but ceased within 
the NPP as new President Mr. John 
Agyekum Ktlfuor remains 
characteristically aloof, keeping his 

cards to his chest and quietly pondering 
over the huge pile of names and 
positions. 

Mr. BJ Oa Roche, %ho hcnds tho 
vetting committee, dots not have the names 
yet and is rclýing on the President with 
very limited mandate to call the shots. 

The appointment of Minister of 
Finance has assumed crucial Importance 
and urgency because or the nature of the 
economic problems confronting 
Government and the choice of a person of 
major accomplishment and stutwo is ley 
to sending the right signals lothe investment 
community and the financial institutions 

The towering favourite by all accounts 
, emam Mr Yaw Osnfo M auto, the MP for 
Oda. a friend of JAK with whom thcy a 
on fond first name tcrtnn and a man whoa 
rigorous analtucal mind matches hit Art 
hand c%posure and depth of the fmancia 

1%$tems 
Yn%% Nno rcmmcd from the Nakano 

Investment DnnA as Managing Dueclor i 
1992 %%hcn he wended an NPP cungrcu 

Cont'd on back pap* 

ows 

ýýýýý n ry 
THE PRESIDENT yesterday firmly 
confirmed the establishment of a 
Ministry for Women's affairs and paid 
glowing tribute to Ghanaian women 
sharing their pains and struggles with 
them and pledging to give more teeth Ic 
a Chaos Police Service embattled by 
decades of neglect. 

He assured his ecstatic audience the 
he vat going to tale on the -Air to hum 
down the serial murders that had plague( 
the nation's capital and spare no clfon of 
tracking down the perpetrators 

As a demonstration of hn appreciatior 
of Nomen in securing his victory and it 

recognition of their hard Norl, JAK 

announced the formation of a women' 
ministry and raise it to cabinet 1011 10 gt� 
specific attention to their problems 

Mrs Glad%s Asmah, Kufuor' 

strongest tamale supporter and MP r 
Takoradi, %il head the Ministry 

ý ýý 
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MMPs in the last Parliament hcartaches with 

ThZbronicle Ala Adjefey takes ovei 
from Annan as SpeakeE J 

ýý -- ------ý.. 
MONDAY, 'JAN, 8 -TUESDAY, JAN 9,2001 

the next Minister of Financ 
Cont'd from front oaor MPs in the last Parliament 

the next Minister of Finance is... 
Cont'd from front page 

But his sobd rttad al the bank has rktcr been 

equallcd 
The MP went uno pm. iie womiliallIs 

and training aftcntardt and GNKC1ltraICd al 
Ins tt, Nk MnnhC, of flarI uuil Osakl 

Maatü Ic also a naatcratc and has cscCllcnl I" 
human relauals 111% Lii L at huddii hndgt i 

4aiiIICtI tt lth III% Ialtul tunic grmtil SlIMliinl 

pulshunmlh ft: startatcgiin Ihencloork 
I of uauacls IY also Impresenc 

Tttn other names hate uanc up. lion 
i H: udl W IrcJu. cclcbraicd ct cn by his pars and 

the past Speaker Mr DF Annan as 'the best 
Parbarncnlartan' is ýoimgcr but has a raax 
sharp twain that dnsohcs ttanlcs of canplc'i 
fiiwuaial data In xcrnIJS 

Haab WH`uJu N iwgal Gw gi% ung the NfX". 

his lcgcndan -thoroughness and ability to 
dcupher lasers of 1'ratidulcnt financial 

presentations 
1 he \IP l'or Asantc Akim is a god in his 

constiliicm inhere he humiliated the Chief 
Director of theMnusir ofFuiaiceMr Manu 

"fin rcsignod his fob to contest him despite 

ununidmtoiis and superior financial muscle 
Hon Walt Wircduisalso asci htunblchome 

groanniannillicsecllcnlhunianrelatioiis Dr. 
Apral u. the sliadon Minister for Finance is 
being tipped for Deput Finance Minister 
because behas been in academia all his norking 
Iifo and has had no ceacnsisc hands on 
cspenaicc Apral, u is also respected for his 

unpressisc acakmtc record acid sliould. don ell 
in the Munslr as a supporting cast 

7bi jl. fh, er, /nnnrr I1rr 1'rr'iJee, IIk1Y11 (SIMA6m11 (at) Maf n(iM Mere with MG /esNf1N1 'lift 

The old order changeth 
Cont'd from front pay. absent. the third lime ma ro" she had missed 

Ixe%glnry an cr the AlTarns of the House. (TIx6 public functwa that rcgrnred her prescnce 
NpP haz (0N) MPs elide the NIX' eu<rots 92 alongside her husband. Some cwn say she 
Mijs. a Ices of 41 MPs) volcd for Kufuor. 

lhc NIP G  Iilicmbclc. Ilon. FrodJlc ßlav 

n, o%cd a rxNCh higlxr a oflicc wlren he traded 
wült Mr Ken Di. nnsah, 47, moving up 

tl>c position or First Dclwh" Speaker whdc 
rJnrasah. a innrer wrncr for The Wccbk 
tilxXtator and legal ollicer or ihre Ghana Fire 
ticot ice scttlal lix the Ix, snnxi Freddie ßlay 

Nrs IK+Idmg 11111111,111 wcel,, Second Dcput) 

! 1eý!;, 
rr JH M1,1 15-11i dropped hints about 

dK sulý, ress, ýc nsUUc of the Old Order alien. 
Chronicle 

knows. NDC Porliamcntanans 

&W, 1.. consorted %%, th their NPP 

crle, ý, mts to speak fix them The MPs 

wca, ki spcakmg out openly becausc of party 
ý, bcrs like Hon. ET. Mcnsah alwm they 

%as.. ltw e. wýy.. ýý tOlnclf nlcrcunal 

pý1f 
_iQonl. Said) H. sshilcsccondmg Darasah's 

ýnlmtnt : `P{o_ 
. _-oA 

hi. 
ýý.. _... _. _ .......... ..... nummgmat 

sII dxrc is change. (lie pressures ai him 
be "..,... .... r" Inai nc cnn 

sch°ýý'ý_wiý .... 
tcs mcn murc impubalh" 

10 
hý na.. v..... ý OWN Iu uý m me past 

The changmgofthcGuerd uasmadc more 
. rest %%hen a radio eommeutatnr in 

10ý". - - --... 
A, loulieuig 

the omNal of Fit. Lt. J J. Ramlings 

VISITING POTENTATES 
The installation or President Kufuor 

also marked a turningpoint in the Govcmance 
and foreign policy direction of Ghana uhich 
had pm"toucly been guided by one man's 
uhimsicalitics. General Gnassingbc 
E. %adcma. against short several aggressive 
campaigns ha -en from Ghana 

Lir Joyce blen uh Nseln 

THE THIRD Parliament of 
the Fourth Republic was 
sworn into office yesterday, 
to begin its four-year term. 

Before the 200 members of the 
assembly took their oath of allegiance 
and office. the House elected by 

consensus. Mr Peter Ala Adjctey. 

a lawyer and former chairman of the 
majorit) parts in the House. the 
Nei Patriotic Party (NPP). as the 
Speaker of Parliament. 

His election % as howcxer not 
without incident. Though the 
Majority Leader. Mr. Joseph 
Mensah had apologized earlier. in 
seconding-the nomination of the 
Speaker. the Minority Leader. Mr. 
A. S Bagbin expressed the 
displeasure of his side to the short 
notice given them as regards the 
choice of the majority to the post. 

He disclosed that contrary to 
the practice. where the minority side 
is ah%aes informed of the choice 
long ahead, he aas informed that 
same morning 

"1 % as just informed this morning 
that the other side of the House 
intends to propose Mr. Peter Ala 
Adjetey " he registered his protest. 

Bagbin. aho received a standing 
oration from his side, also doubted 
ahethcr the Speaker mild be null 
disposed to handle his post 
effectively since according to him. 
he holds allegiance to his party. the 
NPP. 

"His stay as a Speaker in this 
House depends greatly on hoa he 
conducts himself. " 

But, he said, in the spirit of 
reconciliation. the minority 
supports the nomination. 

The Speaker. Ala Adjetey, a. 

product of the Uni%ersit% of Uhana 
and a Member of Parliament in the 
Third Republic. before a packed 
audience of MPs. Diplomatic Corps. 
Judiciary and other distinguished 
persons in the chamber of the House. 
prayed for God's guidance to help 
him discharge his duties effectit cly. 

He thanked his part% for reposing 
such confidence in him. 

The first and second Deputy 
Speakers of the House were also 
elected. 

The election was merely a 
change of position by the holders of 
the posts in the second Parliament. 

Mr. Freddy [clay. MP for 
Ellembele who was the second 
Deputy Speaker, moved to the first, 
while the MP for South Tonga. Mr. 
Ken Dzirasah became the second 
Deputy Speaker. They are both 
lawyers. 

On Saturday, 6,2001. the day 
before, on an aside as to whether a 
member could wear a hat in the 
chamber of the House, the former 
Speaker of Parliament. Justice Daniel 
Francis Annan began proceedings of 
the last sitting of the second 
Parliament, which he later dissolved 
by article 113(1) of the Constitution. 

Arguably the longest serving 
Speaker of Parliament, having served 
two consecutive terms, pointed out 
that Ghana's parliamentary 
democracy has taken firmed roots, 

"Looking back on the past eight 
scars of dedicated service. I can 
report to the House that the solid 
foundation upon which this great 
institution of ours should continue 
to be developed in the future has 
been securely laid. " 

Justice Annan prophesizing that 
the third Parliament would be richer 

in human and institutional re=u 
urged the members to learn from 
mistakes and successes of thu sei 
parliament 

He announced his retirement 
public life. 

Before proceedings began. it 

certain that former President Rawlil 
nominee to the Supreme Court. Apl 
Court Justice Alex Essilfte"Bon 
would not get members approval. 

When the Speaker mentioned it. 
leadership of the House agreed that it 
deferred. in other words. claps 
dashing the Appeal Court Judge's hl 
of, sitting on the bench of the high 

court or the land. "i 
Until the final rejection. Just] 

Essilfie"Bondzi's nomination had to'adjourned 
a number of timl 

spearheaded by the minority: who hi 

used all means available, including wi 
out. 

Two other nominees of the form 
President who were vetted by tl, 
Parliamentary Appointment 
Committee last year June along wit 
Justice Essilfie"Dondzi had thuii 
approved. 

They were an Appeal Court Judg 
Justice George Lamptuy and M 
Theodore Adzoe, a legal practitioner 

The Second Parliament within i 
four-year term passed 66 bills and I 
legislative and constitution, 
instruments. 
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JAK's pledge to Ghana 
cone's from Prone papa administration, accept that coo need to Kufuor asked the donor community 

Independence Square. sacrifice And work hard. We pledge to cut grant Ghana debt relief in order to support 
He promised a Ghana %%here waste and corruption from public life, government put tho economy tin its ri 

armed to conk applause from the gathering 
at the louccoun of the Parliament House 
where Kufua nas sworn in. The animosities 
bcnwcen the former President and Eyadcma 
had becn mutual and intense. 

Nest k% as the Vice President Jacob Zorns 
of South Africa whose President Thabo 
Mbcl, i is disliked by Rankings. When Thabo 
was here in September, he was derided by 
Ran hugs in sarcastic speech. Chronicle heard. 

President Blaise Campoare has never 
been forgi%cn for thcdeath of ex. headofstate 
Thomas Sanl. ara. the close friend and 
ideological soul mate of the former President 
wham Blaise ownhrcn, And Blaise is full 
conscious of it. 

As for General Olusegun Obasanjo. only 
his Christian chanty and discipline has held 
him in chat; from shcming his justifiable 

fcRco r- -- "Nmcr rrcsiacnt or anbcr for Ole stronu and sole suooort siren unassmgDe t: yauems or Togo, Blaine eon rontinu the nation he added that this congratulated Ghanaian women for t '- HC11mro0allhClprccaute1PnrLnm... a t... -o... r_.. _ 
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ý, vulta ýý - vlImea on ms scot Abxha. the Vice President of South Africa, Mr. The president said bringing administration to establish a Ministry 
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aignincan " is wi c, Nano Atufo should be excluded from their Citizenry to mate this vision possible. an blessed with a dynamic and He also pledged his hovermner e" 

tiro Kwoman Ms Nadu 'Mills 
was first mecung ' "We on this part in the new entrepreneurial people, " he stated, support for the Kufuor administratio 
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corruption in government and public There will be, under this administration. paces and also to strengthen theconide 
office would be non"cxitlcnl. where zero loicranco of corruption and I make the people in democracy, 
multiparty democracy thrives and aa solemn pledge to you my compatriots, ke contended that the hope of the pee 
Ghona %%here democratic institutions And fellow citizens that I shall set a in the democratic process could suffer A 
would be alloecd to develop and grow in personal example, " he underscored, it they don't sea an appreciable rise in tl 
a sustainable cmironmcnl. He particularly appealed to the standards or livin{{. 

"My fervent wish is to launch, a youth, whose votes contributed to his W. are currently spending 1 (Dort 
golden age of business and enterprise in victory to use their energy, dynamism, all our revenue annually on simply servic 
our country that pill transform the lives creativity and resources to servo as the our debts, Such a burden is not sustains 
or our people within the next decade. To fulcrum or the nations development. The and is likely to dampen the enthutioe 
Set to this golden age, our farmers and synergy created ass result, together with our people when they do not sea 
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President 
Kufuors big day 

YESTERDAY JANUARY 7,2001 was President John Agyekum 
I{nfuor's big day. On that day the many skeptics and apostles 
of doom who have always claimed that former President Jerry 
John Rawlings will never hand over to him were put to shame 
and the day was a resounding success. , From the beginning of activities in the chamber of the National 
Assembly till the historic moment when the Chief Justice, Mr. 
Justice Isaac Kobina Abban, performed, the solemn duty of swearing 
in the winner of the presidential polls concluded on December 28, 
2000 eventhing was on track. 

The election or the new speaker of the House, Mr. Peter Ala 
Adjetey. to replace Mr. Justice Daniel Francis Anncut has given us 
a clear indication that the new parliament and, in effect, the new 
government will be one of consensus. 

Unlike what many have predicted as a parliament that is sharply 
divided in the middle clue to the seats won by two major parties, 
one could see the spirit of compromise already at work. That it was 
very easy to elect the principal men in parliament without any fuss 
has shown that both the ruling party and its major opposition 
partners are ready to accept that the times have changed and 
Ghanaians expect more from them than opposing for opposing sake. 

Activities after the election of the Speaker however have left 
much to be desired its it turned ceremony which would have scored 
high marks for its brevity into a lengthy and almost boring spectacle. 

One cannot fathom why our new President could not deliver 
his inauguration speech at the forecourt of the Pa"lianent building 
but instead chose to drag the many dignitaries to the Independence 
Square for that, 

We believe that by shifting the venue from Parliament to the 
Square. the handing over ceremony lost some of its shine. 

However, we would like to salute the gallant men and women of 
Ghana whose determination to make democracy work in Ghana 
brought about this great day. We should also applause ex-President 
Rawlings who did not follow the footsteps of some sit tight 
presidents in Africa who have defied reason and logic to hang on to 
power over the expressed wishes of their countrymen. Once again its Ghanaians, we have proved that the torch of 
independence that we lit more than 40 years ago is still burning. 
BY charging it government through the ballot box, we have sent a 
message to our sister African countries that we have come of age 
in our quest for nationhood. We now have some very vital 
experiences we can teach others who are intent to establish the 
sane culture. 

To all Ghanaians and friends of Ghana who made the day 
possible, we say nyeeko. 

Time t® face reality IT IS refreshing to note that President J. A. Kufuor has in his 
first speech to Ghanaians admitted that there is work to be 
done in this country. He did not mince words when lie 
enumerated the problems that we face as a people: from the 
serial murders to the ever increasing poverty level which he 
named as the biggest problem we face as a nation. 

We are happy that lie has identified these problems and has 
sold it categoricolly that the most difficult task has just begun. In 
a very frank speech our President has made it clear that the most 
arduous task he faces is that of how to reconcile the people of this 
great nation who have been through some trying times. By asking 
all to forgive, we think he has started on the right chord as that is 
the surest way to begin. 

He also promised to set a personal example in good leadership 
while his government will use state resources in the most 
appropriate manner. These are the words of a statesman that has 
a vision for his country. 

Many lenders started with such noble intentions but when faced 
with the har'sh realities of the problem chose the easier way out by 
trbandoning such principles and opting for how to cushion their 
own future while the citizenry are abandoned to their fate. 

We would like to remind president Kufuor that it is not only 
the four million Glitutaians who voted for him that will hold him to 
his promise. All the 18 million Ghcuttians will front this clay forth 
wntr, h his every move and judge him based on the solemn 
declaration lie made at the Independence Square. 
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allegedly been registered. 

A few cases were deliberately highly 
publicised to give the impression of 
massive fraud to help the New Patriotic 
Party (NPP) deliberately and 
fraudulently labelled as an Asante party, 
win the election in the Ashanti Region 

Of course, a came is a crime, and the 
fact that it was committed elsewhere in 
the country would not make it any leas a 
crime. 

But it is really hitting below the belt 
for the NDC to seek to create the 
impression that it was happening only 
in the Ashanti Region and nowhere else. 

They say that the insect biting you 
may be found right inside the clothes you 
are wearing. For, in the thick ofthe assnnll 
on Mantes was Mrs Rawlings, who 
stated without proof that the NPP had 
carried the Ashuuuti Region leases minor 

r'MHE PRESIDENTIAL and 

I parliamentary elections of 
2000 have been held, with 

winners and losers declared by the 
Electoral Commission. 

The first part of the review for this 
column takes a look at the vicious, 
malevolent, infantile, nation-wrecking, 
anti-Asante campaign waged by the 
National Democratic Congress (NDC) 
to retain power by raising primitive and 
resentful fears in others of an Asante 
take-over of the country. 

Of course, in the end, the NDC's 
diabolical attempt to create ethnic 
division failed dismally as the party 
crashed to a comprehensive and 
ignominous defeat. 

However, for future guidance, it is 
important that a close look be taken at 
thisanti"Asnntepropaganda sothatthe 
nation can stay united. 

COURTESY CALL 
Now, just before the elections were 

first held on December 7,2000, ex- 
President J. J. Rawlings and his wife, 
Mrs. Nana Konadu Agyemsn Rawlings, 
paid a courtesy call on the Asantehene, 
Otumfito Osei Tutu II, 

The Asantehene used the occasion 
to say many things about the ex- 
President and his administration of the 
country in the previous euneteon"plus 
years. 

Not everything that the 
Asantehene said was complimentary as 
there was well-intentioned criticism 
which Mr Rawlings took in good faith 
and was thankful for. 

Unfortunately, the Daily Graphic 
and its Asante-born, Castle 
correspondent and favourite sonof the 
Rawlings administration, Joe Bradford 
Nyina, chose to sanitize the 
Asantehene's remarks so that only the 
praise found its way into the story 
published by the paper, 

It conic as no surprise when the 
traditional ears of Mnnhyin Palace 
caught the murmurings ofaome Asantes 
and even some non-Asnntes about the 
reported remarks of the Asantehene. 

Perhaps, at the proper time, the 
"whys and wherefores" of Otumfuo's 
critique of Rawlings and his 
administration would be told to clear 
the air 

In the interim, it is to be expected 
that Aeante uneasiness would increase 
rather than duninish following the evil 
attempt by the NDC to cause anger and 
dipstiecbon against AoRnies. 

The NDC lost no oppomrnity to 
create the impression ore bloeted register 
in the Ashanti Region and nowhere clue. 

Much, much later, the non-Aennte, 
Kwahu-hom Ashami Regional Director 
of the Electoral Commission, Mr I. K. 
Boalcng, had to cone out to state that 
the bloating of the voters' register was 
nation-wide and not peculiar to the 
Ashanti Region 

Atit>, there was also the charge that 

many minors had been persuaded to 

register to vote pt'the Aahmth Region. 
The NDC knew that, had as it wee, the 
registration of minor was also 
natio nvide, as it turned out to be. 

Days before the election, the 
Aehanb Regional Munster, Mr Samuel 
Nuamnh-Donkor, had gone so far as to 
collect school attendance registers in 
order to check on ninon who had 

D 

had voted li+r Ute puny. 
Tlus was front the woman fir whom 

spurious attempt had been Hinds in the 

pmt to link her to Yen Aenntewaa and 
Oyobo royalty at hlarhyle. 

And, eher the Presidential nm"o1Tof 
December : 8,2000, there was Or J Tony 
Aidoo, another Aaanle, cmhng doubt on 
the results from Banlnma but finding 
nothing wrong with the result from North 
Tongu, Ketu North, Ketu South and Anlo. 

CAMPAIGN 
The NDC had not finished with its 

Asonte"bashing. Before the runoff of 
December 28, the anti"Asmde campaign 
was stepped up with reports of Ewes, 
Fantis, people from the 'northern' part of 
the country, and Muslims being Imrniecd, and angered by the enü"Anmto t'velm, 
assaulted and ostracised for not voting for showit by non"Asmdus who have IiVt4t 
the NPP. worked mid prop-urnd in the Asiumn 

iligh"ranking persons to the Ewe Rgi, vt 
community allegedly rant word home to liters is no v tell for anyone lo halt, 
the effect that Vullnians in the Aehnnli frnrorrexaulArtudrshýrwelmvrbnvn 
Region were being brutalized tut a thrown Iogolhat by Ill. acculvnt anti 
systematic way, a report that lad to some roloninl hteMry 
Vollo Region Members of Parliament Ifwe lutve to go mirsrpannv ways. 
writing to die Amntohune. it lip do en to ; vacv, and not oil 

Some Fanti leaders in Kumasi nlco ilrstntehve putt 
visited one or two places where Mr. John Aeyrkuut Kniest is not 
harassment of Ennuis turd other non, an Asanta pres" : ant vuiud for b^ 
Asentes had allegedly taken place. Arnntes to rule over ArnnteP 
publicized their findings and sought a Ila to a Ohtmntatt who ll. *. Il. 'nip to 
meeting with the Kumasi Traditional ba an Asanta, pill as Dr Kwnnir 
Council. Nknimnh wars president of Ohuna win 

I cannot say tint I saw non"Aeantei happened to be on Nrema, )net on 
being assaulted or harassed in any way. Pruetdcitt Akufo"Addo happened to be 
At the sane time, I will not say no an Aknnpcm, just no Dr KA ßusin, 
hnranennent or even asenall look place prune minister, war a Drong. put its Mr 
anywhere in the region. Rawlings was an Cwe. 

However, what was cheep, what was lime wale territorial spread of the 
mischievous and what was unworthy of vote for Mr. Kufuor eonsuttttes an 
the NDC to a party woo to create the false entphotic statement aprons ethnicity let 
impression of the Ashanti Region being us keep it tint for the good of Out; 
turned into one big hell for Ewes, Fanru, country. 

people from the North' nnM Muvlunt 
living in the region 

Did some chiefs from the Volta 
Region actahally go to the Central Region 
to persuade Fanti chiefs to vote for their 
'son', Professor John Arta Mills, as 
they were going to vote for the nuns of 
the party rounded by their son, 
Rawlings? 

Did Rawlings relmy die Asnntehene 
by meeting On and Ewe chief to get 
them to vote for the NDC by painting a 
horrendous picture of Mentor 
ovemmning Ohnne? 

Were there clarion cells on One ei 
dawn not to vote IJr tile Asante man 
John Kufu0r for fear that As ntos would 
take over On Wills? 

ASSAULT 
Was tloe Volta Restion a no-go area 

for non-NDC agents, especially NPP 

agents, to the point where there was 
systematic assault engineered by 
Voltamns who should hove known 
better? 

As tinted above, the eleetioau are 
over mid the results have been declared, 

But never again should a whole 
edutic group be maligned fix political 
thin. 

We should glory in the fact that we 
are Manias, Ewes. One, Dngombaa, 
Grunshies, and so an. We should he 
floppy to be identified with particular 
regions where we come from 

Rat we shoidd not by word or deed 

peek to enure the disintegration 01 '1110 

country through creating nnt"othuc 
levhngn 

Mantas era Ohammffln like others at 
the country. Juni no other ethnic groups 
hnve commumhco in the Ashanti Psgoon, 

no else do we hnve large Asnnte 
communities in other regions. 

In modern"dny Ohhma, we are inter 
deputhdent still this should lie tlie caw 
for the over-all development of 'he 
country, 

I du not like stereotyping hut, all 
the some, I cannot help bill any dint 
Mantes do not safer front senophabm. 
that is, fcur or untied of otrongora 

Indeeil, it is sometmiesasserted That 
its Asnrde as more likely to Will it 11011" 
Asnnte than his fellow Meute. 

Somchmes, we we nmlmed, nin+nrcd 
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Commandeers yacht, jet fighter fiv Mani Mlddta 

BREAKS L00 
reveal that after 

gracefully bowing out of office 26 
days ago ti-President Jerry John 
Rawlings has engaged In activities 
which should be a source of worry to the New Patriotic Party (NPP) 
tsovernment which is trying to 
wttle down. 

he former President has been 
m ing some demands on the Kufuor 

ministration and visiting some to tncted security zones seeking uimited ato state facilities JW ichhe had hitherto enjoyed. Lost weekend, the former P es" evil dashed to Akosombo and 
, ýmandeered the executive yacht in 

W ich he used to cruise on the Volta Lee for over two hours at the expense G he Ghanaian tax payer. Sources told the Chronicle that 

INTELLICENCEton 

I 

HR0NICLE after the cruise, the ex-President President of Ghana for over 19 brought to earth when he was told 
gathered the yacht's maintenance 
staff and told them that they should 
take good care of the yacht and keep 
it in working condition because he 
would be coming back within the 
next three months to use it again. 

A member of staff who spoke to 
Chronicle on condition of 
anonymity said the workers could 
not refuse the ex-President's 
request because the yacht is state 
property and that it could be used 
by anyone on condition that the 
user could afford the rate. 

The Chronicle further gathered 
that Rawlings also went to Burma 
Camp and demanded that he be 
allowed to fly one of the Ghana Air 
Force jet fighters, one of his 
favourite pastimei, even when he 
had officially retired from the Air 
Force and assumed the role as 

years. pointedly by one of the soldiers on guard 
But the former President was duties (nsmswitNteld)duthe(Rawlings) 

i et[uettun wr wuu5 tur " utcýw m tn. Ilpnllli the Speeket WeIkeO Out Of IMCnamo 

of a debate. 

LAKdY, 

Ä cöp 
to 

would 

j, rhe, doýuýent ýre 

not b dlowed lo 450 un öfl ý. 
jet fighters (& his persönel pieüütt'y^rid 
that the plscý` sou ahigh securitj, 1o 

On anoü er day, our sources aAI 
the former P asident whohad earlier orý 
been barreQlom using the et äi%it I 
Burma Cammýpp, 

ýand 
requested to ýidi''' 

one of the hdhes In the atable'Ffl'lb`ai'I 
however, al wed io indulge it 
and rode thdorae foi Tome fewhoyu 

A source close 1Ö Ihi"Kut' or 
Administration who confirmed these 
incidents said that members of irtafi'who 
allowed the'former President to u4 6s 

executive yacht have been reassign 
The sours. said the Kufuor 
Adrniristr,. U i may surcharge drI. hrrrier 
President for the use of thiyachi for 

Iwo hour? r 
te. Sr "t i +% 

The source also confirm. d. 10n 
Rawlings hi; actually been to Burmr 
Camp demanding to fly the aj fq Ci' 
but this requ. slwas raf s. d, 'stroü the 

when the Kufuor Admin)itrsüdr 
demanded alwera from dr. Ch14i 
Defence Si tj (CDS)' General 0 

Akafia, he s he wutnawire`p(reI 
events, 

Accor fl to a 
.,, 
sourcplow 

ý"9b 
. dV u 

presidency, 60 Kufiaf AdminiAfiträ 
alsodeclined tfivedN tPrendeit 
some dispatdi More a acoompar0h 
to the funeral"of the former President ii 

cYnt'/ on book Nee 

t.. r:, 

ý , ý.,. ý 
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Frustrations of Ghanaian donors 
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Addo Dankweh Akufo-Addo, 
Minister of Justice and Attorney. 
General and Alhaji Malik Yakubu 
Alhassan, Minister for Interior. 

The others are the Dr Kofi Konadu 
Apnku. Minister of Trade and 
Industry, Major Courage Quashigsh 
(rid), Minister of Agriculture; Mr. 
Kwsdwo Bash-Wiredu, Minister of 
Local Government and Rural 
Development, Mrs Gladys Asmah- 
Minister for Women's Affairs, Prof. 
Dominic Kwaku Fobih, Minister for 
Environment, Science and Technology 
and Dr. Kwaku Afriyie- Minister of 
Lands Mines and Forestry. 

The report of the appointment 
Committee on the second batch of 
nominees would be laid before the 
House today. 

Always 
advertise 

in the 
Ghanaian 
Chronicle 

From Emmanuel Akit. 
Sekondt 

THE PATRON of the Sekondi- 
Takoradi Association in the 
United Kingdom and Ireland, Dr. 
Bernard Asquith has expressed 
concern about the frustration 
Ghanaians living abroad go 
through anytime they shipped 
goods for distribution to needy 
institutions in the country. 

According to him, having realised 
that the government alone cannot 
take care of all needy institutions 
in the country due to budget 
constraints. Ghanaians living 
abroad have decided to form an 
association with the sole aim of 
contributing to the notional 
development but the frustration they 
go through at the seaports in the 
country before clearing goods they 
have shipped for the needy 
institutions is disheartening 

He has, therefore, appealed to the 
government and Parliament to liaise 

with the Customs officers to ensure 
that goods shipped to the needy 
institutions in the country by 
Ghanaians living abroad with genuine 
documents covering them are cleared 
as soon as possible and handed over 
to thole it was meant for 

Dr Bernard Acquah was speaking 
at a handing over ceremony of @ number 
of items including 26 blankets, 23 
hedsheets, IIh orthopaedic 
mattresses, 122 mattresses, 47 simmer 
frames, I culture machine, one large 
fridge and S x-ray viewers all valued 
at 10,000 pounds to the Effta 
Nkwanta regional hospital in Sekondi 
by his association. 

Formed in 1984, the Sekondi" 
Takoradi Association in UK and Ireland 
has a membership of 2,000 who are from 
different ethnic backgrounds but were 
living in Sekondi"Takoradi before leaving 
for abroad. 

According to Dr. Bernard Acquah, 
who together with Francis Ignatius 
Depupson-Quayson, secretary to the 

association, handed over the items to a 

hospital authorities, though the items we 
shipped in June last year, it could only 
cleared in November the same year becau 

the Customs officers insisted that they pi 
duty despite the fact that they indicai 
where the items were going to 

In the end, he continued, they had 
fly down Ihemsehes to get the goc 
cleared from the port because the Minn 
or Health and the Western Regiom 
Administration who they had earlier set 
note to about the arrival of the goods v 
not showing much interest in getting 
goods from the Takoradi port. 

Depupson-Quayson, on his parl, t 
they initially sent a letter to CEPS w 
they were demanding that the uaocis 
paid duty on the good indicating wl 
the goods were being sent to but their k 

was turned down by CEPS on the gra 
that it 1s only Parliament that can g 
exemption 

Miss Georgina BrAbekah, Prim 
Nursing Officer received the items on br 

or the hospital. 

K'Bu board slams SF Professor Akoru, Head Palholc 

the Kmte -Bu 
e with 

the Hhess r 
rector mtcrviw with the Ghana N report 

e"a It's evil 
re 
Agency called for the termination of 

ý{aTac Nomoku the SFO report wes finalised. found its appointment or the 13"member boar, 

way into the SFO repxt'" he asked with not living up to expectation. 
THE BOARD of Directors of the other board members present At the press conference, Dr Wt 
Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital has 

nodding their heads in agreement Anolsaid the board is aware of a 
described it two-year-old Serious He eriticiied the SF0 tor not netting from the Office of the President t 
Fraud Office (SFO) report into 

any ton-executive member of the board November 1999. addressed to the 
alleged fraudulent deals In the to give evidence during the ineeatigauon Minister of Health Mr. Nuamah Dc 

supply of medical consumables as before passing judgment on the asking for now nominations to 

evil. competence of the board in running the reconstitution of the board. 
The final report dated lvovemoer arnn of the hospital. " Nul as you can all aw, w. v an 

29,1999 recommended among other 
things the reconstitution or the 
hospital's board on account of the 
ineffective handling of affairs or the 
hospital. 

'9 consider the SFO report as evil". 
Dr. William Yaw Anoff, chairman of the 
board fumed at a press conference 
Thursday morning. 

He argued that it was wrong for the 
SFO to add a Daily Graphic report 
published in May 2000, to its final 

report on the alleged fraudulent deals 
dated November 1999. 

"How come that a Daily Graphic 

report which was published a year a0er 

Rawlings 

RE: CORRECTION 
There was a mix-up in the corrections 
we made in a back page story in last 
Wednesday's edition of the Ghanaian 
Chronicle titled "Judicial officer 
influenced transfer of cuss. Court told" 

We wish to make the following 
corrections 

A payment voucher dated 
November 19,1992 attached to the 
Defendants petition, tendered in 
evidence by the plaintiff and marked 
Exhibit B I, showed the payment or sum 
of 0220.000.00 as having been paid by 
the Christ Apostolic Church as "gill and 
honorarium to officials at Appeal and 
judicial office in connection with the 
transfer of the Bantams case to Accra. " 

The Defendants are relying on this 
as proof that Rev. Augustine Armor. 
Yeboeh paid bribe to the Plaintiff to 
influence him to transfer the said case 
(SuCS4$3/119) to Accra. When 
asked by his Counsel in evidence-in- 
chi ef to comment about the said 
payment voucher and the importation 
related thereto, the Plaintiff denied any 
nexus whatsoever or the voucher with 
him. He went on to define Judicial Office 
as office or the Judicial Secretary, the 
Registrar's Offices or any of the various 
divisions or the court systems. 

EDITOR 

RSM TETTEH GOES 
AY HOMETOD 

The mortal remains of RSM Andreas 
K. Tetteh long standing aide of former 
President Jerry John Rawlings will be 
interred at the Osu Military Cemetery 

this morning 
Tetteh, 52, died at the 37 Military 

Hospital on January IS. 2001 after a 
protracted sickness that became 

subject of speculation until his 

untimely death. 
Before his burial this morning, a 

wake keeping was held in his honour 

at the 64 Infantry Regiment, Gondar 
Barracks, where a large crowd of 
sympathisers including ex-President 
Rawlings and his wife Hans Konadu 
Agyeman Rawlings were part of the 

mourners. 
Also in attendance were officials 

and men of 
the Ghana 
Armed 
Forest and 
members of 
the 
National 
Democratic 
Congress 
(NDC). 

breaks 
loose Cont'd from front page 

the Methodist Conference. This request 
was made through his side Victor Smith. 
Reason for the refusal was that there 
cannot be two Presidents in the country. 

Rawlings, according to other soured. 
had earlier on formally eked the Kufuor 
Administration to give him more than 
20 security guards, but the new 
administration responded that them are 

In a related develooment there is here. If anybody wants lo Anow wl 

growing disquiet among stdf of the are still here. we wit only give gu 
Korle. Bu Teaching hospital as to why but for definite answers one must 

the current Board of Directors have to the Ministry of Ijcalth: ' he lair 

overstayed their tenure of office Efforts to contact the Minis 

Chronicle gathered that the board Health rot reasons why Of 

was inaugurated in 1994 and was overstayed in offca proved Tuttle 

ecpeued to stay in once for a period or Chief Director was not available 
four years but is still holding offiw Chronicles two visits. 

Ws men raided 
the treasu 

Cont'd from front pope 

Finance by pnmckm$ Ministry officials 
was nbunwd by The Chronicle last 
Wudnctd 

The amounts went 10 political 

opcrsmcs. Dutricl Chief 
Eceeutitea. Preudenual 

suffers, Members of the 
Council of Sate and others. 
These sums are different from 

what they may have Ionen by 

way of yoldon handshakes. 
Like the vehicles. 

Most of the 0.9 billion 
has already been disbursed, 
with men from ex"Pruident's 
team picking theirs this past 
Friday. 

easurv a lawyer and chlor of Rnt 
price wunt away with 117 millto 
thu wnw day his fiend Also colly 

It appears the ESB that WAS 
was abolished only tof Ghanaians 

the pnvdegud few. 
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more pressing mature to attend to and Messrs N. E, K Yankah. s 
that they will communicate back to him. Close mills confidante who 

The Professor Miranda Greenstreet was seconded from the Internal 

Committee Report on the entitlements Revenue Service when Mills 

of a retired president specifically stated sou the boss there, had a take 

that a former president should be given home of 170 million 

two police guards, operatives Mr. LE, Turkson, 
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Furore over 
Speaker's order 

Coned from front page Minister and Leader of Government 

They argued that the ministers could 
Business: Dr. Kwame Addo- 
Kufour, Mtnister or Defence: Mr, Yaw 

not initiate policies at cabinet level and Oado-Marfo. Minister for Finance, 
still have the right to push it through at Mr. Hackman Owuau-Agycmang, the committee level. f 

_. _ .. 
U.. i. - nr W-i. n fffurr Nina 

The Minoiity leader, Mr. Alban 
e Bagbin had eujter asked members to vote 

for it to ensile the committees start 
work, but promised that the issue would 
have to be considered at a later date. 
Members of his side openly protested. 

After a long back and forth debate in 
which no side was winning, the Majority 
Leader, Mr. Joseph Mcnsah who didn't 
foresee any furore, asked the Speaker to 
put the question. 

When the question was put the 
Speaker said he thought the ayes had it. 

This led the NDC MP for Ada, Mr. 
Amos Buertey to challenge the Speaker's 
ruling, and asked for a head count 

Contrary to Article $7 of the 
Standing Orders that after a question has 
been put, no debate should be 
entertained, Mr. Mensch wanted to make 
a statement, and when the minority 
insisted that the Speaker order the head 
count, the Speaker asked for a break. 

Bagbin disclosed later that the 
Speaker's decision and another one on 
ministers gave credence to the doubts he 
raised about Mr. Ala Adletcy's 
nomination to the post or a Speaker, 

He therefore pointed out that the 
comportment of the minority in the 
House would depend greatly on the 
conduct of; the Speaker. 

. 
Before''that, the House unanimously 

approved the appointment or the twelve 
Ministers of State vetted by the House's 
appointment committee lest week. 

They are Mr. Joseph Henry Mensah, 
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I. EVENTS- IN THE WOMB OUJME IT VEN THOUGH the final Thadust stirred by the absn wo I.. _ä`ß` H exit of Efo Kokuvl, the 
Son of Men, had been 

annenaced several times 
"erller, there were several Friday. Feb 2- Sunday. Feb. 4.2001 

Winning the fight against corruption 
THE CURRENT New Patriotic Party (NPP( administration has made no 
secret of its intention to reduce corruption to the barest minimum in this 
country, if not to eradicate it entirely. In his inaugural address at the 
Independence Square after he had been sworn into office on January 7, 
President J. A. Kufuor made the reassuring declaration that his 
government would have a zero tolerance for corruption. 

Stmdar reassuring sentiments were expressed by the Vice-President, 
Alheji Abu Mahama, when he launched the report of the corruption 
survey commissioned by the Ghana government at the Ghana International 
Press Centre in Accra last Wednesday. 

The Vice-President disclosed that the government was preparing a 
draft code of conduct for ministers and top government officials, and 
would formally open an Accountability Office within the Presidency to 
implement the code of conduct which is aimed at curbing corruption 
within governmental circles. 

The Ghanaian Chronicle is happy that the Kufuor administration is 
not only making its abhorrence of corruption very clear in the dawn of 
its tenure of office, but will even be going further to take steps to ensure 
that ministers and top government officials are accountable to the people. 

However, we will be waiting with cautious optimism, since this is 
not the first time (and it will surely not be the last) that we are hearing 
such pious declarations of intentions to eradicate corruption from our 
. society. 

Earlier attempts at checking corruption, some of which were played 
on higher octavyees than we are witnessing now, floundered mainly because 
he political leadership which should have set the example to sustain 

the momentum betrayed the cause it had so piously pledged to die for. 
To borrow a homely image for purposes of illustration, we would say 

those who had come pledging to drive away houseflies were themselves 
arrying several head-loads of sugar-cane. 

If the Kufuor administration is to succeed in its attempt to eradicate 
orruption from the Ghanaian society, then the leadership must 

lemonstrate beyond doubt its commitment to the total eradication of this 
wcial canker which is seeping through our society and destroying it 
beyond repairs. 

One of the causes of the downfall of the Rawlings government was its 
inability to back its sanctimonious pledges to deal with corruption 

with concrete action, especially when it came to sanctioning top 
government and public officials who had been found to have indulged in 
corrupt practices. The whole nation recalls the way the NDC government 
dealt with those ministers and public officials who were found culpable 
by the Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ), 
some of whom were among the number of government functionaries 

Al iii-°"-"-""-ý - -o ýnwverww ena oi ýemce oenaa., 
t us face it; ö tion can nev adicated from SAY societ . 

Pwever, thus societal evil ears be reduced to not-so"dangerous level e 
the national leadership is perceived to be scrupulously anticorruption 

d would go to any desirable length to sanction those who indulge in 
it 

The need to have a leadership that is strictly against corruption 
assumes even greater urgency when one considers the fact that the kind 
o otruption that goes on among top govetnmental circles does far greater 
d age to national development than the kind that operates within the 
lower rungs of society. 

The corruption witnessed under Mobutu in the former Zaire, now Democratic Republic of Congo; Abacha in Nigeria, and Ferdinand Marcos 
In the Phillipmes, and the negative impact these had bn their various 
s ieties should constantly remind us of the harmful effects of official 
co ption on the societies in which they occur. Global public opinion is unequivocally against corruption, and any 
government that intends to benefit from the advantages of globalisation 
must as of necessity take a definitive stand against corruption. The 
whining issued by Mr Peter Harrold, the World Bank Country Director, 
that the Bank group would not tolerate corruption should serve as 
m4ficient impetus for the Kufuor administration to persevere in its fight 
against corruption, especially since the President has already made a 
pasaionate appeal to donor countries and agencies to come over to Mdcedonis and help us out of the economic doldrums we find ourselves Ili ow. 

During the 1999 African"Afncan American summit in Accra, when there were passionate appeals for our brothers and sisters in the Diaspora 
to come and help Africa, one of the participants asked what guarantee there was that the monies they would send would not end up enriching 
oni person's pocket. 

One other way of ensuring the success of the crusade against co poor is by operating a transparent government. This means that 
Pu lic officials should be made to readily offer information on whatever 
subject or topic an inquirer may approach them for, excepting, of course, 
millers that border on national security and other sensitive issues like 
onoing international negotiations. 

tt 
is against this background that the Chronicle would strongly urge thenew administration to seriously consider passing a bill that will ens re free access to information by journalists and other whistle-blowers for io long as public officials can deny such persons access to information, 

, ao bong will corruption persist and thrive in our society. 
orruption is a serious societal canker that impedes progress and dr 

, elopment, and it is the duty of all to assist the new administration to eras icate it from our society. 

people who'did not think It could 
be true. 

'It you people think 1, Koo 
Nimo, will believe what you're 
saying, then you live in this 
world but... ' 

'0, Agyo Koo, it's true. He's 

gone. ' 
'That man.,. you think he'll 

go? ' 
'He's gone. ' 
'It's a trick. In the bush, lions 

and tigers sometimes fall down 
and pretend that they're dead. 
It's when antelopes rejoice and 
go close to see the body that 
they get to know... ' 

And to it happened that 
some of the people decided to 
go to the Castle to see things, 
fill pill. 

Instead of the grim faced 
commandos at the gates, the 
adventurers saw smiling 
policemen. 

'Can we help you? ' 
'We're looking for Efo 

Kokuvi, the Son of Man, whose 

The dust stirred by the aben wo 
his vehicles carried away by ex- 
ministers and ex-officials and those 
who thought they too were ex" 
officials was gradually settling 
when the news spread In town that 
the Wells of Jericho had either fallen 
or been caused to fall, 

'How? What do you mean? ' 
'I mean the barricades and road 

blocks around Madam's Ridge 
residence. ' 

'Who has done that to them? ' 
'They say the man says he needs 

twenty-four commandos to guard 
their residence. And if they haven't 
got that, do you remove those 
defence installations already there? ' 

'If you have nothing to give 
your in-law, do you steal from her? ' 

'But you koroa, who has done 

power... ' what to whom? ' They ain't sown 
'0, you mean the former err... nothing yet. ' 

he's no more here. ' And there was great fear and 
'Is it true? ' anxiety among the Efo household. 
'Where is he? ' What is this they have done? Do 
'Do you know his wife's they want bad boys to enter freely 

house? ' with their catapults and slay us? 
A... k...,........ ..... L .... L. 

Neer the neem tree grovel' "" """"" ""'"^ "° "" '' 

'You ound 
a tr, n.,, iö° tRý7 F, k "The gun b itself without an 'll find yVi round" found only fifty peso- 

him there, peeling appropriate ideology to guide the id, hie pocketevery''niOil 
eeeeeve in the actions of the gun-wielder. Is en"noyed,; they uritýh}ý 

j ... v y ».. -w. v. w.. w. - , v. kitchen. ' m. i frlend ,i 
öny; t 

when the incapable of transforming society clrpeneer's ±able! oo, 
brethren and except superficially. Indeed, the gun a m. planke! ̂ý. hýPP. ý' 
aiethren came to can sometimes be turned against the h"'ý°". tke"D! ekeida "y, e}{ý{ 
announce their jN ai rim} pý%p`o'nf 
findings, there was people themselves' with catastrophic eey IN your, pock1o 
wild jubilation in results as have been seen in the recent th `wheniwe meet of 
the land, from history of Uganda under Ids Amin-" a I"- 

u.,., ý rrspl +ý, ý Judea to 
Pamphylia, and what do you fear? Were then any something tchop, ' they told, 

hlm 

even to Macedonia in the land of road-blocks and barricades and Our frwn'came home toeirrat 
the Gentiles. Berlin walls around Dr. Llmann's his ordeal. %Today. ithe 84br. II 

'He's goner Teshie-Nungua residence? different, Yoýb, may Not Ilvi toYt lI1, 
Al 'Freedoml' 

'Forward ever,... ' 
The Presbyterians among them 

burst into hymns. Prosby hymn 
number.... 32 3 

Berea rehowd bogy* 
Sion nnornum wo won how'n 
Snot yaw a yehue ban no 
Bey* x# Y '01a ho dot 
No yen ba beta yen yarn 
Na yen ono alo doom 

An/gye no yede boyl 
Slonfo agyenkwa aye. 
And no it came to pass that Era 

left the Castle with Agya Atu, 
whose domesticated son wore his 
Christmas coat and took a picture 
for the first time just before the 
December 7 elections. 

Happenings in the land thereafter 
vividly reminded the people or the 
statement by logo in Shakespeare's 
Othello that "There are more 
events in the womb or time yet to 
be delivered. " 

Then someone reminded them your story. ,. ºý41 74t 
that the last article written by the While s me people. hold ih 
columnist Kwesi Dompo in the then opinion tha the epa. e, of, aimi 
Sunday Mirror was titled: "/fyou robberies w' are witnessini, thes 
/ear eye. don) rat head! " days is the; ork of people 'wh 

It was not Only Efo KOkuvFi want to Iabotagl tha ae 
household that had lived in fear In administration, others think durla 
those days. As if the exit of Efo 'his so-called revolution, Efo Koko' 
Kokuvi signalled the green light for pve guns 10 , 60 many Peopli; mo 
them to so into action, bad boys of whom ar1, 'Ibtus and Aungl 

with pro/a guns and hunters' suns today. And wiho would stand'alo 
descended on the land, killing and for a dog to bit. Iwt when hilbol 

! 

robbing people of their property. a stick? 
1 think the whole thing is What we n wltaessing It of 

planned. They want to unsettle the country Coda ; 'gon to' prove', t 
new government t! efore they get veracity of the claim by twwst, Nita 
settled. ' that "the geJby ltse(L wlthopt, 4 

It's true, they have to act appropriate 
? lrologyWirit'di 

decisively.,. ' acnwrr011h, jiirww)efdr, darciapal 
'And quickly too. ' of from' ej aoalrij"efrii 
'Mott of the robbers are not auperflotdUy Indeed, fbe gurf. a 

Ghanaians... Togolese and Nigerians somefines b formed agetnsf SI 
roph and... ' people the It Ws wfib twtoo, 

'They most all be sent packing results oehaw'ýieensnglntheivei 
home. ' i history off/gaMJaederldlAadn31 

'Tru! ö; they muef.; ý'ýýýj 

, *compýn 
'Hwo) nnolbeR AlienS 

OrderT YOU dofrnT, know Y{ý 
Thew' who want to hive 

the extent öf feetthet 6ýfý! 

Aanai& s mutt try to 6ar6Ca 
Accra {n; the eiýht: TM fý'x"{'rýdr 
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Bit Bisen ark Bebt 

T 
IIE CENERALSECRETARY of the 
Natloaal Democratic Congress 
(NDC). Dr. Josiah NII Arych has 

accused the media. especially the Independent. 
private papers of working to destroy and 
tarnish the image of the main opposition party, 
the N DC. criticizing it of not being fair to the 
party u ith regards to media coverage. 

According to the local secretary of the 
Nt)CiItcAintcha ýYMMforthepeopletospeak 
nmh the voice of reason regarding the 
opcruunns or the pannan media and their 
determination in reduce complex political 
tsaucs to absurdly simple terms and introduce 
elements or insults calumnyand vituperative 
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ITHE Bv 8itmark 8ebii 

-A NATIONAI. Democratic Congress 

," /\ (NDC') Bros: ruaif cadre and Qhcd 
, -. ... mraax6 c a]il. Mix Nil 06a6 has tailed 
on I'ruftisaur EvansAtls Mills to qulcldv throw 

. 
jn the lo%el to Mid being disgraced In the 

r)urthenndng 
NDC Congress to be held on December 21 to elect a fagbearer for the party 

language into the political vocabulary". Dr. 
Josiah (trych was speaking to the Chronicle 

on Saturrday in an exclusive interview at his 

rcsidcn& in Accra. 
Dr. Arych stated that it appears to him that 

the purpose of the cross- section of the 
Ghanaian media is to demotivate and 
intimidate most of the NDC activists to 
prevent them from fearlessly advocating their 
beliefs and espousing the philosophies and 
doctrines of the party. 
Taking a suIpe at the Media Commission, he 

enucved it and other agencies for not being 

up and doing to check the imbalances created 
by the media This, he said, amounted to the 

Cons'd at back page 

candidawro. 
He revealed that, under the leadership of 

Dr. Kwcsi ßachwcy, the NDC would be sent 
in the "dry cleaners" for a double dose of 
positive change. repeating claims by the anti" 
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the new executives at his cantonments 0.1-014 

-; d- nn Th-dav 5 December 2002. ."wm 
The mectiny that eNdh d the 

Mcmbcr or Parliament for iheýadckoiöpbn "äý; ý 

-- ,...., ,_3!: _lýý1e wonzlituencv. non. 
atIcndonce was the tint officüpptherinI of 
the constituency eeeculivice"Aeine" their ,, 
election to lead porgy n the $onstiluency 

. 
^M 

level last Sunday. iv December 2002. 
lion. Joke Obetsebi Lompicy said that the 

Greater Accra Regional secretariat orthe N PP 
is aware or the deep crocks and Tacdonelism 
within the constituency, but hoped with the 

L 
To back , arr f""4 10: 

.. ýýý tr 
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Elcphunl jN saga. Iii Ioosc his Minincn lo dN " rý. 3 
their hands into the nauonal'coffcrs, an . 

k'"`ý" 
generally ntcuin{t with the ceonptny are thing . '"rw M 
Milla the ahriatian cannot EafonG In a- ' vh t , .... 1 1"' t' ..;., 
smccrnv, i ncir vnc oroormsnos, u not worm "., r 
because even the NPP knows Kwesl Botchwc \y w 
has no skeletons in his Cupboard". 
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Prof, Arm Mills 

for 
the 2004 elections. The reason, according to him is that Mills would end up further dividing 

1thc party than he dd in the a licnnath orthe Sw edru Pcclaruunn. 
Speaking to the Chronicle on Saturday in an 

cxclusisc interview, Capt Okat said Kwcsi 
'b OtchuC is a God-sent candidate, not only to tcdccm 

the NDC from the shackles of the 
q ictatorship imposed on the party by cx"Presidcnt 

rry John Rawlings, but also a magnet to ke 
attract rack 

the Reformers whose message was ignored 
o the bun of the puny to the 2000 elections, 
rating that groups like the Sunkofa, the Kidders 
nil the elements from the Convention People's 
any (CPP) have found comfort in the Dotchwcy 
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Mills camp that if Prof. Ana Mills won the 
Osgbcarcr contest "he would be remotely 
controlled by the es-President who, he (Ana 
Mills) has promised to suck to and consult 
on a daily basis". 

"Ism very sure shut those who abandoned 
Prof. Attu-Mills because he was smuggled 
into the party undemocratically by his 

corncrman and consultant, Mr. Jcrry 
Rawlings. would return to the pony under the 
democratic rule of law by the vibrant Dr. 
l9otchwcy. " 

Explaining, Capt. Okai said, with all the 
logistics behind Prof. Atta"Mills, he was 
miserably beaten by President John 

Obed loyalist 
Agyckum Kufuor on two title rights. He urged 
all the dclcgsics to vote wisely to confirm 
Gods vision for the party. 

According to 
Capt. Okai, Prof. Alta- 
Mills team has no 
vision, because they 
are immature and 
political babies and 
hence Atta"Mills'a 
incompetent 

supervision of the 
mesa caused to the 
economy under the 
NDC administration, 
resulting in some of its 
leading members 
being dragged to the 
Fast Track Courts. 

Speaking on Mils 
recent comments on 
the IFC loan to the 
effect that Osafo 
Muafo and his boys 

nniN resign. Capt. Okui 
retorted that Mills has 
no right to throw 
stones when he 
himself had been 
living in a glass house 

under the Rawlings 
administration. ' 

Cep Okeiaccuscd 
Prof. Mills of bciny 
incrncienl, especially 

in the cssc of the 
mcquisition or thc 
controversial jet. 
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never afý ýý never aave hri'y 'any gift" ýý; ̀ ý{ 
ý 8vfw8rnsoe 

_ 
. 

kJ 
D: "". __... ............ ý .wv... v. ýwý wp 

>A ý wAtn Iht ýUr w'llnaR Dr. A Ibeº1 Ba nýrfo, 
1r ýe englnecrlni eoneuttent finally told the 

PAR Track Cowl (FTC) that he never gave 
ue Ireeeureror the 31" December 

; WOmea'e Mo! ement (DWM). Hammy 
Sherry Aylttey, any pereoaal Rift lo hingelle the`dlvestitore or eº. ch... 

6ýRYbberütafeältý.. u.. 1ie^orý-ý ---ýý- 

Giving - 4idcnco under cross- 
cxsmipA lion 

. 
yc today at the FTC presided 

N, v. cr oy JugaC Amonoo"Monn¢y, an 
Dpe ý, Cor judge, sitting as in 

. weuwagi m¢n i. oun iunop n, n.... r 
ý" -" -...,....,... wýsid,, ihc numýrous momcs dclivcrcd to 

il ShcrrYyitta was in respect of the 
, Crccmcnt rc ehcd between the 31" 

r, "IAWM 
i, ndSocicte Industrielle 

ifl antation')'(pvca (SIPH), a French examination giving way for Mr. Scnanu. 
Agbodo counsel for Emmanuel Sbodo to 

"I Th. mn....... ý. _ý. __ý.. ý_..... n. . nmm. n... hu.. n... eummamnnnMe 

120,000, S180, ß00, S250,000,520,000, 
. 'next 

adjourned date slated for December 
ý: t317,300 s. nd: 25million delivered lo': 'Iý ýhiýe year. 

., Ji.... . 
d. 

. ;. t 1, pncrry Ayittcy bctwccn 1996 and 1998"e:. 
; 1: "1 WAS to {uDOerl nrninn. w/ "1.. 2 au 
ý;; pwM. , ý- , -. .. _. .... ý. 
P;: +. F "The s¢rcemeni_ wi+nw.. wn.. A ..... ý. 

,U X10 38131 IILIýIC rcaII/IIIIon or projects 
; t" trout by the 3 I" DWM, cvcn though 

; tin. IM not aware of any specific project 
f, 19Fc teq to, ýIPH for funding by the, 

ovement'Sq 

ýTficýiüq 
Scorai�jt 

witness flatly denied it adding that he 
bought air tickets for Georgina Okaintcy 
and other members of the 31 DWM to 
London and Paris. 

The other accused persons include, 
Emmanuel Amuzu Agbodo, former 
Executive Secretary of the Divestiture 
Implementation Committee (DIC). Ralph 
Casely-Hayford, a businessman and 
Dorcas Satirich Ocran. a 
businesswoman. 

They were accused of sets of 
corruption in the divestiture of GREL in 
fovour of SIPH. They however, pleaded 
not guilty to causing financial loss to 
the state and are on self-recognisance 
bail. 

Meanwhile, counsel for Sherry 
Ayittey had completed his cross- 

ort of the movement 
Banarfo was one of the 

,., jhrcc condi{ öns given to SIPH in the 
IvCSlilurC oCGRFI. 

YH 
. "RtspondýRg to questions from 'Mr. 

; rsv1d 0. Le�Qtptcy_counsc4 for Shcrry 
': nrncuY In fcsnect nr  ir tlrLa t.. A.... ýL. 

Gf i®LgAifs6ý! ttll 
t; 3: atP9 conu cn or ucorgmg Ukaintcy, a[: Ji; tý" aTy ; k` 
, y7rýcrýr ber, o c 31" DWM to Lon4op; ., ""I 

Sbýrrr gylf 

:: media not being' fair if 

ý. ++ý 
1r 

ro/M /raut een" .. _. _ decent journalism, - ne statco to apparent 
tywcry pcrtorpuncc or the NMC. Gh. n, -1- c.. ý,....,. n . nuhlieuinn nn _ .. . ___" ý...... .......... w. ý......... ý,..... ý.. _.. __.. _.. _.. N; 7ourntdia Äicociotion (G_ JA) and othcr ------ . 

Tuccday, 3ýDcccmbcr, inwhichthcformcr 
uw1ca manaatcc to work towards and VCCD was likened to a Doodle. 
,pa 

ntain . n: ncouraging standard in the Dr. Arych argued that the word poodle has 
oyvýmutcm to Inc country. no place in a political dialogue, adding that 

I. Arwh acn, ý A , 6. uur 
"". t nmg ro ne gets the impression tnat Inc puonsncrs 

-ýýmmediatelreact to provocative and of such stories honv problems with Prof. 
-1-cu pumicauons that only diminish Attah-Milli righi, to rree speech. 

., Jjc , caiomtysnc Integrity ofthe GJA and "Thcrc has been a major financial fiasco 
Hthe NMC,,:. ý ., t.. _........ w -- "rý ... nýauna" to cols country. ana tncy feet 

:. e ý.. A serious press is the one which adheres uncomfortable with the free comments he 
ym oanncg an{( obicciivity of rcoonaec " he ýeý. ýa^ 

ý+, ý_"�ined. _ 
He said, it is unethical at the moment to 

; i, ecVCIICr4l', tiCCrCiarVfurtherclaimeAthat at... L... L.. l... a.....,..... ý:. kthcrc . re eiiYi .. :ý . ý_ ýý-- °.... ý... ý....... ... .... .... . 
c vnanuao press i right to put appropriate comments on ýiýp ". 

Nr, A(onJUtt. enaurinnthat theNflP... A.... 1.. 
Ii he? J _ý" "' uuuc, " or nnivnu cvnccrn sumo me DC i%stroycd under the power and controversial IFC saga. 'r"tihllueneý 

hr... _ --° _. .. rý^+ tirvmg more reasons why he believes the This issue of serious concern to 
is 

in NMC 
ANDC� 

C is not performing, he cited instances 
iStÄ We hope the Dreu would' ý, h. r. 6. ti:....,. lr...,. :.. A: oIAýý. I º. A ý. i. A 

ý'ýpdQLessitjq, scname offeimcs: sndeýluilv^. ý. eý.. ä .. ý: --: U.. ý-. aý. °-r. ý- 1ttCöýntinun Dr. Arych urged the thica, NMClwithout much hope, According to Coý, mittea GJA to be proactive irr their, him,! several papers, including the Free 
1eandlingö every blatant cases of I ibclous Press had published faise, malicious and 

Y 
aný msubbin publications to avoid fürthcr vicious propaganda against him to bring i; 
hdcmuttioiHC well mcaningpoüticianünthe his image, into disrepute. This he had 
p.,, ý . d7 ý.. , ., a.... w,. A16Ar ..,,. 6 r,.... ... 

Committee should be up and prove his essc, but his heard nothing from 

Kotoko must not fail 
By Raacfard Qraacrv 

AS TIIF. IIOURS and minutes slip by, the 
count down to tomorrow's titanic clash, the 

grand flttle or the CAF cup wintere Cup 
between Kumasi Asaale Koloko and Wydad 
Athletic Club (WAC) of Morocco in Kumasi 
drewf meerer and nearer, lob kickoff Maled 
ror 3 PM (GMTý 

Froth all indications it is certainly ado or die 

aiTair, although kotoko lost the fiat leg by a lone 

goal in Casablanca. the clubs supporters. players 
and management are all very optimistic and 
eonlidem of victory on Sunday. however some 
concerned fens of Koloko that Chronicle on 
Saturday spoke to said WAC are good pert'om+ers 
in away encounters so the boys in red should not 
be complacent because any blunders in defense 

will be utilized by the visitors against them. 
Previous reports that the Moroccans were said 
to be acclimatizing in Burk ma Faso have turned 

out to be untrue, they are still in Morocco and are 
espccted to arrive in the country lost Thursday 
before proceeding to Kumasi. Meanwhile reports 
reaching us indicate that the Koloko players are 
feverishly preparing for the encounter and are 

polishing up their act in a private training camp. 
According to a private FM station monitored in 

Kunnsi. Mr. Hchcn Mcnah, Chtcf Eaccutive or 
the club said the players arc in camping to enable 
the coach Ralf Zumdick and the technical team 
have full access to the players as well as build 

maximum concentration for the match The 

atntosphere in the country in general. and the city 
or Kumasi in particulars already charged with 
funs from rival clubs all rallying behind Kotoko: 

to the mejonly or Ghanainns, who have seen a 
number of Ghanatun teams and clubs falling at the 
hands of North A friean Countries. this is not dust 
a club of uir. it is an mtornanmud match between 

two countries. In a goodwill message to the 

playing body, the fomur Vice Chwf Executit a of 

NPP greets Moslems 
country and hopes that the nation can 
always continue to count on them for 

progress and lasting peace in the country 
The NPP also wishes them ninny more 

returns and also prays that the Moslems 
use the occasion to promote peace, 
reconciliation and development of the 
nation, 

To all Moslems the NPP says 
DARAKA DA SALLAH. 

TI IEN EW Patriotic Party (NPP) extends 
it heart-felt congratulations to the chief 
Imam, the Ameer and the members of the 
Mosiemcommunity on the occasion of the 
celebration of the Eid- II Fitt on Friday, 
December 6.2002. 

The Party appreciates the enormous 
contribution which out Moslem brothers 
and sisters have been making all these 
years towards the development of the 

MISOU 

; , i"The Ethico 
doing 

N B and bo very ativc in the interest or the MC since. 
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election or an entirely new executive core. 
the individual leaders would do everything 
possible to build hridge$ or trust and 
goodwill among themselves to enable them 

work effectively to retain the scot tome the 
211114 elections. 

The honourable Minister or Information 
said as a member or the eonstitiuney he 

would personally take It upon htiasclr to 
make sure that the new executive makes an 
impact in the constituency and create 
confidence among the electorate. 

He asked the new executives to he very 
transparent in all their activities and also 
ensure that there is an effective 
communication mechanism wtlhin 
themselves, the MP and all the cells in the 
constituency. 

The new constituency chairman. Mr. 
Chris Lartcy, thanked the honourable 
Minister rot his timely advice and pledged 
his commitment together with The MP and 
the constituency executives to enhance the 
image orthe pony In the constituency in its 
bid to recapture power both at 
parliamentary and presidential level In the 
2004 general elections. 

The MP. Hon. Godrried Aka Nei hoped' 

the club, Mr. Kcnncd) Agycpony, huuressd this 
point by reminding them that. they are the sole 
t¢orescntulives orthe countryin CA Fs continental 
competitions this year, so they hate an obligation 
to themselves and the whole notion to win against 
WAC and make the whole notion proud. 

On Sunday, Kumasi Township will be a sea 

or red and while as Ions from all pars or the 

country flock to the stadium to watch the match, 

already flap and other parophnclis of Koloko are 
hanging front buddmgs, k iosks, shops and almost 
every available space. Much as Chronicle on 
Saturday appreciates the feelings and emotions 
of tann who will throng the stadium, there is the 
possihduy that sonic fans will not he Dille to 

watch the ototeh because the studitun will he full 

to capacity. Chronicle would like to use this 

opportunity to appeal to fails to exercise 
maximum restraint and patience to that she whole 

event is incident free. 
Rates for the match are as I'ollnws: VIP 

Annex421k1, allalp Inner Wings-e 1311-INa1: Outer 

R'utgs"eSn, tliIit Centre Linhe)S. Iaal, Popular 

Stand"C311,111k1. 

the now executives would not repent lilt suit 
mistakes or the poll oxccunvcs. Ile 

promised to put his rich experience in the 
field at the disposal or me mcmhcrs in 
support or their endeavours. 

Nii Ayelcy Doofo. the Greater Accra 
Roµionul Secretary, also advised the new 
executives not to allow deholes slid 
dchherutions over issues to divide them. 
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;,, SPIRIT JERRY ! 
THE NATION saw little sleep when Jerry John 
Rawlings, former President of the nation and leader 
of the National Democratic Congress (NDC) gave his 
Boom I speech at the Arts Centre, Accra during the 
ast December 3111 celebrations by some elements in' 

1 ucliul. ,11 'ýPopulistJghn was again on hand a few months later 
with' his'Bc om 11 at a ceremony in Kumasi to I 

waugura[e a women's wing of the NUC:. It naa au peen 
ellytJerry ince those Boom I 

. 
and 11 days as laymen 

guu progresVlonai people searcnea ine taw oooKS to 
R_J_ý ___" " 
_uua an excuse ior nangmg roor i on n. 
IT1ýýýD.: ialý"ýýi___. 

_ __ý aa" ______ 

ý_-___. 
x ý. ý ___ __ý 

; C, -U, L "IC MWoste ana °narrassmenr aia nor curna 
pi), 99om government. Soon, is also surges trom nis 

own boys as7the pressure on him to take a back seat 
and play th'role of a father and statesman gained 
mömentu ' 

'It has been nearly half a year now since that Boom 
fever, with little having been heard of our former 
President in, lerms of any further Booms. 

Who says jurOld Man is not learning or listening? 
the ex-President was advised not to go to Kumawu 
for the by ele'ctions. He listened. lie has been advised 
not to meddle in Atta Mills' campaign. He has 
faithfully Ils4ened to that advice which is good and 
commendable- in fact, so commendable some of us 
are beginnirr to miss him. , For those who think everything Is wrong with 
Jerry, there's the need for them to look back Into his 
"early years as Head of state. If Jerry had chosen not to 'list n or iid not appear tobe listening In times 
i]t fa st, '. 

'Isn't 
i possible certain elements might have 

Infants are born with an instinct to reach out 
first to you,. then to others. Here's how 

you can build on this desire 
BABIES DON'T need a hat we 
would define as "friends" - 
that is. pals of approximately 
the same age eho hang out 
together because they share 
common Interests. \\ hat they 
do need is playful interaction 

with pro" n-ups s% ho Iu a them. 
"A baby's first best friend is 

his mother, says Andrew 
Meltzoff. Ph, D.. head of 
developmental psychology at the 
University of Washington, Seattle. 

and coauthor of The Scientist in 

the Crib. 
Since the infant spends much 

of his time with you, he Teams 
how to behave by watching your 
movements. listening to your 
conversations, and most 
important, mimicking your 
behaviour. 

"Babies are always hungry for 
interaction. " says Meltzoff. 
"They're natural 
communicators. " So when you 
stick out your tongue, your 
nc%thom will probably stick out 
his. At around 6 weeks he can 
smile back, and by 410 6 months, 
he can imitate funny faces or 
make raspberry noises after 
listening to yours. 

These early interactions help 
lay the groundwork for future 
friendships. -I mi ration is a primal 
form of communication, and 
babies are using it for social 
purposes; ' says Ilillary Kruger. 
M. D., codirector of behavioural 
and developmental pediatrics at 
Maimonidcs Medical Center, in 
Brool, lyn. 

Wl IAT YOU CAN DO 
Imitate your baby's 

mos cs for most parents, this is 

prrcticully second nature. When 

"My ninm and I here Jordan', specific that another child 
solepluyniales. " simply just won't do 

But that was enough for "The tnis sets of parents 
Jordan, n ho learned to play would figure out that their 
special gullies nnheach oflhem" children were sad because 
When her norther mould return they hadn't gotten together. " 
from nork. she and Jordan savs Coltman. "And when 
nmildblowraspherrieshackand their kids would finally 
forth. reunile, they'd be really happy 

When hergrandnnilherwotild and play. " 

conic home. she'd greet Jordan Nicole Sullo, of Milford. 

with a holler and Jordan would Massachusetts. noticed this 
holler back. Then. they'd stick With her son, Antonio. now 

outtheirlongUCs at each other. 19 months old: "In the 
Funny its they may seem. morning they'd run to one 

these types of routines are a another. say hello, then play 

parent's way of checking in together. " 

with her baby. And Yice versa. Three months ago. w hen 
"Babies don't have the Antonio was still in the infant 
language skills to say. 'Do room. they'd meet at the 
you want to play now"? '" glass door that kept him 
says Meltzoff. separate from the other two. 

So instead, they remember now in the toddler room. 
a funny face a parent often "They really seemed in miss 
makes -and try to imitate it each other so much, " she sys, 
in order to get Mom or Dad In fact, Sullo's daycare 
to play. center has actually created it 

And, sty experts. it's a "iraositnn" room, so its flat 
good bet that an infant who's to interrupt kids who have 

used to taking turns and formed this kind of special 
playing games with as parent bond. 
will conic to understand that While playgroups and 
this is the best way to interact daycure centers give babies 

Willi others, lots of opportunities for 

BRANCHING OUT budding friendships, 
Dcfore her first birthday, providing your child with the 

your little one will begin to change to interact can be as 

Before herI first 
birthday, your little 
one will begin to 
notice other children, 
whether at the 
playground, at 
daycare, or even at 
the grocery store. 
Observing other kids 
will give her the 
opportunity to learn- 
not only about 
people, but about the 
world around her. 

vaefl In nis Vay for sectional and selllsh reasons ano, i 
in he' rocesprevented him fröm doingwhat he used 
tP' ry w II as a'man of the people'. 
F 'It-could. een he said to his credit that, In spite of 
the torrentia attacks on his person in the latter days 
of his rule'aýHead of state he bore his cross pretty 
patiently(? ); especially looked at against the fact that 
no sitting Head of State has ever been bashed the way Jerry have. i 
! The Chronicle on Saturday commends Jerry 
Rawlings för, beginning to adjust to the changing 
times and warming up to enjoy his new role as 
Statesman and Father of the nation as well as the 
NDC. It is our wish that all of us begin to see wisdom 
In according our ex- President all the graces and 
reverence befitting a true Statesman and, go beyond 
that,; In evej Inviting him to mediate In the Cote 
d'Ivolre Impasse. 

your little one gives a series of 
raw coughs, you cough back; 
when she raps on her high-chair 
tray, your rap buck. 

"This is the most powerful 
way of breaking through to an 
infant; ' says Meltzoff. "You're 
essentially saying, '1'm watching 
you. I'm paying attention to 
you. '" Copycatting bolsters her 
confidence and reinrorces her 
social behaviour in the most 
positive and loving way possible. 

Talk back "When your baby 
makes a sound and you repeat it, 
it's like a conversational turn- 
taking, " says Kruger. In this way, 
babies start to learn that 
communicating with others 
(whether verbally or not) is a 
two-way street-a lesson that will 
help them later as they socialize 
with peers. 

Start a special routine. 
When Jordan Allison, now 3. 
was a baby, she lived with her 
mother and grandmother in rural 
Minnesota. "We rarely saw other 
people, " says her mom. Karen. 

" We have] een Jerry do somethInE Positlye about ! 
uch' a situa 

ýn 
before, during Sergeant Samuel Doe's 

era ind th a Is every Indication that the guy can 
exhibit `e«f w of those qua; itles that'saw him 

ntr Bute the decisive levelling of the political 
says, tg-nei in Liberia in the days when the military 
. arigras took the nation for a ride. 

,, 
` We. are al4erowine un politically as a nation. and 

we'o6ght to help ourselves adjust and move on 
together In the Interest of the nation and for the sake öf our children and children's children. J 

notice other children. 
whether at the playground, at 
daycare. or even at the 
grocery store. Observing 
other kids will give her the 
opportunity to learn-not only 
about people, but about the 
world around her. 

Some babies are even 
capable of "falling In love" 
with another baby, says John 
Gottman, Ph. D., author of 
Raising an Emotionally 
Intelligent Child. 

Gottman and his students 
at the University of 
Washington, Seattle, have 
gathered anecdotal reports 
from parents that their 
babies, some of them as 
young as 10 months, form a 
very specific attachment-so 

simple as putting her next to 
another toddler in the 
sandbox. 

Wil, " YOU CAN DO 
Got kids Into the social 

whirl. When Meltzoffstudied 
groups or 14 to 18 month-' 
olds, he round that they 
copied each other's 
behaviour-pluyid8 with toys. 
in the exact some way, for 
instance. " babies are 
watching their peers carefully 
enough to be influenced by 
them, " says Meltzofr. "When 
a baby sees what other kids 
do on the playground, that 
stuff is percolating in his 
mind days later. " 

By imitating what others 
do, a baby gradually learns 
how similar he is to other 
people. That discovery -that 
there are others out there just; ` 
like him helps a child developt 
empathy, Meltzoff speculates. 
Sooner or later, he'll realize 
that other kids not only act 
like him, but have the some 
feelings, too. 

In fact, research eve. 
indicates that babies who. 
Interact frequently with 
others -whether siblings orr- 
playmates -are better able to. 
empathize with other children 
by the time they are 3 or 4. 

Know your child. Soma. 

To page 4 
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ae camerame, t whn 'rer. r auvenn!; Ne-: 
bent 

MI" IN`e. " OI\'i'U! 11 i1Nq 
IsIM. " th. ' ia"Fl4: n' 
Ycm: µv. n Ih_ 1+q! h. 
ash, ' Irv . nl"- Mon. 
kr. nl' E url; alnen.. 
'. 11 ünl. ". lu".. 1: tµ! 1" 
pasu. r. , and I--all inn: 
it Olt. lu KP: tFlt 
inauthonaed' nel"t 
pnir, o! th> , ear. u" 
ncat« th«nl tm theu. 
ownnw Iherau,, pliat 
Ing tit cerenuln\ 
almo+I dl: houl L/hmc 
achedu Ic. 

"" The former 11ce 
President. Prucc. "nsor J. E. Aaa Wllr, wh the 
Arsr nnvmY the rligni. 
tanc+ to nrrivu at the grounds. 

He wne fullowod by 
Wade, Eyedema, (. nnm. 
panre and Obassajo. 

Tip former Prim-, 
t. Fit Lt Jerry John 

Rawlings, wus tits ! ext to arrive to a loud 
applaax. From tho 
crowd as he nw": ýd round w axcihunte 

etinga with tfw 
Is mid peuplu pre- 

n, 
As lip moved ý". " tnftthe dllls. 

thrr. " ", ure vhnutx u' 
'n" h, 

. Mvo ho", 
N'Iti, Ihit Ir". I, NI. h'ii I; 

1" 
I"ý n. lr1..; iit+ I IIIi1: il" ý 

sh. ": Ih, n ;> -r rl, ". to " n,; : li kill". 
" tlu ,.. 

ý" 'f 1: ri"niuX ý'I tin 
evv: "I rumw when, M": 
Kula, n'I<! Ills wni. 
Thereat armed Th. , 
old" .,, "n4 r,. ond f., 
exeh, mgo grvelinpo 
with tgia chiefs and 
other guests present 

n and responded u, 
, ht.. ß"nm the crowd 

excitenlant me th. ' UNt, 
pit shouted NM' a.. 
ganr" and vehicie'; 'AA" 
ed heil huYm. 

'tiin uew SltvYlnw. +". 

wcýý. au then dnva. l w -it - 

yVtt 
ýVISree"1P' 'lYl 

with th. ` -; nlWlr II'. 
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"' 
411'A. onli n'liUwH" 

1! 11-100-11 it-- a.. 
dl"tillm, 

", 11< 1N1Y1"'". r,. r, 

. pdiat. '. Va� Inl.., 11'. 

Atl'eel. d. ilnd /"n. ' IY. nV '. 

cue. Indeyenu"'nc" 
Squurc, who,, -, Ihl 
Crawden; wns dl., > 
ud{11Y'NA n durhnl w:.:. 
Innlnlali. 

By Kweku Teen 

TRY Nigerian Prnqldnn0. GPaPral 
(/IuaPltuu Llh. bftuit" h.. Called . 1i 
Lihar, alNAA'A ",.. uraun tiromaatven up 
Aei ui"" tA. au na.. ahallnngaa ahraAt u7 
t6n rlxtlnu, irntw uhwtgal it, thelx 
Yivint; atuodal"tIJ w111 nod nuatn 
nvnruigh,. 

H, wit, conditiunn and clrcum- 
,: uAnr, ". . he. "vuubl facüitef» changu in 
u+.. . ru. n, lm+ and rnaura the mnrorial 
oruvu-rd,, "f th t ueoelc hevo b" h.: nur- 

whip wuu, Lhv %P+: 
ui Pr. ef to" b, uunut"ntug, 

" : +I" "+ui I, 
nnvoutnn 

liul'uu: ., th" 

>, uten tihooö. tluuwrwl ai (Im. 

Illth! IN. IMWI, 1. : JrI11Yra Ir: Au: rr. ynawr- 

, q, ý th.: ". "a�uau rvnplWna anCrifieaa 
"h,; h,; p"ruu. Ilrreldun, aeu: tha tank 
nnLUn "urnloiut4. uudvr th« naa- eAnun 

r.,,; , u'm of NL S: ufum". should iIA' 
w'b, r",. r amw- ILd: hufuurr. th'vurnmvnr 

,. onn �tnau- xhoulnnrth, +re, lponamdlty 
Ah+, ast w: nnt, th� vcunomy "1". 

Il"", ,i , 'NAen11f,., thPrMlllr, ", I. t1tIPtI 

"^ III' :I., �""rlennrit to ellPnh, rv : i. r 

mrulcattun of thn Voluen of patriotism 
amntut th, a bronri mnsatw of tttv ueople to 
enau(: thno i. rerv(ven conerdernhle 
bagknv( tnni nuppurt )t" rhu uKncuUnu of 
(ra m»gt"un. tne: " t0. LMatit IN Into tho 
eattnom". 

'All j)ande ehnuld hot oin dxlt to devel" 
ua thu ununtr(tu aaid. " 1{.. . "nntmanoe, l thu paoplu a, Ghana 
Joe thv ttoucefl"1 elretiunu mrl transfer o. 
mditical pnwa: " thou titu Natione( Dvmo- 
. avtin tiun); rean (NDC) to tiw Now °ntri- 
utia Part, (i`tYP). 

Cnnarrl Obaautln ut(J On people 9i' 
Nlaarrn roinic: wit(t (fhnnuivnn ht tiw 
. waafiil r1u. nR"' ",. uuvm"nntvn, n, dtu 
ru. n. N, . uv.. uau.: au, thu.. b.. dvvelup" 
amu: iu. hcnvn . Uut. dnnu+crucv in tvmirnf 
at' aggl" in Ghana. 

"w NiKarmti preddon:: aim tongrab 
ulaun, Ab' f; uiuur m. Mb electirttt an Um 
r. uuntr'", nnv, l'rymaxnr vnd aetd the 
numdi4 Wal crmridonc. - that thn Moo, 
tnrnr. " nu'. . tntr"tetrA lr. him ahnuld he 
rectpru""uto. i by hit, vflitrvt to. aatisfy 
thn.: nttcrentt int' uepnrrttinrro. 

; lo trncw; Ltte rutactntn. betwaatl 
Ntgam" non (ih�r. t" (run- pre"141Unta) 

Hum anýýýýýred ro'ýýýý. 

mmes 
" Continued lrom F' ', tn. n wt hainy m: tdu for 

the r»I, vt nl uvLla. TWO 
twoplu. "Oll . "mthh u" u, Luiltt 

He said ther our , ronuuty, " Prae. idunt 
manl hus ideuple: tht Kutiv, rasut. 
genuirra pt7, Lio:, n .; : L, Atcnrdmg to him the 

aaaety and t+III "tr, e t,, m, mty enu"rentig sl+nlls 
odJrrese nnd wehi". ". th, 
eocmi demands ., l tl. r 
pe, ph" cr, d Ow i"-m, v, 
n+luwreamnt. ' ai Ihr laoi, 
uiac'. uluipurd ind., ", � 

Pt r. i: h"rd nri....... ý. , 
Itrt ýInn", ý' lir... " .., 

�iý ý. . , ho ., 
cu. n. oýýýý �aýýý. .. ý 
tiuJmi ' . La11 ,. ýý , ý. 

il n'ulln nl 1'rvtlITUN go, 

url:. d nnnuullt' w elýr" 
ýu"". fnvlLr JI"bul nroJ 
eirriM. nl I. c. c eacll bur. 
dr , uu : 11v ý"wnumy 

. , ndldy d"unp: n, mid 
rli. " 41 11-o awl nntui. 

iln r. .. irh, i" 
. d,, ", ,i iur : rm "I",,. 

, ni. n. u., pt" 
d" .. .r �r"Nir,. 

.. �" �i, Irr"rt 

to do his beer u. enea": 
that the police Div aeerut- 
al to apprehend thr Pei, 
peu"ature of euch hwnouo 
and obuin noble cri nee. 

day, v. th. c , Ioninl date. 
utmuph w tht eta of tr 
Kwsmc Nkrumah to tho 
prrsuut disponantiun and 
rumurk"+d thus such talip 
lion. woulu by furthnr 
oemmAtotl wtdsr the prr" 
nont government of Mr 
Kufuur. 

t onnrn' Obassrio 
eaptwewd thu dusire thnt. 
M"" Kulltnr will be willing 
ant: prupamp U. support 
pi-act, uul, utives in the 
West AMam suh"region. 

Fanfare all over By Albert K. Salle [ Francis Uhun-Boldoo 

IT wue fenfarw null murr"v. mnkinK et thM Indo" 

ponduna+" Ryyunru in Accra yt"etrrdav nit tUuu" 
panda uf Cüunuriunr, Irnnl all wnlice or lifu 
I)trelrl{rd Ihrt ellurrl. ür he port uf Ihn Mrunuun 
l+urce ot'urmiun of thr Inruyoral uddroom of 
G1u+nN'tt tourt'/ rrn: etilutlnnulivubn: lyd F'real" 

"L"ur, A1r. l+. hn A/yvluun 1": ufr; nr. 
: 4r1 dl. rrur. nn! r "v r 4hr nup+rm" rru"vd Ihul Ihr fuW 

,.,.. ,,. , ,4 . u, r"r, n't Prh, a ueu au düty ubwvu runtu; nir. ý; thum and 
. i, -". u n, u, ýa". aýl I.. thr nnn"ee. i ItnJ V uMJ rvlinh larco mr anhu eac: a 

. .ý no. p, rý, ýý tr"ý .". 
'I'h""t +fuwbl ,. t. " wiui, a tö krry thr. rý. "aýl futn, rnnLm+t un ln tlm tldi+t, 

ý; id v.. : Iten" ;"1 dit!,: ran. r týhirh Mtd lavv: m,. unt. "J litr the innu ýirul nddruýw 
N 

.i 
W-p. -it fi- . 

61. u, o't, ý. un", sera As a re, olt, Rnnu paopb" mc"eivtnl vnrlous de'nue 
i'u t"uh"m ', ý, a"n t'" 

' ýn: 
"' "'n' I"nTi'ty I,, Intel its «'Ul t nthws ttdf. twit t"ithvi out, ofMthe 

hm, vvm. u. "Ivt,,. 6"de"", { 4o 
r""., 

m'd dieraet. and cuauintt tnov" ru t+tfutnlun. 
thv t; "'irr chail, "%:,. it h' J"n, "Id I 'V dune is, where wax, Lw,,: v, "t, tt dvofuning applause. dune. 
Ute pivRbot ecnnunu; ": a" contlw; utw of frcerlunt, ingg, dt'umming and ring ng by the eotwd, tonst al' 
uumstmnros m tits , run. ho said. whom wore NPP eulotn's tmd Insignia, when Mr 
try and rentarked Oita President Kul'uor said Kufuor was ushered Into the square at 1p. m. by the. 
such ehallunges an, hi., " un. lvr his adnunistra" Mounted Constabulary of the 

Ghana 
Police Service, 

ly to put a severe rcr. tin Lion. waste and eorrup" In a magnificent kentst cloth and native eenndals, 
on the peoples bthevc in hit would be erachcau: d he walked mtpeeticntly to the dame to take the 
and enUtuetesm far t}; c toot public life and nettonol salute amidst the throbbing ul'the gtanl dautocratic procses and asuarad ilia bueinbee Fontotttfrom at the background to give the usw Pres. 
its attendant slew and mmntunity of life gnvern" ident a thundrnout "Akweaba". ' 
arduous methods. mint's prepamdnees to After the national anthem was sung by the Win. 

We shall trot nor neat ervate the congenial neba Youth Choir with support from the Ghana 
aarording to the Stir o1' atmosphere to rntv, urepe Armed Forces Central Bond, President Kufuor 
our cloth and utdiee that' .. purnt, uns in their inepecled a guard mounted in his honour b the 
the 

help we act m lid to anerntn more row Gha na N ary the command of Lt, Cdr. S. 
the most a rnprt ae anon for the nation it s 
manner" he eePR wall as expand " t. hatr Agenim-BoaG+under ng. 

As he mounted the 

r, u, u 1 dais, the national 
entkern was played, 
alter which the Speok" 

10"t er r the new 1'arlin" 
, roo; i menr, Mr Peter Alit 

try Adjctey, called the 
ne, a House to order for the 

, 5'resumption of proceed. 

. in 

Ong {. 
President Kufuor 

MSC then sworn in and 
handed the State 
Sward, the symbol of 
his office. This was fol- 
lowed by adminiote«. 

{ ýing the OntJl h) the 
Ch e( . 3u5tice 6 Vice 
Prrtiuleut 1Lýhtimu 

y( 9'h. " Soenker. %eh,. 
acGnaxle; ýed- ti: r 
{ w;. rnce d tbt form«r 

hny F".,, ýýw: n,. I"'It Lt kawl" 
on b: vhalf ui the 

mn 

rake 
than 
+ "ib 

from 
unto, 
nr y. 

1! ýxl:. /' cnr? ratu'nted 
Yr" " <lrut huitu+r ; uld 
h+ ýS: v nrd axnvldl. d 
n, iVlhn: ll! 11 Mýr. 

.. ll: l'lll ý (hý. 
Nrlrýý 1': IWIIq; IAI 111t1I'" j Hitt mic 
1u: t1»: that auch ýpit-it 
wiP ! IC maintained. 

V, lien the Sp. u ker u, enfp 
iidm;; rned Pnrliamenl _ N, " n, «"n rL"" qu on.. 
t') -m&v thu xnd of BMU r nPUUrl dm' i, "'d " ý thn _. Tu'L hrýl uuý: 

r.... u, n 1¢ný,,. ln fr, na, l ". b. ý 1 

eiýa ". eýemýýrý,.,.. thc . 
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Prewrlant Dufour acU vlnen to nmpley mnre" + 
beside 

waeu w rase na Uric an coo 
p 

date beside his w"b who waº dressed in 
the 

elegant 
said the priority ut his tulle 

silo extended a 
kente sort and kaa ne bellwne in then 

ndmtmutratiun is to pprus" colours of red gold and green were released into the 
cute ttmedest. id le+I. r.. es hand of ccnpuratmn to sky. National colours adored all corners of the 
tu reverse the nulmant the 'Modes Umur 

and 
Con" square. 

economy and put it on it gt"uss r"I'11C' ant. all On the dole with Presidant Kufuur were his Vice. 
sound li "I' 1 li.: th+" vor': urs in the govern. Aihaii Aliu Mnhamn and hu wtiu: Presidents Oluae- 
Nell I. uin oi'LFw tr.. ul. " menu hui roamers tip the sort Obasm1jm of NIL; e1"ir. Gruusm`ha Eyddema of Our Pride a. i! . x" e. +, nrmy nod nupn, ve the ago end ßluisc C.. mPPuure o! ' Burkura Fuo a well 
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A LARGE WAREHOUSE iltuated on the 
Motorway Industrial area between Tema 
Port and Accra. T07'AL storage space 
Is 16,000 sq. R. fi 
An Office space Is located within the 
warehouse and can be conveniently par- 
tltioned to form a reparatiunk. Thera Is 
sufllclont space for recel4ing and ade- 
quate paiklnp space for customers. j 
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quote paiklnp , mace for customers. 
The property to fenced with block wall, all ;:, 
utilities ovailabla, (Water, Telephone, 
Eloctrnaly anu x "ntnnday" Generator. } 
Inlereüted pal s to call "Tel: 228898; ý. ý 
Fax: 2281 OU. 

LIPS! UPS!! UPSII! 
ComSys (GN) Urnited in partnership with 
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EDITORIAL. 

CONGRATULATIONS, 
MR PRESIDENT 
YESTERDAY, January 7,2001, marked one oI the 

most historic and memor bie occasions In 
the history of Gltana. 

First and foremost, the Second Parliament of the 
Fourth Republic which had travelled through 
Its four-year tenure, was duly dissolved on 
Saturday, January 6,2001. 

n Its place, the members of the Third 1`arlinnwnt 
of the Fourth Ropublic were sworn in thy tho; 
flaw Speaker. t, 1r P. tnr Ain Adjetey. who haY. 
earlier on been elected by consensus of the' 
House. The First and Second Deputy Speak"I 
era of the House. in the persons of Messrs 
Freddie Slay and Kenneth Dzirasah respec- 
lively, were also elected. 

Shortly afterwards. at the forecourt of Parliament 
House, where members of Parliament re- 
assembled, the President-elect, Mr J. A. 
Kufuor, was formally sworn In as the second 
President of the Fourth Republic by the Chief 
Justice, Mr Justice 4 K. Abban. The Vice-Pres- 
ident-elect, Alhaji Allu Mahama was also 
sworn In as Vice-President to complete the 
executive ticket. 

There certainly cannot be any, doubt cast on the 
nlstortc nature of these developments on the 
democrtl`` landscape. At the very outset 
when conätltutlonal rule was being restored 
on January 7,1993, with the Inauguration of 
President Rawlings as the first President of 
the Fourth Republic, a good number of peo- 
ple, using the posts sa yardstick, were doubt- 
ful of the chances of the nation making It 
through to the next elections and even 
beyond. 

But today, thanks to the blessing of God the 
Father Almighty or Allah and rd the Immense 
sacrifices, commitment and dedication of the 
people to democracy and the rule of law, we 
have lived to see a conatitutlonally. elected 
government three times. Again, for the first 
time In our history, we have used the ballot 
box to peacefully and In a free, fair and trans- 
parent fashion, change a government. 

It is also worth recalling the mature manner in 
welch our political leaden accepted the ouhl 
come of the polls and worked topefhor tol 
Institute nansnitat terms whose elicits have 
helpod coneidefaoly in the success that) 
Ghanalens an a People are relishing fr;,.. v the GRAPlhC joins ,: rhar Ghana! anv in . tf" 
Willing Mr uluom nn . i::.:; sumpnw. ." : ', r leadership of Ire n? tion, is woll as " '"r ^" i 
hers of Pnrlinmrnf lur Moir now tole ".. """. r- 
country's 1ou16ý�týrc "., ">dy. We ore praticulnly alatod that this is the dawnij 
Of s new ere iIirch opens up greater r"I"portu-I 
nitles for enhancing the unity and lnlogration I 
of the people furlhor and thereby deepening 
our steadily advancing democratic order andl 
creating and sustaining conditions that would I 
guarantee a better life for the people. I 

We sincerely welcome, In this regard, tle lit; dge 
of President Kufuor to act as a true father to 
all Ghanaians to strip all actions of his admin- 
Istration of any traces of negative dincrhnlna- 
tion and vindictlvoness and to mobilise and 
put to the task of national reconstruction. the 
collective knowledge, talents, expertise and 
energies of all Ghanaians. 

We are hopeful that these and other pled pea 
would materialise and help move the nation forward. 

Buf !n view of the economic and social oroblems 
that still confront us. and which the nowt 
administration has to lackte In earnest inI 
order to meal the high expectations of the 
people, we can only urge that the new found 
bl"partisan spirit. which espouses consensus building, should be allowed to guide the, 
actions of our Ieoders in the taking and .. nple- 
mentatlon of decisions. 

As the new president himself observed. no One! 
Pony by itself can solve the current problem 
confronting the nation, hence the situation 
calls for closer consultation and co-operation 
in alt sectors of the body-politic to help1 
realise the aspirations of the country. 

The GRAPHIC finally congratulates Ghanaians 
for the commitments and sacrifices made to 
bring the nation this far. 

the historic developments in our national life 
within the last 24 hours are a clear demon. 
Oration that we the people of Ghana have 
again taken the mantle of leadership In Africa 
to point the way forward to our brothers and 
sisters on the continent that Africans, as our' first leader Osagyefo Or Kwame Nkrumah 
pointed out, are mature and capable of man. 
aging their own etfnlrs and that we also have 
Important success stories to tell and oosltlve! 
legacies to bequeath to our children enr gen- 
orations to come. 

would have been the first to 
lake up arrna against any 
such sweeping generallsatlon 
which attempts to categories 
my beloved country negative- 
l y. 

Hnwevor, in this particular 
un"t. uu"i". I am Inclined to 
agrce with such a generalisa- 
tion because 1 have tested it 
against various aspects of our 
society and I'm afraid. for once, 
this is it generalisation which 
quite accurately describes the 
condition of our country today, 
even for me, a rapturous opti- 
mist. 

It is this lack of standards 
which explains the lack of 
accountability in the Ghanaian 
society. Indeed, no accountabil- 
ity can exist without standards 
by which'actions and behav- 
iour can be measured. In the 
absence of any such standards, 
opinions and judgement 
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behaviour Dottern of Ghana. But I think it is equally die; 
Iona . honest on the put of thi' 
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As a Ghanaian who loves incumbent to deny that wear* 
his country very much, I feel it currently in a ends and that ýý! ' 
incumbent on nie to air my this crisis is psruy the newt oI 
viuwe on the subject of their mismanagement. ' 
accountability. This is a word It is equally untrue 
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that has been used in many that the fact that they are in 
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no standards in the country? ly to his sets sod As satisfactory reason for ton that some may describe 
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. area ýt nn. nose 
ntd"" .t" throe +Iltirielly 
rrrnduvd rrgdt"n++ -nits tires 

loci pt: rchrrv,. 'Ihr "urond 
. +tiulent its a ; rcuntl Close 
+Upprr I)rvi'IonI and pusses 
the t'iyti't. rya"u Ex. uni+muon 
which Itels him an oppoint" 
mint with the Ministry of 
Information where he takes 
home 000,000 a month. 

Ho' "+leepe in his uncle's 
gn'ngo nod takes tro-tro to 
work. The third student gets a 
sorrowful Third Close, but he 
happano to he the son of the 
friend of the Deputy Governor. 
Be. therefore. lands a job in a 
first class bank where he 
receives e3.000,000.00 a 
month, plus the equivalent of 
US$300 for rent allowance 
! vea, 1 me in L'S dollars). Stan' 
Maeda? Sure. Uneouel atin- 
tiurds. What encivty can thrive 
on such warpen standards? 

Two people went to the 
came univeratty. Uns com- 
pletoc In 1979 one joins a 
Ii'. i ncur, institution He je 
made an U*lvor Grade 2. Five 
years ! utrr, no is promoted to 
Ul11cer Graoe 1. The second 
person completes in 1983, and 
travels abroad to dodge the 

The face 
ager, two grades above his 

By Kobla Nukput senior who had completed in 
1979 and who had braved the 
economic brnlnllL WM w cnn- 

E are a country tHbuLe hia quut4l to the ewso- Af 
without standards. mv. Stand, vdn? °mt. ltogue 
under normal otr" and fraudulent et, mdarde. 
cumetencea,.. I Avo people aie employed in 

the some establishmont its 
managers. One is given u 
responsibility that demands 
that he works a viituel 12" 
hour day and it schedule that 
cerrirs with it mwiuus risks. 
The sui: and prrerii i>+ piu, tvl in 

it department where his entire 
respoiieibility is to sign three 

enutcs cowry day, a Look that 
takes exactly 20 minutes. 

The two persune earn the 
seine salary. The one who 
works twenty mmutue a day 
gets to travel abroad fur a 
course (after all he won't be 
missed) whilst the other one 
who works the 12-hour' day 
remains in Ghana (he is too 
busy to leave hie job). The 
course that the 20 minute guy 
does earns him promotion 
ahead of the 12-hour guy who 
is too busy to go. for course. 
Standards? Certainly, Stan- 
darde from the planet Jupiter. 
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amnrctun. tiwu4 h it in chror u. roagtniw"d, 1 h"a other twin to 1 had a friend who wtahýd 
name llinluma in Advanced u%errune 'ham it unyunv has fsilueu. A, 4or,, lhn world is m1su t, e join the Mica bUrVICS. Us' 
Technoiokocnl Metomo 

vance foiled m delivering, this r*r. Pull or fn, hn .. ror, ple whose war told that there was "e 
phowiA. 

. sun haw. in resorts to makme dreams never arc the light or hentht reputnmsnt. Because nr. __ .. _ .. --r u -u"rcnr eomurn ._ -^ --. _ý-`- .7 -1 - ---ý "w.. ..... " .. rti 
anruud, where he is more often n"narc" 41.4 }; peopw wnu nru ummmc w nu vný swua. .... ý 

... _. a" l.. rý�1 .... ,.,.. r.. ...... . ý. ý.... _.. _. "... _ ....... .... w .. i.,. ... ý.... ... t,,. .... mnfldýnt Aý "radld '. i 
to toilets and kitchens then ''- ... , ..... ýýýý... ý... ..... "---- -e 

vr thý" xuccess. Standurdi! paoplrsuxpaKauons. be ecceptsd. ýie ee' dew of the rinasrram. his father intro. Eure 
Pcrvrrtrd standards, All of up were wituosets to my other Menda' ducts him to the boss of the wrrnniv. 'rhe hooted politics) cumpngm+ ehuner than himit 

,"j: xi} linammal institution whrrv the ....... ................ - .... - .-...... __. _. st .L nreti Per4tnl werke. Ho i. Lhrtn.. .. _... __... __ _ 
°, " """° . '" 
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Drama in 
arliament y Kojo Sam's Joe Okyere ' 

RE, was drama in Parliament House yes- 
day when the Minority side refused to rise 
in accordance with the rules of the House 
the Speaker bowed out. 
This followed the persistent demand on the 

ký eaker by the Minority to conduct a head count 
r they had c llenged a ruling which threat- 

'' ned to set both sides of Parliament on a collision 
IA arse. 

As the Minority registered their protest by bang- 
g on their tables and shouting, the Speaker, Mr 

t 
Peter Ala Ad)etey, suspended sitting for a while 

da, 'ipd left the chamber. 
"ti The Minority who, by that time, outnumbered 

me ta Majority took the Speaker's action as a ploy to 
tic 

. 
'buy time. 

i, i ''ý When the Speaker rose. to move out of the cham- 
Ibir, the Minority refused to rise up in accordance 

'th the rules of the House. 
The Speaker's departure from the chamber 

at . ught more contusion as members started verbal 
nit x changes challenging each others' behaviour, 

The bone of contention was the Majority's deci- 
on that Ministers who are Members of Par'i unent 
ould be included onthe Select Committees of the yY, 
ouse. 

In the previous Parliament, Ministers who were 
o embers of the House were excluded from such 

mtnittees because it was felt that as part of the 
" 

Continued 
on P. 3 

`Restructure 
expenditure 

, programme' l By Charles Benonl Okins 
THE Centre for Policy Analysis 
u r. rAl has called fn. the l 

Jýiemtructuria---g of the country's 
expenalture 

. programme to I 
! enure thit expenditures do not 
'ave adverse effects on the gen; 

rar economic development. 
According to the centre, effortb 

net also be made to retire local 
ebt stock as quickly as possible to 
flow revenue generated to be judi- 
ousiy urea. 

Speaking at'a news conference in 
ccrgyetrterc on the state of the 

nomy, Or Cdarlea Jobuni and Dr 
muel Aebon¢. both mre research 

ellowe of CEPA were of tie view 
bat focus of the national econo. y wtü have to change to ensure hit income generation end exnendi" 
un pattema an restructured to 
we the nwixue. v M,. eh � It... wnw_ 

mp. 
Dr Jebuni said the current am- 
Tic crisis leaves two lessons 

wmcn need to be tackled in eimest, if the economy is to regain its stabil. 

'Ity. He said the country's Inability to 
" Continued on P. 3 

gm 
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By Mary Mensah with her two men colleague , i'i Nisaäfi Bunn 
saloon car with registration her QT 6862,1 1 

A WOMAN, believed to be a member of an Luck ran out for them whin"the police spöt+ 

armed robbery fang, was allegedly shot by ted them at the Kwams N timah Circle "at$ , 

one of her colleagues when the Going " save them a hot chase th ggh Adabrakd', the ý! . 
became tough and the gang fear ed she Graphic Road to the Obetsebi Lampptey Glircle f 

could be arrested and forced to blow the where the police managed to latten the'tyres öt"t 

whistle on them. the vehicle. ýy^""' ý, +: ' l 

The woman, in her mid twenties, whose name As the car swerved into ýldltch, hb'robbeuSi 

was given as Naa Baby ß om Bukom, wai appar" - evacuated but not before ýfieuring 
, 
thit thef N. 

ently wounded during a shoot . out between the' wounded female accomplices as finished piCs 

gang and the Police Striking Force at dawn yes- prevent her from 'sin ng" to the police. - q, I 

ter day. sources sad alter the-men went uW, oý, 

Naa Baby had gone on the evil expedition " Contlnüad 

"P ! dent Kufuor administering the oath of office to the ministers at the State Hobo yesterday. Thos dýln'tha ICtU YWi 
h left to right)) Nana Akuto Addo Hackman Owuau-A . man O O. ato Maa r Addo uluor nd-mHH+' an ahl 

cturo by EBOW HANSON. 
gY 

.£ ýrr k ý'v.. j+ 

01 

By Samuel Sarpong 

ELEVEN 
babinet Ministers weg jester- into sworn into office by the President, 

Mr J. A. rKutuor. 
The ministers, who constitute the first batch of 

approved nominees, are Mr J. H. Menaah, Minister 
and Leader of Government Business; Dr Kwame 
Addo Kufuor, Minister of Defence, and Mr Yaw Osafo-Mdafo, Minister of Finance. 

Others are Mr Hackman Owusu"Agyemang,. 
Akufo-Addo, Attone G 

neraINana l and 
dMNtster 

of Justice; Alhaji Malik Yakuhu Al-hassen, Minister 
of Interior, and Dr KoR Konadu Apraku, Minister 
of Trade and Industry. 

The rest are Major Courage Quanhlgah (rtd), 

Minister- of Agriculture, Mrs c adyi - Wamah. AIR 'A 
Minister of Woman's Affairs. Mr jKwadwo Beadýyy nQ Wiredu, Minister of Local Government and Rurü U11G}, 
Developpment,  nd Professor Dominic Kwaku 
Fobih, Muiiater of Lands, ficiena and Technic 

t 
wt 

ý 

The Ministers swore the oaths' of secrecy, e- 
giance and ministers of state. ' 'YhO $ý'b 

Mr Xufuor, who administere& the, oa 
Voined 

their 
theta now ministers to ensure transýarsncy wM ý.. 

He said they should be accountable and caring h: t 
and serve the people of Ghana with distinction. 

ar 

President Kufuor further urged the new minis-, ý'ý`ý.,:.., ý++"ý*r+ý( 
tors not to shirk their responsibilities, but rather 
accept the consequences of their actions and inao- ""`" 

" Continued on P. 3 
w, u,, 

to 

I 
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%Continued from P. I 
the car, one of them shot 
sevcral timei into the car 
as the police vehicle 
which was following at a 
distance tiied to catch up 
with them. 

The rubbers were said 
to have run into the 
Keneshre area and lost 
the police in the narrow 
alleys. The police could 
not shoot at them for fear 
of. hitting innocent by- 
, tenders. 

It was not. until the 
police returned to inspect 
the Nissan car that they 
realised Naa, Baby was 
dead inside . According " to the' 
sourco, her relatives 
went to the police station 
on hearing that she had 
been shot. 

They to said to 
have conßrmed that Naa 
works for the gang as 
their spy. . It is not clear why she 
was on active operation 
at the time of the inci- 
dent. 

Naa's body'%as been 
deposited at the Karle- 
Bu Teaching Hospital 
mortuary awaiting 
autopsy whilst the vehi. 
tie has been towed to 
Police Headquarters. 

, 
The police. have 

mounted an intensive 
scorch for the arrant of Nacre accomplices. 
Meanwhile investign- 
twns continue. 

" Continued from Pfa matter has been ruled upon it should attract no fur- 
ther comment from members. 

Executive, they cannot be their own judges. This attracted more noise from the Minority side 
According to the Majority. Ministers who are . who thought the Speaker will heed their call for a 

Members of Parliament, can belong to a committee of headcount immediately. But this was not to be. 
the House as stipulated in the Standing Orders. " The Speaker who might have felt the House was 

Besides, the decision was firmly rooted in the flirt getting out of control, then announced that he was sus- 
that the Constitution is a hybrid which can empower pending sitting for sometime to allow tempera to cool 
the House to make use of innovations even though down. 
they ere guided by rules, This was seen by the Minority as an attempt to buy 

However, the Minority contended that the House time as the Majority Chief was spotted moving out oft 
has also made ow of a number of conventions in the the chamber to see if he could mobilise any of their 
previous Parliament which have come to be accepted members outside for the count, 
as part of the rules of the House. When sitting resumed later the Minority refused to 

Tension in the House got to a boiling point when return. 
the Majority refused a suggestion from the Minority However, the Speaker explained that he had to 
that the issue be referred to the leadership of the leave the chamber to allow tempers to cool down before 
House for solution. deciding on the next line of action to take bist that his 

The situation worsened when the Majority again action might have been misconstrued by the Minority 
teased the Minority that they were taking advantage to mean a walkout. 
of what the minority could not utilise when they were . 

When the Majority leader was asked to clarify the 
in the Majority in the previous Parliament. air, he explained that the minority was still consultin 

When the question was put at the end of the and since it was late in the day the House shoulu 
lengthy. debate, the Speaker ruled in favour of the adjourn to today but if they persist, they ears Nk the. 
majority which attracted the Minority's call for it head 

, 
headcount. I '"! .. " I 

ý'+ t 

count. At a prose conference by the minority 
to explain its 

It was at this stags. that more copfusion was to fol. stand, Mr A. S. K. Bagbin Minority Leader, described 
low as Mr J. H. Mensah, the Mgqjjonty Leader, got up events of the day as a vindication of hir teatlon to the 
to speak contrary to the ruleo of the House that when Speaker and his doubts about. bis impartiilfty of thot- 

time ethic 
Boite Eleven ministers -sworn-in the 

Spe 
ker not 

ly 
as 

Ghanaians. He said there has ala s 
em 
Patriotic Party bu-as 

bodiment of the 
t- 

Mr from P. 1 
It. 

t- 
Mr ltenash, In been a situation wMre " also o the heart of W. 

bu 

- "na' response, said he and the committee has had to H. said it is part of the 
According to the his collegues would work ask for some time to `o rules of the House' for a 

t"resiaanc, cno new . in the best interest of the 
that has duwnud on country. Ghana requires minis, He noted that there is 
tars who would be able to much that the gQovera- 
pursue objectives that meat ought to on and 
Culfill the expectations or promisud that they 
Ghanaians. would abide by honesty 

In this regard. he and serve in truth to 
hoped the new mmete's make the country a pros. 
would not be found want- porous one. ing in their bid to servo Earlier in the day 

Restructure expenditure approved 
Atha 

om ne 
twos of 12 ministers-den 

e Continued from p. 1 ignote vuttod by the 
sustain stability of the exchange rate within a context Appe1nt in enta 
of fiscal expansion must be remembered in the wake of Committee report Kojo 
the devastatingg experience of the past 12 months to Bam and Joe Okyere, 
prevent a similar experience in future. Dr Kwaku Afnyie, 

Dr Jebuni said a fixed exchange tale regime 
Miihi, tu or Lands. Mines 

re quires supportive fiscal and monetary policies that end ro c was, 
country , how. 

will not stimulate on expansion of aggregate demand ever, 
causing real exchangge rate misalignment and pressure at t the 

out ut 
time 

tt 
the 

by 
e of the swear. 

on the fixed rate to be changed". the 1'r ei to a. 
the Secondly, he said, "the current crisis reveals In The Chairman- 

el 

rather stark and distressing terms the need to achieve committee, - Mr Freddie 
" structural change of the economy, ' adding that "Ohnna Slay, who moved for the 
remains a vulnerable economy due to the failure to accept a 

the oft 
report, 

diversifýr the structure of production and exports and to course 
reduce its dependence on aid flows. ' In' 

noa 

h 

ooreports, Dr, lebum said the major challenge facing the now on wen 
ins 

or objections 
any of administration is how to bong down the rate of Infa" were received 

tion which is hovering around 40 per cent. the 
Mr 
nominees. 

nesaid in vat" He said fiscal restraint as required if any epprecia" ble impact is to be made in reducin the rote of infa" ling the nominees, three 
tion and slowing down the i-er. .r �r a.. methods were adopted by 

} cvdi. °--"_..... _.. _.... _ the cummitteo to got an 
Dr Jobuni explained that the fiscal roetraint will informed opinion as 

inYOIVS a alow-down In the growth of gnvornment regard, their comps- 
' exoenditurx.. nd ... ý... ........ . ý_ .. m...... -...... r tenca. eliwibility  nd , ,ý __ý_.. _. __. _.. _.. _ .... .... r..,..... o.... n . oe oo.... n.. ý 

! pue generation, LLpenrnce. 

ask for some time to `o 
extra deep into the beck. 
ground. of some of the 
nominees. " 

He said this Is the 
first time that vetting to 
being reported live on 
radio. This is positive 
and we should applaud 
it, ' he added. 

Mr Keq 17zirasah, 
Second Deputy Speaker, 
supportin` the motion, 
en'd the Houw has had a 
fair idea of the comw 
lance of the nominees 
and 'we recommend that 
the being report be 
approved so that the ``ov. 
ornmont machinery does 
nut grind to a halt . Mr M. A. Seidu, MP 
for Wa Central, who also 
supporting the motion, 
commended the commit. 
tee for good work done, 

Mr (oal Kedom, MP 
for Hohoe South, in his 
contribution, said the 
NPP Government must 
realise that it has raved 
the expectations of the 
people to ditty heights 
and the ministers roust 
justify the confld 
reposed in them. 

rules or the Höuses for a 
group to challenge a rul- 
ing if they are not atin- 
nod.. 

He deplored the atti. 
tude of the majority for 
reneging on their promise 
pý go by cooventinns of the 
Iluuse, 

He said there be no 
way that the minority will 
condone Illegality and 
that they believe in the 
principle of the, rule of Pow, 

hence their decision 
to also welk out 

In an interview with 
the Graphic litter., alter 
the sitting. the . 

First 
Deputy Speaker, Mr 
Fnddto Blay, expressed 
regret at the incident and 
blamed the action of the 
Minority on projudicl and 
lack of trust. , Mr May said since the 
rule of the House enjoins 
every member to belong 
to at,,, ast a egmmitue, he 
saw nothing wrong with 
the . decision of " the 
Majority to request fur 
Ministers who are 
Members of Parliament to 
be made members of the 
So1ut CommittoN. ' 

ýýýD 
ýýA1fC1 ý- , ý: .,.. , ýý 

lzi 

114 jkM J: 441.1 

necessary out not nultinant to ensure that the economy useo to witch parole 
Is net on the right footing for an expansion in the lun(t. opinion in the form of 
term and an inrorovement in the well. heýno of thu written memorandum or 

. 
nary Ghanaen. oral submission on the 

r Mhone. on his Dort. aniA th" A6 ......,. $ r "h.. suitability or otherwise 
country's income whit is used in debt teWv 4; j ie tuo of each nominee. 
much. He said the second He said what needs to be done is fir the guvemmont method was the reliance 
to use the proceeds from, divestiture of stout owned on credentials which, "' 
cnmpemea III tettlma the Aehta en that the inmme. .n DrooeGUta11V. have been e 
be chmnelled into productive voneuroa that will have Boon word of svidsnc. 
mrect emnonuc bearing on the people. in asterminin` the quell. . fication and experience 

verified ed with. euie+ Pölice arrest 25 verified 
s. 

the thee 
wove 

tens of expects from two in 

dawn swoop etas intelligence inetitu" 
dons. i Sscondin` the motion 

By Graphic Reporter for the adoption of the 
report, the Minority 

THE Police have arrested 25 people suspected to useer. Mr A. S. K. 
be associate. of  r..,. d ... ýw....... s.,........ " Bagbm, drew q; e public's 

------- -- "°-.. ". _ '"""'" attention on how the marketers of stolen items in the Accra metropo" committee operatea with. li in the confines of the The arrest followed a dawn swoop at Korlc"Gonnu. Constitution. Chorkor, Dananmen Beach and parts or liurkumen He submitted that described as a hideouts of criminals by a aeahined the work of the commit. Loam of police from' the Criminal lnvusugations ' tee is not a trial but to Department (CID) and the Panthers Unit yesterday. know more about the A roleass signed by Mr David S. Eklu, Aaeieuint nominees. 
r uupennt. naent or police, Public Relations said a BMW The Minority leader 

, and sn Opel Kadot, snloon can, quantities orulevtrical stressed that, judging :. 1 adgets. sound av te, n. _ t.. ru..... 1 . who.. fron, t6............ __ ýý '- `--- `-- --- "--'.: ".. ' 
........... .. 

`" .. ".. w" vp" va u1n4 
w nere woo acquired Dy armed robbers or stolen from toe public has about the boutiques, were impounded during the exercise. cummittee, 'we eltuuld, "It a strongly believed that the armed robbers have !n the near future, try to 
ýýýý uýeýr anawn eooaes within the Accra metropolis" i`on out a new formale in 

Asante wins Azar promotion 
MORE people continue to win handsome 
price in the Azar Paints Rewarding Loyalty 
Coin Promotion. 

The latest to do so is a Takoradl"beied painter, Richard Asante who was presented with a blender 
as his prize at a ceremony at the factory of the 
organiser, in Accra. ", 

Under the promotion, loyal customers who will find coins in any of the products of the company are 
redeemed with the prizes indicated on them. 

These attractive prizes from this promotion 
which ends at the end of the month include 1{" inch 
colour television set; table top fridges, blenders, 
ghetto blaster, and ice chests. Ahnver Mr Aunts M-lavlnn the polo 

n 
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By Linda Adubea Akonor' developmentproJeote in ttitä ermbd, fordeeý'Myý1! ý! 

_-_-'- 
nu uuureu snu iureau cfIrc ws-`vvaruauvypý 

THE Minister or Dere'-'--nae, ur xwým" ýe ewen oý cneýr prooýeýe-ena-noceo, cnno 
. .... . --- --" ---- `----' '__-,. _ .. _ _.. ____" ____ ýý _°wý_ý: r . ac. 

oolitic 1 era.. i.. ciun. . uoh s. the sure. will bs taken to ad ese them>. I. "+ö Menu.. eh. 3une 4 Movement and the , The minister disclosed'that the Chtnei 
DanquibBuda Club'hav. no place in the Government had madeýaÜailJblý_13 m1114oýt, 
country's military barracks.. -.. for ins ranaou¢aiLon of cue barracaa:, p,,: p 

- ----- ..., 1 ----- I- ----- --- -- "-- -- --- ---, . 1- "---- -..,. - ma main suen oruani-ion. 11MV. Lnu -n- - a. -ii 
denev of breedina indiacloLne and divisive- readinaaa to do wervtiiinä, ln ia CoMerkwigh 
nua'among troopi. In the constraints o1 theeyylippdget,, taýrp. oürcii 

At his maiden visit to the Southern Com" the military to enable itR perfdrM". it4"rbl$ 
TUESDAY- FEBRUARY 20.2007_ NO. 148145 PRICE: Il UUU m. -d_ " the minister also announced that' and reeoonaihilitiee effedUVkAvA"1QiME 

/_____ henceforth the celebration of June 4 and the He said as soon alf. bill; p ai,;, ygco 
Sl December Kevolution wnh not be toleratea. available, toe ea rrngm ng xegtmq 

resi en ._, _ 
. (_, Japanese 

_xs 
reminded the t, roopw that the 9upýrsmý(' äetý, a. a 

ýOlamýbAthFhrabilýiýtý 

777 e Dafence Mi, nlete D rh ýn'-'. 
.. "' 

ýi r1 /ý Ar r% ro ý C%- iI ro 6e ueed in eelebratint euc svenýe. t 
Au. `. 11 N/ p Gý W1 yI Dr Addo Kufour noted that monlü spent dien for the impnuivýfeece-kdbpin 

+". on auch celebrations could be used to rehabil.. and promised them of tl llq r to n 
ý. ý Ma lie"er hate the Armed Forces barracks and other; tinuous support and ud tanek. 

21, TAE Preside. Mr J. 
, } , 1, %ACk` 

AHufuorloftAcor  Pre dent directs 
. Finance ! Ministry ; 't. ii; ýwycw 

yesterday to attend  r bvýeee the dY 
iammit fn the Malian i f61'cei: add : t)J 
oalýtal, Bamako. Pýf'p'ülitlA; ä 1y`j5ý1 

I no summa wmcn to 
at the instance of the 
World Bank and the 
International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) would dis- 
cuss issues relating to 
the implemen ation of 
IMF and the Bank's 
projects and pro. 
grammes in Africa. 

It is being attended 
byy 12 West African 
Heeds of States and 
President of the World 
Bank, James Wolfen- 
sohn and the Managing 
Director of IMF, Mr 
Horst Kohler. 

The participants 
would assess the impact 
of the Breton Woods' 
institutions') funded 
programmes and offs; 
suggestions to improve 
on those programmes 
and projects., Other key . issues include 

poverty, sus- 
tainable , economic 
growth; HIV/AIDS con- 
trol end-good gover- 
nance and conflicts. 

Mr Kufuor is expect, 
ad to chair the session- 
on good governance and 
conflict. 

He would also inter. 
ed with the top execu" 
tives of the institutions 
on the government's 
programme to stem out 
corruption. 

Mý Kufuor was 
accompanied by the 
Minister of Finance, Mr 
Yaw Osafo-Maafo, Min- 
ister of Foreign Affairs. 
Mr Hackman Owusu 
Agyeman and Mr J. H. 
Mensah, Minister and Leidet of Government 

" Bwineee. _" 

. 
He. is also expected 

to meet with the . Chair. 
man of ECOWAS. Pros. 

...! dent " Alpha, 'mar 
Konare on the political 

-msi; iathe"su6rertion 
; eepecially in "Gu'inea and how Ghana could 

mist is resolving it 
and confer with other 
heads of statp"aat. issues 

ý LbntTn; /e&on P. 3 

TIIE Government is to grant amnesty to about 1,000 prisoners on Independence Dayy, 
ý March 6, as part of measures to decongest tho coun" try's prisons. 

The beneficiaries will, however, not include 

.. I. 

". To cushion any increase 
in petroleum prices 

DIE wioert n. saua 

TAE 
President has tasked the Minister of 

Finance to work out how to raise addl. 
tional revenue for a corresoondinC 

salary sdlustmente of workers so that shy 
increase in petroleum prices would not be te(t 
much 

. Transport and Communications Minister. Mr F. 
K Owusu"A¢yrpon¢, who disclosed this in Accra 
yesteraag sew spart prom me sa rnwon sowsa 
debt of already assumed fuel. the country is also 
recording a daily deficit of 06 bUlion sea result of 
the low petroleum prices. 

, unaer tae vraent aimcwt circumstances. he 
said,, the realistic chases for petroleump[oducte 
ebouwa range between eMOOD and a14.000.1 

Mr Owusu"A¢yaponQ, who", wag soeaklap at a 
meeting with Chief Executive/; and Ltditan of the 
state-owned media. said the decision tolind, wevs of 

'all-setting the rippling. effects, of snl'possible 
". increaee in Ghanüineb because the ; owrnment 

. -u con. cioua of the alr. Aay Pr«arlous lin. nay. da 
. ustion of workers and the tust folk in particular... 

He said the meetinQ, whloh was- field 
. at the'; 

instance of the President to to enmuraee the media 
to kaow more ýbout nsÜaasl Iwueý io tdýL Lhay' I 

can lead the people In a 
healthy discussion for 
coneeneue huiidin[. 

He noted that a oub" i 
lie discussion on, the 
fuel crisis 1s very cru. 
cis! sinn any one-aided 
decision or fiction could 
have serious repercus- 
sions for the country. 

According to Mr 
'Owusu"Agyapong 
besides environmental 
problems which may' 
hit the country as a 

" Continued on P. 3 

prisoners amnesty By Charles Benonl 0klne rapists, murderers and hardened criminals, but it 
is likely that about aou of that category of crimi" 
nals, based on their degree of crime, will have their 
sentences commuted or reduced. 

The Minister of the Interior, Alhoji Malik Al. 
Hassan, who announced this in Accra when a six. 

" Continued on P. 3 
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result of the high cost 
of kerosene and LPG, 
the tendency to adul- 
terate fuel with its 
associated problems, 
must also be consid- 
ered. 

He said just as the 
government pursues its 
development policies 
upon which the elec- 
torate voted the party 
to wer, it would also 
seek inputs, from mem- 
bers of the public and 
the media for a concert- 
ed effort towards devel- 
opment. 

The Minister of 
State (Media Rela- 
tions), Me Elizabeth 
Ohene, said it is impor. 
tant for the media to 
discuss the situation in 
which the country finds 
itself with regard to 
fuel crisis, so that the 
public would be 
informed about the con- 
sequences of either a 
price increase or not. 

She said members of 
the public must, there- 
fore, be informed so 
that they appreciate 
the circums&ances and 
also let their views be 
carried across. 

ACDRs, 
others 

tribunals' By Charles Benoni Okine 

THE Ghana Bar Association (GSA) has suggest- 
ad to the new administration to fade out the tr . 
bunals in the country to allow the courts to tuna 
lion to the beat of their ability. 

According to the association, the existence of the 
tribunals are a drain on the economy, adding that some 
panel members are also not qualified to pronounce 
judgement. 

Mr Ebo Quarehie, President of the association 
made the suggestion when he led a delegation from the 
association to pay a courtesy call on the Attorney-Gen- 
oral and Minister of Justice, Nana Akufo Addo in 
Accra yesterday. 

He said the government can channel the funds used 
in running the tribunals into equipping the courts and 
also motivate lawyers to'discharge their duties more 
effectively in the nation's interest, 

Mr Quarshis also called on the Attorney-General to 
consider the establishment of juvenile courts to the 

tem. he said the ministry 
will soon summon a 
meeting between tradi. 
. ional rulers and the 
police to find a solution 
to the problem. 

I believe there is 
sotnething that needs to 
be solved among the two 
parties and we will do 
that w ensure that their 
services are used in the 
interest of peace', he 
said. 

Meanwhile, he said 
when the' exercise to 
retrieve unregistered 
arms and ammunitions 
be ns the landgusrds 
will not be spared. 

He asked the bar to 
make constructive criti- 
cisms to keep the govern. 
ment on its Was at all 

Amnesty for prisoners 
" Continued from P. 1 

member delegation from 
the Ghana Bar Aaeoce 
tion (GBA) paid a cour- 
tesy call on him yester- 
day, said the ministry 
has sent a proposal to 
that effect to President 
and John Agyeltum 
Kufuor for approval. 

He said the Dirertm 
of Prisons has so far fur" 

nished the ministry with 
about a 1.000 namne for 

Continued from P. 1' review 
the GOC, Major Gener" 
al Francis Mahama, 
took him round. 

He led the minister 
to inspect facilities, 
including an ammuni" 
Lion depot and a water 
reservoir under con- 
struction among others. The minister also visit. 
ad the Fifth Infantry 
Brigade, the Recce Reg" 
iment and the stables 
where the horses of the 
armed forces are kept 

in advised that n future the depot should be relocated under. 
ground to ensure its 
safety. 

Dr Addo Kufour sug. 
gested to the various 
units under his nun. 
fstry to set aside days 
where they can interact 
with then civilian coup- 
terpyarts to improve the 
military/civilian refs. 

1 Mons in the country. 
ne also commended 

4 the military for their 
income generating 
activities such as the 
rearing of pigs and the 

n, n, ng o1 aClloom, 
among others. 

The soldiers, on 
their part, enumerated 
their problems which include accommodation 
Gild lack of water and 
electricity in their bar- 
racks, 

President 
" Continued from RI 
concerning the continent. 

The President, who is expected back today, 
was seen off at the air 
port 

ýhyy'Vice-President Aliu Mahama, Mr Jake 
Obetsebi-Lamptey Min. 
later of Presidential 
Affairs and Alhaji Alhaº 
san Malik Yakubu, Min" 
later of the interior. 

After the Bamako 
Summit, the two ollicials 
would travel to Tanzania 
on a similar mission 
with East African lead. 
en from February 22 to 
24. 

Alhaji Al"Hauun laud 
another measure the 
ministry is considering to 
undertake to decongest 
the prisons is the estab- 
lishment of settlement 
camps where curtain cat- 
egory of prisoners will be 
kept and equipped with 
ek lle like carpentry and 
farming among others 
while They enFvo their 
sentences. 

According W the min- 
ister, this will onuble the 
prisoners to become 
employable citizens in 
society alter serving 
their sentences. 

On the control of the 
serial killers and armed 
robbery in uwalety. the 
Interior Minister said 
the min etry is working 
cut mnaeurvo nut only 
aimed at incruaemg the 
equipment and logýstice 
needed far the police to 
discharge their duties. 
but elan ways to motivate 
them since without that, 
all the logiattca provided 
will not be of 

actively 

utilised. 
He said, 'I will make 

sure I hold weekly most. 
"'Igo with the police 
heads to discus. their 
reports over the previous 
week and come out with 
atratcgios to address the 
problems'. 

Alhayi M-llassan said 
the ministry has asked 
the police to try all man. 
ner of investigations 
particularly the use of 
medical reports of sus- 
pects to see how best 
they can be used to track 
down killers. 

He said the release an bail of armed robbers 
who are caught with 
guns is of concern to the 
ministry because reports 
reaching him indicate 
that the same people ggo 
on rampage immediately 
they come nut of the 
courts. 

Alhaii Al-Hassan 
expressed the hope that 
the bar. will take a cnti" 
cal look at that issue to 
address the situation. 

On the control of lendguarde in the syn. 

country. 
H. said due to the lack of such courts and the want 

for speedy trial, juveniles who commit crime tend to 
inflate their ages and when sentenced, and up in adult 
prisons. 

Mr Quorahie said this is not healthy, adding that 
the relevance of juvenile courts should not be down. 
pled in the society. "r go 

mentioned the publications in the dailies recent- 
ly which identified some juveniles in the' courts and 
said the offenderm ended upthere because there were 
no courts of their level to try them. 

On the selection of retired members of the bar to 
serve on the bench, he said a survey conducted by the 
association revealed that most of them felt reluctant 
bocause they felt their salaries and other conditions of 
work are not encouraging enough to entice them to 
accept such aifpointments. '. 

He said the government will induce them by 
repackaging their emoluments they will be attracted to 
take up the job and that will also erode the negative 

times because the 
progress of the nation 
will depend on euch criti. 
cums. 

On his part, Mr Ebo 
Quarshis, President of 
the association asked the 
ministry to entreat the 
police to use the Corn" 
ner's Act, because of its 
effectiveness, In tracking 
down canal killer. 

He also called for   
second took at the coun" 
try's prisons to make 
them more humane to 
prieonen. 

Mr Quarehis on 
behalf ofthe bar conarat- 
Mated Alhaji Al-Hassan 
on his selection an the 
minister responsible for 
sensitive insttutiontand 
pledged the association's 
continuous support. 
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Queenmother reacts to allegations 
By Vence Azu Secretary of the Adiblawe Council of 

Elden and malign and create an arrow 
THE ueenmother of Adlblawe of neoua impression that her position Val 
the Ada Traditional Area, Naana non-existent. 
Balerkie Kpenteyy I, has reacted to a She contended that whatever their 
ppublication in the Daily Graphic differences were over pronouncements 
deeacrating her office and aeekin ehe made on the Sunghor Lagoon issuep, 
to describe her an a non-existent ehes did not believe the media was the 
queenmother. appropriate channel for the so-called 

Naana Balerkie said she did not secretary to injure her reputation. 
impose herself on the people of Adibiewe Naana Balerkie maintains that 
but was properly elected and installed. whatever she- said about -Son`hor was 
She was subsequently introduced to only a euggsetion and was not binding 
Nena Ada, None Abram Kabo Akuaku on the people of Ada. 
III, Paramount Chief of Ada and his She expressed the feellnqq that in 
chiefs and elders ate formal ceremony at future, issues of this nature should not the Ada Traditional Council. be treatud contemptuously as it 

Graphic, the Adidibiaws quethe enmoo 
therf the appeare 

will 
be nealIM 

thatt in the Wadnee- 
otter her installation, some prominent day, February 14, edition of the Graphic, 
kinggmmakers of Adibiawe, led by the lotto a fatter purported to have been written Asafootengua Obuampong, took her to b the secretary to the Adibiaws Council 
the Traditional Councu with a resolution of Elden sort of repudiated the position 
signed by all the kin aken for. formal of Nuns Balerkie Kpentey I an queen. 
recognition in December 1999, mother of Adibiewe. 

Naana Balerkie, however, regretted a Above: Nana Balerkie (Middle) 
that a faceless person with ill motives during her Introduction to the Ada 
should hide behind an amorphous title of Traditional Council 

peroeptione the' public 
hold about the bench. 

Nana Akufo Addo, in 
response, said the gov- 
ernment is taking steps 
to address all the con- 
coma raised by the bar 
because of its commit, 
ment to the rule of law. 

He said the role of the 
bar and bench in that 
Mepect will be needed 
 nd asked for frequent 
inputs by way of sugges- 
tions for consideration by 
the ministry. 

The Attorney-General 
reiterated that the ov. 
ernment is bent on tak- 
ing radical measures to 
address the land tenure 
system in the country 
because of its effect on 
the socioeconomic devel- 
opment of the country. 

He said the ministry 
will soon present propos. 
als to the Chief Justice 
for advice and action. 
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EDITORIAL 

A"t OÖST-TO 
MIA FREEDOM 
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THE meter of State (Media Relations), Ms 
Elizabeth Ohene, has indicated that the gov- 
emnlent will not Interfere with the work of 
the'otote-owned media. 

She noted that even though the government 
expjcts the state media to function In a way 
so a to help to articulate Its vision and poll- 

"' Cle' nd in general enhance communication 
'Wit, the peopie, 'It was the expectation of 
the' government that this would be done 
wit the utmost sense, of professionalism 

1-1 .ý on ompetence by the media. ''' 
The ki urance of governmental non-interfer- 

' sncp In the work of the state media was 
givv'66n by Ms Ohene at a meeting with Chief 
Executives and Editors of state-owned 
M' is In Accra-yesterday (sea report on 
ba a 16 and 17X 

The RAPHIC 7egards the assurances of the 
Min sfer for Media Relations as a step in the 

`'rlg4t direction and, therefore, a commend- 
abie move which would contribute to Inject 
moh efficiency and dynamism Into the state 
media, facilitate Freedom of expression and 
media pluralism and contribute positively to 
the, ', forging and sustenance of a healthy 
partnership betwecpp the government and 
the'medis for the bttieft of the society. 

IWe note with sadness and regret recent 
attempts by some sections of the media ca)-I 

'CUläted to pit the government against thei 
state media and in particular the false 
labelling of some state media practitioners 
whose dismissals they openly advocated. 

But the assurances show clearly the disinter- 
scor ms gov. mment In the pursuit of such 
en6111eei1 inA ... a e. 

' hiAw-%..: 
_ ___' "__-- _ 

y°. 
_-__ 

`'A h., eauee the Previous govern- 
ýmF, vmnw ana rnragnry" or nwnt choee toianore thi aimple r; s11Eh media,. . '.. r 11 truth* for no excellent rnaeom Whtlt we are aware that Ms 199Y Constitution, 

�t  tate. supreme law of land. Insulates the state II Tti. nýeniouý aovcrement dla from governmental Interference andll wa; cuntänt to cause the budget 
ctrol by vesting such powers and respon-11 dellcit to rule than hide it from 
41_1110 hful sYa" or the ea In'the National Media Commission tl, e_ wak 

, (NMCL w. nwvwNh. l... a., 4 th. .......... wll iMF/World band LnruuQn 
r oo"' U rid billy und uar1 flnrn an` d(ýsiro of govement not to meddle In mat- p9 

tb s of the state media (even though it could whichypur term a prinrtrkinQ- 
ml 

, 
budget d so to varying degrees through the back- IY uncdve^er Off icia 

door) as k mark of maturity and respect for Tnr. utar wen 11rww1 ro much 
p as freedom. w thre they painted a d, to 

health Wee(ilnk that ff Canlsd to Its logical conclw of 
t 
the 

of the troy Brad hralth 
9. of th economy The Accountmt 

r, aucn a s[anco WOUIO uncogotewy General gave Uh seam loon of 
'd hence free expression, plurality of views the extent of our fiscal illusion. 
and opinions representlna the broad diver- Government's arrears to socinl 
slles of societies a whole and consolldetel CUrItV Cnlltrlbutl0ne "10ne cnees, only a few will advoculx 
and further advance the nation's democrat-III amounted to o2o hllluln In 11197. new taxes in the near term, 
16 culture for which great sacrifices have In eddltmn to arrears, the Short of a comprehensive look at 
been made. government borrawed1 and tale etr"tegy, Indiaaindn"te tax 

Thera can be no doubt about the useful role pt'uuea money to pay - "I" increases will do nothhing to 
the state media, In our context its a aeval- e 

exi-em or 
nue Not 

to 
long agover 

tax rev- improve 
o, the Bunk Third, most needed In a hurry i aping nation, could play In serving as a toat of Ghana operated openly we to improve the machinery of the both for relaying government policy to tile commercial bank fur govern- collection of existing tuxes, tape- 

ople sndbringing the views and oplnlonsl mint agencies. While thus may dslly corporate tuxes, cu into 
uw orawe ro rne oovernmenr whu., r rhea nu oo nmiw w nuw mum, an.. . ne . x... e-n. u.. Onw ma 

rmer would almost always find favour with how Iona money can be used to romiaing beginning In the Into 
; government, the latter might not always be finance the dclic, te, the intlstion 1980s, incidences ur corruption 
^'do and Indeed would be crlllcol some. oeca" prewure9 that have come from and embesslsment of revenue 

klone. past excesses have made your collected reveal the inell'ective. 
work harder. new of moniwriný, auditing and Thy la where, the call öf the GRAPHIC on the What i. irnnie about the debt ...... t. i n:. 

, government as expressed bY Its editor atl burden you haw inhented isthe and tax authorities. There is a V raa. oruay, ro tolerate eucn con-41 extreord. nerv leno in the huOUC ,,.. .,. .... A.. . M... . 1,. n. md. 
ary views and opinions without neceasari"II debt in oeacetim" concürront 

". ___................,.......,. ro.. .. I__. k__... _:: _. -' n .. i _. "- _�___&_J -mm n,. m in n09anva nanr. coma. inteu vnm unvrec. u. nwu . Gi. Ul au-- much . venn.. hN h. ek r ch. . focus. 
, ^. ernmsneasaeu through privsd_ envelope calculations suggest 

eve; op, ng a thICK skin and. a high level o11l ýaacn rnvsaeeaoa `naea up " that this is a huge 0gun. !n the I 
ferance to talcs the contrary view noinro. ll 1° °Otl1^ "P "` "'°'""'; s short tun this offers she best 

hlch -, dw W Clüe, lna 04 IIRw prvaeae onne! luniev iA r. duinv nwre vin. ma endoll u in consumption rather __ _ ._" "" '_. __ _ onstructive eplrlt,, fhe yovemment would up non-ml1"tion"ry t"x raven as. 
....... i.... r.. o -- . than penne down the debt. Pub- ,. e_ .,..,, .,,,. c f- . er n. 

ý _.. ,: - ---"-- --. ... _. ý . _� -- -...,. _ . .. ---n -- -rec-- uc .e wr nea wuru. ... .. puuuc nd what It has not. done right and. th ua rec d. h..... h. a inn ..... r ion on taWOnaliu ioQ of Of 
r-"--""" Jty a--A mistakes and move forward but national output by 1992 and 

oompouanendina. uon 
ee 

of 
oaoial rovernmeny 61 -- military ra"a ... e cnucaý war or Dooa Dover- copped 1'LO Percent in 1888! 98, ezpenditnroe the wýg" billy and ancs saeent/sl for malntalnlnD the trust of Th1r can aeuly be explained, the ao enlled l Iuma 1) (5). You 

..,, e p-p, e env tna nation a aemocraac ais. oeiween Lana and 1aa5. the should consider :...... 
enaatlon. co ýb 

. 

11 
current account . ý--- . __. _ 11-: . ficit of S $6.232 billion 'wme mw r The GRAPHIC sees In this disposition a ehaF de 

enmponente for transparency, illenge on all media practitioners and those bromks downULntn a cumulative bettor ecmonting. end effective In the state media In particular to endeavour " "11 in the external debt of monitoring. LSSS. b6 h'11 on and a trickle not Yecund, pNyint{ down the , , Jto let their work be firmly established on the copied ,, now or tl~~aa a7'A hL.. . 1Poo live attributes of objectivity, lalrness, hon. Thu antetie mid mm ocut . nn neap w rumice gyn. 
truth and balance which are crucial to tholr{ pound interest or tho dubt ha00 in 

iwerant w 
cwt of the debt. But 

Professional Integrity. mode your work unpIýýnrnnt and 
p, I0"ý týhxroý to Front«d w . me 

uW.. i Itf1' so doing, we in the media would both be' vmk have to make hnnh nml 
esupportlve of government as well as putting) nmmedmte fucnl ur¢Llnab. h. h, puemnn givta ynu an n ml fi. r 

if nl1 It. Inne and thus nnn Glh., ea nnalflunly CV I'djaiLrnpntil. `uhatnnhni nut Nln un kill, Jrhl 

.. _.... _ .. _ ....,, __.., ,.. _. _ ý.,...... _. ý 1 mual ndmil thca while Z,. n m tiny anurt run ; r. -m to our democracy and to overall national r; r a-__. __ ,,, _ , iirr huwevar, rhunld nut tw 
development rather than being unduly cnýne in the hkt, e of 
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irn and Argentina. Ghanu hoF hl mmmggte 
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ofFfriaflcý'j and Mex cd . and elsewhere serve you well. 
_ 

hanalanýF }; jý 
demonRtratY, the stresses and ý require a more reenecw   5s. 5 ', ; 1''ßi 
-b,. nn nublic 8nence'will ment" of our 

----"- --- - ulbmntoly_re"emerge if, 8eenl "' prospects, einca theJeandlcats. �Kt',;; x 
and trade"doficits are not recu" the means to aaanef tne, .s r'ý; 
fled. At the dome5UC front, Inno" tangos you pace. Vtnaa w  ne+", ý,, ý, { 
vat ons in debt management letic fiscal plan. beornint_to'ýý, 

". 1 
oiler We DOSS up TGUnny in clean up cne nw[IYU e, u- w" 

proveaGn` a dot distress, ahnet and buildin`confidsnceid 
which can undsrquns the tunc! " sound mansgemsntývW be wor"1l:; f 

. Cinnln Of wo OntnClal socmr, ' Wy Rn0 CfeOtDIeT. M. gs WrW i( 
" ý.,... Gý..... s ýI... n. n.., ý... f ý1.: 1... A.. e vn.. A. v.. IIMI. tlm.. fn 

.... o.,.... __ dabt, indexing e princtp. l . nq put toQoth. r. t+, ý 

ý . ý.. tntnr.. t. n. vm. nta tn nric. " In mv view. Bu fit, 00t . 2' 
level increase, *Sem the com the all" mportant dget (. d 
mon sense things to do. Tha must `et rlpht WltUlthe beneN 
messures 'wtl' do well for thl of exhaustive. oo eultatiorA.,.. 

' w... 1: 6.1ib nf ýnüdn0ýßnn nnli. ßudo. t 2002 mawtYMt". 1n. abd-W; d, il 
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built up all the conditions and By Joe AmoakaTuflou vulnerability for a crisis to 
EAR Honourable Minla" emerge. There I. one important 

Unels, 
ter, Your on Is umnvb 

lesson from these countries. 
1 Debt crisis comes as sa groat cur- 

able. The task anted of pries; from seeming ease of debt 
you Is daunting, service on one day, the next day 

because you have Inherited a the country has no visible means 
false economy that has, for of support. Professor -Jeffrey 
long, lived on budget gimmick- Sactu of Harvard University 
ry. There Is much to do, much warned that mismanagement of 
is expected, yet with limited tis- fiscal policy and Ill-advised 
cal capacity trade policy are what often 

Soon, you have to take some cause countries to succumb to 
unpleasant policy measures in debt paralysis. One quoetbm 
order salvage the economy yo u must address is whether 
from ftourther downward drift. . Ghana can grow and convenient- 
The gnat art of finding politi- ly service its debt without trap- 
cally acceptable measures and pin generations in a debt spi- 
the good science of identifying ralf" 
economic priorities and accu- Your unpleasant work can be 
ratoly assessing tradeoffs made a bit easier if you have the 
between multiple goals are public behind you. The public's 
required to manage the economy understanding, their wilhngne!! 
lrem wnsn w. an wa to axommoaau aeeaea dirvelo ment of dis -secondary nomic growth dundl( ur r: rh } 
your government wishes us W ehanga, and the prospects for bond market, and will soften ernment'a mandeul eed ' 
ba '_ __aý.......... . LA. 6.... 1. w H.. I A.. d.. 1 ý. . n.. Id. W. r. f. 611. "A6 

The most evident aspects of , problem you must solve. The . 1. ° .. """. 
an the budeet. '. ' ' bstioe orosrsmme , Mth ., thy;, ri" � your amcunr.   . r. ,,,. ,,, a,. treat arc or pouf cauy ampwor. Nio neided tithe rehabIlti" objective 'to providi Stood 'scow ; +CW 
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tint Genar. in the manage- human developmebt, Industry, 

an te visible ai¢ of 
hich ýnll radua the debt burden and ý", 

e. . one wrn ..: e. . ddce: nn,. l nnrncl, d ment of `awramant npareUnq and producUvity, Frmrth Mä'ýrty, h mna which r.,...,,.... y ._ . 
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he unpleasant budget orate economic growth. Substantial prowth, l national output ooncelved, deliý. and i.. for  w -1- 
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wlth'aconomla'yrowth , aRraamanta tlrom ýU, partlp. at. . 
mell. only by accenting large , ý-ý i_ _u u-nw.... A... 111 - -. -A fl- M. tin1 In pA. 
costa an6 even more -painful "I I'll . 11 unwnuvw ... w .. w -. - .. - ý_. ...... ý ... ... _.. __. " mw^ -  arwnvpanui wnau" ý"y. a'p 
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benaUaialt (b) a aoordinatina moving far ahead At 

, 
the goUUCa, {L( 

agency with tha. reaponsibidLyto and broad agmihenta among 
oval", coordinate and monitor nPnanlativas oý'plabourannd: 'n 
all d. bWlnancad captt! pro. lndwcry... iopacngy^ý. ýnayýmiyý; 
i. eL sarsu line ministries ahd scns to (s) the DttlAMYUidsUhs 
depöýtmentýwill M wvloomfnß. ol`how to bring thJýAläýet'uilpr, 

.. _-. ...,, -- -"" __-. __. _ý . __ .__... __, ý. _, ý. nuueej 4wa mwc" wm eý " wnwvp ww wnuw, ipýg 
ttoueýkeepinQ pleanin` ep e ellocate ependinR 

". 
W to atAwil ` 

Ncal mau, so that the govarn" tM growth in 1 örtu wNl Mut 
mant can carry on its basic funo- " oompromlaini op 'ttdnlti 4fot 

tione without deeoenine the eri" powth, and ih) ti8the wcanci's 
ne you have Inhirfted. At the ing of the guidolldll:., j', g 1, Tý4 Rl a minimum. it muet um to altw Thine, donsalnaY no .. l»d 
lounholM'In rovenue mobihao" mouah, lnflotlu'nary 
Uon, 'retionulire ezpendituree, Uona wül elweyeyj! nmeln W hid"};, ýýj 
improve expenditure -manage- Ing Union soma rpm or Inoulneev}T 
ment, overhaul the manage- end wapv policy d, exchange;. y, 
meng al aeo6nnanna oevenop" ret. Qwuumna cpwTfl . yarn osa+. ý 
manl orolecte. Improve domecUe the package. The» must : bo etL' .i food i oauction ind cost her. but one soot of. itubttlta Ttith0 w; 
vast itonQe, ancfesek new weye "nuroy. Ealarnil"support 

. 
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to menage the domestic debt. It be needed in the interim to 6014? tr fW 
must area address ill-advised on the d"are" oo fiscal "dlu"ts , ': Z' 
trade liberalbetion manures manta neäded ; Yo put "publl {+ý" 
that hove adverse fieral come" finances in urdorp W anchor the { 

Ouenca. currency. end to help avoid enY :. 4+, n . Your : prvdaaveor, v budgvto balm na of"pvymvnt adds, with+t'. 
. incacun enutL. nm because bI bua {Ilaaa nlaaan}Ya lba vann"i' i 

roey_ nýmus forecasts and lion from stabihiation to gtawtb'ý 14t 

understated deficits, money can be difficult. And if thepoUt} 
growth and debt accumulotwn. tool cwt Is highttbs stab host ri ' 
Its wee quick to point to un"dis- lion tiroQrgmmiCt, lila those o(j.; H 
ouwyea aa ana aaverM 9xwºnq anoe-on sna ýQUa. ip. "+r Mýr, M 
. shuck an holdins Dudasg to rsn" will be Mmaors&, snd nlUlnh 
inm. Prudent manapäment will ly fall. 

ý 

But with economic growth that 
in all likelihood will not exceed 
five per cent, in the near term; 
the bulk of the needed adjust. ' 
ments rests on revenue and 
spending management. Your 
choice is not binary. The beet 
choice is the combination of the 
two in order to pave way for 
sound macroeconomic policies. 

On the revenue front, tint 
racist the temptation to rely on 
money printing to psy the bills. 
Money printing in exceea of 
whet is needed to support eco- 
nomic Growth will worsen, not 
m3tiggato your Herculean task. 

9aaond, except in selective 
macs, only a few will advocate 

aT -. --. -; : DEAR Editoey The U-6 of Thom an o 
most dewloulnt oountrlas I. ninY through 
the lack of molOtococai cul" conm. to frnic t 
tum Thispnttuni iphit, itioa tM tnp: The Vii 
has been the pause of deterl" the walls, o 
oration and destruction of weather. Thi 

nimy laudable I projocta \rs 0 M1111 dang 
tnrou ouc the eooto uao. 
nomionýiatory of Ghana; 

One of such Inudabla pprujoct. 
I. the Civil &rvantal Oats at 
I. abons. 

TMs. Ontk and hungslowo 
ware put up tu provide nnednd 
accommodation for cavil- avr. 
vnnto and has sc nwd a uecnd 
pit 

owevor. thc+M flotr hnvq 
bttn abandoned to the elemcnts 
or the weathcr with en't"kvn" 
nore. Theso atruc urrr. no for aA 
one's memory can mtretch back 
have not naronvd the attenU, "n 
m the Public Worte i)opert" 
ment. " ... 
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 r. rowiving glkmd of Wnhft. 
Thia is not hard to explailr u 
w.. m.. eunmr nuhhc omcide are 
nwidene -witFii ýAý. w WuMui bf 
nMW ý.. 
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n III By E. KoJo Kwateng & Timothy 
Gobah 

IT was all pomp and 
pageantry when hundreds 
of people from all walks of 
life thronged the Ghana 
International Trade Fair 
Centre at La In Accra yen 
terday to witness the cele" 
Bration of this year's 
National Farmers' Day. 

Aa unrlv as 8 a. m., thu fum" 
mart of tfte fi{lir gro unda was 
ehnrynýd with hithusuaalic pý, " 
Pit' amalat bm ýmg ana anon 
ing. Nith the 

Ghnna 
National 

Fire Service (UNFSi band pro. 
wdmg music. 

F"I A Iurge crowd, includin 
rurmers und fishermen, as well 
as others or various Vocations 

Sir moaNed up to grace 
Eg the occasion. 
CSF lt was all ecata. 

sy when at 10.15 
a. m., the bus carry. ling the gallant 
award winners. 
numbering 71, 

I arrived at the dur. 
bur 

`grouade. u7 puI, co 
dispatch riders. 
Deeming with 
smiles, they were 
given a rousing 
wolcmc by u the 
crowd. 

Alter the arrival 
of other digni. 
triuP. includiu 
pcu"hnmeulari: ute, 
niinirtrrx of Mtnlt, 

ijntrmbrPM ul' thr 
)ppluomtUC Corps 

trod ttiunnl 
a wta' " 

th" 

ma 

EMIM, Eý : _.: 

rl 

ý ti. .. '__WMWAS61j"Iff 61'J-.. ý. LT. L'. 4 

presenting the 17th National Best Farmer prise to 
tcture by YAA SER WAA MANU. 

is great joy in 
ana Bonsu 

nd 

Nena 

He said he would like the three- 
bedroom house, which is the ulti- 

to prize, to be put up in Accra to 
people into larmIng.. 

mad that the building. 
the city centre, will 

to all whu visit hHM IM-cwm 

ho. 

By E. Kojo Kwerteng & Timothy Gobah r 

1lE Vice-President, AlhaJi Allu 
Mahama, has stated that gov- 
ernment will go All out to 

make farming a very attractive pro- 
fession to encourage people to take 
to It. ý. I Ho conceded that It I. not just enough to 
appeal to the people to venturey'into farming 
without ensuring that it bocomee, a worthwhile 

j. 

onterpriae. ý 
Via"Plroeidont Mnhama, whdMee addraaa' 

Ine the 17th Nntýnnel Fermen'. hev in Accra 

yesterdny, culled on politicians, l7tPi, journal 
, 
ý] 

eu and other senior nfllceI to eat example by lýý 
toking to fSu"ming couau, by so doing, they' ýI 
will npprecinte 

thr boprnhlama 
of formen at. .! 

ISrathond. + 
The celrbrnUun W'ihv day. which was under" 

; th« theme. ̀Gmwmk whnt wM "at, matins what ý"jy 
we run; und canning what we cannot, " was 
inelitutvd in 1U'7 tu hunuur farmers and fsh" 
armen for their ionnenev contributions to the 
,wu.. rmueunu" duvuluemsnt or th. eeuntn. TýCiting nolahMwruil Cola d'Ivoire to j stlryry 
hip call, Vice-Prusidenl Mahama amid, 'it 
Prrnu to me that her ngriculturai miracle was 
nchieved hrcunse pohUcions took up farming. 
In uthur orla of the continent, it is normal 
precuce tor minislcra and MPs to spend their 
wvekuods on their t o"m+' 

Conscqucntly. he r iluratud government's 
if-&I trnnmiNnrnt to mudrrnuo uriculturo to fM 

snrura rurpunnMo Gr, d iwcurity {n the country, fj 
He described is 

uneccepteble tM 
otuetion when the 
country continue. 
to experience "the 
hunger 

_uaon" _ because 'we are 
unable to harvest, 
store. and process 
what we grow', 
The Vice-President 
told the gathering 
that the problems 
of postharvest 
losses, storage, 
proceom`, pecaaý pnQr 

' product 
improvement and 
the development of 

... - - I- .-- murketin` ýuod thot 
hnvo nlor tho ! ý2 
acriculturm 

add= will be eddnued . 
m eermet. 

_. Alhul Manlms Ej 

" Confd on P. 3 W, 

st r'urmcr, Ivana For the benefit or the people of tnis ma 
13onsu, has said country, " he said. 

_ _. 
attrac 

n farming and The 51-year-old proud winner of - He exp 
uth to venture this Year's Nutionäl Beat Farmer when sited in 
to incraasc food award tuld nuwAnlen that he began serve as a reminder 

him profession as u hackynrd farmer the city that agru"ulture 
n1 " whoa an"nnng about 30 years ago. a rewarding "enttue. 

p! "r. ý ý sý -I ihr He xuiJ hu wnn till (h+h"iut owl NOnn B insu sni(I MP will rulln 
\\', "N . rh"",! ý1onn1 ewnrdr > nnr . "a""" . r; o 1-tun with the Aword VCtn": ni. 

"yt"d :, . nldtn'. "Th1re ai trtI ur,; cd it., 0,1 Association to ant up pilot I'nrntý Im 
0., , i\"nr. I- ., work h oil r it, 1": m tlt, uktimil"" the truining of aentur aet"nndti v 

rl! - ""1 1 "111,1 pt't"taogimis 

Continued on P. 3 
MÄR+: 'yTIM, Nýik. '{'f'Yý=ýI:: 

h; ýýýI1rýY4 
'J' ý"ý1. 

r: 
7. ' 111 Ii ýI ""'ý. "r U it. llý ýI 

.. IWaN . 41N (1OIMý`dbi4ýýnVIIý ' 'Nýyý 
, 

und 
iUII'1'ü, t 

a"; w Wt for 
Imanent of elurv I'n. 
th. " G"mere 'and 
ISshormen, the first 
uodrr President J. 
A. Kuruoi s admin. 
ictrnUon. 

The Vice. 
Prewdent. Alhuii 
Alm hluhmmn, who 
was the guest of 
honour, arrived at 
the grounds in a 
beautiful tradition. 
al smock, and 
immediately the 
Ghana National 
Fire Service bond 
pined the national 
anthem to herald 
his arrival as well 
as the commence. 
ment of proceed. 
inga 

There was a bit 
or departure from 
the previous 
nuUUnnl durbnrr 
ne the whole cele. 
brnhnn wns irtloi. 
rpo rrd uiIh 
dr; ýnui mnl uwýuil 
nn"r"1 udj". " "hi. ' 
d""pn; ,ý "la" p: 
.. _ ýn, ýý r. 'i. ý ý, 

" i"on1d Oll P. p 
? "'., : "ý'. 'S'. °"er,. ' : "'. . ry... ......,.,.... q.... 
i4', l. -ný"'ý'ýr. ü+ý%iia'ýý ý "d, ý� "' . -.,. ýý. , +aý n{ F: x; ýk+"TY. 'b" " 

" Vice-President Allu Meh 
Bonsu of the Western Region. 

There 
farming 
ny nmotny uooan 

TUE National Bust Farmer. Nana 
Mathew Kwesi Bonsu, has said 
there is joy in farming and 
advised the youth to venture 
into agriculture to incrauso food 
production. 

He . oid Ow In" whcn rormmg 
%ý; I. iv,; nvl. d prr- ,ý -i It 
, Id,., 

,,,, eI, "i;, 1 --i . i- woll ., . rh,.,,! 
"t, F,. uý. .",.., ,. bod : hp 

nWi, ., ".. ila . ... iviir. I- 
"na6ý" ihr ýý ýi ýýN .ýý ýý"i i 

I 

N 
"There is more joy in farming 

I will eoend all my life in this venture 
for the benefit of the people of Chia 
country. " he seid. 

The 51-year-old proud winner of 
this Year's Nutional Best Farmer 
award tuld newAmen that he began 
him pmfeitsinn aN a hnckynrd Gnrmer 
about : i0 yearM ago. 

lü xoid hu on tilt th+triet owl 
Kionnl nwnrdr r�mr ý": ý""" "rtn 

. Idm'. "Tlure uwird« ur, cd nn" i"n 
n work h: u"di"r iu vcut 410 uktmaa. - 
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We'II promote farmin 
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" Continued from 1 fccuuun prugrunww" will miller which livestock 

sold. -we should nn 
III. Lunsued "lggreusrvu"" far"nlnl'tl will he given 

Innger rely solely on 
ly. Ile uddrd that the unedel to intrst in boos. 

rmnhlll to feud our 
telecunununuuutl ion leg fur ussuuuln. 

fan I. IwtuvitwM . s. . 
network will also he Thu Mssusler of Fad 

tilt -ue are. Ihen"len". olukte"tl. 11s. unni Ihat. and Agrrcnlturt". Male, 

preeuu. nur uule". prr. ul 
Uu"w" sell I« ". etuu it t'. euuulLe (ludshigul 

u. e" of rrrugauUun 
for ill seat 

. %"". er " bout. "rlde. aid the gtrvern- 

'W. Irehrte that }el ua"nt is shilling trolls 

fannuug will 11 "nuun 
Ito said land 

. ruuIuee r uvur"cmpl. ltus an ogri- 

uu. 1ttrurpve Inr us long Doer pnwwlurrs ur Tong r"ultural prothuctrna to 

as out lurnung imple. 'ma cIanlu"rrome mid Illveulmrnr in lapin 

mints n'nmut hues and 
hove bs eoute n rhsrucru" cyuq>mrnt to transform 

Cutlasws Our fanning Utr to wouId-he the setter 

melh.. ds have to i.. , we. ior= urrl.. ling Ile cunUuord against 

s nsdrrntwrd and the use young formers. the packaging of Itwnl 

of Irutlors and other lie urged fet. uu"ul rice in rueraegn hugs for 

nonh"rss Implements inolilutlun. to intt"w m stilt to Ghanaian Coss. 

should My amt' the tla" . egncullund . t. "tm, wn.. rr. . 11 ""sor'hilmut 
11--rns' he -trew¢d it, un ellurt to prnn"Ill. Prue. by Willis' larmeuo 

. 
-0 He unnuuntt"d (heut hutge. " stale tors" ng and tneelrr., saying tit, 

fender nseds In the noun. He onneeunewl that utet"urny uguncms will be 
ý 

try will he accorded the "' � ""e r. ^" the government has tile, ulolu el priority as {1111'( MYYUnd fYnd1111( from 
He llrI. red investors to 

of 
4 development. 

to promote the Afrlc: n lohn advantage and nlrnl evrlo lopmcnt. lha'eb. pn ent Runk fin' 
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water and rural electrr qevelnpmant 1'rn)eet em In)ýmnt, income 
N IH 'I 

tttlý ýt ký 
and nlwý ýnhance road ýM Y10ý/ýý M"1Yý\/ý1ý of 

Acorn 
1\'ýý 

LýiýYýaiýKAI"".. 
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orny. 
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JGQV- r. JIGV(All G. i% /lvvly r mop " %rrr%. arrear 
Mr It: emuck Uuku 

ý.. A', m m. c mmmcmm 
Nutley. 
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tihona National appealed to citizens of the area to allow peace As part of the cervAinny. a sheep was dpugh" 

all the wa " Continued from P. I (twtvt". SNUtI tho cur" 

t, un': d producta` ornliMnt will ruutnllll' 
Ahihil; rnwTu; t. . 

lu huunnr 1'urm""r, . rul 

it 
diunta I; nnip h: ua"d Q1 li. hornu"n Im th, "n 

it) 
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id gathe 
rin iiýwith it 

20- attention 
maid 

olsO 
ýhr 

tc minute perlin"mmnce. given to Other proles. 
which depicted the siuns such us 111w, 
advantages in medicine, teaching, g 

.. in 
mechanical farming artisans and shop _', and the need fur th,. __. _.. ... ý '. youth t. 1n4.. ".. 1'ý..,,. 

_ 
v^na. .. mnvng vn". n. 
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At 
. B. 

,e 
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1r 
iu 
ui 
lo 
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1. 

,h 

ing uistead of looking to enhance their vow 
for for "white collar jobs, tributions to the 

1 ;3 The script was 

I` 
,? 

said to have been writ. 
ten by the Ministbr of Food and Agriculture. 
Major Courage 
Quashigah. 

There was also a 
musical interlude by a 
group from Ejura 
Sekyidumuai, which 
extolled the impor- 
tance of breustfoudinu. 
What was unique with 
the performance of the 
group was that, they 
all had their babies 

The Deputy 
Minister of Food end Agriculture, DrAbdel" 
? iiaeKd Haman., who 
wan the wm, prre dur. 

{ 111 ; the preee"ntation or 
the awards to the 
nntiunnl CInnere, also 
added fit tile exciti.. 
moot. 

After declaring the 
winners Cur the fist 

} and the second run- 
ners"up, he paused fa 
awhile when it was 
time to mention the 
nume or the uwui"d 

.. aý:,. ý. et e........,... 

AeoocmUnn of Farmers and harmony to prevail in the area in the pur- torso to puray me. I m annr n  naa -WWI nyn. v. aI tTý tf.. 

. and Fishermen 'suit or development and progress. as nuc "iance to nv IJxemvuwo i, r" 
iONAFF I. appealed to He eaid a master plim hum liven drawn up for the On im part. Nei Achin nppasled to the panpls to .' ý_ r ý..... i...... A Gý A----A. N f "1 .i Q0. _, .... w. p.......... ... .... . ý. +;.. the guveruu. mni to auvcu. pmuut aý tnu u: ý u. wnN unu vnmges unaer ýne . o. p ... v ... w v. .. n.... .... 
........ I, . I........... ..., 1.,... hus.. d, L-wm ail uii. w. eal, St. M. ll UuL nnMNravOU LnIL III Irm j" 

uý ýn ennl lc Chum, M the -ITurlx will t, -mu to nought if the needed cn 
rrc1 ;" Above: NU Achim (second from left) swear uuu, ý its I�rmrr npernlion ;x lucking 

, u"ini"m . ý. ihr ;, "n uu, eý Ne ist-ht, made the nple"nl when the new ing the oath of ellepiance to Nil Shippl Korkwel "i'ýy; 
pnnluu"i 

m Uu" . cnriJ. chi4d' of Achin, Imnr AmnNOnom. SVÜ AChlil 11, wno 1. snippy or asere. .Jý 
. ý. .ý,.,. _. .... __ .. _.. ,_,., _. _... ei....... 6.. aAJAIAAIIIRI nIIAVF. 
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I've not fled m` 
ýr ýý .7., ý.. ý 

From Samuel Kyei- The La Muntse, Nii 
Boateng & George 

Kpobi Tetteh Tsuru, Follcy, We 
who chaired the occa- 
sion, commended the THE Upper West 
government for 'sue- Regional Minister, 
taining the awards Mr Sahanun 
ceremony, adding that Mogtari, has 
"this is a denumxtrrr described as mis- 
lion of the govern- 

loading media 

bentscummitmentto in 
ngurta that foUowe 

improve the ngricul" demonstrati 
abortive 

on 
tural sector". against him last 

ý '1 
I 

'r 

l 
.r ýý ý ýý 

w.. 1..... l... 1.. L. " i1nn1. .f!! F. n. . nA ......... t.. trra. nnn. ýAl. 
__'1__. _ . ____ ý. J .. _ 

I"I, ýa 

Plod his region and some nongovernmen" Journalism. 
that his whereabouts taleorganisations, " he H. said false reports 
can not be traded. addd, by journalists can spark 

According to the Mr Mogtari was Of violence which coul4 
minister, he has since reacting to a report affect the developmen" 
Monday, been in office published by an Accra. tal process being pur. 
to perform official based weekly news pa. sued by the govern. 
duties without any per at a press confer. ment, 
threat to his life. once at We yesterday. The regiunol minis. 

`i wish to say that on He advised journal. tor urged journahats to 
that fateful day, I held iats not W take advan" conduct thorough inves. 
two meetings in my tage of the repeal of the tigations and publish 
otl ce with Officials, of criminal libel law to " the truth not only to 

50 Houses, 15 vehicles 
destroyed in Bawku conflict AT lead ISO houses 

ennlntunnles were the 
were burnt down Dauri. Mixt'gu and ' 
during last Sunduy's Zoko electoral nreus. 
ethnic clash between where. Kenning danger. 
the Kusaxis and muxt of the people fled. Mamprusis ut Fund burns were Bawku. Also 

alxn burnt down. which destroyed were 20 
stores, kiosks and IS hit. rcxultcd w short 
vehicles. age of food in the 

The wore' nlli'ctod l3uuku aria. winner. 
There wne dead ý"ý 

silence Tung the 
Jar ncrs And hie action 
cuusocl a lot or anxiety 
nmong the crowd until 
he finally mentioned 
the nnme of the proud 

it WiOneP. 

It wnR all joy und 
excitement aim Mini- 

"f Mathew 6wani Hnnxu. 
51"Vrar"nld all" 

ruund furmor fri, m 
dnalamu Bill in the 
11'01 lKn FeI u1n ^1'tntnlnnlw; I ul Ou "lual.. 12111 11u. 1nt4 or the 
nlvppotl mit III I"eeHlPe N4"ntefll 12t"6I. n6 
111n prize H. " '41,111"d In.. I. II'Inllll: I. III"r UFLlinml' Ill. ALddh" 

I. 
11.111 

............ . ý... ý.. 1.... 1 I ........... . .. r.. l.... a.. ll ................ ......:..... "'. -"ý 1ý4 "" "" vnll"F 

hn'nu"I'w. thc (iPenllq" 
A; 

) ncn" with the N-11, ol''? fl Iull"Une" rmplqý"irr; uud 
Aca"I'n Itý"µunud I`Ie; Inu. Iýaa'IIý'krI> IIk"II. IMLl1uIalnlablhrpllull: üiun. 
N'I nllnll"I'. Sheikh I. C. IIM w1"II /Iw a'1'nl"l"Ilrlý".. I II" II; IM n C11LIlI" "mull an NYfII. -.. I 

Joy in farming. 
" Continued from P. 1 

Mt"Mwd graduaws m agn"icultuml techniques. 
Ilo mmmwnltd the govemment las- tntry; ntging the 

sw"eut and bnl III liu"nmnu by rewutdmg them on unnu" 
nl hnai.. 

Nunn B14t. u wap currimd shoulder hitch by enthmi- 
a. tie IhruuvK s. hru hi. nnfH" uw+ amwo a"d by the 
Dopuly A1miMU"r I4' Foul and A? ntl'ullun". Dr Alwlrb 
kIIIR441 I Iilnrylll, 1. IIf UiIM OW- 414111K-11- It or IIIt, MttlMllnl. 

N, ul. l Now It.,, hl. Iin'u1in; 11"nlelpl na4+n"II4tt. d to 
sit '11nsisu h': u"m. Lw; nvd all I4nnn11An1111 sind 

The bunaulow of the 
Headmaster of the 
Bawku Secondaryy/ 
Technical, School, Mr 
Alvudu Agyerimis, will 
completely burnt down. 
A computer and its 
accuawlrlus. olficiel doc- 
uments; and his pcrann" 
al clrects weis also Von- 
dalised. 

The Bawku East 
District Co-ordinating 
Director, Mr Ibrahim 
Alhassan, who conduct- 
ed the press on a tour or 
some or the affected 
oiens, acid the Immedi" 
we cost of damage is not 
known, but that from 
Iwery indication. it will 
run into billions of 
Iwdis. 

Nun-govrrnmrntal 
mitomsationh INUI)sI 
sm"kulg to bong In-mv 
to IIm altvl havr IN-4-11 
organising sunanurs 
nod diulncor und hurr 
hmkered 1P. -ore arrords 
endorsed by the two 
nuun InvHnns. 

The lualy of thr situ' 
1ltlon is (hut Ills yi.: irs 

United Nntiuns IUNI 
1)ay . for Peace and 
Reconciliation wee epe- 
ciullyy dedicated to 
Buwku to get the people 
to appreciate the need 
for peace. 

In addition, the 
Upper East Regional 
Mmýator, Mr Mahaml 
Salil'u, had initiated 
moves aimed at ensur- 
ing pence in the area. 

. 
Meanwhile, security 

ppersonnel in Buwku 
have arrested three 
suspect, for question- 
ing in connection with 
the death of a 24-year. 
old man, whose throat 
wan 'lit at Garu, near 
Buwku. 

The cui Pow that wus 
nnpneed on Monday is 
µrnvrully holding and 
eauunurcad activities 
our hack to normal alter 
the iraturatiun or law 
and order. 

Commerrinl inatitu" 
tam,, which were closed 
down in the heat of the 
trmllici hive resumed 
11l)t. iii it Ilia. 

_ý__ý_ ýýýýý . ýA . ýý_ _ rumuw yvww wnu v. a" 
illty but dw to word 

ý* 

indurrlnr Irrd rultrli. and lack of public eon11., {f! ý 
d- In the media..:. ) - _ ;M to whet'Ifniibf, 
action he will take to id' 
redeem his image; Mr.;;: 
Mogtori threatened ö 
that he will deal dr&sU. I ý 
cally with that newspA. gj u iP" 
per as soon as ne gets f ýry 
copys 

explained that 
l 

. ths RoQiönal 8aurlty r,, l 

ýl1"11 
ýri. 

Fw" 

Council decided 1o stop;; lyr 
the demonstration 
because two factions of Z;; the New PaU"iolio Party, o.., ' 
INPP) had decided to! fý ̀a demonstrate on - the 
same day, which could', 
have led to chow and 

First and second. anarchy / 
cycle schools are, how. Mr Mogtsrl)' 
ever. still closed. described as unfortd" UMCisle of thu nets, and unfounded Ghana Red Cross 

al a shone , nab :b, Society were busy tnk" ýae, 
' ina a_ census of die. : ýdý 

. 
me Wbom I 

,z# I 

ýýi: 
R", ', 
!,. 

placed parsons to ,. cr  . ... .,,. -,, 
ennble them to assess . retently held, rooonol 
their needs. 

Though the Ilawku 
eotigre84 was bogus and 
fraudulent, 

Presbyterian Hospital 3&1s Said all thöa 
l 

has rSaUmed opera. who walked- out were '4; 
y ....... ..... .ra. A; e... mtl. A m. mhai nrl M4 

health workers wha Oed the D&RY who reellied ,!, 
ý 

In the wake of the cun" thitthey were going't0; " 
flict have not yet low the elections,. {J4ý... i.. 
returned, ". "Whst is happeninj 1, " 

Patients prcler trar" is"a machination-or at; "ýci>ý' 
d1ingto Guru. oinlut Is handful of NPP sup- 
miles from llowku, for porters at We and not; 

9. 

tlrnunent the entire eight eon"ý.? bl 
Tho nniciul cueuuhr stituencies in the 

figure 114 put at jn rinud. region, Me MogtariI 

ijr 
i(' 

eyu"W1t111'a11 ll(YY11l11Ie added, ; i, 5 
wily the figure ie rnthnr --, The regional minlwiin" 
on tilt low sudu +iutr ter implored ``enuins y" 
! hure whu died uu the supporters of. the N!! ' 
DOClIBI1MO ano u109o in the rY¢VOn to remain I 

.. 
ý. ý,, 

On were kdlod to euad6K and stand. 
revenge nttnrke were , ahdly behind the lead "+ burred by rulutive. , ht nr the party to, 
without making ; opouls rebuild th, nation. 

4ý1 

j`! 1' 
ý 
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in turn, will liaise with 
the Minister of Local 
Govirnmant and Rural 
Development, who, has 

i Liiii[lioK[) 
-m"ý-ýý Go MIL 'REV 9raa7mw By. LUG oauon- 

the sunset debt relief effort , term resource flows are the beat He icid HIPC 
"' "ý.. 'nniiýJ.. 1J__ý. _____ý-_, i"___ f_ __yI __. _ lClYlutltl hffiva hnAn 

,,, "� A. V!...... ; �or+w rawuvsuva i wava " ,:. wems, w ." acu+eve. euecatnea . :. -. -77'T I_ -i.. ý_--'-----' ý -- nnenea mr an ma nn 
pa Umlt-; ". trleiýýd ötýherýdeveoouund G, a Ih Äm0ek0 

was Dteaeat{nv   
ýMD'U to facilitate 

.. "{ . 
natiOnelmeziEtheýdwh! 'h.... -! R"nener et the nlene*o u..:... %r MO; ID001[OTUfQ, O( Cd0 

-7-- -. ---- ---. -, " " ueý of the hiadi . wýIe'p 'd. evamthou¢hlaýd'"ie ace. a on-aoin¢ orld, Summic nn' ZI.. 
of : -necceewtlýv pau Afr'caqýcouný t Suetsinäblö, j Development Mr oeafaMufo 

thee I from. the; difficuk mndi., '" (WSSD) at the Sandten C; to' 'paid the government 
. wvý. ý, ._- r__: __ .. ___. __ _. __ _-. -____^ý.. J IýýL ýrý4 "ý1ýýýý. 1 .w . H..... ý ,,. " ___ý____ . ý__.. _ devel: 

.! 
'Oeo ': 'PnIIOY961YB PhIIn8nCln9j 4 ýiOüLCy 3A 41011eIID8PD11iQ, MUM --ý ^ýýý "ý ""'" " "" 

beyond " ;t 

By Albert K. Sala & Torl ele" light on the statu. of the HIPC initia 
overIIment rlaa flue and the benefits so far accruing 

, . L_ _- from it. V LLL{i04 . YO billion of the by the Minister of Local Government Relief Funds of the Heavil 
and Rural Development, Mr Kwadwo 

.. 'Indebted 
, 
Poor Countries (HIP 

dative Bach-Wired 
a 

the acting Minister of tq' the various Metro, Information and Presidential Affairs, blitan, Municipal and District 
..., 

6H.. /uMhA. \ LaapavAUeu-AUiuU]ag,  . Uepuq 
e" """ "" Minister of Finance. DrA. Agsmbiüi. .:. iTh. ý. R.... i I... ý.. {......, 7. 'i_ a. _J 

i., "..,.. - ... ,W . -Y Glviaý euidellnei for accsýeiný We in&astrUcturo for basic educations, funds by a various assein lies, be Ab. 1 '4't Waterbslnd q,.,., 
rn 

roar 
nd commýniýy aaid_ each bene8dary assembly and 

, Prrf : 'b.; . its chief executive into submit a vri" 
: "4äntäEsetMetrovoliten7Aasem= 

,` 
oritised listý o( P*aPosýd PiQfecfi to 

äi R1.; 11;:.,. .n I.: i? ' ' , genen4 prom 
. 
the tlnt tienche or 60 ; 

; i'.,. -, TT. ^w _, oý....... ... ? 'Y' ý"r,.. ..... f ., ýýwý ". ___.... _a Y. ' Ilan' lind Kl billion mnrwrtivnly arhilü . al"'" "'°"" v. wa aYY+vvsu wucauvu 
J. ".. aT -- =_ ._ Y_ . . nd .......... a:. d_-=_. _ý____ -- .I- -'M6i*19YAA_ 'NAV J1lAhAfl * TAAIAIA "nA -. ý "yvu --. Wry YIVmfDAA uu IAO 

; t' Cp: a, r a�-ir:: aý: si se. e ýº,; : "' 1mPlemeat4tion of th6 IInt tranche. 
eßcil receive a1.6 billion !. the balance of ö0 per cent' will be' 

. LWAq '. )remaining : 103, district "", "ýý°" � . aaSAmbliea will receive el billion ý. °O a71141 9! ynorauea uat must 
+ 'each. - oe " euomntted immediately for the 

'. Th Minister of Finance, Mr Yaw funds to be made available to them. 
VsaIO Maafo, disclosed this at a news ý+ý ýý+. au .. w we ýuenu- 
. conference in Accra yesterday to shed 

Red projects must be submitted 
4i; through the respective 

ý ". 
_ý. 

1"; 0 Is reQioasl ministers, who 

rica exit 

1. . 
ýý 

ar osatäManfo flanked by Mr Baah Wlredu and Paapa. Owruiu"Ankomah at tM conbronca. Plo. 

fun by EMMANUEL QUAYS. p' 
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, W9rld hsa elyht op 
Iný+ý'champi wL LOýOOx 
Cowls arrived. e ,c un- 

aY t/y¬10al {11Bht: : lq-d 
prlyate vlalt' ý"ýý' 
`. Lewis, wh ledýa! 41ý 

man entourag paid, ho is 
in Ghana to attend ', a 
rrºend'a engag enr core-, 
mony and aºs ßold'd! s- 
cusalona abou 18 career 
with trainer mmanuel 
Steward , and American 
promoter to Ing, who 
arrived In Accr , yeatarday 
mominp. 

The WBC, 1 and 100 
champion is "r oduled to 
meet Prealdont '. A. Kufuor 
t the Castle today. 
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Approved by Food & Drugs 
(Removes Slim. KIM Germs. N. utrul 
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rýFý1ý. 3ý': '+.; iýg. tý',: h ý vý mtiýaF`+cw«"F'ýt2: h+a.,. ý" 
.. . -. ,. ý_ r ana upon waq : "royy, oouneei , .: { prxenuQ9 w s[auugenc ne :. uum a m. a mw oacuuy 

ckaty alevýt+: 'ý..: ` xthe' j, pharlee 
. mýdewthe ainwhich their arm vehicle, 

He said when b 9nd 
I'<Havibdi: if he "saw anv he said he went to lawyer the municipal assembly 

Nýa Zibliuý; , went E the ,, build}üP of warriors' Mahama! s . house -? ; in bout a new one at the 
pmce9 0[ Lae li8gioA61 wt' arouna Ne t. cewaa raaua :- 'iamaw -win uxvuy{ uu wne w*a. u 
oidinatina Council (FCC), when the. went there on , Yendi on March Zb, he re(easea a vemcie w mem 
the Regional Co otdinatipg i' 

. 
March 

. 
2ý , 

Na Abdulai denieä that he said so. to facilitate their work. 
Lnel. '[OT sola mem mßL me ,; repnea mIme Regacrve. lo anomer queooun uy twaw uy ..., 
Regional Minister !. had: ' 7b angther question by Mr Justlce Wuaku to give Peprah if he Poliovred to we 
travelled to Aorra. " ',, the counsel whether he the distance between n= whether th reuuonxemenI 

Na Abdulai said 17q that . saw any I secu ityman at and where Muaah was left for Yendi, Mr Adorn 
time the - REGSEQI was ' the Gbawaa Palace, he shot, Na Abdulai said he said that technical aspect 
holding a meeting, under ,, said there was not a single " was standing near the was left to the comman" 
the chairmanship of the . security map there. pavilion where the Ya Na dereiý`___ 

:a_i re , ý,... o,... aamaie Munim nies esaeanowneteawnen parueamecar. Executive (M . F. 1' Me 
. fl- RF. (: RT`. (' xef, e, d to Asked by the omnmia" 27. REGSEC reconvened 

Ada mw id they. 
_ 

the ' I? rovide secý for the fa ' aim chairman ifd ae-who to take a security update ' 
OPPortunity to brief the Na, witness said he was shot the Ya Na could nave ana in me wurea of We 
members of the need to 

, very worried. shot him if they wanted, he meeting, the Regional 
send security re-infon'a When Mr Hnvibor reoliai in the affirmative. Minister and his deputy 
meat to Yendi; ae the siWa 

. asked him whethei the When Mr Juetioe came to join them at dilier 
lion was , getting oft of ;. unfortunate incident mold Wuaku asked him to. give ant times. 
nano j have been averted if eecu- the eecunty strength in ' tie 

. 
6810 w1111e cney 

1 14 a , ApdWai aaidl the I "}it. vhwi ham mraridaA fnr 'lhmala and Yendi at the Were at tna meeang, 1Va" 
, .ý : --:, l, _-I-...... _. - -- "- cu u cu memoers told mm "J". 

. ": 
ttýe YY Na, Na Abdulai said time of the disturbances.. Analer came w uuurc 

that aince there were'secu evwn' if fnur"nf thwm mwm hw -id ? harn were no satu" them that around 3.3 
'ri4v'eb. o...... el ea V.,... i:, .. e 

1 
__. _. "i. 

--_ . ý___ ___,:; . r. ý__i_ -- 
__. f1. e .... 1'v. e nnd . nili_ ""v w"a»""+w a. a. +ya m, avauauie. nawn¢ meia nm men ac aamwn ww ý... rw w. "w ý""ý -"""ý 

_ýý_. 
'_'m uo neea w, 'aua 

, 
bave npppanea. _I 

_ 
Yendi because it they_ were cery 7em[arcxmmý ý saýn 

w+waami men mere Nat Abdulei flared up there, the Ya Na would not from 'iemaie` m lienaý, 
auuwa rqua aie ýr- -. wr en ýi CamLL e turn OT have been murd&ed. .... tell me : a-ava, wu u, u- HaýCBd them to return 8t. $ . }he counsel Ähuduc Anknd " by . Prnfeaenr ad 1 11 and was 00 admie- 

: 
faa :: Naný } Boähenr. tg ý croäe 'ý Kweai Xa member "' aion Mar 

at the y 
'e Adamndi. aid 

höepitaL 
i,. examine bim i mmnellina 

ý 
nf the ., mmmis. ion '. Na 

P "1F4... id ý1 ... rý. d.. 4:... dcM-. v__e'Iý. __ý-'f: 
T --°. -. .... ---- 

.". . ýý__. _. _.........,.. 7 f6. 
°""'' "° iýa°ý' I ý° '? p lý wneuýer 1t waB na e+ýwm uoo. au tothemeeting ` 1: 30" ý`conoernabouthu 

uct". oua to go tcYený wi a,. REGSEC tn er the 
p. m. as they were begkon AsF j'C: the ' exchanges women at thet¢idcal pmi- Ya-Na 5om rhe Yendi Hos 

,,, a u, or uw sa uncý+ý Detween'the witneea aag od or not Na Abdt118i said papal to föB'1aIDel8 tloep- 
e.. r _, ýý- t yc: wuua wean w put R U, peraonnel 

weze 
alePetrbe4., f the COtIn8B1 were gerxing the fnforinstion they Qath- W for lreatment. I tO Yendi 

. 
ý. 1 hnttm: "" mlim, n. n A .. ea t.. T.... 1. m.. ... a .. Thn M(: F. Mid he tnld 

__ ._ ýý---"--, .... ... ý a.. y ..... »... m .... . . -.. _ : ý_. . [_ i Ne sti. a. a. i ...:, 1 LVa rnac lne . a.. ýL 4;. emmecpm m me area . aenous as what they Saw ttla lump 
t}leir return the Regional' 

,. to avert metyincident' at Yandi securityty personnel who Police Commander jCon. ' This p>ompted the sha y, When it 'came to his were dispatched to Yendi 13rmed that the situation men ofthe oommiseian, Mr turn to be tsuss-examined, were responsible men and Yýa very serious and Justice I NX V ku, to the Tamale NICE, Mr would not kill the Ya. Na j 
ý+. auauuun mreryene and advise the Adam, acted the claim to nu Adam, bat t}ý CE insisted that ' witness to comport himself by Naulai that the he heard of e death of the 

as me oommumon has the REGSEC refused to i: ° Ya-Na on radio in the night Yendi, thenwaenoneedtn "" ., ýý*.,., a: 4ti:... ro.. -_a_---__ý. ý. ý_., _ _ý.... _. ry, send addiäonal 6ecu4 lu. °" urny u. n an-inn w ý. uuw oý. 
- 

h' 
_ 

When. ', temoer, came' He however edmittwd Asked by Mr Yahayc 
y+mmnnei mere 

, 
down, Nana ' Böahen eu¢" that Na" ibh i &C;. d the Semi mussel for the 

ne. caw arouna o, uu to Na Abdulai that Tamale 11eeRReent met with, . Mdanisifhewould beeur p M. when there was no went to Ym ii in . M. .z ncn_euýn __. _ __ .. __.,.. w e..... H.. RNi i_ 
sign that the REGSEC will cedes Bens bus with ".. V. "" "`"" ý �� ý.. m, .. he VO 

lIn 
to then March 28. reported the death of the , request , tration number AS 96(M C the MCE said the two Ya-Na W then tieadquerv 

ey ther with 31 others to 
. chiefs told the REGSEC ten in Aocrs in the morn- Na Abdulai who is en 6gltit for the YaNa but wit* that the police and military tug of March 27, Mr Adam' Andasaid on March 27 :" nass denied it 
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SOUTH AKIM RURAL BAN, 
ýw. NANKESE 

. ..,. } .ý 17TH ANNUAL GENERAL Ml9gTING 

NOTICE IS HEREBY given t, 
17th Annual. General Meä 
Shareholders' of the Sank, will 
at the Presbyterian Chapel, 
on Saturday,, l4th September 
10 am prompt. 

AGENDA: 0 
1 To adopt minutes of the 16t 

General Meeting 

2. To receive and consid&r the 
Accounts for the. year endiQg, 31st 
December' 

. 2001. -and 
Report. 

3. To . authorise " Directors to 
remuneration of Auditors 

4. To re-app oipt Au'ýitQrs 

lä t; , 'the 
ýng ot 
pme on 
ankese 
2002 at 

nnual 

5. To confirm election'bf Direct 
'ý.... _. ý__`_'.. "ý `". "1"ý' ý 

in -, �, lyoinermaler. 1 ". 
N. @: 'All Shareholders who he not received their notices may call at"the 
various Agencies of the B e. Suhum, ' Koforidua, Asamänk0 `. and 
rvanicese omce) to rocelve same; 

By Order . of the Board 
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